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Abstract 
Increasingly, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities are seeking to maintain, 
revitalise and reawaken their traditional languages. In contexts where there are few fluent 
speakers of the languages or few learning resources, this can present particular challenges. 
The goal of this thesis is to investigate how adult community members can be supported 
towards greater independence as language learners and teachers in their communities. This 
was explored in the context of Jilkminggan, a remote Aboriginal community in the western  
area of the Northern Territory, 135 km south-east of Katherine. A design-based methodology 
was adopted to investigate learning in its natural context, involving community members in 
resource creation across several iterations and allowing for a more collaborative approach to 
the research. The research was conducted in three phases. In Phase 1 informal discussions 
were held with community members, including Elder Sheila Conway and representatives of 
the Jilkminggan Community Aboriginal Corporation, concerning their aspirations for learning 
and revitalisation of Mangarrayi. The project which developed in light of these discussions 
centred on the use of a bank of Mangarrayi utterances or ‘chunks’ – termed Chunkbank –  
captured from archival audio recordings to support development of everyday communication 
in Mangarrayi for younger adult learners. In Phase 2, in line with a design-based approach, 
three studies were conducted to provide baseline information informing the development of 
tasks and resources in Phase 3. Study 1 established topics and language functions of 
importance to Jilkminggan community members. Study 2 provided insights into the current 
uses of digital technology at Jilkminggan and its potential to support language learning. Study 
3 provided an opportunity to observe the degree to which community members could 
understand and capture Mangarrayi archival audio chunks. The results from Studies 1-3 
provided answers to the first two Research Questions:  
RQ1: What linguistic, metalinguistic and technical knowledge and skills do community 
members currently possess that will help them capture Mangarrayi audio utterances from 
archival recordings and use these to create learning resources? 
Study 1 confirmed that there was interest amongst the younger adult population to learn 
Mangarrayi and identified topics of most interest to participants. Study 2 showed that laptops 
and mobile phones could be employed to deliver resources to learners. The software programs 
PowerPoint, Audacity and MovieMaker were familiar to many community members and 
could form the basis of sustainable community learning resource creation. Results of Study 3 
  
suggest that chunking longer Mangarrayi utterances into smaller segments could provide 
benefits for language learning and slowing the speed of delivery of an utterance by about 20% 
using the tempo change function in Audacity can help learners mimic utterances.  
Phase 3, Study 4, involved observation of learners engaging in a problem solving task, the 
development of a script for a Mangarrayi video learning resource in the domain of health, a 
topic area shown to be of interest to community members in Study 1. Based on results of 
Studies 1- 3 digital resources were developed that harnessed the in-built structure and prosody 
of Mangarrayi audio segments to scaffold learning, minimising the need for extensive 
grammatical explanation. Participants in Study 4 had access to three other forms of support 
that could potentially provide scaffolding for learning: external linguistic, metalinguistic and 
pedagogic expertise provided by myself, peer-to-peer support provided by the learners 
themselves and support from expert speaker Sheila Conway. The Study was originally 
designed across three separate one-week blocks to provide opportunities for iteration and 
refinement of tasks and resources. This timetable had to be compacted into a single one-week 
block due to emergent factors beyond my control, just the kind of contingency that a design-
based approach is equipped to absorb. The key data for analysis in Block 1 of Study 4 were 
provided by full transcriptions of the three sessions within the block. The analysis relied on a 
coding structure based on a scaffolding framework adopted from the educational research 
literature to identify specific examples of scaffolding and the strategies employed. An 
important aspect of the coding structure was defining categories to identify the degree to 
which participants took responsibility for and ownership of their learning, which could be 
interpreted as evidence of independence in learning. Study 4 provided answers to Research 
Question 2: 
RQ2: How can Mangarrayi word strings captured from archival recordings, and digital 
resources delivering these, help provide scaffolding to promote independent language 
learning? 
The analysis of the data collected in Block 1 showed that Mangarrayi audio chunks organised 
and delivered through digital learning resources, such as Chunkbank, provided scaffolding for 
adult language learning by modelling examples of Mangarrayi language to reduce the choices 
for the learner (Reduction of degrees of freedom), to help develop their understanding of the 
structure of Mangarrayi (Cognitive structuring) and to keep learning on track (Direction  
maintenance). Community members took responsibility for their own learning and provided 
  
peer-to-peer support, particularly in the affect domain through the use of humour to manage 
frustration and build self-confidence (Contingency management and Frustration control). 
Linguistic instruction helped understanding of the grammar and structure of Mangarrayi 
(Cognitive structuring) using strategies such as explaining, feeding back and modelling. 
Expert speaker Sheila Conway modelled Mangarrayi language to reduce grammatical and 
lexical choices facing the learners (Reduction of the degrees of freedom). One key participant 
took the lead in developing activities and recruiting participants in Blocks 2 and 3, 
transitioning from a participant to collaborator role. Blocks 2 and 3 saw involvement of a 
wide range of community members in learning activities and resource creation, in particular 
an older adult generation with strong background knowledge of Mangarrayi that digital 
resources could help to reactivate.   
This research provides evidence of existing capacity amongst younger adult Jilkminggan 
community members to drive learning and resource creation. The use of digital resources, in 
addition to face-to face learning from speaker Sheila Conway, the rekindled knowledge of 
older community members, and external linguistic, metalinguistic and pedagogic expertise, 
can help develop language knowledge and skills to build on this capacity. This provides a 
possible model for sustainable revitalisation of other Aboriginal languages in a similar 
context.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.0 Background 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are themselves the rightful custodians of their 
languages and their sovereignty over these should be privileged (Lowe, 2011). Ownership and 
control of language revival efforts must reside primarily with the community concerned. At 
the same time, researchers in the field of language revival advocate a collaborative approach 
to language revival involving communities and external individuals and organisations, such as 
Indigenous Language Centres, linguists, schools and teachers (FATSIL, 2004; Neumann, 
2012; Purdie et al., 2008). Although language revival has many dimensions, language 
learning is at the centre and the extent to which community members are in a position to 
undertake teaching and learning of their languages with some degree of independence can 
positively influence sustainability of this enterprise.  
In pre-contact times in Australian Aboriginal communities, there were no formal educational 
institutions corresponding to schools or universities as we would understand them today, 
nevertheless, a great deal of learning took place, including language learning. However, this 
learning was more integrated into everyday life and activities, such as collecting food, 
cooking, hunting and gathering. Children learnt by observing how older members of the 
community went about daily tasks (Hughes & More, 1997). There are numerous references to 
this form of learning in oral histories recorded from Mangarrayi people who grew up on Elsey 
station in the area of the Northern Territory, for example, ngiyanba-gani-wa ngiyanba 
buy’buy-wuni-wa barnam, na yarrayng-gu na-jadabul-wu ‘They [the old people] took us and 
showed us country. Showed us about river lily and lilies [important food sources]’ (Dirn.gayg 
et al., 1996:48). Gurindji, Warlpiri and speakers of Arandic languages consciously modify 
their speech in specific ways when talking to young children (Jones & Meakins, 2013; 
Laughren, 1984; Turpin, 2016). Modifications include simplification of the phonological 
inventory or specific vocabulary items, particularly complex kinship terminology, suggesting 
that this is designed to help children’s language learning. In a study conducted by Jones and 
Meakins (2013), Gurindji adults were asked why they use janyarrp (baby talk) when speaking 
to children, they replied that it was to help the children understand. The authors speculate that 
the use of janyarrp may also function to encourage attempts at speech and perhaps provide 
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models of target language. Communities often lived in contact with and intermarried with 
neighbouring groups who spoke a different language, so multilingualism was common. 
Although we know little about the process of learning a second (or third) language at this 
time, it was more likely to have been through usage rather than an organised or structured 
teaching program such as we find in many Australian schools, for example. 
Acquisition of a language by children in the organic way outlined above relies on the 
presence and active contribution of speakers across a number of generations (Jones & 
Meakins, 2013). The social landscape across Australia has changed dramatically over the last 
200 years with the consequence that the number of fluent speakers of traditional languages in 
many Indigenous communities is falling, often to critically low levels (Marmion et al., 2014). 
In many communities, speakers of traditional languages are Elderly with English or Kriol1 
now spoken as a first language by children and adults. Over the last 50 years, some 
communities have responded to this situation by the introduction of more formal language 
teaching programs within their local school. Successful school-based programs have been 
characterised by respectful collaboration between Indigenous communities, Indigenous 
Language Centres, linguists, schools and teachers (Purdie et al., 2008). Language speakers 
have played a key role in these collaborations, however, in many cases, those with the 
strongest language skills are now Elderly and health issues make it difficult for them to take 
on such a role. At the same time, opportunities and support for Indigenous adults to 
strengthen their own knowledge and skills in their language are less readily available. The 
Master-Apprentice program, an immersion-style contextualised language learning strategy for 
languages with few speakers (Hinton, et al., 2002), has provided one avenue for committed 
adult learners to develop their language skills, particularly speaking and listening skills. This 
approach relies on the availability of speakers of the language able to commit to the 20 or so 
hours per week required for optimal results. Where learners have no access, or only limited 
access, to fluent speakers, a different solution is required to provide learners with exposure to 
the target language. One answer may lie in the use of language corpora, collections of audio, 
visual or written records of a language. Audio recordings are a potentially rich source of 
language input that learners could access with some independence via digital devices, such as 
 
1 A creole language which emerged from contact between speakers of traditional Aboriginal 
languages, speakers of English and speakers of 'Pidgin English' variety of English – Glossary of 
Aboriginal terms Babel vol 54 Issue 1-2 2019. 
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computers, tablets or mobile phones.  
1.1 Documentation of Indigenous Australian languages 
From the beginning of European colonisation of Australia, records can be found concerning 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages and people (Troy, 1994). Initially, this took a 
purely written form of often idiosyncratic transcriptions of words and phrases in notebooks or 
diaries with suggested meanings recorded from Indigenous people with whom they came in 
contact. Some of the earliest examples of the Sydney language can be found in the journal of 
Sir Joseph Banks2, a member of the First Fleet, and the notebooks of Lieutenant William 
Dawes whose main informant was a young Aboriginal woman by the name of Patyegarang, 
referred to as “Patye” by Dawes3. Others, such as surveyor R.H. Matthews, began 
documenting languages further afield such as the Darkinyung language spoken from the 
Hawkesbury river up to the Hunter (Matthews, 1897).  
From the late 19th century newer technologies such as the phonograph were used to provide 
audio documentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages, for example, the 
1899 recording of songs from Tasmanian Aboriginal woman Fanny Cochrane Smith4. This 
provided a more accurate record of the language as it did not rely on any outside 
interpretation of the material beyond the identification of the temporal domain of the 
‘performance’.  
The advent of more portable audio, and later video, recording technology, facilitated the 
process of language data collection, freeing up language researchers to focus more closely on 
collection of primary language data rather than on secondary analysis such as notation and 
transcription. The motivations behind the documentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander languages by non-Indigenous researchers have been varied. This work was often 
undertaken by interested enthusiasts without any particular training in language or language 
 
2 The Endeavour Journal of Sir Joseph Banks has been made available online through the Gutenberg 
project http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks05/0501141h.html#may1770. Accessed 14 June 2019. 
3 https://www.williamdawes.org/patyegarang.html. This website is the result of a collaboration 
between the Hans Rausing Endangered Languages Project and the Library Special Collections, both of 
which are based at the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) in London. Accessed 14 June 
2019. 
4 National Film and Sound Archive Canberra timeline.nfsaa.com/unesco-australian-memory-of-the-
world-register/ 
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documentation at their own instigation in addition to their other duties. Although the majority 
of these were men, contributions to the documentation of Australian Indigenous languages by 
women can be traced back as far as Elizabeth Macarthur who, after her arrival in Sydney in 
1790, recorded some twenty names and their meaning (Simpson, n.d.). The lack of female 
contribution to documentation can be attributed to a lack of opportunity. It was often through 
the occupations of male relatives that women were provided with an opportunity to study and 
document local languages, for example, Isabella Park Taylor and Frances Davenport whose 
fathers were Protectors of Aborigines (Simpson, n.d.). Missionaries, for many of whom 
vernacular translation of the Bible was seen as essential to the fulfilment of their role, have 
also been a source of language documentation, for example, William Watson and James 
Gunther who translated the Bible into Wiradjuri in the 1830s (van Toorn, 2006:34). Whatever 
the motivation, these efforts have left a legacy of written, audio and, increasingly, video 
documentation. Many of these materials are stored, often now in a digitised format, in 
archives such as The Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies 
(AIATSIS), and more recently The Pacific and Regional Archive for Digital Sources in 
Endangered Cultures (PARADISEC). In language learning contexts where there are no longer 
speakers of the target language, or only limited access to speakers, these corpora offer a 
source of authentic language with the potential to support independent language learning and 
the creation of language learning resources.  
1.2 Research Context 
In this thesis, I will explore the re-purposing of archival audio documentation in support of 
learner independence within the context of Jilkminggan, a remote Aboriginal community in 
the western  area of the Northern Territory, 135 km south-east of Katherine (Figure 1.1). The 
Mangarrayi people are the traditional owners of Jilkminggan and the surrounding land. In 
2000, Elsey station on which Jilkminggan is situated was officially handed back to the 
traditional owners and today Jilkminggan has the largest concentration of Mangarrayi people. 
The population of Jilkminggan is around 3005, although, as was also observed by Francesca 
Merlan in 1977 (Merlan, 1990), there is a lot of mobility amongst the population. Individuals 
and families undertake short and longer term visits to other communities, such as Mole Hill 
 
5 2016 Census 
https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/SSC70137 
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(Gunduburun), Hodgson Downs (Minyeri), Mataranka and Katherine. At the same time, there 
are often visitors from other communities staying at Jilkminggan. Not all community 
members identify as Mangarrayi and some people identify with one or more other language 
groups in addition to Mangarrayi. The cultural make-up of the current population cannot be 
determined from the most recent 2016 Australian census data as respondents could only 
indicate that they were “Australian Aboriginal” with no opportunity to identify their specific 
Aboriginal heritage. However, the majority of the 38 participants involved in the studies for 
this thesis reported some Mangarrayi heritage.  
The current site for Jilkminggan (also known as Djembere and Duck Creek) was established 
on 9th August 1974. Clancy Roberts, Jessie Roberts and Sheila Conway took a leading role in 
the move from nearby Elsey Station homestead (Guyanggan). During the 1970s and 1980s, an 
Elder council was set up to make decisions regarding the community. This became the 
Jilkminggan Community Government Council which was in place until 2007. In 2010, the 
Jilkminggan Community Aboriginal Corporation (JCAC) was incorporated with a board of 
directors and some staff to manage the community lease arrangements with the Federal 
government. The JCAC helps the community members manage the lease agreements with 
government departments and housing in Jilkminggan. The 2016 census identifies 44 
dwellings (three unoccupied), nearly triple the fifteen houses that made up the community in 
1990 (Merlan, 1990), although some of this housing stock is now in need of maintenance or 
replacement. The JCAC, together with external partners, are currently exploring options to 
improve this situation6.  The Bringgan Art Centre was recently developed by the JCAC to 
provide an avenue for local artists to create and sell their work. The Centre is funded by an 
Op Shop, offering quality second-hand clothes at affordable prices.  
A Government Business Manager (GBM) was appointed to manage measures put in place as 
part of the Northern Territory Emergency Response (NTER), initiated by Prime Minister John 
Howard in 2007. A large complex was built in the centre of the community to house the 
manager and provide accommodation for visiting contractors. Today the complex is largely 
unused as the manager conducts business from Katherine. Due to the proximity of the 
community to Katherine, it is rare that contractors stay overnight in the community.  
 
6 http://www.decidingtomakeadifference.org/ 
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The current Jilkminggan school was purpose built with federal government funding in 1993. 
This government school caters for students from P-12 and has an enrolment of around 70 
students with a roughly equal number of boys and girls7. The primary school consists of four 
classes, preschool, 1-2, 3-4 and 5-6, each with a separate classroom. The high school students 
are taught in one group in a single large classroom. Each class currently has a non-Indigenous 
class teacher and an Aboriginal teaching assistant. Three of the five Teaching Assistants 
(TAs) have Mangarrayi heritage although not all have wide background knowledge of 
Mangarrayi. The school also employs a trained non-Indigenous teacher to run the Families as 
First Teachers (FaFT) program in conjunction with the Crèche, opened in 2014.  
Mangarrayi is a morphologically rich language related to, but not mutually intelligible with, 
several other languages in the area (Merlan 1982). Traditionally Mangarrayi people spoke one 
or more other Aboriginal language in addition to Mangarrayi. Neighbouring Yangman was a 
common second language as there were many Yangman people working at Elsey station 
before the move to Jilkminggan. Mangarrayi is no longer used as a tool of daily 
communication at Jilkminggan having been replaced by Roper River Kriol. Sheila Conway is 
now the only fluent Mangarrayi speaker in the community. Other community members have 
varying degrees of exposure to and knowledge of Mangarrayi.  
 
Figure 1.1  Location of Jilkminggan http://www.whereis.com/nt/jilkminggan-0852)  
 
 
7 https://www.myschool.edu.au/school/50095/profile/2018 
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1.3 Previous collaboration with the Jilkminggan Community 
Jilkminggan was chosen as the context of this research because of a pre-existing connection 
with the community. In 1993 and 19948 I was invited by the Jilkminggan community Elders 
through the former Diwurruwurru-Jaru Language Centre in Katherine, to help develop 
language-teaching materials to support the teaching of Mangarrayi in the newly opened 
Jilkminggan school. The project resulted in the production of a Learners’ Grammar for 
Mangarrayi (Richards, 1996), adapted from Francesca Merlan's comprehensive but very 
technical Mangarrayi Grammar (Merlan, 1989), and the development of a series of twelve 
lesson plans (Richards, 1996). At that time, there were eight full speakers of Mangarrayi 
regularly living in the community. Three of these, Amy Dirn.gayg, Jessie Roberts and Sheila 
Conway, were strong supporters of the project and gave generously of their time as language 
informants in sessions to elicit Mangarrayi expressions and vocabulary for the development 
of the lessons. The lesson plans were designed from a communicative teaching perspective, 
however at the outset of the project it had not been decided what the topic of the lessons 
would be, so the elicitation was based around functional expressions relevant to a range of 
different topics, for example describing people, animals or places, asking and saying how you 
feel etc. This corpus, originally recorded on 18 audio cassettes, has now been digitised9 and is 
held in the AIATSIS archive10. A copy of the digitised recordings has also been given to 
Sheila Conway, Jessie Roberts and the Jilkminggan community. 
1.4 Significance of this study 
Community Elder11 Sheila Conway remains the most authoritative source of Mangarrayi 
language and her role as teacher is highly valued. She has been at the centre of language 
teaching activities at the Jilkminggan school over the last 30 years. Some of the younger adult 
population, particularly family members, show interest in Mangarrayi and ask her how to say 
words and some expressions. However, advanced age and ill health make it increasingly 
difficult for Sheila to be involved in more formal language teaching activities. The genesis of 
 
8 This work was in partial fulfilment of the requirements of an M Phil degree at the University of 
Sydney 
9 Funded by The ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language (CoEDL) 
10 Call number MR2-001-A to MR2_018-B 
11 I have capitalised “Elder” as a mark of respect. In this thesis Sheila is also referred to as 
“Mangarrayi speaker”. 
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this thesis can be traced to the recordings discussed above which were originally made to 
allow later analysis and transcription of the Mangarrayi expressions. The audio content itself 
was not intended to be used for teaching or learning. However, just as the Kaniʻāina ‘voices 
of the land’12 collection of radio broadcasts is a valued resource in the Hawaiian context, the 
ancestral voices contained provide a rich source of Mangarrayi audio content to support 
learners, in particular through the production of digital language learning resources. Sheila is 
amongst the voices on these recordings and making use of this material is to repect and value 
the time she gave to make the recordings. Rather than asking her to re-record expressions, 
learners when they are with Sheila could use the time to practise what they have learnt from 
thos older recordings or ask her how to asy new new expressions that haven’t yet been 
recorded. Sheila herself commented on a number of occasions during the course of this 
research when asked how to say something in Mangarrayi that “It’s all in that book of 
Francesca’s”, referring to the digitised dictionary with over 3000 entries and a comprehensive 
grammar that came out of intensive fieldwork by Francesca Merlan at Jilkminggan in the 
1970s.  
This thesis then is an exploration of how archival recordings can best be used to serve the 
needs of adult Mangarrayi learners at Jilkminggan. A search of the AIATSIS archive reveals 
more than 160 documents relating to Mangarrayi including 40 hours of audio recording from 
Francesca Merlan’s fieldwork in the 1970s13. Of course, not all archival recordings will 
necessarily lend themselves to a language learning context. The content of the 1994 
recordings, organised around communicatively functional expressions relating to specific 
topics and contexts, seemed to offer an opportunity to explore the re-purposing of audio 
recordings with good likelihood of success. Insights gained from this process could suggest 
ways in which other corpora, such as the Merlan corpus might also serve this purpose. 
1.5 Aims of the research 
Audio recordings repatriated to a community have an inherent value to communities by virtue 
of the ancestral voices contained on the recordings, even when the content can no longer be 
understood. However, for these to play a role in language learning, comprehension is 
important. In this thesis, I will explore the potential of Mangarrayi utterances captured from 
 
12 http://ulukau.org/kaniaina/?l=haw  
13 MERLAN_F02-005565-005667 and MERLAN_F04-005571-005599 
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archival recordings to scaffold learning for adult Jilkminggan community members. I will 
consider how the in-built structure and prosody of these pre-assembled Mangarrayi chunks 
can be harnessed to support young adult learners with a limited knowledge of the language, 
develop communicative skills, without the necessity for extensive knowledge of grammar. I 
will also consider the role of other language learning support, including speaker Sheila 
Conway, non-Indigenous expertise and the learners themselves, and how this support can 
maximise the effectiveness of the Mangarrayi audio chunks for sustainable revitalisation of 
Mangarrayi through independent learning. 
1.6 Research Design and Methods 
Reconciliation of the goals of university-based linguistic research and the aspirations of 
communities in which their research is based requires negotiation (Leonard, 2017). If we take 
seriously the sovereignty of communities over their own languages, there is an onus on 
researchers to work collaboratively with community members and seek ways to meet both 
their own research needs while going at least some way towards meeting the needs of the 
community. In Phase 1 of the project, I made a visit to the community in June 2016 for 10 
days. This allowed me to re-connect with Elder Sheila Conway and other community 
members whom I had come to know in the previous 1994 project. I was invited to stay in the 
community which allowed for discussions with a range of community members that arose 
opportunistically. There was a general sense from Sheila and the community members I 
talked to that there was community interest in learning Mangarrayi. In October 2016 I made 
another two-week visit to the community to discuss and further develop the project and, in 
particular, the possibility of using the recordings from the 1994 project.  
Jilkminggan is the centre of Mangarrayi language and culture today and the only ecologically 
valid way to draw conclusions about ways of supporting revitalisation and learning of 
Mangarrayi is in that context. In this thesis, I adopted a design-based methodology developed 
to investigate learning in everyday contexts that are complex by virtue of the multiple and 
often unpredictable interactions between people and situational elements drawing on different 
disciplines (Bell, 2004). In particular, the methodology combines linguistic or cognitive 
anthropology design-based research with a cultural psychology and anthropological 
approach. The research is centred on the Jilkminggan community and participants in the 
research share a rich cultural heritage and social norms. In a design-based paradigm, the 
learning environment is engineered in some way to allow observation of particular forms of 
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learning (Barab, 2006; Confrey, 2006). This requires a clear understanding of the context in 
which the learning is situated. Phase 1 of the project involved two visits to the community to 
re-establish relationships and to discuss community aspirations regarding Mangarrayi 
revitalisation. Phase 2 involved three studies designed to provide base-line information for the 
development of Study 4. Study 1 was intended to establish topics and language functions of 
importance to Jilkminggan community members. Study 2 aimed to gain an understanding of 
the role of digital technology at Jilkminggan and its potential to provide a vehicle for 
Mangarrayi audio chunks for learners. Study 3 explored the extent to which participants could 
capture and attribute a meaning to Mangarrayi word strings from extracts of older recordings. 
The results from Studies 1-3 provide answers to Research Question 1:  
RQ1: What linguistic, metalinguistic and technical knowledge and skills do community 
members currently possess that will help them capture Mangarrayi audio utterances from 
archival recordings and use these to create learning resources? 
Study 4 constituted Phase 3, the final phase of the project. In line with the design-based 
approach taken, a learning environment was developed, informed by the findings in studies 1-
3, allowing observation of community members engaged in a learning task. The task was 
framed as a problem solving task. Participants were asked to develop a script for a 
Mangarrayi video learning resource which they would then act out and film. The participants 
were not fluent speakers of Mangarrayi although they have varying levels of knowledge. To 
help complete the task the participants had access to various forms of support.  
The findings in Study 3 showed that chunking of longer recordings into shorter segments 
could provide benefits for language learning. I sought a way of making Mangarrayi word 
strings captured from recordings more easily available to potential learners. Just as a library 
catalogue allows borrowers to find books of relevance to them, I felt that the development of 
an appropriate organisational structure could fulfil a similar role for Mangarrayi learners to 
help them access relevant Mangarrayi chunks captured from the archival recordings. To this 
end, I adapted an organisational framework developed by van Ek and Trim (1998), based 
around three parameters: topic, sub-topic and language function, referred to as “Chunkbank” 
in this thesis. This resource provided participants in Study 4 with a bank of communicatively 
useful Mangarrayi audio chunks related to the topic selected for the video resource, Health 
and Sickness, one of the topics identified in Study 1 as being of relevance to learners at 
Jilkminggan.  
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Three other forms of support were available to participants in Study 4. Firstly, As an 
experienced language teacher with training in linguistics, I provided linguistic, metalinguistic 
and pedagogic support in addition to my role as researcher. I produced a number of digital 
resources using Mangarrayi audio chunks to support explanations and model learning 
resources. Secondly, the participants bring varying levels of knowledge of Mangarrayi and 
language teaching experience to the task and were themselves able to provide peer-to-peer 
support. Finally, the captured archival segments represent only a limited range of things a 
learner may wish to say in Mangarrayi. Participants still currently have the possibility of 
seeking help from Sheila if they can’t find how to express what they wish to say from other 
sources such as Chunkbank, digital resources or their peers. 
In design-based research, support is often characterised as scaffolding (Confrey, 2006; 
Sandoval & Bell, 2004; Design-based Research Collective, 2003). However, not all support 
constitutes scaffolding. As a basis for determining whether the support offered in Study 4 
could be considered as scaffolding, I adapted an analytical framework developed by van de 
Pol, Volman, & Beishuizen (2010), to provide concrete criteria to identify specific examples 
of scaffolding and their function. In van de Pol’s framework, scaffolding must fade and 
responsibility for the learning transition to the learner otherwise the support cannot be 
considered scaffolding. In order to determine whether transfer of learning occurred in Study 
4, ten behaviours were identified that could indicate that participants were taking 
responsibility for their learning. Taking responsibility within the context of the learning task 
in Study 4 can be interpreted as participants demonstrating independence in their learning. 
Study 4 was designed to answer Research Question 2: 
RQ2: How can Mangarrayi word strings captured from archival recordings, and digital 
resources delivering these, help provide scaffolding to promote independent language 
learning? 
The results of Study 4 provide a basis for sustainable revitalisation of Mangarrayi at 
Jilkminggan. Whilst this research is addressing a local problem, it is hoped that conclusions 
from the data collected will provide insights applicable to other similar contexts. 
1.7 Structure of the thesis 
Chapter 2: I discuss the evolution of the concept of independence in the educational research 
literature and the role of support in promoting greater independence. I discuss the concept of 
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scaffolding as a support strategy in education and present a framework designed to 
operationalise this concept that was used as the basis for analysis of data collected in Study 4. 
I then justify the approach taken to re-purposing audio recordings at Jilkminggan using 
exemplar Mangarrayi utterances as a key to developing a basic level of communicative 
competence in contexts identified as important to Jilkminggan learners. This requires a clear 
understanding of how and when to use the utterances. I propose an organisational framework, 
referred to as Chunkbank, using a combination of language functions, topics and sub-topics to 
clarify usage to support non-specialist community members in using these for resource 
creation to support learning and teaching Mangarrayi.  
Chapter 3: I discuss a design-based approach to observational research developed to study 
complex learning contexts such as that at Jilkminggan. I outline the development of an 
authentic, real-world task in light of problem-based and task-based learning, that would allow 
observation of participant engagement in the learning environment established for the 
research.  
In Chapters 4-6 I present three preliminary studies that allowed the establishment of a 
baseline from which to plan the final observational study.  
Chapter 4: I discuss the initial approach to the community and the process undertaken  to 
identify community aspirations regarding learning Mangarrayi.  
Chapter 5: I examine current use of technology at Jilkminggan and implications for re-
purposing audio content from older resources for the creation of new digital resources. 
Chapter 6: I discuss an observational study of how community members can use digital 
editing software to capture Mangarrayi audio chunks from a short archival audio segment and 
present some conclusions regarding the use of audio chunks for language learning. 
Chapters 7 and 8 relate to Study 4, involving observation of video resource creation around 
the topic Health & Sickness encompassing different community groups and contexts, all with 
a focus on using language chunks. This study was organised into three distinct blocks. 
Chapter 7: I give an overview of the development of the study and discuss the first block, 
involving classroom-based intensive language learning and script creation sessions. I then 
present an analysis of the nature and role of different forms of support offered during the 
sessions using the scaffolding framework described in Chapter 2.  
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Chapter 8: I discuss Blocks 2 and 3. Block 2 involves observation of more community-based 
activities involving a wider range of younger and young adult community members, including 
collection of bush medicine and simulation of preparation of these with the twin aims of 
resource creation and eliciting relevant Mangarrayi language from speaker Sheila Conway. In 
Block 3, I observe older adult community members engaging with some digital resources 
incorporating Mangarrayi chunks including the Chunkbank resource.  
Chapter 9: I discuss the findings from all four studies in relation to the two research questions 
and present some conclusions concerning resource creation, the teaching and learning of 
Mangarrayi and language revitalisation in general at Jilkminggan. I also discuss wider 
implications of this research may have for other Australian Indigenous communities in a 
similar context.  
Chapter 10: I consider the wider impact this research project has had on the Jilkminggan 
community outside the objectives of the research questions, through the research activities 
themselves as well as other activities resulting from my presence in the community during the 
data collection. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Learner independence is a goal of language revitalisation, particularly as it relates to long 
term sustainability of revitalisation projects (Hinton et al., 2002:xiv; Hinton, 2001:17; Hobson 
et al., 2010:xxvi). In this chapter, I will first trace the history of independence in learning and 
show how the original conception has developed over time, particularly with the advent of 
digital technologies. I will discuss the literature relating to the role of support and scaffolding 
to promote independence in learning and outline a framework developed to operationalise the 
notion of scaffolding. I will then provide a rationale for an approach to teaching and learning 
in a language revitalisation context which emphasises language “chunks” as a key to 
developing a basic level of communicative competence. I will outline a framework, Threshold 
1990, developed to support the teaching and learning of European languages and discuss how 
this framework could be adapted to serve as a repository for Mangarrayi utterances or chunks 
captured from archival audio documents to scaffold the learning of Mangarrayi for 
community members.  
2.2 Independent learning 
The notion of autodidaxy, learning initiated by learners themselves, is not a new concept. A 
key aspect of autodidaxy is that learning is not tied to an institutional framework (Chaix & 
O'Neil, 1978:2). Learners are freed from the restrictive and self-interested institutional 
education that encouraged a slavish rote-learning mentality allowing them to pursue a more 
pure form of inquiry (Candy, 1991; Tolstoy, 1982). Autodidaxy implies a particular kind of 
learner with the capacity and motivation to seek out information of relevance and interest to 
them. On the other hand, even the most independent or autonomous of learning does not take 
place in a vacuum (Meyer et al., 2008). The learner will have recourse to sources of 
knowledge, either in the form of those with expertise in a given domain or knowledge 
mediated through paper-based or, increasingly, digital resources. Candy (1991) distinguishes 
between autodidaxy and “self-directed” learning, which encompasses not only the qualities of 
the learner but the nature of the learning process. Whether the learning takes place within or 
outside a formal learning framework the context of learning can be organised in ways that 
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facilitate finding, accessing and making use of knowledge. However it is the degree of control 
that learners can exercise in this context that determines the level of independence they can 
display. Candy suggests that having a sense of greater control can be motivating whilst 
acknowledging that not all learners are ready or able to take control, or may choose not to 
take control even though they display characteristics typical of a self-directed learner in at 
least some domains.   
More recent research into what is termed “self-regulated learning” reveals a much more 
complex picture of learner control involving “multi-component, iterative and self-steering 
processes that target one’s own cognitions, feelings, and actions, as well as features of the 
environment for modulation in the service of one’s own goals” (Boekaerts & Cascallar, 
2006). Whilst researchers still differ in their approaches to the study of self-regulated learning 
(Boekaerts et al., 2005) there is broad consensus that effective self-regulation, at least in a 
classroom context, requires strategies relating to the three domains - cognition, metacognition 
and affect. Cognitive strategies include rehearsal, memorisation strategies and organisational 
strategies. These depend on metacognitive strategies such as planning, monitoring and control 
processes that allow learners to reflect on their own learning and understand which strategies 
are effective for them to achieve specific goals (Corno, 1986; Pressley et al., 1985). However, 
it has been shown that successful implementation of these strategies correlates with 
motivation of the learner (Pintrich & van De Groot, 1990). In their study Pintrich and De 
Groot evaluated learners’ motivation using self-reporting measurement along three 
parameters: learners’ sense of self-efficacy or belief in their ability to succeed, their beliefs 
about the value of the task or goal to be achieved, and their affect or emotional reactions to 
the task. The results show that use of cognitive and metacognitive self-regulating strategies 
resulted in higher academic performance, however this success depended on higher levels of 
self-efficacy and intrinsic value attributed to the task. In addition, a negative emotional 
reaction, such as test anxiety, was shown to relate to a lowered sense of self-efficacy which in 
turn impacted negatively on academic success.     
2.3 Intentionality and language learning  
Learning a language is a complex learning task involving receptive and expressive skills that 
require the activation of both declarative and procedural memory to develop automaticity or 
fluency (Brown, 2007). A large proportion of the world’s population speaks more than one 
language and in many cases additional languages are acquired without formal language 
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teaching instruction, either through exposure to the language from birth or as a result of living 
and working in a community that uses that language. Others set themselves the specific goal 
of acquiring another language. Intuitively, we might say that the latter case requires a more 
conscious intention to learn than the former. Although it is generally agreed by researchers 
that second language acquisition requires the learner to notice or pay attention to the feature 
to be learnt (Leow, 2007; Schmidt, 2010; 1990), the discussion of intentionality in language 
learning is hampered by a lack of precision in the terminology used to discuss it. Language 
learning can happen incidentally almost as a by-product in certain contexts “when task 
demands focus attention on relevant features of input” (Schmidt, 1990:149), however, the 
learner may not necessarily be consciously aware of the learning. Rieder (2003) equates 
“implicit learning” with learning where the learner is unaware of the learning process or what 
has been learnt and “incidental learning” with learning that is not intentional whether or not 
the learner is aware of the learning.  
In the context of Jilkminggan, many community members have been exposed to Mangarrayi, 
sometimes from birth. The nature and extent of exposure vary from one community member 
to another. Many can be said to have some background knowledge of the language but only 
one, Sheila Conway, is a fluent speaker. The preliminary discussions with members of the 
Jilkminggan community showed that there was a desire on the part of some community 
members to learn some more Mangarrayi (Chapter 4). Language learning at Jilkminggan, 
which is at the centre of this thesis, can be seen as comprising all three kinds of learning, 
implicit, incidental and intentional. 
2.4 Teaching versus Learning  
Neither self-directed learning nor self-regulated learning implies the absence of a teacher or 
instructor, rather a shift of focus from a traditional teacher-directed learning perspective to a 
more learner-centred one (Gibbons, 2002). The role of the teacher changes from presenter of 
information to facilitator who creates “a climate of self-direction and inquiry” (Candy, 
1991:391). Moore defines independent learning and teaching as “an educational system in 
which the learner is autonomous and separated from his teacher by space and time, so that 
communication is by print, electronic or other form of non-human medium” involving three 
sub-systems – learner, teacher and method of communication (Moore, 1973:663). The 
canonical example he offers of this system is the open university model, as it represents an 
institutionalised form of education requiring mediated rather than face-to-face interaction with 
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the teacher or instructor. One important feature of such a non-contiguous context is that the 
teacher is not able to immediately respond to learners’ needs by modifying aspects of the 
teaching and learning as they would if they were present. Instead, teacher support has to be 
mediated through another channel. Increasingly digital technologies in the form of online 
learning structures are providing channels of communication for teachers to support learning 
(Bissoonauth-Bedford & Stace, 2012; Nenniger, 2005; Puntambekar and Hübscher, 2005). 
The platforms serve as an “enabling environment” (Myer et al., 2008) to organise and make 
available relevant materials to help learners find and evaluate information quickly, get 
feedback and be more independent in their learning. The extent to which online platforms can 
support and adapt to learners’ cognitive, metacognitive and affective needs is dependent on 
the quality of design of the structures and resources themselves. 
The continued development of digital technology, particularly mobile technology, has seen a 
dramatic rise in the number of online language learning sites and apps offering opportunities 
for learners to engage in language learning at a time and place better corresponding to their 
needs and interests. These include dictionaries and concordancers, translators, language 
practice tools, memorisation flashcards, conjugators, podcasts, video games, messengers and 
peer-to-peer sharing (Niño, 2015; Godwin-Jones, 2005). The results of a survey on the use of 
mobile devices by university language students (Niño, 2015) suggested that mobile assisted 
language learning provides benefits for vocabulary acquisition, memorisation and practise of 
vocabulary and grammar. Students also responded that they found the resources enjoyable, 
convenient and culturally authentic, citing positive features such as immediate feedback, 
personalisation of learning including setting goals and creating quizzes in line with their own 
interests, as well as competitive features such as beating game scores. Other studies support 
findings in terms of vocabulary (Lu, 2008) highlighting access to the target language and 
speakers of the language (La Sala, 2018) and interdependence or working with others online 
(Furnborough, 2012) as important attractions of this technology. Some studies have identified 
push mechanisms, where information is “pushed” onto users often in the form of text 
messages that remind or encourage the user to take action (Stockwell & Hubbard 2013; 
Thornton & Houser, 2005). What can be seen from these suggested affordances offered by 
digital technology is that they demonstrate the potential for digital technology to support self-
regulation across the cognitive, metacognitive and affect domains. 
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2.5 Support for independence in learning 
Lev Vygotsky’s concept of the “Zone of proximal development” (ZPD) has been influential 
in research into the relationship between support and learning. Vygotsky defines ZPD as “the 
distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem 
solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under 
adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (Vygotsky, 1979:86). From this 
perspective, at any level of a child’s development, some functions will have been mastered 
and others are like “buds” ready to bloom so that “what a child can do with assistance today 
she will be able to do by herself tomorrow” (p.87). The widely used concept of scaffolding, 
like ZPD, relates to support for learning, however, it is associated with specific strategies to 
realise the support. The term ‘scaffolding’ was originally borrowed from building 
construction by Wood, Bruner & Ross (1976:90) to describe the behaviour of an adult to 
support a child in solving a task by “controlling” those aspects of a task that are beyond the 
child’s capacity, allowing them to focus on the things they are able to do. In this context, the 
adult is seen as an “expert” (p.89) who uses their knowledge and skills to help the child, 
otherwise incapable of completing the task on their own.  
Like all metaphors, the scaffolding analogy does not provide a one-to-one mapping to all the 
elements of the original construction context. Stone (1998:349–50) suggests that the 
scaffolding metaphor sometimes obscures important aspects of the process it is trying to 
represent. Unlike a building that is scaffolded during construction, learners play an active role 
in the learning context, therefore support needs to be responsive to the behaviour of each 
learner. Furthermore, scaffolding in the construction context is monolithic with only the 
amount requiring specification, whereas in the learning context different kinds of scaffolding 
may be required at different times and for different learners. Inherent in the metaphor is that 
support is temporary and should be removed as the learner achieves greater independence. 
The process of reduction of support and consequent transfer of responsibility to the learners 
“involves a continuing cycle of communicational tension and resolution” between learner and 
tutor (Stone 1998: 354). This more dynamic view of the interaction between the supporter and 
the learner is a key feature of Vygotsky’s conception of learning.   
“Learning awakens a variety of internal developmental processes that are able to operate only 
when the child is interacting with people in his environment and in cooperation with his 
peers. Once  these processes are internalized, they become part of the child's independent 
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developmental achievement” (Vygotsky, 1979:90) 
Over time researchers have expanded the contexts to which the concept of scaffolding has 
been applied, such as the teacher-student relationship (van de Pol, Volman & Beishuizen, 
2010), peer-to-peer support, especially where one peer has greater expertise than another 
(Ahmadi Safa & Rozati, 2017) and the use of tools to support student learning (Puntambekar 
& Hübscher, 2005). 
2.6 What counts as scaffolding? 
One of the criticisms of the term scaffolding is that it has become too broad (van de Pol, 
Volman & Beishuizen, 2010:272). Scaffolding is a kind of support, but not all support is 
necessarily scaffolding. As we have seen from the discussion above, scaffolding should not 
simply facilitate the completion of a task but help learners understand how to complete the 
task independently without further support. Wood identifies six roles scaffolding can play in 
supporting learners which he terms “scaffolding functions” (Wood et al., 1976:98): 
1. Recruitment: gaining the interest of the learner 
2. Reduction in degrees of freedom: simplifying the task, in particular by reducing the number 
of ‘acts’ that need to be carried out by the learner. The learner concentrates on what they can 
do rather than being overwhelmed by what they can’t do. 
3. Direction Maintenance: keeping learners on task and encouraging them to take risks to 
achieve at a higher level. 
4. Marking Critical features: marking or accentuating relevant features of the task. 
5. Frustration control:  minimise frustration and loss of face by the learner. Exploiting their 
desire to please, whilst avoiding making learners dependent. 
6. Demonstration: modelling possible solutions – the tutor provides an idealised (in this case 
it could mean deliberate, slowed down, step-by-step) solution that the learner will imitate “in 
a more appropriate form”. 
Over time different authors have suggested different sets of scaffolding functions (Stone, 
1998; Langer & Applebee, 2007; Tharp & Gallimore, 1988), However, by-and-large the lists 
do not fundamentally differ, rather they collapse or expand on Wood’s original categories. In 
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a review of 66 studies relating to scaffolding, Van de Pol, Volman & Beishuizen (2010: 278) 
identified three commonly occurring features of scaffolding in the literature: contingency; 
fading and transfer of responsibility. Contingency requires that support be at or slightly above 
the level of the student, necessitating an assessment of the learners’ current level of 
knowledge or skills. Fading and transfer of responsibility are related concepts. The 
scaffolding needs to be gradually withdrawn as the learner gains appropriate knowledge, 
skills and confidence, and takes more responsibility for their learning.  
In an attempt to provide a tool to help analysis and measurement of scaffolding, Van de Pol, 
Volman & Beishuizen (2010: 278) developed a framework using two parameters, Scaffolding 
Intentions (what is scaffolded) and Scaffolding Means (how it is scaffolded). This replaces the 
lists of scaffolding functions favoured by many authors following the lead of Wood’s original 
work (Figure 2.1).  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Schema of scaffolding framework Van de Pol, Volman & Beishuizen, 2010 
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Based on a synthesis of categories drawn from their meta-analysis, van de Pol, Volman & 
Beishuizen propose five Scaffolding Intentions:  
1. Direction maintenance - refers to keeping the learning on target and maintaining the 
learner’s pursuit of a particular objective.  
2. Cognitive structuring - explanatory and belief structures that organise and justify, 
taken directly from Tharp and Gallimore (1988:63) 
3. Reduction of the degrees of freedom - entails simplification of the task for the student 
so it is achievable. This is similar to Wood’s “scaffolding function”. 
4. Recruitment - refers to getting students interested in a task and helping them remain 
on task.  
5. Contingency management / frustration control - the thrust of these is to maintain 
student motivation and encourage them to work at their best, using a system of 
rewards and punishments, and through minimisation of frustration.  
At first glance, it would appear that Direction maintenance, Recruitment and Contingency 
management / frustration control are very similar. However, in this framework Direction 
maintenance targets students’ metacognition, whereas both Recruitment and Contingency 
management/frustration control relate to affect. Cognitive structuring and Reduction of the 
degrees of freedom relate to students’ cognitive abilities.  
The authors also propose six scaffolding means:  
1. Feeding back – giving students some kind of feedback as to how well they are 
performing in the task.   
2. The giving of hints – giving students clues or hints as to how they can move forward 
without, however, providing the whole answer.  
3. Instructing - explicitly telling students what to do or how or why something should be 
done. 
4. Explaining - providing more detailed information or clarification.  
5. Modelling - this can include the demonstration of particular skills.  
6. Questioning - involves asking students questions that require an active linguistic and 
cognitive answer.  
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In this framework, scaffolding requires a combination of Scaffolding Intention and 
Scaffolding Means. In addition, the strategy can only be said to constitute scaffolding if the 
three overarching concepts of Contingency, Fading and Transfer of control are also present 
(p.227). Scaffolding can then be seen as a strategy to promote independent learning. 
2.7 Resource as scaffold 
Where do resources fit into such a framework? Learning resources, including digital 
technology, have the potential to provide support in all three domains underlying the 
Scaffolding Intentions, metacognition, cognition and affect. In a complex learning 
environment technology can help constrain the task (Reduction in degrees of freedom) as well 
as provide structure and organisation (Cognitive structuring) (Puntambekar & Hübscher, 
2005). Well-organised and strategically delivered materials could also serve to keep learners 
on track (Direction maintenance) and reduce frustration (Contingency management / 
frustration control) (Palomo-Duarte et al., 2014).  
Puntambekar and Hübscher (2005:7) consider that the support offered by a resource cannot 
properly be termed scaffolding as it often becomes permanent and unchanging, lacking 
contingency, Fading and Transfer of responsibility. However, the advent of digital technology 
has made it easier to incorporate Contingency, Fading and Transfer of responsibility into the 
design of resources, for example, a resource can be designed to assess a student’s level in 
order to provide assistance that is contingent. This assistance can be adaptive, for example, 
online vocabulary learning apps such as AnkiWeb14 or Education Perfect15 reduce the number 
of presentations of vocabulary that has been mastered to concentrate on content that learner is 
still having trouble with. Puntambekar and Hübscher themselves suggest that Fading could be 
introduced into learning by using multiple tools to compensate for a lack of flexibility 
(Contingency) in any one tool and gradually phasing out digital tools as learners no longer 
need them (p.9).  
Where a technology is not adaptive to the learner, it is the learner themselves who must make 
decisions about how they can adapt their use of a device to meet their needs and they are not 
always well suited to this (Puntambekar & Hübscher, 2005). A good example of this is 
 
14 https://ankiweb.net/about  
15 https://www.educationperfect.com 
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provided by GPS navigation devices which provide support for users to find their way around 
an unfamiliar environment. The device is potentially a tool that can help users develop 
knowledge of an environment that would permit them to navigate independently in that 
environment. Many people, however, continue to rely on the GPS device and don’t take the 
learning opportunity on offer. A resource or learning tool may be used by a teacher to achieve 
a very specific purpose in the teaching and learning context, for example, use of mobile phone 
as a mode of delivery for new vocabulary in language learning rather than a book (Zhang et 
al., 2011; Lu, 2008). In this case, the essence of the interaction is still human-to-human, the 
teacher gives over only a small part of their role to technology. Other technologies, such as 
virtual learning platforms (Bissoonauth-Bedford & Stace, 2012) or Content and Language 
Integrated Learning (CLIL) (Gimeno-Sanz et al., 2014) allow more complex integration and 
structuring of content (knowledge and skills) in the teaching and learning environment. In 
these cases, there may be no real-time interaction between teacher and learner, the expert’s 
role is to create and organise content to be delivered by the platform.  
Online language learning apps such as Babbel16 and Duolinguo17 provide structured learning 
that is adaptive to the learners. The content and level of difficulty change in response to 
learner responses. In addition, such resources employ many of the Scaffolding Means 
proposed by Van de Pol, Volman & Beishuizen, such as Feeding back, Giving hints, 
Explaining and Modelling as strategies to provide cognitive, metacognitive and affect 
support. This suggests that resources can scaffold learning. They can display Contingency, 
Fading and Transfer of responsibility if adaptivity is built into the resource itself or these can 
stem from decisions made by the learner. In the rest of this chapter, I will discuss the 
development of Chunkbank, a repository of communicatively useful chunks of Mangarrayi to 
make Mangarrayi audio segments that will be used as one form of learning support for 
participants in Study 4.  
The extent to which this resource can be said to scaffold learning will be one of the subjects 
of discussion in Chapter 7. 
2.8 Why language “chunks”? 
The rise of linguistics as a discipline in its own right in Australian universities in the mid 20th 
 
16 https://www.babbel.com 
17 https://www.duolingo.com 
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century corresponded to an increase in the depth and rigour of documentation of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander languages. This legacy of written, audio and, more recently, video 
documentation, has often been conceived of as preservation for posterity (Committee on 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs, 2012), although exactly how posterity might 
make use of this material is an open question. Increasingly, Indigenous communities are 
themselves seeking to both maintain the strength of more widely spoken languages and revive 
languages with few or no speakers (FATSIL, 2004:6), representing a shift of focus from the 
preservation of language and culture for posterity to support and development of language 
and culture for the present. 
Nikolaus Himmelmann (2006:1–18) distinguishes language documentation, which he defines 
as “a lasting, multipurpose record of a language”, from language description. The latter places 
the focus primarily on language as an abstract system rather than an organic social and 
communicative tool, historically resulting in the creation of grammars and dictionaries. 
Himmelmann sees these kinds of documents as offering a narrower range of uses than implied 
by the term “multipurpose” in his definition. Furthermore, there is an emphasis in grammars 
and dictionaries on the elucidation of structural features of the language over functional 
elements (Amery, 2009), again narrowing the potential uses to which they can be put. 
Dictionaries and grammars are essentially reference tools. However, it has often been 
necessary to press them into service as language teaching and learning resources in 
Indigenous Australian language revitalisation contexts, despite their limitations (Corris et al., 
2004; Amery, 2009:139), due to a lack of other more suitable resources. Whilst grammars and 
dictionaries provide essential underpinning for language revitalisation as reference works, we 
suggest that successful language teaching and learning require materials dedicated to this 
purpose. 
Standing in contrast to dictionaries and grammars, one approach to language teaching and 
learning materials which is not widely applied in revitalisation contexts is the use of 
formulaic language. Why might this be worth considering? A growing body of more recent 
research suggests that a great deal of the language we use, possibly as much as 70%, may be 
constituted by word strings (utterances consisting of one or more words) that are formulaic, 
idiomatic, or at least are highly predictable and highly practiced in terms of structure through 
processes such as collocation (Wray & Perkins 2000). Exactly what constitutes a formulaic 
word string can be hard to define, however, variables such as compositionality, flexibility, 
frequency, and predictability have been used to distinguish degrees of formulaicity in word 
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strings (Wray, 1999; Xu, 2016). Viewed as a continuum, formulaic sequences range from 
very idiomatic expressions like ‘without any doubt’ which admit no changes of any kind, 
grammatical or lexical, to more open structural frames with some elements that are fixed and 
others that allow for some choice on the part of the speaker (Wray, 1999); for example, ‘What 
time do/does PRON close/open?’ or ‘Would you like a + NP?’ More recently Wray (2012) 
has suggested that perhaps every utterance is in some way formulaic from morphemes 
through to novel utterances which, although they lack predictability, exhibit some consistency 
through semantic association of individual lexical items that constitute them. Wherever we 
choose to draw the line between formulaic and non-formulaic language, the corollary is that 
for a significant number of utterances storage and processing operate not on individual lexical 
items but on multi-word chunks. Wray (1992:19) expresses it thus: “the model relies not on 
potential for the unexpected in a given utterance but of the statistical likelihood of the 
expected production and comprehension”.  
Other neurocognitive research suggests that both the declarative and procedural memory 
systems work together in second language acquisition and that new grammatical knowledge is 
first stored as chunks or explicit rules in the declarative system, and as implicit rules that 
apply “rapidly and automatically” in the procedural memory (Ullman & Lovelett, 2016). 
Ullman and Lovelett give the examples “walked” and “the cat” suggesting that these might 
first be learnt as whole chunks in the initial stages of learning a language together with 
explicitly learnt rules about past tense formation and the definite article. Later with more 
exposure to the language this information can be applied more automatically through 
generalised implicit rules stored in the procedural memory system. Whilst fluency through the 
automatic and rapid application of language knowledge is the goal of most language learners, 
it can be difficult on hearing a given utterance from a second language learner to say whether 
it is the result of learning it as a unit or through unconscious constitution of individual parts 
using implicit rules (DeKeyser, 2007). This provides further evidence that an approach to 
language learning based on language chunks could be a good strategy to promote at least a 
basic level of language acquisition. 
The notion that communicatively useful chunks of language, ranging from individual words 
to longer word strings or phrases, can support communication is not new. For at least 130 
years language guides, such as the Berlitz foreign language phrasebook series have sought to 
facilitate short term communication for travellers who have little or no knowledge of the host 
country language through the provision of a series of key phrases in a restricted set of 
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contexts (Berlitz, 2018). However, a key point here is that Wray’s research suggests that 
chunks of language or word strings have an important role to play in second language 
learning and teaching more broadly speaking. As Wray herself points out (2012:236), the 
adoption of a more pragmatic, holistic approach to language learning, that focuses on 
formulaic language and word strings rather than grammatical analysis, is likely to yield more 
positive results, especially if some level of communication competence is the goal. The role 
of chunks might be even more relevant for Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
languages which often exhibit complex morphology and where the teachers are often 
themselves learners. A language teaching method based on language chunks may provide a 
means of quickly developing a certain level of communicative competence that can be built 
on over time using more inductive approaches. In a language revitalisation context where 
learners have little or no access to speakers, raw material in the form of utterances in the 
target language sourced from archival audio documentation become a primary source of data 
(Hinton, 2009). 
2.9 Language revival in an Australian context 
The “Formulaic Method” developed by linguist Rob Amery in the reclamation of the Kaurna 
language, the traditional language of the Adelaide plains, provides a concrete example of this 
approach in practice (Amery & Simpson, 2013). The last Kaurna speaker passed away in the 
early 20th century (Gara, 1990). No audio records exist of Kaurna speakers, however, written 
records of the German missionaries Clamor Schürmann and Christian Teichelmann from the 
1830s provide an important source of example utterances in Kaurna. Amery (2016:287) relied 
on these for “the staged introduction of well-formed utterances [in Kaurna]” derived from this 
documentation. The emphasis of the Formulaic Method is on providing a basic level of 
communication in specific contexts with an initial emphasis on shorter, simpler expressions, 
as they are easy to pronounce and remember, transitioning gradually to more complex 
expressions. In general, utterances are selected because they constitute useful language for 
communication at some level in situations relevant to learners.  
Like Kaurna, there are many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander languages in Australia with 
limited or no access to speakers. However in many cases, unlike Kaurna, the existence of 
archival recordings offers a possible compensation for the lack of speakers in the 
revitalisation of the language. The suitability of this material for language learning is 
determined by the quantity and quality of utterances documented, as well as the original 
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purpose for the recording and the method of elicitation used. Amery (2009:139) has pointed 
out that there is often a bias in these archival materials of language form over language 
function, as inventories of features to consider when conducting fieldwork have been 
developed for aspects of language such as phonetics, morphology, syntax, and lexicology 
with little mention of language functions or speech acts. Amery suggested the development of 
“a checklist of language functions for Indigenous languages as a guide for those engaged in 
language documentation” (2009:142). He cites the functional-notional Threshold framework 
developed by van Ek (1977) as a possible basis for the development of such a checklist. We 
would like to propose that this framework could also serve as a mechanism for identifying 
and organising functionally useful language that has already been recorded. In the next 
section, we review the Threshold framework, towards an adaptation for the language 
revitalisation context of Mangarrayi. 
2.10  Threshold 1990  
By the early 1970s, and in reaction to grammar-based teaching methods of the time, a number 
of researchers, led by English grammarian and lexicographer A. S. Hornby, had begun to 
explore the relationship between context or situations in which communication takes place 
and effective language teaching. They reasoned that language use is intimately tied to the 
context in which it is used, thus the language functions and structures needed to successfully 
communicate in a given situation could be relatively easily isolated. However, such an 
approach was soon shown to be too restrictive as the relationship between language and 
context of use proved to be more complex than initially thought. As David Wilkins, a key 
contributor to this project, expressed it:  
There are cases where the language we use is evidently very closely related to the physical 
context in which we produce it. But such cases are, if anything, atypical and we could not 
hope to cater for all a learner’s needs if we based our teaching on this type of situation alone. 
(Wilkins, 1972:4). Wilkins proposed instead that an analysis of the content of utterances most 
likely to occur in a given situation would reveal language forms of most value to learners. He 
suggested that using eight communicative functions across six semantico-grammatical 
categories (Table 2.1) would permit the identification of these language forms providing for 
“a certain minimum level of communicative ability in European languages” (1972:7). This led 
to the development of the Threshold document by J. A. van Ek, first published in 1975 by the 
Council of Europe and then re-issued in a revised version, Threshold 1990 (van Ek & Trim, 
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1998), a forerunner to the current “Common European Framework for the Reference of 
Language: Learning, Teaching, Assessment” (Council of Europe, 2001).  
Table 2.1 Wilkins’ proposed categories 
 
 
 
Communicative functions 
modality 
moral evaluation and discipline 
suasion 
argument 
rational enquiry and exposition 
personal emotions 
emotional relations 
interpersonal relations 
 
 
Semantico-grammatical 
categories 
time 
quantity 
space 
matter 
case 
deixis 
 
The objective of Threshold 1990 was to provide a comprehensive specification of the 
language required for successful communication in prescribed contexts at a basic, or 
“threshold”, level. The core components of specification consist of a set of  “language 
functions” and “notions” relevant to those contexts. Notions are defined as “concepts that we 
may refer to while fulfilling language functions” (23). A statement like “I’m sorry for being 
late” consists of the language function “saying you are sorry” in relation to the concept or 
notion of “lateness”. As the authors point out, a great deal of communication relies on general 
communicative abilities not specific to any particular context (23). Language functions, for 
example, “requests”, form part of a speaker’s general competence and occur across a range of 
different contexts. Threshold 1990 divides notions into two categories, “general notions” 
which are also not context specific, and “specific notions” which are more closely related to 
particular situations. Thus, language functions and general notions relate to general 
competence, whilst specific notions are more closely associated with a particular context.  
The relevant language functions are classified under six broad headings (Table 2.2).  
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Table 2.2 Language function categories from Threshold 1990 
Language function categories Language function sub-categories 
imparting and seeking factual information  
expressing and finding out attitudes factual: agreement 
factual: knowledge 
factual: modality 
volition 
emotional 
moral 
getting things done (suasion)  
socialising 
structuring discourse 
communication repair 
 
Within each of the broad headings, language functions are specified, together with exemplars 
in English, referred to as “exponents”, that are illustrative of how to give expression to a 
given function. These are constituted by short utterances – formulaic chunks – for example 
‘certainly not’ is suggested as one strategy for “expressing disagreement with a statement” 
(30). Exponents can also be represented by more generalisable structural frames that allow for 
minimal word substitution, for example, the language function “enquiring whether someone 
knows or doesn’t know a person, thing or fact” can be expressed using the structural frame 
“Do you know + complement clause” of which one sample utterance might be “Do you know 
that she is dead?” (30). 
Eight general notions and fourteen specific notions are identified (Table 2.3). Within each of 
these broad categories, a subset of more tightly focused notional concepts is identified. For 
specific notional concepts the illustrative exponents consist of mostly semantically associated 
vocabulary.  
Table 2.3 General and specific notions from Threshold 1990 
 
 
 
General notions 
existential 
spatial 
temporal 
quantitative 
qualitative 
mental 
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relational 
deixis 
 
 
 
Specific notions 
personal identification 
house & home, environment 
daily life 
free time, entertainment 
travel 
relations with other people 
health and body care 
education  
shopping 
food and drink 
services 
places 
language  
weather 
 
In Threshold 1990, with its emphasis on language use in context, we see the genesis of 
modern communicative language teaching methodologies. The identification of language 
functions and the structures and vocabulary required to express them in specific contexts 
remains an important part of language teaching practice. The comprehensive specification of 
language functions and their associated language structures developed by van Ek and Trim 
therefore remains a useful tool in identifying communicatively relevant language structures. It 
is the tight and consistent nature of the framework conceived by van Ek and Trim that makes 
it such a comprehensive source of potentially useful themes and topics for language learning. 
In Amery’s work on Kaurna (2009; 2016; 2013), utterances relied on written rather than audio 
documentation as this was all that was available. For Mangarrayi, on the other hand, there 
exists a range of archival audio documents (see Chapter 1, Section 1.4) from which to draw 
utterances that could be used to support language learning through the development of digital 
language teaching resources. The importance of these utterances is that they can serve as 
models to help learners develop a degree of communicative competence within defined 
contexts relatively quickly, with a relatively modest knowledge and understanding of the 
morphology and structure of the language.  
An approach to teaching and learning Mangarrayi based around contextualised 
communication also has a certain ecological validity, as it aligns with community attitudes 
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noted by Francesca Merlan:  
“I have often observed in fieldwork with (especially older) Aboriginal people that (beyond 
simple vocabulary) they prefer to teach language not on the basis of anything comparable to 
grammatical analysis [...] but by constructing or participating in situations in which they tell 
you (the learner) what you should say in the given situation.” (Merlan, 1987)  
My own interactions with senior Mangarrayi woman Sheila Conway in more recent times 
indicate that this attitude still prevails. 
2.11  How do Mangarrayi utterances relate to contexts? 
A list of utterances is useful to learners if they know how these can be used and what they 
express in that context. When a speaker uses an utterance in a particular context there is an 
associated illocutionary force (Searle, 1969; Austin, 1980; Allan, 1986:Chapter 8). It could be 
argued that providing an English (or Kriol) translation or gloss for each utterance will allow 
the meaning and illocutionary force to be made clear. However, the relationship between an 
utterance and its intended illocutionary force is often not the same from one language to 
another. Let’s take the following Mangarrayi example in (1): 
(1) ngan-       wu     
 2SG/1SG- give 
 ‘Give it to me’  
 
In English, this utterance has the illocutionary force of a command, or at least a direct request 
lacking politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1989). In Mangarrayi however, ngan-wu is one 
strategy for making a request, something like ‘Could you give me…’, without the English 
implications of impoliteness. One way of helping clarify the communicative force of an 
utterance then could be to associate it with the language function – requesting, suggesting, 
promising, etc – that it represents. Again, the comprehensive list of language functions 
provided by the Threshold document could be useful in this task. Thus, an organisational 
framework involving the mapping of captured Mangarrayi utterances to the three components 
of topics, sub-topics and language functions could help indicate the communicative intent of 
an utterance and give a better idea of how it can be used to communicate something in a 
particular context.  
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As mentioned earlier, functions are associated with general competence rather than specific 
contexts and can therefore appear across a range of different contexts. The Mangarrayi 
utterance ngan-wu … ‘Could you give me…’ could be associated with a number of different 
contexts. However, if we specify the thing that is given, the semantics of that object will 
narrow the context. For example, the noun mawuj ‘vegetable food’ in a request such as mawuj 
ngan-wu ‘Could you give me the/some vegetable food?’ immediately suggests the topic “food 
& drink” and sub-topics such as “eating” or “cooking”. As van Ek and Trim (1998:23) 
themselves point out, it is the semantic content of the individual lexical items that most 
clearly ties an utterance to a given context. It follows from this that longer utterances are 
likely to provide more opportunities for semantic content to narrow the context of use. Thus, 
an utterance like (2) could relate to a number of contexts depending on what is being washed. 
(2) wurrg     nga-         bu      -b              
 wash    1SG/(3SG)- AUX -PAST PUNCT 
 ‘I washed (it)’ 
However, an utterance like (3) narrows the context down to “Daily life – at home, household 
tasks, washing clothes”.  
(3) wabawaba wurrg      nga-     bu         -b           
 clothes        wash     1SG/(3SG)- AUX -PAST PUNCT 
 ‘I washed the clothes’ 
Sometimes an individual vocabulary item clearly relates to a topic, for example jid wu ‘give 
in marriage’ clearly relates to the topic “family” and more specifically to “marriage”. At other 
times contexts can be implied. An imperative utterance such as warrma ‘listen’ could apply to 
a range of contexts. Adding the 2nd person plural pronoun prefix la- ‘you mob’ as in la-
warrma ‘listen you (PL)’ already narrows the context to those in which an individual is 
addressing a group. We know that this kind of interaction occurs between adults and children, 
amongst others. In particular, this kind of interaction is a feature of schools, suggesting that at 
least one place where an utterance like this might be useful is in the context of a school or 
classroom. Being able to group utterances together, such as la-warrma ‘you (PL) listen’, la-
yirriwa-w ‘you (PL) look’, dij la-birrbu ‘you (PL) be quiet’, etc, which are useful for teachers 
directing children, would be very important in the development of a school language teaching 
program where teachers were trying to maximise the use of the target language in the 
classroom.  
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2.11.1  Form and function  
Mangarrayi verbs distinguish past and non-past tense categories which interact with a realis 
and irrealis mood contrast. The realis mood used with both the past and non-past signals a 
declarative utterance (Merlan, 1981:141), corresponding to van Ek & Trim’s (1998:28) 
general functional category of  “Imparting and seeking factual information” – that is stating 
something or asking something about a fact or event.18 These declarative utterances in 
Mangarrayi, are conveyed by the realis present, past punctual and continuous 
tense/aspect/mood forms of verbs. As English also uses these three tense/aspect combinations, 
amongst others, to express declarative statements, it is relatively easy to give a close literal 
translation. Thus, the meaning of a statement such as (4) is quite straight forward. 
(4) jayiwarr  -awu   -ba    ja-nidba balayi    
 beard -3SG POSS -FOC PRES- have big 
 ‘He’s got a big beard’ 
 
As in English, this statement can be used in the context of describing someone. Specification 
of language function “describing a person”, although not necessary to help comprehension, 
can facilitate the identification and grouping of other utterances that can used in personal 
description, which would be important in sourcing relevant language for teaching resources 
relating to this topic. What may be less obvious is that in Mangarrayi, as in English, a 
statement can be turned into a question simply by changing the intonation pattern. So, the 
utterance (5) could equally be used to ask the question “Is he going to the river?”. 
(5) jadba-lama ja-Ø-yag    
 river -ALL  PRES-3SG-go 
 ‘He’s going to the river’ 
 
Thus the use of functional labels such as “saying …” or “asking …” can clarify usage in 
context. In sentence (5) above the noun also has the suffix -lama (indicating motion towards 
something) attached. This allows greater precision in prescribing the function of the utterance 
using a functional label such as “saying where you are going or asking where you are going”, 
 
18 The terminology used in Threshold 1990 is often very formal which, given that we are aiming for a 
general non-academic audience, can obscure rather than illuminate matters. Wherever appropriate we 
will use more periphrastic terms for language functions, common in language teaching. In this case, in 
the place of both imparting factual information and seeking factual information, we could use telling 
someone something. 
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specifying the utterance jadba-lama ja-yag as representing a question or a statement and that 
it is used to indicate motion towards something. In addition, we could say that “motion 
towards” relates to the more general concept of  “direction”. As we discussed earlier, it is the 
meaning of the noun jadba ‘river’ that helps narrow the context – people might go to the river 
for some activity such as fishing or swimming, relating to a context such as “free time”. The 
utterance has then been specified in three ways – topic: “free time”; sub-topic: “direction”; 
and function: “saying/asking where someone is going” (Table 2.4).  
Table 2.4 Specification of the utterance jadba-lama ja-yag 
Free time 
Sub-topic  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Direction Saying where someone is 
going 
jadba-lama ja-yag He’s going to the river 
Asking where someone is 
going 
jadba-lama ja-yag Is he going to the 
river? 
 
On the one hand, this clarifies, as far as possible, the way in which the utterance might be 
used in context, but also provides three categories for searching for other related utterances. 
Utterances such as (6) and (7) would be categorised together with (5).  
(6) jadba-lama ga-nga-yag   
 river-ALL  PRES-1SG-go 
 ‘I am going to the river’ 
 
(7) bundal  -lama  ga-   ngirla- yag   
 billabong-ALL PRES-1PL EXCL-go 
 ‘They and I are going to the billabong’ 
 
This would provide useful exemplars with a range of different subject pronouns in the same 
context (Table 2.5). 
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Table 2.5 Utterances with different subject pronouns within the same context 
Free time 
Sub-topic  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Direction Saying where someone is 
going 
jadba-lama ja-Ø-yag He’s going to the river 
jadba-lama ga-nga-yag    I am going to the river? 
bundal-lama ga-ngirla-
yag 
They and I are going to 
the billabong 
 
In the same way, if we might want to contrast exemplars with the function “saying/asking 
where someone is going” with another language function “saying/asking where someone is 
coming from” (8).  
(8) jadba-wana ja-  ninga  -n     
 river  -ABL PRES-come -PRES 
 ‘He is coming from the river’ 
 
This would provide a range of exemplars to help learners distinguish and practise the 
morphology associated with the two different functions – the allative suffix -lama ‘motion 
towards’ and the ablative suffix -wana ‘motion away from’, for example – could be searched 
and grouped (Table 2.6). 
Table 2.6 Contrasting language function 
Free time 
Sub-topic  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Direction Saying where someone is 
going to 
jadba-lama ja-yag He’s going to the river 
Saying where someone is 
coming from 
jadba-wana ja-ninga-n I am coming from the 
river 
 
2.11.2  How to manage mood? 
The meanings associated with the irrealis mood are less easily mapped to corresponding 
English or Kriol forms. Merlan (1989:141) characterises the irrealis mood as “expressing 
conventionalized attitudes of the speaker towards what he is saying, including nuances of 
possibility, uncertainty and/or counterfactuality”. She further divides irrealis into “present 
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irrealis”, a “hypothetical event which is anticipated or being considered at the time of 
speaking” (145); “desiderative-intentional”, which relates to desire or intention to carry out 
the action implied by the verb; and “past (punctual and continuous) irrealis”, conveying the 
notion that the speaker can’t vouch for the truth of a statement (150). In English these 
distinctions are expressed by a range of modal verbs such as “may”, “might”, “could”, 
“would”, “should”, “ought to” or “will”. In Mangarrayi realis is expressed by the prefix ja- 
attached to 3rd person bound pronouns or ga- attached to non-third pronouns, for example (9). 
(9) ga-nga-yag   
 PRES-1SG-go 
 ‘I go/am going’ 
In present irrealis the prefix becomes ya- or wa- (often shortened to a-), for example a-nga-
yag could mean ‘I might go’, ‘I can go’, or ‘I will go’ depending on the context. The 
following examples (10), (11) and (12) are taken from “Short Stories: Interlinear Meanings 
and Translations, Mangarrayi language” prepared by Francesca Merlan (1990) and illustrate 
how context can influence the interpretation of this structure. 
(10) a-  nyan-    wa    -n   ngarla-whitefella   
 IRR- 3SG/2SG- visit -PRES  NOM F European 
 ‘The European woman might come and see you’  
      (Getting up under threat! in Merlan, 1990:5) 
(11) a-  la-  ja  mawuj              
 IRR- 2PL eat food (vegetable)  
 ‘You ought to eat food’  (Getting up time in Merlan, 1990:4) 
 
(12) a-nga-  ba?ma   
 IRR- 1SG- wash  
 ‘I will wash’     (Maybe I’ll get up in Merlan, 1990:6) 
 
The desiderative-intentional (DI) irrealis is more usually expressed using the prefix ya-/ wa- 
/a- together with the suffix –wu /–gu, for example a-nga-yang-gu ‘I want to / am going to go’. 
But again this structure can be found with a range of meanings depending on context, as in 
(13), (14), and (15).  
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 (13) barnam-nganju  -bayi (a-) nga-wirdma-wu    
 camp-1SG POSS-FOC (IRR-) 1SG- clean -DI  
 ‘I want to clean my camp’   (Cleaning camp in Merlan, 1990:15) 
 
(14) wurng-garlama nurnya    a- la-yang-gu merdbanwa   
 work -ALL  2PL POSS IRR- 2PL-go-DI       early 
 ‘You’ve got to go to your work early’ (Getting up time in Merlan, 1990:4) 
 
(15) jibma          ju-yi,      a-nya-waying-gu     
 Come down AUX-REF IRR- 2SG-fall     -DI                             
 ‘Come down, you will/are going to fall’  [Sheila Conway, 6/5/17] 
 
The meanings covered by Mangarrayi irrealis correspond to one of the biggest functional 
categories in Threshold 1990, “Expressing and finding out attitudes”, and in particular the 
sub-categories “factual modality”, “volitional”, and “emotional”. Below (Tables 2.7–2.12) are 
some examples of how specific language functions within these categories can be useful in 
helping clarify the range of different meanings in context: 
Table 2.7 Topic/sub-topic/function specification for a-nyan-wan ngarla-whitefella 
Daily life - at home 
Sub-topic  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Daily 
routine 
Expressing degree of 
probability:  
a-nyan-wan ngarla-
whitefella 
The European woman 
might come and see 
you Warning (implied) 
Giving advice (implied) 
 
Table 2.8 Topic/sub-topic/function specification for a-la-ja mawuj 
Food & drink 
Sub-topic  language functions Mangarrayi English 
Eating Giving advice a-la-ja mawuj you ought to eat food 
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Table 2.9 Topic/sub-topic/function specification for a-nga-ba’ma 
Daily life - at home 
Sub-topic  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Personal 
body care 
Expressing your 
intention  
a-nga-ba’ma I will/am going to wash 
 
Table 2.10 Topic/sub-topic/function specification for barnam-nganju-bayi (a-)nga-wirdma-wu 
Daily life - at home 
Sub-topic  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Cleaning Expressing wants / 
desires 
(saying what you want) 
barnam-nganju-bayi (a-) 
nga-wirdma-wu  
I want to clean my 
camp 
 
Table 2.11 Topic/sub-topic/function specification for wurng-garlama nurnya a-la-yang-gu 
merdban-wa 
Daily life - at home 
Sub-topic  language functions Mangarrayi English 
Work Expressing obligation 
(saying what someone 
has to do) 
wurng-garlama nurnya 
a-la-yang-gu 
merdbanwa  
You’ve got to go to your 
work early 
 
Table 2.12 Topic/sub-topic/function for jibma juyi, a-nya-waying-gu 
Daily life - at home 
Sub-topic  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Work Giving a warning  jibma juyi, a-nya-
waying-gu  
Come down, you will/are 
going to fall Instructing or directing 
someone to do 
something 
 
Just as a given utterance may relate to a number of different contexts, it can also represent 
different language functions. Sometimes this is implied as in Figure 2.7 – the main 
communicative function of the utterance is to express the fact that there is a possibility of the 
event happening, which in this context would lead to negative consequences, so there is an 
implied warning or advice. In Table 2.12, jibma juyi, a-nya-waying-gu constitutes both a 
warning and a direction to do something. More precisely it is the first part of the utterance 
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jibma juyi ‘come down’ that is more associated with giving a direction and a-nya-waying-gu 
‘you will/are going to fall’ that constitutes a warning. Often the names of language functions 
found in the Threshold document are rather formal and opaque. To make these maximally 
accessible to community members plain English and/or Kriol should be used as much as 
possible. Thus in Table 2.10 “expressing wants & desires” could be rephrased “saying what 
you want”, which could easily be contrasted with “asking what someone else wants”. In the 
same way “expressing obligation” in Table 2.11 could be rephrased “saying what someone 
has to do”. 
The meaning of an utterance in the irrealis mood can also be affected by the number and 
person of the subject. The meaning of verbs in the present irrealis with the subject pronoun 1st 
person dual inclusive ngi- ‘you and I’ or 1st person plural inclusive ngarla- ‘we’ is more 
likely to be interpreted as “suggesting a course of action” ‘Let’s + VP’, for example ngugu a-
ngi-mi ‘Let’s get water’. It is not hard to imagine a more precise situation in which this 
utterance might be used than the general topic of  “food & water”, for example suggesting 
getting water to boil the billy or for cooking. We could then use a sub-topic like “preparing 
food” (Table 2.13): 
Table 2.13 Topic/sub-topic/function for ngugu a-ngi-mi 
Food & drink  
Sub-topics  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Preparing food Suggesting a course 
of action 
ngugu a-ngi-mi  Let’s get water 
 
2.11.3  How to support learning/teaching of word order variation? 
In Mangarrayi word order is much freer than English. For example, the above utterance a-ngi-
mi ngugu ‘Let’s get water’ could also be expressed ngugu a-ngi-mi. Although a change in 
word order can signal subtle meaning differences by shifting the emphasis on different parts 
of the utterance, the general communicative function of the utterances remains the same. Thus 
both a-ngi-mi ngugu and ngugu a-ngi-mi could be specified the same way (Table 2.14). 
Learners need to be aware of this variation, particularly for comprehension purposes 
(production may focus on one or the other at the early stages of learning). Exemplars such as 
these can help elucidate this. 
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Table 2.14 Topic/sub-topic/function specification for a-ngi-mi ngugu and ngugu a-ngi-mi 
Food & drink  
Sub-topics  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Preparing food Suggesting a course 
of action 
ngugu a-ngi-mi Let’s get water 
  a-ngi-mi ngugu Let’s get water 
 
In Amery’s formulaic method (2009; 2016; 2013), linguistic competence is developed 
through learners acquiring a set of generally fixed utterances. We have seen that it is generally 
the content words, particularly the nouns and verbs, of utterances that tie them more closely to 
a particular context. In the case of a-nga-mi ngugu, it is the word ngugu ‘water’ that suggests 
the topic “Food & drink”. However, it is equally important for learners to make 
generalisations about how a particular language structure or pattern could be used. The above 
utterance can be represented using a structural frame of the type a-ngi mi + NOUN ‘Let’s you 
and I get + NOUN’. Other utterances relating to different contexts could fit the same pattern 
(Tables 2.15–2.17). It would be helpful for teachers to be able to search for and draw together 
such exemplar utterances to present and practise this pattern. 
Table 2.15 Topic/function specification for a-ngi-mi jibibi 
Food & drink  
Sub-topics  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Fishing Suggesting a course 
of action 
a-ngi-mi jibibi Let’s you and I get 
mussels 
 
Table 2.16 Topic/function specification for a-ngi-mi jorroy 
Health  
Sub-topics  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Bush medicine Suggesting a course 
of action 
a-ngi-mi jorroy Let’s you and I get bush 
medicine 
 
Table 2.17 Topic/function specification for a-ngi-mi manymany 
Food & drink  
Sub-topics  Language functions Mangarrayi English 
Cooking Suggesting a course 
of action 
a-ngi-mi manymany Let’s you and I get kindling 
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In Chapter 3, we will discuss the development of a resource for use in study 4 based on the 
principles discussed above that we have dubbed “Chunkbank”. The resource was developed 
as a source of pre-organised language input relating to the topic “Health & Sickness”, 
identified as one important context for speaking Mangarrayi by participants in Study 1. The 
structure of Chunkbank serves to make more visible the relationship between form, function 
and meaning of the selected Mangarrayi chunks, and thus more comprehensible, which some 
theorists such as Stephen Krashen (1982) consider essential for effective language learning. 
The degree to which a resource such as Chunkbank can be used independently by community 
members not fluent in Mangarrayi is the subject of Study 4. In the next section, we will trace 
the history of independence in learning and discuss how this relates to Mangarrayi learners at 
Jilkminggan. 
2.12 Summary 
The thrust of this thesis is an investigation of how Jilkminggan community members can 
make use of archival audio documentation for language learning purposes more 
independently. In this chapter, I have attempted to paint a clearer picture of what is meant by 
independence through a discussion of research around independent, self-directed and self-
regulated learning and the self-regulating learning strategies associated with these across the 
cognitive, metacognitive and affective domains. I discussed the role of scaffolding in 
fostering greater independence in learners and outlined a framework to operationalise this 
concept. I provided evidence from neurocognitive and second language acquisition research 
that word strings or language chunks play an important role in language storage and 
processing, particularly in the early stages of second language acquisition. Archival audio 
recordings provide a potentially rich source of communicatively useful chunks of Mangarrayi 
and I presented a possible framework to organise and store these utterances to make them 
more available to community members for learning and resource creation. Such a reverse 
engineering approach is uncalled for where a target language has significant numbers of 
speakers who are able to provide any required exemplar language. However, in contexts such 
as Jilkminggan with limited access to the one remaining speaker and teacher of Mangarrayi, 
digital resources making use of audio chunks could offer a mediated learning environment to 
support the development of at least a basic level of communicative competence in 
Mangarrayi. In the next chapter, I will discuss the design-based paradigm used as to provide 
an over-arching methodology for this research.  
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
 
3.1 Design-based research paradigm 
The methodological underpinning for this thesis is design-based research. Unlike experiments 
simulated in a laboratory where variables can be tightly controlled and effects of changes to 
one or more of these variables can be measured with a degree of precision, investigations in 
real-world contexts have to contend with a set of factors that often interact in unpredictable 
ways. In this chapter, I will discuss a design-based research approach developed to study 
learning in complex and emergent natural contexts and show how this theoretical approach 
underpins the development and implementation of the four studies in this project.  
Design-based methodology was developed for researching activity in naturalistic settings 
where variables cannot necessarily be controlled, or at least to do so would require 
simplification of the context to the point where conclusions reached from data collected 
would be of doubtful value because they ignore the potentially confounding realities of the 
actual context. Collectively, research from this perspective “simultaneously pursues the goals 
of developing effective learning environments and uses such environments as natural 
laboratories to study learning and teaching” (Sandoval & Bell 2004). Elements of the context, 
for example, participants, learning strategies and resources, need to be clearly identified but 
rather than being controlled, it is their interaction that is of interest (Barab, 2006). Whilst the 
emphasis in this type of research is on real-life contexts, the development of the learning 
environment to be observed nevertheless involves some systematic engineering on the part of 
the researcher through the introduction of specific learning strategies or resources to support 
effective learning.  
The goal of a design-based approach is the development of theory and improvement of 
practice through implementation of a pre-determined set of strategies in a real-life context. 
Iteration is an important feature of design-based research to allow refinement of learning 
strategies employed based on observations of their use in context (Barab, 2006; Confrey, 
2006). The importance of this research lies not so much in the perceived success or failure of 
the strategies in a particular learning environment as the insights gained about interactions 
that can improve understanding of learning both in that context and more generally (The 
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Design-based Collective, 2003; Confrey, 2006). Whilst design of learning environments 
should be based on sound theory and learning strategies, the emergent nature of a natural 
context may well result in “lethal design mutations” requiring an unplanned change of 
direction in the research (Barab 2006). 
Bell (2004) identifies four broad approaches to design-based research drawing on different 
disciplines and privileging different aspects of the overall learning environment. 
“Developmental psychology design-based research” focuses on learners as collaborators in 
the learning environment both in relation to the teacher and their peers (Brown & Campione 
2004), whilst “cognitive science design-based research” comes out of the more strictly 
cognitive psychology traditions in which effective learning relies on the use learners make of 
learning tools, resources and rules, including cognitive strategies and the self-regulation 
processes discussed above (Wilson, 2013). Bell points out that the interventions designed 
from this perspective tend to be top-down or theory-driven. He suggests that design-based 
research could also be framed in a way that would allow observation of learners’ activity and 
their own views of this. This he terms “linguistic or cognitive anthropology design-based 
research” (Bell, 2004). Research centred on the norms, practices and culture shared by groups 
of learners in a localised context he describes as “cultural psychology and anthropological”. 
This thesis shares elements of the linguistic or cognitive anthropology design-based research 
as well as the cultural psychology and anthropological approaches. The research is centred on 
the Jilkminggan community and participants in the research share a rich cultural heritage and 
set of social norms (Merlan, 1989, pp. ix–xii; Richards, 1996, pp. 5–9). At the same time, the 
object of the research is language, more specifically the revitalisation and learning of 
Mangarrayi. Mangarrayi is no longer being passed on intergenerationally as a first language 
and the remaining fluent speakers who have supported second language teaching and learning 
over many years are now Elderly and have fallen to a critically low number. The learners 
themselves are not complete beginners in Mangarrayi, possessing a range of background 
knowledge of the language and traditional culture across different generations. Some of the 
young adult population (JL, CL and AG) have taken a language teaching role in the 
Mangarrayi language programs at the Jilkminggan school at various times in the last 20 years, 
however, all consider themselves learners. Fluent speaker and community Elder Sheila 
Conway has been, and continues to be, a highly valued source of Mangarrayi language and 
cultural knowledge for this group and many other community members, although advanced 
age and declining health mitigate against extended involvement in formal teaching programs 
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and even informal interactions are now more difficult. At the same time, there exists a corpus 
of archival recordings dating back to the early 1990s which could potentially play a role in 
supporting the learning of Mangarrayi (See Chapter 1). The community has a history of 
collaboration with non-Indigenous linguists providing linguistic support, for example through 
the former Diwurruwurru-Jaru Aboriginal Corporation (Katherine Language Centre). 
However, this expertise has been irregular as it is based on availability of funding.  
3.2 Structure of the research 
The research is divided into three phases and four studies (Table 3.1). Phase 1 involved two 
visits to the community to re-establish relationships formed during previous collaboration 
with the community in 1994 and to discuss community aspirations regarding the Mangarrayi 
revitalisation. Phase 2 relates to three preliminary studies carried out to understand the 
learning context at Jilkminggan and the needs of learners essential within a linguistic or 
cognitive anthropology / cultural psychology and anthropology design-based approach to 
provide a contingent learning environment for observation of participants in Study 4. Within 
Phase 2, Study 1 explores community interest in learning Mangarrayi and seeks community 
input in identifying specific topics, contexts and Mangarrayi expressions that could form the 
basis of a Mangarrayi revitalisation project. Study 2 seeks to assess the use of digital 
technology at Jilkminggan and attitudes towards these using a survey. The study also involves 
observation of community members engaging in a problem solving task in which they are 
asked to extract the content from an older video resource to create a new one. Study 3 is made 
up of two parts. Part 1 seeks to assess the degree to which community members can capture 
Mangarrayi word strings from a short segment from an authentic archival audio recording and 
attribute a meaning to it. In Part 2, we observe the extent to which community members can 
mimic recorded Mangarrayi word strings containing different numbers of syllables.  
The results from Studies 1-3 were used to inform the development of the fourth study, an 
observation of participants engaging in an authentic, real-world video resource creation task. 
To complete the task participants had access to support in the form of Chunkbank, a bank of 
Mangarrayi audio chunks, in this case relating to the topic Health & Sickness, organised 
according to the principles discussed in Chapter 2 (See also Chapter 7). Linguistic, 
metalinguistic and language teaching expertise was provided by me (in addition to my role as 
researcher), through peer-to-peer support from participants themselves and support from 
Mangarrayi speaker Sheila Conway. Study 4 was spread across three one week blocks with a 
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one-week break between each block to allow for learner consolidation and iteration based on 
observations from the previous blocks. 
Table 3.1 Structure of research 
Study Research Focus 
 
Preliminary  
visits 
Community visit 1 - reconnecting with community and 
discussion of aspirations around Mangarrayi 
Community visit 2  - discussion of potential ideas for research  
Phase 1 
Study 1 Exploration of broader community interest in learning 
Mangarrayi and identifying some specific topics  
Phase 2 
Study 2 Investigation of current digital technology use at Jilkminggan 
and observation of how community members conceive of re-
purposing an older video resource. 
 
Study 3 Part 1 Observation of the extent to which community members 
can capture and understand Mangarrayi audio segments from an 
authentic recording. 
Part 2 Investigation of how closely they can mimic Mangarrayi 
audio segments with different numbers of syllables. 
Study 4 Observation of community members using Mangarrayi word 
strings to complete a task with different forms of support. This 
study was spread across three one week blocks with a one week 
break in between each block to allow for consolidation and 
iteration. 
 
Phase 3 
 
3.3 Problem-based learning 
A design-based approach requires learners to engage in a learning task that is both 
challenging and relevant to the context. In Chapter 7 Section 7.1.2,  I discuss more 
specifically the design of the task and associated resources for Study 4. Here I will give a 
brief overview of research around problem solving in educational contexts and problem-based 
learning (PBL) which inform the task design for Study 4. 
Problem-based learning (PBL) originated in the education of law and medical students in the 
1960s as a way of providing students with real-world problems to solve within these fields 
(Loyens et al., 2008). Since that time PBL has gained wider acceptance in other educational 
contexts, in large part because the everyday situations within which problems are 
contextualised can be seen as “authentic” because they relate more directly to the lives of 
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learners, in the sense of pertaining to everyday life (Spector et al., 2013:1; Jonassen, 
2011:xvii). In Chapter 2, we saw that an important goal of self-directed learning is the 
development of good problem solving skills. Whilst problem solving can be seen as involving 
primarily cognitive processes (Jonassen, 2011:3) and bringing about conceptual change (Lee, 
2013), it also calls upon strategies in the metacognitive and affect domains – collaboration, 
motivation to learn and self-directed learning skills, as well as developing a knowledge base 
(Loyens, Magda & Rikers, 2008; Jonassen, 2000:15). At the same time, in their review of 
results of studies specifically designed to test the links between PBL and the development of 
self-directed learning or self-regulated learning, Loyens, Magda & Rikers (2008) report that 
whilst most studies reported positive results there was not a uniform understanding of what 
constituted self-directed learning. It could be concluded from this review that there is 
evidence linking PBL to self-regulating behaviours associated with both self-directed learning 
and self-regulated learning, suggesting a level of independence or autonomy, regardless of 
whether this constitutes self-directed learning or self-regulated learning. 
Problem solving has often been presented as a set of skills that can be applied to all problems 
(Jonassen, 2011:3), whereas Jonassen (1997) argues that, on the contrary, problems vary 
markedly in nature and complexity requiring different approaches to solve them. He suggests 
three parameters along which problems can differ: complexity - the number of issues, 
functions or variables involved; whether it is structured - finite and predictable or “ill-
structured”, that is unconstrained and unpredictable; domain specificity – the degree to which 
the knowledge and cognitive skills required to solve the problem are specific to a context or 
domain. From these three principles, Jonassen has developed a typology of ten problem types 
listed in order of ill-structuredness (Jonassen, 2000). After reviewing the current research in 
the field of PBL, using diagnosis-solution problems as a baseline as this problem type had 
been successfully employed in the original medical PBL contexts in this role, Jonassen and 
Hung hypothesised that problem types most susceptible of achieving positive learning 
outcomes in PBL should be “moderately ill-structured (near the median) and slightly above 
average in complexity” (Jonassen & Hung, 2008:16).  
Design problems are a very ill-structured and complex problem type, requiring many different 
knowledge domains and the evaluation criteria of possible solutions are hard to define 
(Jonassen, 2000). Despite this, Jonassen and Hung do not exclude the possibility that design 
problems can be applied to PBL, although they caution that their complexity could pose 
challenges for successful implementation. Well-structured problems are more constrained, as 
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the elements necessary to solve the problem are limited and readily available to the learner, 
whereas ill-structured problems are more like those found in everyday life as they are 
emergent, containing unpredictable elements and requiring knowledge across different 
content domains (Jonassen, 2000).  
An advantage of well-structured problems for education is that the skills developed in solving 
one problem can more easily be transferred to other similarly well-structured problems. On 
the other hand, the relevance to learners of the contexts of many ill-structured problems and 
their more challenging nature may make them more engaging. Study 4 is not so much 
concerned with “correct” solutions to a problem as the learning that occurs in the process of 
solving the problem. Over the last two decades, there have been a number of projects at 
Jilkminggan, mostly in connection with the school, to develop Mangarrayi video resources. 
Both the process of their creation and the resulting videos have generally been presented in a 
positive light by community members (Chapter 5). The open-ended and creative nature of 
video production, a familiar activity, with no right or wrong answers, suggests this design 
problem as a suitable learning task for observation in Study 4. The task involved the use of 
Mangarrayi audio chunks organised in the Chunkbank framework discussed in Chapter 2 in 
the solution of the design problem. Whilst the knowledge required to understand and speak a 
language constitutes a vast domain, creating a digital language learning resource concentrates 
on only a targeted aspect or topic within this. In this  
At the same time, a task of this kind can be framed as a genuine language learning task in a 
task-based learning paradigm. From this perspective, a “task” is a device for organising and 
delivering content that is meaning-focused, goal-oriented, outcome-evaluated and there is a 
real-world relationship (Ellis, 2000). Ellis makes the point that a task can be seen from the 
point of view of a “work plan” or as a “process” – that is, as it is realised by particular 
learners in a particular context. The task developed for Study 4 is a collaborative task in 
which the participants co-construct their learning based on shared “socio-history and locally 
determined goals” (Ellis, 2000: 208). The outcome of the task is the production of a video 
modelling language in context that can support Mangarrayi language learning at Jilkminggan. 
On the one hand, script creation requires understanding and selecting appropriate Mangarrayi 
utterances for the context. Participants have to use these utterances with correct pronunciation 
and intonation in filming a sequence, thereby developing a basic communicative repertoire in 
this context. 
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In a task-based learning paradigm, as in all second language acquisition, some form of 
language input is required (Ellis, 2000:195). Some researchers insist that the input be 
“comprehensible” to learners (Krashen, 1982:63), whilst others suggest that learning is 
predicated on attention being drawn to aspects of the input through their interaction with it 
(Leow, 2007; Schmidt, 1990). Recent research provides evidence that explicit grammatical 
instruction can support learners in developing second language competence (Leow, 2007; 
DeKeyser, 1995), although tasks can also be structured to favour a more implicit 
internalisation of grammatical rules and structures (Sanz & Morgan-Short, 2004). The design 
of  Study 4 will provide scope for learners to potentially benefit from both explicit instruction 
and more inductive processes arising from interaction (Mackey, 2007). 
3.4 Participants 
Across the four studies there was a total of 38 participants ranging from 12 years to over 60 
years. This represents over 10% of the current estimated Jilkminggan population of 30119. All 
except two, non-Indigenous teachers at the Jilkminggan school, were living at Jilkminggan. 
There were no particular requirements such as gender or age in the selection of participants. 
The community members I was most looking to engage with in all studies were those with an 
interest in Mangarrayi. I discuss the specific participants involved in each study in the 
Chapters relating to each Study. However, there were a number of core participants whose 
participation was integral to the project:  
Sheila Conway: Sheila is a respected Elder in the community and a fluent Mangarrayi speaker 
who has played a key role in Mangarrayi language teaching programs at Jilkminggan in the 
last two decades. She played an essential role in the project as an informant and as a 
participant in Study 4. 
JL: 37 years old. JL played an important role as a participant in Studies 1-3 and took an 
increasingly leading role in the research throughout Study 4. Her mother was born at 
Jilkminggan but taken away as a baby. Her father is non-Indigenous of German descent who 
moved to Jilkminggan with the family in the mid-1990s and is still resident there. JL was born 
in Darwin and came to live at Jilkminggan with her family at the age of 18. Sheila Conway 
and her sister Jessie Roberts (a fluent Mangarrayi speaker no longer living in the community) 
 
19 2016 Census 
https://quickstats.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2016/quickstat/SSC70137 
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are her aunts (mother’s sisters). JL is a fluent English and Kriol speaker and she has can speak 
and write some Mangarray, although she is not a fluent speaker.  
Josie is a trained early childhood teacher and taught part-time at the Jilkminggan school until 
the end of Term 3, 2017. She learnt some Mangarrayi at school and since leaving school has 
had a role in a number of Mangarrayi video projects both as creator and participant. She 
worked for a period of time at the former Diwurruwurru-Jaru Language Centre in Katherine. 
She currently helps with the Mangarrayi language program at the Jilkminggan school.  
SC: 32 years old. She has lived her whole life at Jilkminggan. She is a Teacher Assistant at 
the Jilkminggan Primary School. SC has some background knowledge of Mangarrayi. Kriol is 
her first language but also she speaks good English. She has some knowledge of Mangarrayi 
through contact with her grandmother, Sheila Conway, with whom she still has close contact 
and through the school language programs.  
GF: 28 years old. She speaks very fluent Kriol as well as English and has lived in 
Jilkminggan all her life. Jessie Roberts is her grandmother. She has expressed interest in 
learning Mangarrayi. She was a participant in the majority of the studies. She has some 
background knowledge of Mangarrayi. 
HL: 51 years old. She has lived at Jilkminggan for over six years. She previously lived 
outside the community. She understands Kriol and speaks a little. Sheila Conway and Jessie 
Roberts are her aunts (mother’s sisters) and she is sister to JL. HL is heavily involved in 
community affairs through her roles as administrator for the Jilkminggan Community 
Aboriginal Corporation (JCAC) and the Bringgan Arts Centre & Op shop. 
CL: 57 years old. CL was born in Victoria and has been a resident at Jilkminggan since the 
early nineties. She speaks fluent English and Kriol. She is the sister of HL and JL. CL is a 
trained teacher and taught at the Jilkminggan school in the 1990s. She was involved in the 
Mangarrayi program at that time. 
DD: 26 years old. She has lived her whole life at Jilkminggan. She speaks fluent English and 
Kriol and has expressed interest in learning Mangarrayi. She participated in Studies 2 and 3. 
3.5 Role of the researcher 
An important aspect of working with Indigenous communities is the development of 
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relationships and mutual respect and working in collaboration (Rice, 2009). The decision to 
conduct this research at Jilkminggan was driven by the association I had with the community 
from a previous research project. This pre-existing relationships facilitated the establishment 
of trust with the community. Although a researcher’s role in qualitative research can never be 
said to be completely neutral, generally speaking, the researcher tries to maintain objectivity 
through his status as an outsider (Råheim et al., 2016; Richards & Morse, 2007). In Study 4 
Block 1, in addition to my observer role, I was also a participant in the Study throught eh 
provision of linguistic, metalinguistic and pedagogic instruction in the sessions. This was 
mainly for practical reasons as there are very few other linguists with knowledge of 
Mangarrayi. Reviewing video footage of the sessions, feedback from other participants and 
reflection in the field notes written immediately after the sessions helped maintain objectivity 
in this context.  
In this research, I have sought to be as collaborative as possible and this developed over the 
course of the research. In Blocks 2 and 3 of Study 4 community member JL took a leading 
role in the development of research activities and recruitment of participants. My role was to 
support and document the observations. 
3.6 Data Collection and analysis 
A number of different data collection methods were employed in different phases of the 
research. Table 3.2 provides an overview of how these relate to the two Research Questions: 
RQ1: What linguistic, metalinguistic and technical knowledge and skills do community 
members currently possess that will help them capture Mangarrayi audio utterances from 
archival recordings and use these to create learning resources? 
RQ2: How can Mangarrayi word strings captured from archival recordings, and digital 
resources delivering these, help provide scaffolding to promote independent language 
learning? 
 
Study Key Data Collection Method Research question 
targeted 
Preliminary 
visits 
informal discussions informed formulation 
of Research Questions 
Study 1 focus groups, video recording, my field notes RQ 1 
Study 2 survey, observation, video recording, my field RQ 1 
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notes 
Study 3 observation, video recording, my field notes RQ 1 
Study 4 observation, my field notes, observation matrix, 
video recordings, pre-study survey, post-study 
reflection 
RQ 2 
 
3.6.1 Interviews and Surveys  
This research is intended to reflect the aspirations and attitudes of the Jilkminggan community 
towards the revitalisation of Mangarrayi. Unstructured interviews in the form of informal 
discussions and focus groups were used to learn from community members what matters to 
them in the revitalisation of Mangarrayi (Richards & Morse, 2007:113). The focus groups 
were guided by semi-structured questions. One of the purposes of surveys was to “describe 
the characteristics of a set of cases” (de Vaus, 2002:4). In Study 4, a survey was used to 
provide background information on community members’ current use of digital technology 
and attitudes towards it. Before Block 1 Study 4, a survey provided information about 
participants’ language learning history and attitudes towards learning Mangarrayi and served 
to gauge participants’ expectations of the upcoming sessions. As the number of participants in 
all the surveys used was relatively small, a manual method of analysis was used.  
3.6.2 Observation and matrices 
Observation was at the centre of Studies 3 and 4. In both of these studies the sessions were 
videoed. I also wrote field notes immediately after each session, detailing events, observations 
and interpretations (Richards & Morse, 2007:116). During the sessions, I used an 
observational matrix to note how participants engaged with tasks. A five-point scale was used 
to provide a quick evaluation and space was provided for brief comments. This tool was 
based on a classroom observation schedule developed by Hersh et al. (2004). The field notes 
and observation matrix provided supplementary data to cross-reference observations and 
results from the coding analysis of the video transcriptions. 
3.6.3  Video and coding 
Video documentation was used in all studies. In Study 1, the video camera was positioned to 
capture all participants in the sessions. The camera was also used by participants to film the 
scripts they had developed. The footage was later edited by JL. Key points raised by 
participants were noted on butchers paper and this was also captured by the camera. In the 
conceptualisation task in Study 2, the camera was trained in the schematic representation of 
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the task allowing capture of participants’ interactions with this and any notes they made. As 
participants were working on a computer in Study 3, the camera was positioned so that their 
the screen and keyboard were visible. In Study 4 Block 1, the camera was positioned so as to 
capture the interactions of the whole group. The video screen at the front of the room was also 
visible. The video footage of the sessions was fully transcribed. These transcriptions formed 
the key data which was analysed using a coding structure based on a scaffolding framework 
originally developed by van de Pol, Volman & Beishuizen (2010) (See discussion in Chapter 
2 and Chapter 7). 
3.6.4 Reflections and journals 
At the end of each session in all four studies, I wrote field notes detailing events, observations 
and reflections on these. These were used as supplementary evidence to cross-reference video 
data of the sessions and were not coded. Some participants also completed questions at the 
end of Block 1 asking them to evaluate the effectiveness of resources and activities in the 
sessions and reflect on their own learning as a result of these.  
3.7 Ethics considerations 
Key considerations in this thesis are that the research should be as collaborative as possible 
and align with the aspirations of the Jilkminggan community regarding teaching and learning 
of Mangarrayi, and that it should offer benefits for the community and no harms (Leonard, 
2017). For this reason, I conducted two visits to Jilkminggan to consult with community Elder 
Sheila Conway and a broad range of other community members before defining the research 
questions. The first three studies were designed to gather important background information 
about the community first-hand. The design-based approach adopted for the research 
acknowledges the cultural and linguistic knowledge of participants and allowed participant JL 
to take increasing responsibility for the direction of the research over the course of Study 4. It 
is hoped that this has made a positive contribution to more sustainable language revitalisation 
in the community.  
As it was not clear from the outset of the research who the participants would be, the initial 
ethics proposal (H12047) targeted the broad spectrum of Jilkminggan community members 
including children, requiring approval by the full ethics committee. Approval was received on 
the 28 April 2017. Permission was also received from the Northern Land Council for the 
purposes of research (22 April 2017). In addition, permission for research at the Jilkminggan 
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school was sought and received from the Northern Territory Department of Education on 16 
June 2016 (EDOC2017/31407). I received letters of support for the research from JCAC 
Director Jocelyn James on behalf of the Jilkminggan community, community member 
Josephine who has played a key role in teaching Mangarrayi and Marissa Murphy then 
Jilkminggan school principal. 
I developed information sheets and consent forms relating to the two different phases of the 
research for both adult participants and parent/carers for use with minors. In line with 
Western Sydney University preferences the forms related to extended20 consent.    
Many of the participants in the four studies have expressed a desire to learn and use some 
Mangarrayi. It is hoped that their participation in the research activities will not only help 
answer the two Research Questions but, through their involvement, they can develop their 
knowledge of the language to some degree and feel that they can express more things in 
Mangarrayi. 
3.8 Summary 
In this chapter, I outlined a design-based research approach, developed specifically for 
observational research in complex environments and showed how this applied to the 
Jilkminggan context. I discussed the elements that make up that context and the development 
of a learning environment for Study 4 that would reflect these and  permit observation of 
participants engaging in a learning task. I discussed problem-based learning which informed 
the development of the task. I then outlined the overall structure of the project, key 
participants and data collection and analysis. Finally, I discussed the important ethical 
considerations in conducting this research. In the next Chapter, I will discuss the two 
preliminary visits in Phase 1 and the first study of Phase 2 designed to gauge Jilkminggan 
community aspirations regarding Mangarrayi and the feasibility of an approach to language 
 
20 Extended consent provides for “The capacity to reuse collected data can be viewed as a more 
respectful valuing of the participants’ time and input as participants’ data can make a contribution to 
many projects instead of just one” 
https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/1148056/GUIDANCE_on_Choosing_t
he_Most_Appropriate_PIS_and_Consent_Form.pdf 
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revitalisation using Mangarrayi chunks.  
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Chapter 4  What do Jilkminggan Community Members Wish to 
Say in Mangarrayi?  
 
4.0   Introduction 
Revitalisation projects in individual Indigenous communities here and overseas in the last 
half-century provide many insights into rationales for and attitudes towards revitalisation of 
languages21. As the historical and social context of each community is different, so the 
approaches to language revitalisation also vary. Communities can learn from one another as 
can be seen from the successful transfer and adaptation of the Maori Kōhanga Reo (Language 
nest) language revitalisation model from New Zealand to Hawai’i in the form of the Pūnana 
Leo (language nest) program (Hinton, 2001a; Warner, 2001; W. H. Wilson & Kamanā, 2001). 
However, what works in one community may or may not be appropriate for another. The 
current project seeks to investigate the role of re-purposing of archival recordings in language 
revival of Mangarrayi at Jilkminggan. An essential part of the success of the project is 
community involvement in such an endeavour (Hinton, 2001b:3) and Design-based research 
houses this well. In this chapter I will detail the process undertaken to determine broader 
community interest in learning Mangarrayi and, together with Jilkminggan community 
members, establish relevant topics as well as specific vocabulary and expressions within these 
corresponding to what they would like to be able to say in Mangarrayi. This contributed to 
answering research question 1:  
RQ1: What linguistic, metalinguistic and technical knowledge and skills do community 
members currently possess that will help them capture Mangarrayi audio utterances from 
archival recordings and use these to create learning resources? 
 
21 See The Green Book of Revitalization in Practice by Hinton, L. & Hale, K. (eds), Academic Press, 
San Diego, 2001.  doi:10.1163/9789004261723; Re-Awakening Languages: Theory and Practice in 
the Revitalisation of Australia's Indigenous Languages by Hobson J., Lowe K., Poetsch S. and Walsh 
M. (Eds.) Sydney University Press, Sydney, 2010. 
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4.1  Preliminary visits to Jilkminggan 
In 2016 I conducted two preliminary visits to Jilkminggan. The aim was to re-establish 
connections with the community after a 20-year gap since previous contact. In the early 1990s 
I was working mainly with older speakers in the community, Amy Dirngayk, Jessie Roberts 
and Sheila Conway to help develop a Mangarrayi language program at the newly opened 
Jilkminggan school. In 2016, Sheila was the only fluent speaker remaining in the community 
and my main point of contact was JL, who had participated in the previous language program 
as a high school student. JL, Sheila’s niece, who has been exposed to Mangarrayi throughout 
her adolescence, has a passive knowledge of some Mangarrayi and is able to use some 
vocabulary and expressions. She has successfully completed her pre-school teacher training 
qualifications through Batchelor College and is currently employed part-time as a teacher of 
the pre-school students (3-4 year olds) at the Jilkminggan school. She has an excellent 
command of standard English and is also a fluent speaker of Kriol. In 2016 there was no 
official language program at the school but JL, supported by Transition teacher-linguist PS, 
was teaching some Mangarrayi words and phrases to her Pre-school class within the topics 
she was teaching in the wider curriculum. 
In initial planning it was thought that the main focus of this project would be teaching and 
learning of Mangarrayi in the context of the Jilkminggan school. However, in talking to JL 
and other community members, it became clear that whilst the school has an important role to 
play in the revitalisation of Mangarrayi, there was also a certain level of interest in 
Mangarrayi from post-school adults. One practical expression of this desire was an art project 
at the newly established Bringgan community Art Centre. As part of the project, artists within 
the community were decorating calico bags with designs using images of local flora and fauna 
using Mangarrayi or their own language, if they were from a different language group. Artists 
were using a recently produced book, “Mangarrayi and Yangman Plants and Animals”, 
documenting plants and animals of the region together with their Mangarrayi and Yangman 
names (Roberts et al., 2011).  
In order to further explore the extent and nature of community interest in Mangarrayi, it was 
decided, in consultation with HL, administrator of the Jilkminggan Community Aboriginal 
Corporation (JCAC) and other community members, to run some community focus groups.  
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4.2 Heuristic development of themes and topics for Mangarrayi 
An important aspect of the focus groups was to flesh out some important themes and topics 
for community members that would help the identification of specific expressions and 
vocabulary that people wished to learn. It was felt that the sessions would be more effective if 
there was a point of departure – a list of themes or topics that could begin the discussion. On 
what basis could this list of potentially useful topics be built? Four sources were identified 
could contribute to the heuristic development of a set of themes and topics: 
1. Themes and topics that have previously been used at Jilkminggan for language 
teaching purposes. 
2. Themes and topics drawn from the Warlpiri Theme Cycle. 
3. Semantic domains developed by linguists working on documentation of Aboriginal 
languages allowing systematised classification of vocabulary.   
4. Context, themes and topics relating to everyday speech specified in Threshold 1990  
4.2.1 Themes and topics from past teaching 
Attempts to introduce formal language teaching programs at Jilkminggan can be traced back 
at least to the opening of the first Jilkminggan school in 1974 (Merlan, 1990a) and continue to 
the present day. The language programs resulting from these have generated a range of 
different resources. Some of these, especially those created through the former 
Diwurruwurru-jaru Aboriginal Corporation (Katherine Regional Aboriginal Language Centre) 
were stored at the time at Mimi Arts and Crafts in Katherine after the closure of the language 
centre and have now been backed up to the AIATSIS archive. In October 2016 I visited Mimi 
to see what video resources were stored for Mangarrayi. I found 24 resources, 9 of which 
belonged to the Mangarrayi Nest series (Table 4.1). A recent search of the AIATSIS 
collection using the search terms “Mangarrayi” or the older spelling “Mangarayi” showed that 
15 of these resources now appear in the AIATSIS catalogue (Appendix 1). JL was involved in 
a number of these as a student and later produced some of these during her time working at 
the Diwurruwurru-jaru Aboriginal Corporation. At this time she also learnt video editing 
skills through working with then administrator, DA.   
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Table 4.1 Mangarrayi video resources found at Mimi October 2016 
Video Title22 
End of year concert 1999 
Mussel song Mangarrayi & Kriol 
Sheila talking about the early days 
Mangarrayi Mob Makes History – Elsey Handover 
Amy Dirn.gayg & Sheila Conway talking with Children at Jilkminggan school (Kriol 
/Mangarrayi) 1994 
Jadba-lama girla-yinyi na-jibibi-wu 
Jadba-lama ka-ngirla-yak 2001 Jason Lee 
Mangarrayi Nest Project (Anna Godden, William Godden, Anne-Marie Mc Donald, Josie 
Lardy 2002 
Wirdma – cleaning 
Landi – trees 
Barnam I – places 
Barnam II – places 
Lulul’ ngarla-bu-n - we are collecting 
Dab – skin 
Mawuj – bush tucker 
Ngarn-bia- nganju – family 
Mawuj – bush tucker 
Marr “Fish” in Mangarrayi 2003 – Sarah Cutfield 
Bilibili Ngarrawij – Corroboree 2001 (Sheila Conway, Amy Dirn.gayg, Jessie Roberts, Sadie 
Gibbs, Mick Astley. Produced by Jason Lee, Felicity Meakins, Sarah Cutfield and Josie Lardy. 
Crocfest – “Bad Things” – Jilkminggan from school to stage  
Jakarnda warrwiyan (2004); Jessie Roberts & Sheila Conway telling the story of 
Gandarlngarra & Biragugu who entered Mangarrayi Country from Warlock. They went 
travelling through until they left the story & changing names at Brown Springs 
Wanggij Warrwiyan (2004) The children make themselves into a whirlwind travelling from 
place to place. They stop and rest at Jilkminggan only for a while before they continue on their 
way as a whirlwind, later separating and leaving Yangman and Mangarrayi country 
Animals: birds - juwya  
Ceremony: ngawarrij – corroboree 
 
The videos stored at Mimi were still in VHS format so I was not able to view the contents, 
however, the title and the short description of the contents with each video gave some clues. 
The resources can be grouped under eight general themes shown below: 
 
 
22 Sometimes the spellings in the titles diverge from those currently found in the Mangarrayi 
Dictionary    
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1. The past: talking about the old days 
2. Everyday activities: cleaning 
3. Country: important places, trees, birds, river 
4. Food: collecting bush tucker; River (fishing, mussels, water lily) 
5. Leisure: swimming, diving  
6. Kinship: family; skin 
7. Ceremony: corroboree 
8. Dreaming: kids’ dreaming; The two dingos (Gandarlngarra & Biragugu) 
4.2.2 Themes and topics drawn from the Warlpiri Theme Cycle 
The Warlpiri Theme Cycle (Disbray & Martin, 2018) was developed for school-based 
language teaching incorporating the cultural knowledge and perspectives important to the 
Yuendemu community. To my knowledge, no such comprehensive curriculum framework has 
been developed for Mangarrayi. The previous language teaching program in the 1990s was 
structured around the theme Juya (animals / meat) although the lessons also touched on other 
topics such as skin relations. It cannot be assumed that topics or themes developed to suit a 
particular Aboriginal will necessarily correspond to the needs of another Aboriginal 
community, but there will certainly be some crossover. If we consider the topics and themes 
found in the Warlpiri Theme Cycle (Disbray & Martin, 2018:35), we can see that there is a 
correspondence between many of these and the themes identified from the videos found at 
Mimi (Table 4.2).  
Table 4.2 Comparison of topics from Mimi resources and Warlpiri Theme cycle 
General themes from Mimi resources Topics from Warlpiri Theme Cycle  
The past: talking about the old days 
 
Nyurru wiyi (History) 
Jukurrpa & Kurruwarri (Stories & designs) 
 Dreaming 
Everyday activities: cleaning 
 
Jurnarrpa (Possessions, belongings, tools & 
artifacts) 
Country: important places, trees, birds, river 
 
Ngurra & Walya (Country & home) 
Ngapa (Water), Watiya (Trees & plants) 
Food: collecting bush tucker; River (fishing, 
mussels, water lily) 
Kuyu (Meat & animals)  
Miyi (Plant food)  
Leisure: swimming, diving   
Kinship: family; skin 
Ceremony: corroboree 
 
Palka (Body), Warlaja (Family & kin) 
Yawulyu, Purlapa & Juju (Women’s 
ceremonies, men’s ceremonies & 
monsters) 
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The topic Jaru & Rdaka-rdaka (Language & hand signs) doesn’t correspond directly to any 
one of the Mimi themes, however, all of the videos relate to language as they are focusing on 
the language relating to the themes.  
4.2.3 Semantic domains  
Over time linguists working on Aboriginal languages have used the concept of semantic 
domains as an organising and structuring principle for vocabulary from Australian languages. 
There is no one set of agreed semantic domains and the number of domains identified by 
individual linguists and their organisation varies depending on factors such as the language 
they are working on and the purpose for which it is being used. However, as Thieberger 
points out (1995) the list of semantic domains is itself heuristic. The domains draw on 
groupings of words provided by contributors from the individual languages as well as those 
identified by other linguists working in the field, however “they do not necessarily reflect the 
groupings that would be made by speakers of the languages; nor do they represent the best 
possible groupings” (Thieberger, 1995, p. xxxii). Below is an example of a commonly used 
set of semantic domains (adapted from a list used by Ken Hale).  
A. body parts 
B. kinship/people/sections 
C. language and ceremony/country/communication 
D. building and clothing/taboo/introduced thing 
E. tools/transport/weapons 
F. fire/food/water 
G. country/seasons and weather/sky 
H. introduced/kangaroo/mammal 
I. crocodile/frog/goanna/lizard/snake 
J. bird 
K. fish/marine 
L. ant/fly/general/insect/other 
M. dangerous plants/firewood trees/plant food/medicine/plant/plant food/plants used to 
make things/tobacco/vine/yam 
N. physical characteristics/quantification/size and shape 
O. feeling 
P. hunting/motion 
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Q. position 
R. communication/perception and thought 
S. bodily functions 
T. burning and cooking/impact 
U.  transfer 
V. direction/location/position(s)/time 
W. interrogatives 
X. interjections 
Y. particles 
Z. demonstratives and pronouns 
4.2.4 Threshold document – Everyday language 
As we saw in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.2), the Threshold 1990 document was produced in 
response to the demand for effective language teaching curricula with a focus on everyday 
language, paving the way for a greater focus on communication, with an emphasis on spoken 
language and communication in context. From a communicative teaching perspective lesson 
content is organised primarily around language functions and the language (structures, words 
phrases) that are used to give expression to these in a specific context. The focus of Threshold 
1990 is also on practical everyday contexts and topics which are mapped to a comprehensive 
set of functions and notions.  
The contexts and themes in Threshold 1990 relate specifically to the teaching of European 
languages and clearly Aboriginal languages display greater linguistic and cultural differences 
from English than even the most divergent of European languages, such as Hungarian. 
However, as initial discussions with community members indicated (later confirmed by the 
results of the group discussions) there was a desire to be able to discuss everyday topics in 
Mangarrayi. It was felt that at least some of the topics from Threshold 1990 could be useful in 
the development of a at least a preliminary set of topics for the Jilkminggan context. The 
following heuristic list of topics (Table 4.3) was developed, drawing on the sources discussed 
above as the starting point for the focus group discussions.  
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Table 4.3 Topics developed as starting point for Focus Group discussion 
Talk about yourself: name, age, things you like and don’t like, what you look like, how you 
feel 
Family, friends other people 
Country: animals, insects, birds, plants, important places, describe country 
Communication: how to ask something, tell someone to do something, say you can’t do 
something, say you might do something, you have to do something, give advice; joining 
words like: and, but, because 
Ceremony: corroboree, songs, stories 
Daily life - at home: cooking, washing, cleaning, names of things in a house, clothes 
Daily life – in the community: jobs people do 
Daily life – school: rules, class names 
Food & drink – bush tucker: names of plants, containers 
Food & Drink – Fishing: fishing gear, names of fish 
Food & drink – making food: preparing food, cooking, things we use to eat & drink 
Health: body parts, movements, daily body care, sickness, accidents, give advice 
Free time: activities, say what you are doing, saying what you did, saying what you will do or 
like to do, invite someone 
Travel: movement verbs, transport, say/ask where something is, words like here / there 
Time & Weather: seasons, time of day, how long, how often, change of time /season, past, 
present, future, say / ask what the weather is like 
Transfer: ask for, give, take, borrow, steal 
 
In collaboration with GF and HL, two focus group sessions were conducted, open to all 
members of the community, to help establish a list of themes and topics that would be useful 
in the context of adults earning Mangarrayi at Jilkminggan as well as specific words and 
expressions that participants wished to be able to say in Mangarrayi within identified 
contexts.   
4.3  Focus Group Session 1  
The first session took place on Friday 28th April 2017 at 3 pm to allow those working, 
particularly at the school, to attend. A flyer was produced (Appendix 2) with the help of 
resources from the JCAC office which was posted at strategic locations, such as the store, the 
Shire office (with their permission), the school, the Art Centre and the community public 
telephone. GF agreed to be listed as the contact person for the event. I also discussed the 
event with members of the community whom I thought could be interested such as RF, one of 
the school office administrators, and an older long-term resident of the community. She 
responded positively and was keen to promote it. To try to encourage greater participation a 
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barbecue was scheduled for participants after the meeting.  
4.3.1 Location 
The sessions were held at the Art Centre which is in a central location within the community 
near the Health Centre and administrative offices. The advantage of this location is that it has 
become a hub for community members who regularly visit the attached op shop to see what 
new goods have come in. The focus group sessions were held outside the centre in a shaded 
area with high visibility to passers-by who may potentially be interested. It was hoped that the 
sessions would give a sense of the broader community interest in the teaching and learning of 
Mangarrayi, as well as some information about the themes and topics that were of interest to 
community members and more specifically what sorts of things they wanted to be able to say.    
4.3.2  Participants 
In session 1 there were 6 participants. Three sisters JL, HL and CL, a qualified teacher who 
helped with the Mangarrayi teaching program in the 1990s. Other participants were GF, SC, 
who works as an Aboriginal Assistant teacher in the school, as well as RG a non-Aboriginal 
teacher at the Jilkminggan school. Later in the week, I ran through the activities individually 
with another older member of the community who didn’t wish to be identified. She expressed 
the fact that she had thought I was working exclusively with JL. I assured her that I was 
looking for the broadest possible participation, which seemed to allay her fears.  
4.3.3  Introduction to the session 
I began by giving out the participant information sheets (Appendix 3) and consent forms 
(Appendix 4) which gave an overview of the objectives of the session. I then gave asome 
background about myself and past collaboration with the community as well as an 
explanation of the overall project. 
4.3.4  Activity 1 
Fishing is generally a popular activity at Jilkminggan, as in other communities around the 
Roper River. In addition, GF, singer with the local band Lirrawi ‘Black Cockatoo’ and one of 
the participants in the session, had recently written a song in Kriol called “Goin’ Fishin’” or 
“Chuckin line” and was keen to see it translated into Mangarrayi which she then hoped to 
teach to the students at the school. The song has now been translated into Mangarrayi and 
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checked by Sheila (Appendix 5). A digitised version of a video entitled “Marr”23 
documenting a fishing trip to the local swimming hole was also located. I therefore chose the 
theme “going fishing” as a starting point to get participants thinking about the relationship 
between different contexts and the associated language. I presented a list of expressions 
relating to the general theme “going fishing” sourced from the “Marr” video (Appendix 6), 
suggesting that using these expressions would allow some level of communication on this 
topic. I raised the point that it is not always easy to assign a topic to a particular phrase or 
expression, as they can sometimes relate to more than one context. We discussed whether 
fishing and the associated expressions might come under the heading “food” or “pastimes” ie 
fishing for fun. It was felt it could be both.  
4.3.5  Activity 2 
This activity focused on establishing a list of possible contexts for everyday use of 
Mangarrayi at Jilkminggan. A grid was prepared using the 17 topics from Table 3 with a 
space on the left and right of each topic which was handed out to all participants. The 
following three questions were posed as a point of departure for participants to begin thinking 
about the different topics and contexts in which these might be used: 
1. Why do people want to learn Mangarrayi? 
2. If you learn Mangarrayi, where are you going to use it and when? 
3. If the kids are going to learn it, where are they going to speak it and who are they going to 
speak it to? 
Responses were noted down on butchers paper by HL. Participants were asked to indicate the 
degree to which they thought each topic was relevant to Mangarrayi by writing “yes”, 
“maybe” or “no” in the space to the right of each topic. They were then asked to order the 
topics from most important to least important in the left-hand column, 1-17. 
4.3.6 Activity 3 
Several people had to leave at this point but we continued with 3 participants. The topic 
Family, friends & other people had been clearly quite high on most people’s lists, so this was 
chosen as the first topic to begin collecting specific expressions. Participants were asked to 
write things that they might want to say (or understand) on that topic in small exercise books 
 
23 Produced by Sarah Cutfield in October 2003 for the Jilkminggan school and the   
  Diwurruwurru-jaru Aboriginal Corporation 
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that were given to each person. This could be done collaboratively or individually, but the 
group chose to work together. As the session was being recorded participants could also just 
say the phrase. The session lasted about 55 minutes in total. We then had a barbecue where 
there was some more informal discussion. 
4.4  Session 2  
To publicise the next session a new flyer was made (Appendix 7) – varying colours to make it 
clear this was a new event. In addition to posting the flyer in the previous locations in the 
community, I took the opportunity of the Labour Day public holiday (1st May) to walk around 
the community to hand out flyers personally. This gave me the opportunity to meet more 
people and explain what we were doing in the community. This was a useful strategy to 
engage a conversation about Mangarrayi. Generally, people were positive about the meetings 
and often expressed an intention to come, which didn’t necessarily translate into attendance at 
the session. The purpose of this session was to continue the identification of specific language 
and expressions relating to the themes discussed in session 1. To begin the session, I provided 
some feedback from session 1 in the form of a summary of the responses. Four topics were 
identified for this session that most people considered important:  Talk about yourself; 
Family, friends & other people; Country; Communication.  
The participants from session 1 felt that we had covered much of Talk about yourself; Family, 
friends & other people so we worked mainly with the other two topics. Contributions didn’t 
necessarily fit neatly into the given categories once people started thinking of things they 
would like to be able to say. JL took the role of scribe and wrote all suggestions in an exercise 
book. The session was again videoed and recorded, so they could be checked against the list 
at a later date.  
The session lasted 50 minutes, after which we had a barbecue. During this more informal 
time, participants were shown some examples of the kinds of materials that could be produced 
using the kind of language we were collecting, for example, games for iPad using PowerPoint 
or the Bitsboard24 program as ell as other currently existing language learning resources, such 
as the Mangarrayi Learners grammar (hard copy) and the Excel version of the Mangarrayi 
 
24 Bitsboard.com 
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dictionary. 
4.4.1  Participants 
In Session 2 there were 6 participants: 3 from the previous session: - JL, CL and SC; and 3 
new participants: GL, SW and WD. WD arrived half an hour into the session. PS, one of the 
non-Aboriginal teachers from the school was only there for the very beginning of the session 
as she had to leave for a meeting in Katherine, however, she wished to register her support for 
Mangarrayi with the community by her presence. 
WD is an older member of one of the key families in the community with a strong passive 
knowledge of Mangarrayi. SW’s mother, although she now rarely speaks Mangarrayi, was 
identified by Francesca Merlan as having good knowledge of Mangarrayi in the past. SW 
works at the crèche and understands some Mangarrayi. She played the role of Bett Bett in the 
film “We of the Never Never”, based on a book by the same name written by Jeannie Gunn. It 
was filmed in the area with many local people (including Sheila and Jessie singing for a 
corroboree). In the film, a number of the actors delivered lines in Mangarrayi.   
4.5  After the sessions 
After Session 2, a Word document was created from the language and expressions (mainly in 
English with a few in Kriol) that JL had noted in the exercise book. I also checked the video 
in case there were any that she had missed.  
Before leaving the community I prepared a number of small exercise books. I gave some to 
key participants who had shown particular interest in a long term involvement with the 
project – JL, HL, GF and WD. Although WD only participated in the second session, she has 
a strong passive knowledge of Mangarrayi and as an older member of the community is in a 
position of respect and influence within her extended family. Other exercise books were left 
in key locations in the community such as the school office and the Art Centre. The aim of the 
booklets was to facilitate the continued development of the list of expressions for each of the 
identified themes by those who had participated in the sessions. The booklets contained a list 
of the identified themes, the feedback from session 1, a copy of the expressions relating to 
fishing from the “Marr” video that had been presented in session 1 activity 1, a list of all the 
expressions (in English) form Session 2 as well as copies of the two flyers. Participants could 
note language and expressions in the booklet as they came to mind. Although on checking the 
booklets on the next visit no one had really availed themselves of this opportunity, it was 
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clear that the booklets had had a positive impact in stimulating consciousness of Mangarrayi 
within the community. JL and GF reported that at least one participant who had not received a 
personal copy (because she worked at the school) and another non-participant had requested a 
copy of the booklet. The perceived value of the booklet seemed at least in part due to the 
examples of Mangarrayi language (the fishing expressions) it contained. 
4.6  Results Session 1 
4.6.1 Activity 1 
HL summarised the main points raised by participants in relation to the question “Why do you 
want to learn Mangarrayi and what do you want to do with it? on the butchers paper as 
follows: 
1. Speak with older people: 
GF: “speak it to my great-grandma. Sometimes she speaks language to me and I can’t 
understand.” 
MR: “So you want to be able to talk to older people.” 
GF: “Yes” 
On the one hand this can be interpreted as a practical desire to understand what her great 
grandmother (Jessie Roberts) was saying there was also a strong sense that it was as much 
about a sense of cultural identity. Jessie speaks fluent Kriol so if she wants to communicate, 
there would be no difficulty.  Choosing to speak Mangarrayi to GF has more a cultural 
significance. Jessie is indicating the value she places on the language and is perhaps subtly (or 
not so subtly) trying to send a message about the importance of younger people learning the 
language.   
2. Sing in Mangarrayi: 
GF: “singing” 
MR: “Singing in Mangarrayi in your band?” 
GF: “Yeah, because sometimes… before we used to go on tour in communities and they used 
to ask me, you know, Do you know how to sing in language? Mainly in Barunga and 
Boroloola. Yeah, they wanted us to sing language. And I told them I couldn’t.” 
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Although the notion of cultural identity was not directly mentioned there was a sense that 
singing in Mangarrayi was important to her as an expression of cultural identity. In a previous 
discussion GF had expressed the fact that sometimes when she is with people from other 
communities who can speak their language she feels that she would like to be able to say 
something in her language, Mangarrayi. 
3. Kids learning Mangarrayi – Everyday language: 
MR: (to SC) “Have you got any thoughts …? Would you be interested in learning some more 
Mangarrayi?” 
SC: “Yeah” 
MR: “Why would you be interested? What would you do if you could speak more 
Mangarrayi? If the Mangarrayi fairy came down with her magic wand …?” 
SC: “The grandchildren have to get up and have to talk Mangarrayi.” 
MR: “What sort of things do you think … what sort of things would they talk about those 
young kids if we taught them Mangarrayi?.. Do you think about everyday things or special 
ceremony, should it just be about bush tucker… Do you know what I mean?” 
SC: “I reckon all of it – ceremony, fishing, around here.” 
MR: “So you’d quite like it if they could have some everyday language to just talk about 
normal things not necessarily special Mangarrayi traditional things?” 
SC: “Yeah” 
HL: “So if Auntie Sheila were to sing out, you know, “Get me some water!” in Mangarrayi, 
then they’d know what she was talking about and they could answer in Mangarrayi.” 
CL: “Mmm.” 
HL: “Or if she’s pulling them up. Maybe she could speak in Mangarrayi and then they’ll 
understand.” 
The responses shown here concentrate more on children being able use everyday language 
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rather than the participants themselves. However, it became clear in the context of what 
children might say that participants themselves wanted to be able to understand and express 
everyday language. 
4. School / classroom: 
MR: (to RG – non-Indigenous teacher at the school). “I know you’re new to the community – 
do you see a role for Mangarrayi in the school itself apart from just as a subject. Do you 
think it’s got a place?” 
RG: “Yeah definitely. We’ve already got the classroom names all in Mangarrayi. I think it’d 
be good just for some of those everyday things that we say all the time in the classroom ... It’d 
be really good if … for the TA’s (Teacher Assistants) as well as how to say those things in 
Mangarrayi.” 
MR: “Well, actually 20 years ago, I sat with Amy… in fact in this book [we have some of that 
language].” 
JL: “I just saw that a couple of weeks ago – rules like sit down!, listen!” 
MR: “Here they are. See there’s a whole list of things like: Stop! I can’t come. That’s great! 
Go away. Pick it up. Bring it here. Give it to me. Don’t talk. Speak loudly. … JL also had the 
idea also of the classroom names … just to get Sheila or even JL or CL or SC to record them 
so that the teachers who aren’t Mangarrayi could just listen to it and get the pronunciation. 
For us there are really lots of sounds in Mangarrayi that [are very difficult] ... “ny”, “ng”, 
“ly” and it’s really important … even in Kriol, a lot of those sounds are in there. 
The school is often seen as one natural context for Mangarrayi. This was one factor behind 
the establishment of the Mangarrayi teaching program at the Jilkminggan school in the 1990s. 
Although the discussion did identify classroom instructions as one avenue for the use of 
Mangarrayi, the participants’ contributions reflect a broader desire for more general use of 
language functions other than just telling students what to do and not do (commands and 
imperatives). Although TA’s were specifically mentioned, JL felt that with support even non-
Indigenous members of the community could use some Mangarrayi. The discussion also 
addressed the question of whether there might be other speakers of Mangarrayi in the 
community, apart from Sheila and Jessie.  
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MR: “The reality, though is there are not many older people around now [who speak 
Mangarrayi]. For a lot of people in this community, I don’t think they’ll have the chance 
probably to speak to too many older people who speak that language. Sheila does, Jessie 
does. Are there other people around that you know who speak [Mangarrayi] fluently” 
JL refers to some cousins outside the community who were definitely able to produce some 
sentences but was not certain of the extent of their knowledge: 
JL: “Some of our cousins down Roper know a little bit. 
MR: Would they chat amongst themselves a little bit?” 
JL: “I don’t know. When we see them sometimes they say a sentence or something that… 
yeah.” 
CL pointed out that there were a number of community members who understood 
Mangarrayi, particularly in the generation below Sheila and Jessie: 
CL: “I think that a lot of it wasn’t spoken at home, you know so, umm, Sheila’s and Jessie’s 
daughters, some of them knew what they were saying but they couldn’t answer them back in 
Mangarrayi. They could only give the answer in Kriol. They could talk very very little.” 
MR: “But they understood quite a lot”? 
CL: “They understood. Yeah.” 
Interestingly other names didn’t specifically come up in this context. For example, WD, in the 
context of the second community consultation session said that she felt confident in 
understanding Mangarrayi, although her speaking skills were not as strong. Francesca Merlan 
during a visit to Jilkminggan identified HW as having a good knowledge of Mangarrayi. She 
doesn’t use the language much now, but still has a good passive knowledge (see Chapter 8 
Section 8.5.3).   
4.6.2 Activity 2 
Although participants felt that all the topics presented were potentially useful for learning 
Mangarrayi, the topics Talk about yourself; Family, friends & other people; Country; 
Communication, were rated highly by a number of participants. Figure 4.1 shows the topics 
that received a rating of 1-5: 
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Figure 4.1 Topics receiving a ranking between 1–5 
4.7  Results Session 2 
Tables 4.4 – 4.8 show the expressions that participants specified they would like to be able to 
say in Mangarrayi within the topics: Family, Friends & Other People, Communication, Talk 
about yourself, Food & Drink, Daily Life. I have kept these in the form they were expressed 
by participants. The expressions didn’t always fit strictly into the different categories. For a 
large number of these expressions I was able to find a corresponding (or nearly 
corresponding) Mangarrayi expression from the recordings in the 1994 corpus (Tables 4.4 – 
4.8). I have indicated the source of the recording and the speaker in the right-hand column. 
Table 4.4 Expressions suggested by participants - Family, Friends & Other People 
Family, Friends & Other People 
English expression Mangarrayi  Recording 
Who you? Nginyja nyanggi  Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-004-B 
Where you from?     
Where you camping 
(living) Where you sit 
down? 
Jananggan ga-nya-ni?  Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-001-B 
Jana-ba barnum  Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-004-B 
What I call you? (how 
am I related) 
  
What do you call…?   
Who’s that?     
Do you know….?   
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I call them…   
I call you?   
What your skin name?   Jagina dab-ngangga? Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-001-B 
Who your family?   
You know this family?   
That is …. family / sister   
Hullo family / hullo 
nanyi   
  
Goodbye   mayawa familiar to all participants 
Can you help me, dad, 
sista ….? 
  
Who is your family line?  
Skin names of other 
language groups 
especially from Roper 
area – this helps fit 
everyone together. 
  
Names of different 
family relationships 
  
 
Table 4.5 Expressions suggested  by participants - Communication 
Communication 
English expression Mangarrayi  Recording 
Come here   ninga-w   Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-A 
la-ninga-w (you PL come here) 
Come on now   
Listen   nya-warrma  
You gotta listen to …   
They telling you for right   
Go get….    nya-mi Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-A 
Pack up   
Pick it up   warrgujmi Jessie Roberts MR2-0011-A 
Have manners / respect   
Where you going?  jananggarri ja-yag?  (Where’s 
he going) 
Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-002-B 
Where did you come 
from?  
  
What’s that?     
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Get down   
Get out   
Sit down barl’ ni  Amy Dirng.ayg MR2-001-A 
Don’t go there     
Look out! goyo (used in Kriol also) Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-001-B 
Where is…?   Jana Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-003-B 
jananggarri  MR2-015-A 
What for? Why?     
How long is…?   
How far is…?   
What time? / When? (eg 
early morning, sun go 
down time, night time) – 
Merdban-wa (morning) Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-B 
Dalgan (midday) 
mulugmulung-garlama (in the 
afternoon) 
Bunyang (evening) 
Give me…   ngan-wu  Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-003-B 
Get me…   
jagina-ba ga-ngan-mi? (What 
are you getting me?) 
Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-B 
No fighting!  / No 
hitting! 
  
Stop dijbirr’ bu Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-001-B 
dijbirr’ la-bu  (you PL stop) 
Stand up   jirr’ jaygi  Sheila Conway MR2-009-B 
jirr’ la-jaygi (You PL stand up) 
Sharing   
You look there (Look 
out) 
garri-jaga yirriwa-w  Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-001-A 
I can’t come   nginyjag nga-ninga-n Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-003-A 
No, it’s OK    
Good   yijarr Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-A 
Go away   yag   Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-002-A 
Too long / too slow Gurlurlanyi (very long) Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-004-A 
 Balbalbi (slow) Sheila Conway MR2-006-A 
Put it down   ja-wurla bardnama na-
barlarlbarlarl-an  (They put it 
in the container) 
Sheila Conway MR2-014-A 
Tell me a story   
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Table 4.6 Expressions suggested  by participants - Body health care - Talk about yourself 
Body health care - Talk about yourself 
English expression Mangarrayi  Recording 
I’m cold larrg ga-ngan-daya Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-003-A 
I’m hot bobob ga-nga-ma Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-002-B 
 
Table 4.7 Expressions suggested  by participants – Food & Drink 
Food & Drink 
English expression Mangarrayi  recording 
Are you hungry? wolorr ga-nga-ma? Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-003-B/ 
MR2-0014-B 
You full now? Dal ga-nga-jaygin (I’m full) Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-001-A 
maywa dal ga-nga-ji (I’m full 
now) 
Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-002-B 
What you want to eat? 
(also Body function) 
dara-ngangga ga-nya-wa-n Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-A 
I’m thirsty, I want water   
(also Body function) 
  
Tea, jurrgjurrg Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-A 
milk gig 
sugar yulgmirn 
billy can (cup) barrigod 
Damper mawuj 
damba Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-003-A 
Beef juya Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-001-B 
 
Table 4.8 Expressions suggested  by participants – Daily Life 
Daily Life 
English expression Mangarrayi  Recording 
Come inside ninga-w biyanggin Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-001-A 
Sleep now   a-nya-yu Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-013-B/ 
Sheila Conway MR2-015-B 
Make a fire Jorle’ ma damayi Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-A 
Go get wood   yag damayi a-nya-mi / wa-w 
manymany a-nya-mi 
Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-A 
Put …. (fish, damper) on 
the fire 
Wub ja-wurla war na-damayi-
an (They threw it on the fire) 
Sheila Conway MR2-014-A 
Let’s go get bush 
medicine   
  
Clean up wirdma Sheila Conway MR2-015-B 
Go for shower ga-nga ba’ma  (I wash) Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-013-A  
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 wurrg ga-nga-buyin (I wash 
myself) 
 na-jowa ga-nga-ba'ma (I wash 
in the shower) 
Wash your clothes   narra'narra wurrg ga-nga bu-n 
wabwaba (Everyday I wash the 
clothes) 
Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-013-A 
murlugmurlug nga-danginy' 
mari wabawaba (yesterday I 
cleaned the clothes) 
Dry up your clothes barig nga-warag (I dried it 
out)  
Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-013-A 
barig ja-na-n (I dries out) 
You want to do art?   
Wake up / get up    yirrg’ gardji    Sheila Conway story 5_MR2-
014-A 
 
 yirrg’ la-gardji (You PL wake 
up /get up) 
Let’s go to work   a-nya-yang-gu wurng-garlama  
(You should go to work) 
Sheila Conway story 7_MR2-
014-B 
Time to eat   la-ninga-w na-mawung-gu 
(Come PL for food) 
Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-005-A 
Time to go to school ga-nga-yag skul-lama (I’m 
going to school) 
Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-003-A 
I’m going…    ga-nga-yag Amy Dirn.gayg MR2-003-A 
Who’s car is that?   
That is ……‘s car   
What happened?     
What did you do?   
 
4.8 Post session 2 
On the last day at Jilkminggan, I visited Sheila to say goodbye. She asked whether GF was 
coming too. Together with GF, I decided to take the opportunity to ask Sheila how to say the 
various expressions from Session 2 of the community consultation (especially those that had 
not been found in the archival recording). GF took responsibility for eliciting the expressions. 
On a number of occasions, GF had to rephrase or explain the meaning of the expressions in 
Kriol, as Sheila wasn’t clear what was being asked. In some cases, even with this 
clarification, the Mangarrayi expression that Sheila gave didn’t exactly correspond to what 
had been asked. For example, for “can you help me …daddy, sista”, Sheila said “It might be 
that your daddy got no language – well “you tell ‘im na-barda dayi nganiyug ngani ([Your] 
father doesn’t speak language)”. Perhaps she misinterpreted “me” for “my”, thinking that it 
was the father who needed help. On a couple of occasions when there was some 
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misunderstanding, I suggested a Mangarrayi word that he thought might be appropriate. For 
example, GF asked the Mangarrayi for “Look out” and Sheila said yirriwa-w (look). I 
suggested goyo as a more direct translation and Sheila confirmed this. We were able to record 
several expressions for which we had not been able to find a Mangarrayi recording in the 
corpus, for example, “Who’s that?” nginyja narra / nginyja narriwa? and “Where are you 
from?”  janang-gana nya-ninga-n? We spent an hour with Sheila, and GF was clearly 
enjoying herself. Sheila also seemed pleased that GF was showing interest. We also showed 
Sheila some of the digital resources we had made using recordings from Amy Dirn.gayg, her 
sister Jessie Roberts and herself that we had been working on. Sheila expressed her pleasure 
with these, saying that she felt these could help younger people learn and use some 
Mangarrayi.  
4.9 Summary 
One important observation coming out of the focus group sessions held at Jilkminggan is that 
there is clearly a group of community adult members across a range of ages for whom being 
able to speak some Mangarrayi is important. The motivations for this can be summarised as 
identity - feeling proud of your Mangarrayi cultural heritage and communication – being able 
to talk to older members of the community for whom Mangarrayi is their first language 
(Sheila and Jessie). Although in response to specific question in activity 1 about why they 
want to speak Mangarrayi some participants focus on the importance of children learning 
Mangarrayi, for example: SC: “The grandchildren have to get up and have to talk 
Mangarrayi.” it is clear in the general discussion, particularly when brainstorming specific 
words and phrases, that they themselves are also interested in using this language.  
The school is the only specific place mentioned as a possible domain where Mangarrayi could 
be used today. This is not surprising as since the 1990s the school has always been the focus 
of Mangarrayi language teaching and, for most of the participants, this is where they would 
have had the greatest formal contact with Mangarrayi. On the other hand, participants specify 
that they are interested in everyday language. The topics participants identified as being of 
greatest importance (Family, Friends & Other People, Communication, Food & Drink, Daily 
Life) and the specific language identified that participants would like to be able to say within 
these reflect this and suggest use in the course of daily life.  
The fact that I was able to find existing audio recordings in Mangarrayi for the majority of the 
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expressions suggested by participants in session 2 shows that the 1994 corpus (MR2-001-A – 
MR2-018-B) contains the kind of language of interest to Jilkminggan community members 
suggesting they have a role to play in language revitalisation at Jilkminggan. The process of 
developing a comprehensive range of expressions for all the topics identified will be ongoing 
and it is hoped this can become increasingly self-sustaining. There is some evidence that this 
is beginning to occur. The exercise books given to participants at the end of the focus sessions 
containing a summary of the results from the activities and discussions were intended as way 
of participants recording new things that they would like to say in Mangarrayi as it occurred 
to them. Although I only saw one community member use it in this way, the books 
themselves have become a valued item. On my following visit to the community, I was 
approached by two community members to get a copy of the booklet. One had participated in 
the focus groups but had not received a copy and another who hadn’t participated but was 
interested in the project (and who has since been a consistent and enthusiastic contributor). 
Other indicators of an increased interest in Mangarrayi include reported discussions between 
community members about how something might be said in Mangarrayi, such as ‘firewood’ 
(damayi / manymany) and reports that more people are asking Sheila for the meanings of 
words in Mangarrayi. This includes a request for a “Welcome to Country” (Appendix 8). 
Despite the fact that there is not tradition in Mangarrayi of this kind of welcome, Sheila 
provided a succinct Mangarrayi paragraph that would successfully fill this function. Welcome 
to country in the context of Visitors to Jilkiminggan may provide one more domain in which 
Mangarrayi can be used as it has in other language contexts such as in the case of Kaurna 
(Amery, 2010).  
Sheila has played an important part in language teaching at Jilkminggan since at least the 
1990s and as one of the two remaining speakers of Mangarrayi has an essential role in any 
language revitalisation project. The master-apprentice model (Hinton, 2002) of language 
learning was developed to provide a context in which younger community members could 
interact with older speakers of endangered languages as a means of developing their skills in 
the language. This is not however appropriate in the Jilkminggan context as none of those 
who have expressed an interest in learning Mangarrayi is currently in a position to commit the 
20 or so hours a week required by the master-apprentice method.        
Mangarrayi words and expressions found in older audio and audio-visual recordings, to some 
of which Sheila has contributed, can be of use in the creation of digital Mangarrayi learning 
resources without having to ask her to record, or in some cases re-record, this material. This 
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both shows respect for her past time and allows her to concentrate on sharing and recording 
new language material. In the next chapter, I will consider the current use of technology at 
Jilkminggan and discuss the implications for the development of digital learning resources 
and the role that archival audio recordings could play in this process.  This is the second facet 
of the answer to the first research question concerning learners’ knowledge, skills and 
aspirations. 
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Chapter 5  Technology use at Jilkminggan 
 
5.0  Introduction 
Digital technology currently plays a role in the revitalisation of Australian Indigenous 
languages and with new developments has the potential to make an even greater contribution 
(Foley, 2014). Technology, however, is not a silver bullet as too many people would like to 
believe. It has the potential to support a certain level of autonomy in language learning but 
only if used in appropriate ways (Candy, 2004). An important aspect of development of 
appropriate technology for a group of users is an understanding of the attitudes towards 
technology of the users themselves (Rubin et al., 2008:12). In this chapter, I will discuss the 
second study comprising two key components, a digital use survey and community 
conceptionalisation task. The digital use survey is intended to give a picture of current use of 
and attitude towards digital technology by community members. The community 
conceptualisation task seeks to observe how community members conceive of the task of re-
purposing an older video from the AIATSIS archive to create a new Mangarrayi learning 
resource using technology they are familiar with. I will begin by outlining the existing 
Mangarrayi audio and audiovisual resources that might lend themselves to re-purposing. 
5.1 What audio and audiovisual resources are there for Mangarrayi? 
The AIATSIS archive contains over 200 separate holdings identified as containing material in 
Mangarrayi (or Mangarayi) going back to the early 1960s. The collection represents a diverse 
range of written documents, photos, audio and audiovisual recordings created for a variety of 
purposes. An exhaustive auditioning of all of these materials to determine their suitability for 
new learning resource creation would be extremely time-consuming. I have identified three 
corpora of audio and audio-visual material from which communicatively useful chunks of 
spoken Mangarrayi and images could be sourced for language learning purposes, for example, 
the creation of language learning resources. The first is Francesca Merlan’s audio corpus25 
from the early 1970s containing over 40 hours of digitised audio recordings, originally 
recorded on cassette for the purpose of creating a descriptive grammar (Merlan, 1989) and 
 
25 Particularly MERLAN-F01; MERLAN-F03; MERLAN-F04 
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dictionary. Secondly, the corpus recorded as part of an earlier project in 1994 (see Chapter 1 
section 1.3), also now digitised. Finally, there is a corpus of 15 videos from the AIATSIS 
archive discussed in the previous chapter (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1), that are mostly in 
VHS format waiting to be digitised  
The purpose for which a recording was originally made has implications for the ease with 
which it might lend itself to re-purposing for language learning. The three corpora above can 
be broadly classified into two groups, those documenting elicitation of Mangarrayi for a 
variety of purposes and those created with some form of language learning in mind. The 
Merlan recordings were intended to document elicitation of vocabulary and language 
structures for the creation of a grammar and dictionary whereas the 1994 recordings were a 
mixture of both. Some recordings document sessions with speakers Amy Dirn.gayg, Sheila 
Conway and Jessie Roberts to elicit Mangarrayi expressions across a range of topics that 
might be appropriate for the development of language teaching lesson plans for the 
Jilkminggan school. The focus was on communicative function rather than structure, in 
contrast to the Merlan recordings. Although the theme eventually chosen for the lesson plans 
was juya (animals), communicatively useful expressions were also elicited relating to other 
topics such as health & sickness, place, weather, feelings. Other recordings from the 1994 
series are of short texts spoken by Amy Dirn.gayg and Sheila Conway, originally transcribed 
by Francesca Merlan (Merlan, 1990b). Amy recorded these at normal spoken speed and 
Sheila provided a careful slowed-down version. The recordings were used to create a cassette 
for learning Mangarrayi. Learners could listen to the sentences and repeat them in class or 
individually.  
The majority of the 15 audiovisual resources were created with some kind of Mangarrayi 
learning in mind and it could therefore be argued that they are not in need of re-purposing. 
The biggest hurdle for their continued effectiveness as learning resources is that most are still 
in VHS format and with digitisation they can continue to be useful resources. On the other 
hand, technological developments in the last 20 years offer new ways of delivering learning 
content, for which digitised sound and images captured from these older resources could be 
ideal. The new resources would not replace the older resources but provide additional ways of 
accessing and engaging with this material.  
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5.2 How do community members use digital technology at Jilkminggan 
today? 
Study 2 was carried out during a visit to Jilkminggan from the 10th June 2017 to the 25th of 
June 2017. To help answer the question: How do community members use digital technology 
at Jilkminggan today? I developed two tools, a survey of digital technology use in the 
community and a community conceptualisation task. 
5.2.1 Digital use survey 
The digital use survey (See Appendix 9) asked participants across a range of ages (12 – 51 
years) specific questions relating to how and why they use digital technology. The questions 
seek to establish the devices that are most commonly used in the community as well as the 
purposes for which they are used. Participants were also asked whether they could do specific 
tasks to give a sense of the general level of computer literacy amongst participants. Questions 
relating to problems encountered when using digital technology and how these were resolved, 
were designed to shed light on issues relating to the level of infrastructure and access to 
digital technology within the community. We were also interested in ascertaining community 
members’ attitudes towards and satisfaction with the situation as it stands through specific 
questions such as “Is technology important in your life?” or “Are there things you would like 
to do with technology but can’t?”.  
5.2.2 Community conceptualisation task 
The community conceptualisation task was designed to investigate how community members 
could use their current knowledge and skills to carry out two specific tasks in the process of 
re-purposing an older video into a new teaching resource. The observation focused on two 
points in the process: capturing and saving Mangarrayi audio segments and images from an 
older video and using these to create a new digital learning resource. 
5.3 Participants 
Twenty community members took part in the digital use survey ranging in age from 12 – 
51years. The participants all completed the tasks individually. Of these only 10 participated in 
the community conceptualisation task. Five participants completed the task individually, four 
adult participants and seven high school students, completed the task in groups. 
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5.4 Procedure 
I gave participants the information sheet (Appendix 10) and explained the purpose of the 
survey and the conceptualisation task. Participants were asked to sign the consent form 
(Appendix 11). I checked understanding of the term “digital technology” by eliciting 
examples of software (programs or apps) and hardware (devices). If necessary, I gave some 
examples by way of illustration. 
Participants first completed the digital use survey individually, which took about 20-30 
minutes. We then moved to the community conceptualisation task. We used roughly the 
following script to explain the purpose of the conceptualisation task: 
To learn Mangarrayi it is important to hear people speak it. We can still talk to Sheila and 
ask her questions, but we don’t always want to humbug her, especially since she is not well. 
For a long time now people have recorded Sheila and Jessie (and other Mangarrayi speakers 
like Amy and Lulu) to make videos in Mangarrayi about things like going fishing, or bush 
tucker. We can’t watch the videos anymore because they’re too old and we don’t have video 
players. We can make them into DVDs (Have to go to Darwin). Once we have made them into 
DVDs we can also use the sound and pictures on the DVD to make other materials / 
resources for learning Mangarrayi. You need to store these on the computer and then and use 
them to make a new resource to help teach and learn Mangarrayi. In April, we used the sound 
and some pictures from the “Marr” video (with Jessie Roberts and Erica Kingsley talking 
Mangarrayi) to make an app that could go on a phone to learn Mangarrayi (show the old 
video / CD and digital file made from that video and phone app made from the extracted 
audio and picture files as an example). We want your help to take the sound (speakers talking 
Mangarrayi) and pictures (that show the things speakers are talking about) off an old video. 
You know the community well and the kinds of programs, apps and devices that can be found 
here and work here. 
On a previous visit to the community I had found a digitised copy of an older video “Marr” 
(fish)”26 spoken in Mangarrayi with English subtitles, showing community members fishing, 
swimming, diving and collecting mussels. I asked permission from the Jilkminggan school to 
use the sound and images on the video to develop a new digital resource that was able to be 
 
26 AIATSIS call number L KIT M322.007/1 
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used on a mobile phone (Appendix 12). To complete the task I used the Premiere Pro video 
editing program to rip sound and still images. The sound files were then edited in Audacity. I 
used the picture and sound files to create a PowerPoint presentation which I was then able to 
download and use on a mobile phone or iPad (Figure 5.1). 
 
Figure 5.1 Process used to re-purpose “Marr” video 
I was interested in observing how participants conceived of completing the same task. I 
presented participants with an enlarged and laminated schematic representation of the process 
of digitising an old video, editing this to create a series of audio and image files and using 
these to make a resource for teaching or learning Mangarrayi (Figure 5.2).  
 
Figure 5.2 Schematic representation of conceptualisation task 
 
I asked participants to assume that the digitised version of the video had already been 
downloaded as one digital file onto a computer. They were asked to explain how they could 
• video editing software 
• get pictures (or short video chunks) 
• get whole sound track 
• put this into audio (sound) editing 
software to make into sound files.  
• PowerPoint 
• i-pad or 
mobile phone 
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use digital technology – hardware and software – at two points within the process: 
• to capture and save Mangarrayi word strings (words & expressions) and images from 
the digital video file. 
• to use these to create a digital teaching resource. 
Participants were told that in order to complete the first step, they need to be able to do the 
following things: 
• Identify words, phrases or sentences spoken in Mangarrayi that you think are useful. 
Usually on videos like this, even if you don’t speak Mangarrayi, it is clear what the 
words or sentences mean. There could be subtitles or someone might say the English 
or Kriol translation on the video. 
• Find images (possibly short sections of the video) that could help people understand 
what the Mangarrayi words, phrases or sentences mean. 
• Capture these words, phrases or pictures from the video. What device and program 
will you use to do this?   
• Save each sound file and picture file onto a computer so that you can easily find them. 
Where will you save them on the computer? 
• Label each sound file and picture file. How will you do this? 
To complete the second step participants were asked to consider the following questions: 
• Who will use it? 
• What device will they use it on? 
• Will they find it easy to use? 
• Will users find it interesting to use? 
• What will people learn in Mangarrayi: 
• learn words that name things? 
• learn words that show an action? 
• learn phrases or sentences? 
• understand someone talking in Mangarrayi? 
• say something in Mangarrayi? 
• read something in Mangarrayi?  
• write something in Mangarrayi?  
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• What programs, apps, devices do you have or know how to use that may help you 
create this resource. 
Participants were given time to come up with ideas on their own although guidance was 
provided if requested. I considered other solutions that participants might come up with such 
as in Figure 5.3.      
 
Figure 5.3 Possible solution for step 1 
5.5 Results   
5.5.1 Digital use survey 
Twenty people completed the survey, mostly individually. There was a small group of male 
community members 25-30 years that I approached to do the survey who said they didn’t use 
any digital technology. To communicate with people outside the community they used one of 
the two public phone. During the time staying in the community I have generally observed 
that the public phones are quite widely used.  
In response to the question “What devices do you use? Where?” home PC laptops and 
smartphones were the two most prevalent devices with 65% of respondents saying they had 
one or both (Figure 5.4). Almost the same number, 60% of respondents, said they used their 
device every day.  
• video player to play file 
• use a simple grab tool to get picture 
• use simple recorder (eg on phone) to 
record sound    
•  
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      Figure 5.4 Responses to question What devices do you use? Where? n=20 
 
Ninety-five percent of participants had a mobile telephone of some kind. One said that they 
also had a landline and one used only the public phone in the community. All used Telstra as 
the carrier, since that is the only one for which there is any mobile reception in the 
community. All except three participants used text. Interestingly a number of the school-aged 
students (12-17 years) identified airG as their preferred network, although this was essentially 
set up as a business network to foster innovation and research and development. The most 
commonly used social media were YouTube (55% of respondents) and Snapchat (45% of 
respondents). Facebook was mentioned by 20% of respondents and Instagram by 10% of 
respondents. There were a range of games played although Chicken Shooter was the most 
often mentioned. Seventy percent of respondents said they watched videos or movies on a 
device and, although phones were used, laptops and USB through the television were the 
most common ways of accessing these. Content for these was accessed through YouTube 
(30% of respondents), downloaded using Google or Google movies and shared amongst 
friends and family via USB or hard drives. Tubidy27 was mentioned by 15% of respondents as 
a way of getting content for mobile phones. Sport was mostly watched on TV (50% of 
 
27 Tubidy indexes videos from internet and transcodes them into MP3 and MP4 to be played on your 
mobile phone 
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respondents). The majority of participants listened to music on their phones (60% of 
respondents). They paid for downloads using iTunes (5% of respondents) and Google (10% 
of respondents), downloaded MP3 files for free using MP3Juices (5% of respondents) and 
also downloaded files from friends (10% of respondents). Seven participants used their phone 
for reading. The majority of respondents identified Google as their browser of choice, 
although one participant also mentioned Firefox. Eight participants said they used their phone 
to search for information. News and weather were mostly watched on television. People 
booked the Greyhound and the local Bodhi bus using devices, mainly phones. Gumtree was 
the main shopping site (30% of respondents) although one respondent mentioned 
Woolworths. The most common device for calendars, calculators and banking was a phone. 
Respondents identified the English and Kriol dictionaries as the most common language 
learning resources which were mainly in book form. One said that they accessed the digital 
Mangarrayi dictionary and another said they would be interested in doing so.  
The question “Can you do these things?” was aimed at ascertaining the level of basic 
technological skills amongst the participants. The responses show that over half the 
respondents can complete seven of the tasks (Figure 5.5) - type a document, take a photo, 
make a presentation, transfer documents from a computer to a USB, transfer documents from 
phone to a computer, upload to internet. The main program identified for the presentation 
was PowerPoint (50% of respondents). Only 15% of respondents said they could edit a sound 
file or use a spreadsheet.    
 
Figure 5.5 Digital tasks that participants were familiar with 
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In answer to the question is “Is technology important to you?” 78% of respondents answered 
that it was “very important” or “quite important”. Only 5% said it was “not at all important” 
(Figure 5.6).  
 
                Figure 5.6 Participants’ evaluation of the importance of digital technology 
 
One of the biggest problems with using technology in the community relates to phone and 
internet coverage. Lack of mobile phone coverage or restricted coverage accounts for 27% of 
the problems identified (Figure 5.7). Whilst the lack of internet access in the community is 
relatively small as a proportion of the issues raised (9%), there are only two places mentioned 
where participants can get internet access, the school and the JCAC office. Others get access 
outside the community. 
 
Figure 5.7 Problems participants identify using a device 
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The main way that community members get help when they are having difficulty with digital 
technology is from family and friends (61% of responses) (Figure 5.8). Some people said they 
just gave up (25% of responses) and a smaller number said they persisted and tried to find 
their own solution (14% of responses).  
 
                  Figure 5.8 Ways participants get help with digital technology 
 
5.5.2 Community Conceptualisation Task 
Ten participants completed the conceptualisation task. The majority (6 participants) did it 
individually, the rest completed as a group of four. There were two steps that were of interest: 
• Step 1: capturing and saving Mangarrayi word strings (words & expressions) and 
images from an older digital resource 
• Step 2: using these to create a digital teaching resource. 
5.5.2.1 Step 1 
Seven participants were able to suggest a process for step 1. SC suggested taking a photo of 
the screen with a camera to get the image. I asked her whether she had ever taken a screen 
shot with the computer. She hadn’t but wrote this down as a possibility (Figure 5.9). She 
didn’t have any suggestions for getting the sound. 
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Figure 5.9 Processes in step 1 suggested by SC 
 
A second participant (DD) suggested the following: 
DD: Download video from a phone and download it to a laptop. Play and pause  
         through the video (to find pictures). Play and listen to the words. Then write it  
        down on a paper.  
MR: How could you get the picture off the video?  
DD:  You could pause the video and take a picture with the computer (screen shot)  
      - right click 
A third participant, HL, suggested: 
HL:  Well you need your laptop. You would put your CD into the laptop. Download it. Put it 
in a folder. It will come up as one of those (pointing to the image/sound file icons.   
MR points out that it will come up as a video.  
HL:  So that'd be iTunes or something.  
MR: What do you normally do with iTunes?  
HL: Oh well that's more like downloading I suppose. My images came from my phone and 
then they're on the computer - and then I pull it in the pictures to my moviemaker. You pull 
the pictures in and the sounds in 
MR:  Would you know how to do that? 
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HL: Yeah, you can pull in the video and sound  
MR:  What about taking pictures out of the video, have you done that before?  
HL: Yeah, you just have to highlight it - its got a little cross ... you just click it, delete. You 
can get the sound over the video or picture 
MR: That's if you want to put a sound. What if you want to take a sound out? 
HL:  Oh I haven't done that for Movie Maker. If I wanted to delete sound I'd want to go to JL. 
I don't know how to do that. Oh cos' you want the words and everything - well that's where I'd 
be stumped. Years ago when I did a few months at the Language Centre we did that. But JL 
was using the Apple computers. We could, yeah, chop a bit of sound out I think and put it to 
something. But I can't remember how to do that. 
The group of four, RA, GF, AM and JL, identified Widows Movie Maker or another video 
editing program on their phone as a possibility for getting sound and images (Figure 5.10) 
 
                   Figure 5.10 Suggestions for step 1 from the group with RA, GF, AM and JL 
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5.5.2.2 Step 2 
All participants came up with something for the second step in the task: 
SC: I would probably do it separately - I would use the sound and then show them the picture. 
I put the picture next to the word. I would edit it - use PowerPoint.   
 
She was not completely sure how to insert sound files but had previously inserted image files. 
We also discussed making and laminating flashcards using the images, which she had done 
before. 
 
DD: Microsoft PowerPoint to write down the language and the meanings - put the language 
on one side and the meanings on the next side.  
HL: Making the videos laptop to another device. I'm going to try it here from the HP because 
it’s got iTunes - put some music that SL has put on there for us and put it to my smartphone. 
But I haven't done that before, I've just downloaded straight when I've been in town. 
 
AM thought PowerPoint would be a program to use, but hadn't made a PowerPoint before. He 
was interested in learning how to do that. He mentioned a project he did with one of the 
teachers at the school where they videoed the kids and then put subtitles in English and Kriol 
using a video editing program (He did the translations but didn't use the program). 
MF suggested syncing from computer to get images and sounds on phone, once they had been 
captured. She didn't feel that she could make a game. She made a PowerPoint presentation at 
school about things around the school that could help or distract from learning. She could 
copy and paste images into PowerPoint didn't insert sound files. She didn't think she would 
have the patience to sit down and try – 
MF:  If I already know what I'm doing then it's OK. If I'm doing something new I get stuck a 
lot. If I was confident I could do it ... 15 minutes into it I get bored. If someone is showing me 
I can pick it up, but not just from the video ... when people explain things to me they have to 
break it down into smaller bits so I can understand it.  
MR:  If someone made a video (about how to do something) and explained to you and then 
gave you the video, would that help? 
MF:  It might work. I've tried that. If someone explained that to me and showed me what to 
do... like for the first few minutes of it I'll know and I'll be confident in what I'm doing and 
then it just disappears out of my head. 
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MR:  But if there's a video that explains, that still wouldn't help?  
MF:  I'd just look at it like ... what are they going on about? 
The group of four had the following suggestions: 
RA: Use a white cord to transfer from laptop to phone  
JL:  Movie Maker program - you can rearrange sound and pictures.  
RA:  That phone its already got PowerPoint on it ... You know when you put photos and all 
the music 
GF:  I just use it (Movie Maker) on photo and video... music and video, sometimes we put 
photos.  
MR:  Can you cut bits out?  
GF: (nods)  
MR: If it was Sheila talking and you said oh, I want to get that sentence, could you take it off 
with that program (Movie Maker)?  
GF:  yeah  
JL:  I downloaded a little Movie Maker or something like that on my phone but like when you 
want to record and put the title over it the slide was finishing too soon .. and I didn't know 
how to make it longer.  
RA: I used sn Apple app on a Microsoft computer to make a little music video clip - images 
with music in the background.  
MR:  Has anyone ever taken a screenshot?  
JL:  I accidentaly did it but when I was told to do it I couldn't figure it out. 
MR:  What program did you use at the Language Centre to make those videos?  
JL:  Me and AM didn't know anything about technology we just literally watched DA and 
copied her 
 
I also ran through this task with the high school students. They suggested programs that they 
use such as the file manager on phone, Google Chrome and Playstore for games apps. 
Although the file manager program could help them access image or sound files they had 
captured, none of the suggestions really applied to the two steps involved in this task. In a 
subsequent session I ran a workshop on using PowerPoint to create a learning resource using 
some image and sound files, which students successfully completed (Figure 5.11).  
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Figure 5.11 High school student PowerPoint using sound and image files 
5.6  Summary 
From the results of the digital survey, it is clear that most participants have good basic 
computer skills, with the exception of a group of males 20-35 who make no use of digital 
technology. Twenty-five percent of participants said they could complete all of the actions 
except two of the less common tasks, using a spreadsheet and editing a sound file, whilst 55% 
of participants said they can carry out seven of the more common tasks - type a document, 
take a photo, make a presentation, transfer documents from a computer to a USB, transfer 
documents from phone to a computer, upload to internet (Figure 5.5). The large majority 
(78%) also said that technology was “very” or “quite” important to them. Participants make 
use of a range of technologies (Figure 5.4), however, Smart phones and laptops were the most 
widely used of these with 65% of participants saying they had one or both of these devices. 
This suggests that both these devices could potentially be useful to deliver learning resources 
for Mangarrayi. There would be advantages and disadvantages for both. The laptop has a 
bigger screen, more functionality and more memory than a phone. However, phones offer 
greater convenience in learning as people carry them with them. 
Many participants reported limited coverage for both Wi-Fi and telephone in the community, 
which has implication for the delivery of content to the devices. Laptops offer the advantage 
that content can be transferred via USB, which the majority of participants said they could do 
and USB sticks are available at the community shop. Once the material is on the computer it 
can be transferred to a mobile phone using a cable. Sixty-five percent of participants said they 
could transfer files from a phone to a computer this way which presumably means they can do 
this in reverse. Transferring files to a phone from cloud-based storage such as Dropbox, 
requires internet coverage or telephone network to set up a hotspot Wi-Fi access. Despite the 
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limitations, most participants found places to get access to both the mobile and Wi-Fi 
networks. Once content is downloaded onto a phone it can be shared to a computer, such a s a 
home computer and shared further from there. JL has set up a central Dropbox for Mangarrayi 
learning resources and also has a dedicated PC computer for resources. This provides 
different avenues for sharing resources.  
The results of the community conceptualisation task show that most participants didn’t 
currently have the skills to capture images or sound files from pre-existing video resource. 
However, some suggested Windows Movie Maker as a suitable tool, which they had used in 
the past. This is an easy to use program and can be downloaded for free, and a version with 
more functionality can be purchased for a small cost. This program could also be used to 
create a video learning resource (the second step of the conceptualisation task). However, the 
most commonly identified program for resource creation (50% of participants) was 
PowerPoint. Whilst participants felt confident using this program, they were not necessarily 
able to make use of all the functions that could be useful in resource creation. Many were 
confident inserting images but had not inserted a sound file. The Workshop conducted with 
the high school students showed that these skills could be quickly taught and that simple 
learning resources could be created in this way. It is likely that slightly more sophisticated 
functions such as animating slides could also be taught. 
In summary phones and laptops are likely to be useful devices for the delivery of learning 
resources. The fact that community members are already familiar with programs such as 
PowerPoint and simple video editing programs such as Windows Movie Maker (most 
participants had PCs rather than Macs) suggests that these could be the basis of community-
based resource creation, particularly if targeted support is provided to increase knowledge of 
useful functionality of these programs.  
In this chapter, I have focussed on re-purposing of older video resources and specifically 
investigated two points of this process, the capturing of audio and video and the creation of a 
new digital resource. In Chapter 6, I will discuss Study 3 which investigated the capture of 
useful spoken Mangarrayi chunks from audio recordings falling into the second category 
discussed earlier (Section 5.1), those not themselves intended to be used for language 
learning. This is the third facet of the answer to Research question 1. 
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Chapter 6   Having a go at editing an archival audio extract 
 
6.0 Introduction  
A key goal set out in the AIATSIS charter is maximising access of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people to research and services28. However, there are several hurdles impeding 
good access by communities and individuals to their own cultural and linguistic heritage held 
in archives. In some cases, communities and individuals are unaware of the existence of 
archival materials from their language or even of the archives themselves (Nicholls et al., 
2016). Obtaining a copy of a document or recording in an Aboriginal language still doesn’t 
guarantee access to the contents of the documents for those who are not themselves speakers 
of the language or do not have access to speakers. On the other hand, some communities are 
looking to archived materials to provide practical support for language revitalisation - to 
speak their language, teach it to younger generations or make signs in their language as a 
means of connecting to country and strengthening identity (Nicholls et al., 2016:116-118). In 
the previous chapter, I discussed how community members could re-purpose older video 
resources for this purpose. This chapter concerns the observation of community members, not 
fluent in Mangarrayi, engaging with recordings documenting elicitation of Mangarrayi that 
were not specifically designed for learning purposes. In part 1 of the study, I provided training 
in the Audacity editing program and then observed how community members could use this 
program to capture relevant Mangarrayi word strings from an audio excerpt and attribute a 
meaning to the word string. Part 2 was a short study designed to observe the extent to which 
participants can mimic a recorded Mangarrayi word string both immediately after hearing it 
and after a 5 second gap. This provides some insight into receptive and expressive 
Mangarrayi skills in the context of resource production.  
 
28 See ROMTIC policy AIATSIS website https://aiatsis.gov.au/collections/using-collection/return-
material-indigenous-communities 
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6.1 Study 3 Part 1 
6.1.1 Aims  
Study 3 aims to investigate how easily participants, not themselves fluent in Mangarrayi, are 
able to: 
I. identify Mangarrayi strings from the audio stream of an elicitation style archival 
recording 
II. attribute a meaning to the word string using both their own knowledge of Mangarrayi 
and information on the recording itself  
III. capture the identified string from the recording using the Audacity audio editing 
program.   
6.1.2 Assumptions 
The recording chosen for this study from the 1994 MR2-001A - 018B corpus features 
elicitation of Mangarrayi language in English from an older Mangarrayi speaker, Amy 
Dirn.gayg, who responds in Mangarrayi and also makes comments in a form of contact 
English heavily influenced phonologically and syntactically by Mangarrayi, her first 
language. One current Kriol speaker at Jilkminggan has described Amy’s way of speaking as 
“heavy Kriol”. As all participants are strong English speakers and most also speak Roper 
River Kriol, or have at least had wide exposure to it, they are likely to understand 
commentary on the recording surrounding the elicitation. Knowledge of these languages 
combined with the exposure they have had to Mangarrayi (varying amongst participants) is 
likely to help them successfully identify Mangarrayi word strings from surrounding language. 
Participants’ own knowledge of Mangarrayi may help them interpret the meaning of the 
chunks. In many cases, although by no means in all cases, the English elicitation will 
correspond to the Mangarrayi expression provided by Amy. This together with surrounding 
discussion on the recording should help participants interpret the meaning of at least some of 
the word strings. Transcription of the word strings is likely to be a much harder task. 
Participants may be able to write some of the word string either from words they have come 
in contact with at school for example, or with the help of the Mangarrayi digital dictionary.  
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6.2 Training materials  
An eight-minute extract was edited from one of the recordings made at Jilkminggan in 1994 
(MR2-005-A 18:05 min to 28:35 min (Appendix 13 for transcript). On the recording, I am 
eliciting Mangarrayi language from speaker Amy Dirn.gayg. The voice of Dr Gemma Turner, 
who participated in the 1994 project, can also be heard on the recording. The segment was 
chosen for the everyday themes and language functions represented which correspond to 
those that community members expressed an interest in learning during the community focus 
groups (Chapter 4). The eight-minute file was further divided into two sections of roughly 
four minutes each – Audio extract A (start 18:05 min & finish 22 min) and Audio extract B 
(start 24:35 min & finish 28:35 min).  
6.3 Participants 
Eight participants took part in the Audacity training task:  
SC: 32 years old. SC has lived her whole life at Jilkminggan. She is a Teacher Assistant at the 
Jilkminggan school. SC has some background knowledge of Mangarrayi. Kriol is her first 
language but she speaks good English. She has some knowledge of Mangarrayi through 
contact with her grandmother, Sheila Conway, with whom she still has close contact and the 
school language programs.  
JL: 37 years old. JL played an important role as a participant in Studies 1-3 and took an 
increasingly leading role in the research throughout Study 4. Her mother was born at 
Jilkminggan but taken away as a baby to Croker Island. Her father is non-Indigenous of 
German descent who moved to Jilkminggan with the family in the mid-1990s and is still 
resident there. JL was born in Darwin and came to live at Jilkminggan with her family at the 
age of 18. Sheila Conway and Jessie Roberts are her aunts (mother’s sisters). JL is a fluent 
English and Kriol speaker and can speak and write some Mangarrayi. She is a trained primary 
school teacher and taught part-time at the school until the end of Term 3, 2017. She learnt 
some Mangarrayi at school and since leaving school has had a role in a number of Mangarrayi 
video projects both as creator and participant. She worked for a period of time at the former 
Diwurruwurru-jaru Language Centre in Katherine. She currently helps with the Mangarrayi 
language program at the Jilkminggan school.  
DD: 26 years old. DD has lived her whole life at Jilkminggan. She speaks good English and 
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Kriol and has expressed interest in learning Mangarrayi. DD owns a computer and seems 
confident with technology. 
TF: 16 years old. TF has lived all her life at Jilkminggan and attends the high school class at 
the Jilkminggan school. She is niece to GF. TF speaks Kriol and English. 
GF: 28 years old. GF has lived in Jilkminggan all her life Jessie Roberts is her grand-mother. 
She has expressed interest in learning Mangarrayi. She has participated in all sessions so far. 
GF speaks very fluent Kriol and English. 
HL: 51 years old. HL has lived at Jilkminggan for over six years. She previously lived in 
Katherine and Darwin. Sheila Conway and Jessie Roberts are her aunts (mother’s sisters) and 
she is sister to JL. HL is heavily involved in community affairs through her roles as 
administrator for the Jilkminggan Community Aboriginal Corporation (JCAC) and the 
Bringgan Arts Centre & Op shop. HL understands Kriol and speaks a little. English is her first 
language. 
AY: 12 years old. AY was born in Jilkminggan and has lived most of his life there. He is CC’s 
son and Sheila’s great-grandson. He attends a boarding school in Alice Springs but was back 
in the community for the holidays. AY speaks Kriol and English. 
TW: 13 years old. TW was born at Mole Hill (Gunduburun). He has only been at Jilkminggan 
a few months. His grandmother HW was identified by Francesca Merlan as knowing quite a 
lot of Mangarrayi. He attends the high school class at the Jilkminggan school and speaks 
Kriol and English. 
All eight participants took part in the Audacity training but only six took part in the 
observational task - SC, JL, DD, TF, GF, HL. Two participants (SC & GF) only completed 
the supported observation due to time constraints. In the case of SC, it was clear from the start 
that she would not have time to do both supported and unsupported observations, so I 
intervened as little as possible, particularly in the latter part of the observation session to 
ensure observation of some independent engagement with the task. It was planned to do later 
unsupported session but this was not possible.  
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6.4 Procedure 
6.4.1  Audacity Training 
Before beginning the observation task, participants completed training on how to use the 
Audacity (version 2.1.3) editing program. I prepared two MP3 files – one for the training and 
a second testing file to assess their use of the program. The training file contained seven 
questions (asked in English) and seven responses (given by speaker Amy Dirn.gayg (AD) in 
Mangarrayi). These were grouped into four blocks: the first two with one question and one 
answer each; the third with two questions and two answers; and the fourth with three 
questions and three answers. Once participants had successfully edited fourteen audio 
segments (seven questions and seven responses), I asked them to edit the test file (three 
questions and three answers in one block) individually. If participants succeeded in editing 
and labelling the six audio segments, they proceed to the observation task (See Appendix 14 
for instructions).   
6.4.2 Observation task 
Participants were asked to listen to the two audio extracts A & B and try to identify and 
capture Mangarrayi word strings using the Audacity program and try to attribute a meaning to 
the word string. Participants were provided with support for one audio extract and were asked 
to complete the second as far as they could on their own. In order to ensure that participants’ 
performance in the testing phase was not influenced by any inherent features of the selected 
audio extracts A or B, participants were randomly assigned to two groups. Group 1 
participants worked with the audio extract A in the observation with support phase and audio 
extract B in the observation without support phase. Group 2 participants worked with audio 
extract B in the observation with support phase and audio extract A in the observation without 
support phase (Table 6.1).  
Table 6.1 Participant grouping for observation task 
Group Observation with support Observation without support 
Group 1 audio extract A audio extract B 
Group 2 audio extract B audio extract A 
 
Participants opened the relevant sound file (audio extract A or B) in the first supported phase 
of the observation. The context of the recording was explained and participants were aksed to 
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identify and capture only the Mangarrayi word strings – individual words or phrases - that 
they heard on the recording. Participants were instructed to use any surrounding language 
(discussion, elicitation, clarification) on the recording to determine the meaning of the word 
string. They were asked to use what they thought could be the English meaning of the 
Mangarrayi to label and save each audio segment into a folder placed on the desktop. If they 
couldn’t identify the meaning, they could just save the word string with another name that 
would identify it. I actively helped participants in this section of the observation by discussing 
strategies, making suggestions and generally providing support when appropriate. Participants 
were encouraged to note any words that they recognised in any form they could. They were 
able to make use of the electronic dictionary (Excel version 15.32) to help them with 
identifying Mangarrayi words if they chose.  
Once the participant had completed editing the 4-minute extract in the supported session, 
either A or B depending on whether they were in Group 1 or 2, they were asked to do the 
same thing for the other 4-minute extract, this time without support as far as possible. Help 
was only offered if asked for or if the participant was stuck and obviously frustrated. 
Observation took the form of direct observation of participants. I noted what they did and said 
as they completed the task. The session was filmed with the camera trained on the keyboard 
and screen to allow later analysis. My written notes were later checked and expanded on with 
reference to the video footage. Unfortunately, due to technical difficulties there was video 
footage for only four of the six participants (JL, DD, TF & HL). In the case of SC I became 
aware that the camera was not working and took more detailed notes, reflecting on and 
augmenting these immediately after the session. Start and finish times of the sessions were 
noted.   
In planning for this study I identified five broad categories of observation to help answer 
Research Question 1:  
1. Technical –  general computer skills and particular skills relating to use of Audacity to 
complete the editing process; speed of task completion. 
2. Linguistic – the extent to which participants can identify Mangarrayi word strings, 
attribute a meaning to it and identify individual Mangarrayi words and their meaning. 
3. Metalinguistic – the extent to which participants use knowledge of word-classes or 
morphological, phonetic or phonological information to help with the task.  
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4. Pedagogic – strategies used to help complete the task, for example talking to 
themselves or use of the digital dictionary. 
5. Affective – participants’ attitude whilst doing the task. Did they seem to enjoy it? 
What expressions of satisfaction or frustration were observed? How much help they 
needed from me and what kind of help?  
In addition to the transcription of the audio excerpts, for each excerpt A and B I developed a 
document with the following information (Appendix 15): 
1. A transcription of the question asked by the interviewer in English and any other 
relevant comments by myself or GT in English or AD in Kriol or Mangarrayi. 
2. A transcription of the Mangarrayi response given by AD with an interlinear gloss 
3. The meaning in English of the Mangarrayi word string. 
4. An indication of what learners might be able to find in the digital dictionary relating to 
the word string using the search function. I took each word string identified and used 
it as the basis of a search in the digital Mangarrayi dictionary using the search function 
and noted the result. I then broke the string down into smaller meaningful chunks 
which were then used as the new search term and again the results were noted.  
Eighteen possible word strings were identified for audio extract A and 22 for audio extract B, 
ranging from one word with no prefixes or suffixes to utterances of several words with 
relevant morphology and a few utterance of more than one clause. In order to indicate the 
accuracy of the meaning given by participants, the given meanings were compared to those I 
identified and characterised using the terms “good”, “close”, “general gist”, “related”, 
“partial” or “incorrect” (Table 6.2).  
Table 6.2 Definition of terms used to assess participant responses 
Characterisation Rubric 
good Participant’s meaning matches the meaning of the word string 
close Participant’s meaning differs in only a small way from the 
meaning of the word string 
general gist Participant’s meaning conveys the general gist of the meaning 
of the word string 
related Participant’s meaning is not the same as the meaning of the 
word string but relates to a similar semantic domain  
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partial Participant gives part of the meaning of the word string 
incorrect Participant’s meaning is different from the meaning of the 
word string 
 
I also tried to determine how participants arrived at their gloss based on the English elicitation 
or any other utterances on the original recording by looking for similarities between these.    
6.5 Results  
6.5.1 Audacity Training 
All participants completed the Audacity training within 36 minutes (Table 6.3). Several didn’t 
need to complete the training task as they had already received some training in Audacity on a 
previous visit. Only seven of the eight participants completed the testing phase as TW had to 
leave for Darwin with his parents. Of these, all completed the task of editing the six segments 
(three questions and three answers) with a maximum duration of 23 minutes and a minimum 
of nine minutes. I felt that all participants had achieved a basic knowledge of Audacity that 
would allow them to complete the editing task required in the Observation phase. 
Table 6.3 Results of audacity training and testing 
 
 
Participant 
Training Testing 
Time 
(rounded to the 
nearest minute) 
segments 
completed 
Total 14 
Time 
(minutes) 
Segments 
completed 
Total 6 
SC 13 8 9 6 
JL 35  14 19 6 
DD 15 6 10 6 
TF 31 14 10 6 
GF 23 8 14 6 
HL 36 14 12 6 
AY 10 14 23 6 
TW 18 7   
 
Observation both in the training and testing phase revealed that most participants were able to 
interpret the sound wave on the screen, understanding that a flatter area represents a quieter 
signal (someone speaking more quietly or silence) and a more pronounced wave pattern 
represents higher input levels (someone speaking more loudly). By the end of the training, all 
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participants were able to use this knowledge to locate and place the cursor at the beginning of 
a relevant segment (question or answer), although some participants needed to be reminded of 
this throughout the training.  
 
Several participants used strategies to complete the task that had been formally taught in the 
training. For example, AY followed the black line with the cursor as the file was playing and 
clicked as soon as he heard a silence and then pressed the stop button. In the instructions, I 
had shown participants to follow the line with their eyes whilst hovering over the stop button 
with the cursor and stopping the file at the appropriate moment whilst making a judgement 
from the waveform about where the segment begins. I noticed others also doing this in the 
observation phase. I’m not sure whether there was too much advantage in terms of accuracy 
one way or the other, although following the line in this way perhaps gives a more precise 
target. 
TW, one of the youngest participants, used highlighting to select the information to be edited 
in a way that hadn’t been taught. It was very effective in this task where participants were 
required to edit segments that followed directly on from each other. This was incorporated 
into training for future participants. After highlighting and editing one Mangarrayi segment 
the participant grabbed the beginning of the highlighted area and dragged it past the end of 
that section so that it immediately became the beginning of the next section of the audio. This 
avoided having to use any judgement to place the cursor at the beginning of the next section 
to be edited. Once the area was defined, adjustments could easily be made to the beginning of 
the highlighted area. In the training, once a segment had been saved the participants clicked at 
the end of the still highlighted area. This was a less accurate way of finding the beginning of 
the next segment, particularly where the question and response were very close or even 
overlapped. This was not so important when it came to the observation task, as participants 
were not required to edit contiguous word strings, although this might be helpful on occasion 
where a speaker strings several utterances together that you might wish to capture 
individually. 
6.5.2 Observation task 
For various reasons, not all participants were able to listen to the end of the 4 minute audio 
extract in either the supported or unsupported phase or both. Thus, the variation in the number 
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of successfully edited word strings cannot necessarily be interpreted as variation in the 
success of participants in completing this task. In order to evaluate the degree to which 
participants were able to complete the task, I compared the total number of word strings 
captured, not with the total I had identified for the extract, but with the number of identified 
word strings up to the point at which participants stopped the task (Table 6.4). Two 
participants (SC & GF) only did one observation. In both cases, I tried to intervene as little as 
possible after it was clear that the participant understood how to do the task. All participants 
identified and captured over 50% of possible word strings in both supported and unsupported 
contexts. Three out of the four participants who attempted the unsupported task (JL, DD & 
HL) achieved over 70% and their results were higher than in the supported condition. The fact 
that this was the case regardless of which audio excerpt was used in the supported or 
unsupported context, suggests that this was due to the effect of training rather than because 
one excerpt was in some way more transparent.  
Table 6.4 Saved word strings as a percentage of possible word strings in supported and 
unsupported contexts 
 
 
Participant 
Supported Observation Unsupported Observation 
Audio 
extract 
possible 
strings 
saved  
word 
strings  
Success 
rate % 
Audio 
extract 
possible 
strings 
saved  
word 
strings  
Success 
rate % 
SC B 22 17 77     
JL B 22 18 82 A 18 16 89 
DD A 18 11 61 B 16 12 75 
TF A 18 13 72 B 13 7 54 
GF B 21 18 86     
HL A 18 12 67 B 22 16 73 
 
The meanings assigned by participants to the captured word strings in the unsupported 
condition were compared to the meanings I had determined for those strings. Depending on 
the closeness of fit they were characterised as “good”, “close”, “general gist”, “related”, 
“partial” or “incorrect”. For all participants, more than 50% of the English glosses given were 
characterised as “good” or “close” and for all but one of the participants this figure was above 
70% (Figures 6.1-6.6). This suggests that participants can use the context of elicitation on the 
recordings to help clarify the meaning of the elicited Mangarrayi utterances.  
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Figure 6.1 Closeness of fit of meaning SC          Figure 6.2 Closeness of fit of meaning JL 
    
Figure 6.3 Closeness of fit of meaning DD       Figure 6.4 Closeness of fit of meaning TF 
     
Figure 6.5 Closeness of fit of meaning GF        Figure 6.6 Closeness of fit of meaning HL 
 
Participants required different amounts of support, even in the unsupported condition, 
however, the factors that either facilitated or impeded access to the meaning of the word 
string were not uniform across all participants. In the section that follows, I will outline 
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factors that facilitated or hindered the process of editing and labelling word strings for the 
participants. I will discuss these in terms of the categories identified earlier: Technical, 
Linguistic, Metalinguistic, Pedagogic and Affective. I will then consider what specific 
training could help participants improve their results in this editing task. 
6.5.2.1 Technical  
This relates to participants’ use of the Audacity program to edit the audio file as well as 
general computer skills.  
A. Facilitating factors 
The results of the Audacity training testing phase as well as observation of participants 
completing the supported and unsupported editing task showed that all participants could 
successfully use Audacity to edit word strings from an audio file. This suggests that the 
targeted training program, even though relatively short, was helpful in developing a basic 
level of knowledge and skills to carry out the editing task.  
B. Inhibiting factors 
I. Labelling of edited word strings: Almost all the participants needed help in labelling 
the segments before saving during the Audacity testing session, highlighting the 
importance of spending more time establishing a clear labelling protocol so that the 
edited audio segments will be easily located and will be maximally useful. 
II. Conflation of potential word strings:  When editing word strings participants 
sometimes conflated separate strings and conversely separated strings that occurred 
together. In example 1 (Table 6.5), two participants edited strings 7, 8 & 9 into one 
string which one glossed simply as “no wood” the other as “get sticks”. It is not really 
possible to unpack the meaning of the word string either from the elicitation or the 
other utterances so participants put them together. 
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Table 6.5 Example 1 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
7 MR If there’s no wood I say 
to that picaninny29 “eh, 
can you go and get some 
wood?” 
damayí-wi30  
firewood-PRIV 
There’s no firewood 
8 AD you tell ‘im  damayí-wi  
9 AD ‘im talk alright   yówó. Yág mí’mi-wu  
yes        go   look for-FUT 
   á-nya-mi  mánymany. 
IRR-2SG-bring kindling  
(pronounced Yaág) 
Yes, go look for (it). 
You bring kindling 
. 
III. Forgetting meaning: A number of participants found that once they had satisfactorily 
completed the process of highlighting the chunk to be edited and were ready to label it 
with the English gloss, they had forgotten what the meaning was that they had 
previously identified. Participants were directed to put a dummy label and save it then 
re-listen to the audio file to remind themselves of the meaning, without losing the edit 
that they had just made.  
IV. Expansion tool: Participants often didn’t make as much use of this tool in the 
Audacity program as they could, especially when there was very little space, or even 
an overlap, between a Mangarrayi response and the English elicitation. Participants 
often had to be reminded to use it or conversely, once they had expanded the 
waveform, had to be reminded to reduce it to get a better overview of the segment 
they were editing.  
6.5.2.2  Linguistic  
This relates to participants’ use of the linguistic context of the to help them identify a 
Mangarrayi word string and determine its meaning.  
  
 
29 I used this word for “children” as this was the word AD consistently used and felt it would make the 
elicitation clearer for her. In English it is a derogatory term but for AD it was not. I felt that in this 
context it was appropriate to facilitate communication. 
30 The diacritics above letters indicate the main stress in the word and are not part of the usual 
orthography of Mangarrayi 
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A. Facilitating Factors 
I. Use of the English elicitation: Participants were able to make use of the English 
elicitation to aid understanding. As expected, even with fairly structured materials 
such as these, the relationship between elicitation and response is by no means always 
a clear cut one.  
II. Clear relationship between elicitation and response: It was observed that where there 
is a clear elicitation in English and a confident timely response in Mangarrayi, 
participants were easily able to determine an English meaning based on the elicitation. 
As might be expected, elicitation of the Mangarrayi name for a single object or 
concept was often successfully glossed by participants as in examples 3 and 4 (Tables 
6.6 & 6.7) 
Table 6.6 Example 3 audio extract A 
String Speaker Question asked Response Meaning 
4  What about lunch – for lunch. dálgan  noon 
5 MR 
 
MR 
dalgan (repeats). And for dinner 
at night time? 
bunyang (repeats) 
búnyang  late night of the night 
before  
 
Table 6.7 Example 4 audio extract A 
 Speaker Question asked Response Meaning 
12 MR Umm. And this …31 What did we 
say this one was ... this cup? 
bárrigod cup 
 
However, this relationship also seemed to hold true for longer word strings, suggesting that it 
is the clarity of the relationship between the elicitation and response rather than the length of 
the word string per se that is important in this context. In example 5 (Table 6.8), all 
participants got a gloss that was quite close to the elicitation “Can you light the fire” – talking 
to a child. Although SC wasn’t sure whether this constituted a question.  
Table 6.8 Example 5 audio extract B 
 Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
5 MR nabarranwá-wu. What if I … 
it’s in the morning, it’s cold 
Wanggij, jorlé’ má damáyi   
 child         light       fire 
Child, light the fire 
 
31 The ellipsis represents a pause on the part of the speaker 
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and I ask that picaninny there 
“Can you light the fire?” “Can 
you light the fire?” 
(the glottal stop is stressed) 
In example 6 (Table 6.9), 67% of participants gave a gloss that is very similar to the 
elicitation. This despite the fact that the Mangarrayi utterance itself is not really distinct.    
Table 6.9 Example 6 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
16 MR What do I say “Do you 
want some damper?” I 
say? 
dámba dára-ngángga  
damper stomach-2SG POSS 
gá-nya-wá-n? 
PRES-2SG-see-PRES 
(AD lengthens the second 
[ng] in ngángga – it made it 
difficult for me to recognise. 
Do you want some 
damper? 
 
III. Use of surrounding utterances: Participants also made use of clarifying comments 
made by AD. In example 7 (Table 6.10), JL glosses mulugmulung-garlama as ‘late 
time’ based on AD’s comment after she says it “late fella”. 
Table 6.10 Example 7 audio extract A 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
7 MR 
 
supper (AD starts 
to say dinner 
interrupts with) 
yeah, yeah 
mulugmúlung-garláma  
(mulugmulug + garlama = 
mulugmúlung-garlama  
  
afternoon  
(AD seems to mean 
that this is late 
afternoon)  
 
 MR 
AD 
mulugmulung-
garlama (repeats) 
late fella (hard to 
hear) 
  
 
In example 8 (Table 6.11) AD’s response does not precisely cover all semantic elements in 
the elicitation. Realising this, she adds the comment “rubbish”, to indicate the meaning of 
bordewg ‘bad’. MR repeats “rubbish” creating a further opportunity for the participant 
interpret the meaning. One participant seems to use both the elicitation and the following 
comments to help determine the meaning of the string “damper no good”. Others use one or 
the other. In addition, some are also influenced by the previous elicitation “This damper is 
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old”. As a result, they label it “old damper”. 
Table 6.11 Example 8  audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
20 MR OK. If I say “Eat 
some damper – this 
tastes awful”. 
bórdewg   
(Pron: bóórdewk)  
Bad, no good 
 AD rubbish   
21 MR Rubbish (laughs). 
Can I say a word like 
“Yuck” Is there a 
word like that? 
Bórdewg  
bad                
jagay yirr’ war 
yuck  throw away 
It’s bad.  
 
Throw it away. 
 
 
IV. Known words: Three participants showed familiarity with a number of Mangarrayi 
terms – mainly concrete nouns. For the other five participants few or no familiar 
words were observed. Table 6.12 shows the words that were familiar to participants.  
Table 6.12 Words known or recognised by participants 
Participant Observed known Mangarrayi word 
1 ngabarranwa ‘two’ (recognised), wanggij ‘child’, manymany ‘kindling’ (recognised 
after hearing a few times), dayi ‘no’, yowo ‘yes’, mawuj ‘vegetable food’, dampa  
‘damper’, billycan ‘billy’ / ‘pot’, damayi “fire/firewood’, guessed gig as ‘milk’ 
 
2 
yowo ‘yes’, mawuj ‘vegetable food’, merdbanwa ‘morning’ (from an old story), 
barrigod ‘cup’, ngugu ‘water’, marr ‘fish’, jagina ‘what?’, dayi ‘no’, juya ‘meat’ 
(knew but given as ‘bird’), yijarr ‘good’, yulgmirn ‘sugar’ (knew it but didn’t 
recognise from the audio), wanggij ‘child’, damayi fire/firewood 
3 none observed 
4 mawuj ‘vegetable food’ 
5 damayi ‘fire/firewood, wanggij ‘child’, dayi ‘no’, ngugu ‘water’, mawuj ‘vegetable’ 
food, na-mawuj ‘vegetable food’ (didn’t hear the –wi on the end), manymany 
‘kindling’, gíg ‘milk’, yulgmirn ‘sugar’ (recognised the word and got the meaning 
from the context). When asked about words for ‘tea’, and ‘damper’ participant could 
guess what they were after some thought. Surprisingly didn’t recognise yowo ‘yes’ 
although the Kriol seems very similar; was able to guess that gig = milk, although 
didn’t really know it. 
6 ‘mawuj’ – ‘vegetable food’, guessed that ngugu means water. 
7 none observed 
8 none observed 
 
Participants did make use of this knowledge, particularly where the familiar word was on its 
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own, as in example 9 (Table 6.13).      
Table 6.13 Example 9 audio extract A 
String Speaker Question asked Response Meaning 
9 AD 
 
MR 
AD 
MR 
like early this morning 
you get up from sleep … 
Yeah 
and you fill up billycan 
yeah… and you have 
something to eat… what 
… do you call that 
something? 
well júyá,  
máwúj 
well meat 
vegetable food (not 
meat or fish) 
 
Participants found it harder to recognise words with prefixes or suffixes added especially 
when there is a sound change eg mawuj ‘food’ becomes mawung-gu ‘for food’. (although one 
participant did recognise mawuj). The degree to which participants were able to recognise the 
familiar word in a longer utterance depended a great deal on the speed of the utterance and 
degree to which words are run together. Thus more participants recognised the word ngugu 
‘water’ in a response like ngugu … ngugu mi  ‘water… get water’ than ga-nga-wa-n ngugu 
‘I’ll go to get water’. And JL was surprised when I pointed out the word damayi ‘fire’ in the 
utterance Wanggij, jorle’ ma damayi ‘child, light the fire’, as she heard “mádamayi”. Out of 
context damayi has a stress on the first syllable, but JL perceived the first syllable to be ma 
and no longer recognises the word.  
B. Inhibiting Factors: 
I. Supplementary content in the Mangarrayi response not in the original elicitation: On 
several occasions AD added an element to the Mangarrayi response that was not 
present (but often implied) in the elicitation. Participants could only partially gloss 
these. In example 10 (Table 6.14) AD’s response accurately reflects the elicitation 
“I’m going to boil that billy” a-nga-naya-wu billycan but she also adds na-tea-wu ‘for 
tea’, which although semantically related (the reason for boiling the billy), is not 
specified in the elicitation. GF glosses it as “boil some water in billycan for tea” as she 
recognised the word “tea”. All other participants glossed only from the elicitation thus 
missing one aspect of the Mangarrayi word string.  
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Table 6.14 Example 10 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
12 MR OK. And what if I 
say “OK. Now I’m 
going to boil the 
billy.” “I’m going to 
boil that billy.” 
 
  a-nga-naya-wu  billycan        
IRR-1SG-cook-FUT  billy 
    na-tea-wu 
NPURP-tea   
(strong retroflex [rd] at 
beginning of “tea” – the 
retroflex often only comes out 
after a vowel) 
 
I will put on the billy 
for tea 
 
II. More than one clause makes meaning less transparent: The task of interpreting 
meaning becomes more difficult with more complex clauses. With multi clause 
responses and/or elicitations, it is harder to keep the clarity of relationship between 
elicitation and response. Surrounding comments by on the recording could help 
overcome this but is not always present. In example 11 (Table 6.15) when asked to 
repeat a-nga-naya-wu bíllycan na-tea-wu, Amy also adds a whole new clause a-nga-
bardnama ngugu ‘I put water in it’. Only one participant takes account of this in the 
gloss ‘water in billycan’ – because they know the word for “water”. In this case 
Amy’s clarifying comment “They boil ‘im” does not help participants understand the 
meaning of the new clause as her comment relates the what has previously been said. 
Thus, the meaning of this new clause is not retrievable from the context.  
Table 6.15 Example 11 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
13 MR One more time a-nga-naya-wu  billycan        
IRR-1SG-cook-FUT  billy 
    na-tea-wu 
NPURP-tea   
á-nga-bardnáma ∅-ngúgu. 
IRR-1SG-put       NABS-water 
. 
I will put on the billy for 
tea 
 
 
I will put on the water 
 AD 
MR 
AD 
They boil ‘im. 
boil ‘im 
mmm 
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Example 12 (Table 6.16) represents a more complex set of clauses. The elicitation is also 
more complex consisting of two parts “there’s no wood” and “Can you get some wood”. Amy 
focuses on the first part of the elicitation only in responses 7 & 8 damayi-wi, which all 
participants glossed as “no wood”. The informant then gives a 4 part response yowo / yag / 
mi’mi-wu / a-nya-mi manymany (string 9). Two participants gloss this as  “yeah, let’s get 
some wood” and “go get wood”. Each of these glosses only focuses on some aspects of the 
Mangarrayi utterance. Thus in these circumstances detail is lost in the glossing. 
Table 6.16 Example 12 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
7 MR If there’s no wood I say 
to that picaninny “eh, 
can you go and get 
some wood?” 
 
damayí-wi  
firewood-PRIV 
 
    
There’s no 
firewood 
8 AD you tell ‘im  damayí-wi  
9 AD ‘im talk alright   yówó. Yág mí’mi-wu  
yes         go look for-FUT 
 á-nya-mi   mánymany. 
IRR-you-get    kindling  
(pron yáág)  
 
Yes, go look for 
 
You should get 
kindling 
  You tell ‘im.   
 
6.5.2.3 Metalinguistic  
The term “Metalinguistic” refers to the extent to which participants can identify what word-
class a word belongs to, identify suffixes or prefixes and their associated meaning, identify 
phonetic or phonological aspects of word strings, for example stress, intonation. 
I. Metalinguistic awareness as support for attribution of meaning: If we consider the list 
of Mangarrayi words known by participants (Table 6.12) they are almost all nouns and 
predominantly concrete nouns naming things. The exceptions are dayi ‘no’ – negative 
particle labelled as <Int> Interjection in the dictionary), yowo ‘yes’ – positive particle 
labelled as <Int> Interjection in the dictionary) and yijarr ‘good’ – adjective labelled 
<N Adj> Noun Adjective since it can function as both). I have previously observed 
that JL used the verb yag ‘go’ but she didn’t recognise it in the context of example 13 
(Table 6.17). This is possibly because of the speed of the utterance and possibly the 
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intonation pattern on yag (pronounced yáág) where there is lengthening of the vowels 
and a tone shift on the second half.  
Table 6.17 Example 13 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question 
asked 
Response Meaning 
9 AD ‘im talk 
alright   
yówó. Yág mí’mi-wu  
yes         go look for-FUT 
 á-nya-mi   mánymany. 
IRR-you-get    kindling  
(pron yáág)  
 
Yes, go look for 
 
You should get kindling 
 
Participants were likely to know -nganju as the possessive adjective ‘my’. In example 14 
(Table 6.18) nganju has the meaning ‘for me’. It is unlikely participants would have come 
across this, although they might guess that it has something to do with “me”. 
Table 6.18 Example 14 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
2 MR Good. And what if 
I ask “Do you 
want some sugar in 
it?” 
Babnáma ngánju yúlgmirn 
put       1SG POSS PRON 
sugar 
 
Can you put some 
sugar in for me? 
 
II. Position in the word string:  Words or chunks that appear in initial or final position 
are more salient and thus more likely to be grasped by participants. 
ga-nga-wa-n ngugu  
PRES-1SG-go for water 
‘I’m going to get water’  
 
Repetition of a word or chunk especially with some sort of pause between the repetitions can 
serve to highlight it even more. 
ngabarranwa-wu bardnama yulgmirn... ngabarranwa-wu 
      two- PURP         put              sugar             two- PURP      
‘Put in two sugars. Two sugars’ 
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mawuj-wi … dayi na-mawuj-wi 
 food-PRIV   NEG NERG  food-PRIV     
‘No food ... There’s no food’ 
 
ngugu … ngugu mi   
water       water put 
water ... put in water 
 
III. Literal meaning vs function (illocutionary force): In example 15 (Table 6.19) the 
elicitation appears straightforward and participants seemed to perceive it as such. A 
number of participants glossed the word string la-ninga-w as ‘Dinner’s ready’, 
although literally it means ‘you PL come’. In English calling out ‘Dinner’s ready’ acts 
as an indirect command ie that you want people to come and eat it. MR repeats 
“dinner’s ready” and AD adds “na-mawung-gu” ‘for food’, to clarify the reason for 
telling people to come. The word mawuj is one that participants know (Table 6.13), 
however when dative suffix is added we get mawung-gu ‘for food’. Only one 
participant was able to guess that mawung was a form of mawuj ‘food’.  
Table 6.19 Example 15 audio extract A 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
1 MR Hey picaninnies dinner’s 
ready… come on for 
dinner, dinner’s ready. 
  la-ningá-w   
2PL-come-IMP 
 
you mob come 
2 MR la-ninga-w (repeats) – 
dinner’s ready… teatime 
la-ningá-w  
2PL-come-IMP 
na-mawuyn-gú   
NPURP-food 
(mawuj + suffix -wu) 
 you mob come 
for food  
3 MR say it one more time la-nínga-w …. na-
mawúyn-gu 
you mob come 
for food 
 
In Example 16 (Table 6.20), the elicitation functions as an offer. AD’s response doesn’t really 
correspond to the elicitation, as it is a request ‘Can you give me some water?’. She then 
glosses her own response as “bring me water”, which is the literal translation. The strategies 
for making requests in Mangarrayi are often much more direct than English. Thus the 
imperative form ngugu mi ‘get water’ is a common way to ask for water, which would be seen 
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as impolite in English. One participant uses AD’s comment and glosses this string as ‘bring 
me water’. On the one hand the gloss is perfectly correct, however it loses the important fact 
that this functions as a request in this context (see also discussion Chapter 3) . 
Table 6.20 Example 16  audio extract A 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
18 MR mawuj. “What do 
you want to drink?” 
Is there a question 
like that to ask? 
  ∅-ngúgu   ∅-ngúgu mí 
NABS-water NABS-water get  
 
Water… get 
water. 
 AD 
MR 
bring me water. 
Bring me water. 
Yeah? OK. Bring 
water. 
  
 
In example 17 (Table 6.21), again the elicitation functions as an offer but AD’s response 
constitutes a request. Half the participants glossed the string as an offer and the other three as 
a request. Clearly the offer interpretation was based on the elicitation, however, it is not clear 
on what basis participants interpreted a request. It could be that they know the pronoun 
nganju ‘for me’ which suggested that the meaning was about ‘me’ ie ‘give me sugar’.   
Table 6.21 Example 17 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
2 MR Good. And what if 
I ask “Do you 
want some sugar in 
it?” 
Babnáma ngánju    ∅-yúlgmirn 
  put   POSS PRON NABS-sugar  
 
Can you put some 
sugar in for me? 
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IV. Informant responds to a question rather than interpreting it: On a number of 
occasions, Amy’s answers constitute a response to the content of the elicitation rather 
than a translation of the meaning. This is particularly so with offers or asking what 
someone wants, as in examples 18 and 19 (Tables 6.22 & 6.23). 
Table 6.22 Example 18 audio extract B 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
15 MR If I say to you “Oh AD, 
Do you want some 
damper?” 
yówó ngan-wu-∅ 
yes    2SG/1SG-give-IMP 
 
Yes, give me (it) 
 
Table 6.23 Example 19 audio extract A 
String Spkr Question asked Response Meaning 
14 MR gá-nga-wá-n ngúgu (repeats). 
And if I ask you “AD, what 
do you want to eat? ... What 
do you want? ... what do you 
want to eat?” ... Do you want 
umm … Do you want 
kangaroo? (AD giggles) ... 
Do you want goanna? What 
do you want to eat?” 
mángaya márr  
  maybe   fish 
 
Maybe fish (AD 
answers the 
question rather 
than saying how 
to ask the 
question) 
 
V. Phonological awareness: There are a number of consonants shared between 
Mangarrayi and English – “b”, “d”, “g”, “j”, “l”, “m”, “n”, “r”, “w”, “y”. Their 
pronunciation in Mangarrayi is in many cases close to English or at least recognisable 
as corresponding to letters in English orthography. These similarities could help 
participants transcribe words with these sounds. Mangarrayi orthography also has the 
compound symbols “ng”, “ny”, “ly” “rr”, “rd”, “rl” and “rn”. With the exception of 
“rr” (trilled retroflex) the sounds these symbols represent can also be found in English, 
but they are not represented by a single grapheme. Furthermore, they can’t occur at the 
beginning of a word as they can in Mangarrayi (with the exception of “rr”, for 
example -nganju ‘my’, nyanggima ‘hello’. These differences are likely to make it 
difficult for an English speaker to isolate words or transcribe them without training in 
the Mangarrayi system of orthography. Although English and Mangarrayi share the 
same number of graphemes for vowels “a”, “e”, “i”, “o” and “u”, the sounds 
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represented by these letters in English is far more varied than in Mangarrayi. The 
sound / letter correspondence for vowels in Mangarrayi is quite consistent and 
therefore relatively easy to learn. I observed one case in which knowledge of the 
English system interfered with transcription in Mangarrayi. The Mangarrayi letter “a” 
represents roughly the sound [ʌ], but in English [ʌ] is more likely to be represented by 
the letter “u”. One participant, HL, when writing down the word barrigod ‘cup’ which 
she had heard but not seen written, wrote “burrigod”. As few participants tried to write 
any of the Mangarrayi word strings there were not too many observations to make 
concerning phonology 
6.5.2.4  Pedagogical 
The main pedagogical strategy observed in this context relates to the use of the Mangarrayi 
dictionary. Only two participants (JL & HL) made use of the dictionary, as there were already 
a lot of things to think about in this task. JL felt comfortable using the dictionary and knew 
how to use the search function in Excel. After listening to the first word string la-ninga-w 
‘you mob come’ she typed part of the string “la-ni” into the search window. I suggest that this 
may not be a good way to proceed as it may well give her lots of results where this sequence 
of letters appears in the middle of a word. As it happens she found exactly the phrase she was 
looking for la-ninga-w ‘come now’ in the example section. This was because the dictionary 
contains a column with example sentences, making  it is possible to put in a whole sentence 
and get a result.  
The number of example sentences in the dictionary is very limited, however, so the chances 
of finding a given sentence or phrase are fairly slim. I tested this by entering every identified 
word string in audio excerpt A and B into the search window. Very few of these found the 
whole string. However entering individual words from the longer string, or even smaller units 
yielded results (Table 6.24). 
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Table 6.24 Example 20 audio extract B 
Longer word string Results when different elements of the word 
string are entered in the search box 
jagina dara-ngangga   ga-nya- wa-n? 
what  stomach 2SG POSS PRES-2SG-see-PRES 
   What do you want/like? 
 
jagina dara-ngangga ga-nya-wan - none 
jagina (see 14) 
dara-ngangga ‘your gut’ (one instance) 
dara <N> ‘stomach’ (one instance) 
a number of words were found where the 
sequence of letters -dara- was found in the 
middle of a word unrelated to dara ‘stomach’  
 
6.5.2.5 Affective  
The affective category relates to anything indicating a participant’s attitude whilst doing the 
task. This included whether they seemed to enjoy the task, what expressions of satisfaction or 
frustration were observed and how much help they need from me and what kind of help. 
Participants who completed the unsupported observation (JL, DD, TF, HL) showed that they 
were often able to attribute accurate or at least partial meanings to many Mangarrayi word 
strings with no or minimal intervention. DD showed real enthusiasm. At one point early on in 
the task, she makes the comment “It’s getting kind of interesting.” This participant had 
previously expressed a desire to learn Mangarrayi and although not part of the initial focus 
groups had approached me to be part of the studies. The participant clearly felt she was 
learning words in Mangarrayi and this task was helping her achieve her broader goal. 
Participant HL, on the other hand, clearly felt frustrated, often making exclamations such as 
“Oh my goodness”, “I don’t know”, “I do better when I sit next to them” (referring to older 
speakers such as Sheila).  
One of the main sources of frustration for HL and others such as JL, was the sense that they 
couldn’t grasp the Mangarrayi word string, even where they could clearly identify the 
meaning. They wanted to be able to say it or write it. Both of these participants made use of 
the dictionary which helped to some degree. In addition, being able to see an utterance written 
down helped.  
6.6 Study 3 Part 2 
The central hypothesis of this thesis is that communicatively useful chunks of Mangarrayi 
sourced from archival corpora can be used to support learning of Mangarrayi. Part 1 of Study 
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3 was designed to observe the extent to which Jilkminggan community members could 
understand and capture useful Mangarrayi expressions from short excerpts of authentic 
archival recordings and the factors that either facilitated or impeded them in this task. Once 
captured Mangarrayi chunks can serve as exemplar tokens in digital learning resources for 
presentation and practice of language forms. This could be either using the original captured 
sound file or, where the quality of the recording is not of an adequate standard, a re-spoken 
version of it by a younger community member. The precise nature and role of practice in 
second language teaching and learning are disputed (DeKeyser, 2007a). Ellis (1993:109) 
suggests that practice provides opportunities for learners to use the language and helps them 
“gain control over formulaic language, and it probably also has some place in the teaching of 
pronunciation”.  In Part 2 of Study 3, I was interested in the captured chunks of Mangarrayi as 
a vehicle to practise. I hoped to determine an optimum length or speed of delivery to allow 
community members to listen and repeat the word strings with success. 
6.6.1 Aim  
To observe the extent to which participants can mimic a recorded Mangarrayi word string 
both immediately after hearing the word string and after a 5 second gap that will imply 
processing of structure and/or meaning. The measure used in this task is whether the 
participant was able to repeat all (or more than 90%) of the syllables. The number of times 
they had to hear the stimulus and overall time taken will give important information about the 
size of Mangarrayi chunks to language learning materials.    
6.6.2 Materials  
Sixteen separate MP3 sound files were prepared from the 1994 recordings. Each sound file 
contained one Mangarrayi word string. A sound on the was used to indicate that the speaker 
was about to speak so the participant was ready.  
6.6.3 Method 
Participants were presented with 16 recorded Mangarrayi word strings. They were instructed 
to be ready to listen to a Mangarrayi phrase. Participants could ask for the segment to be 
repeated as many times as they wanted until they felt ready to attempt the task. They were 
instructed to repeat the utterance immediately and then repeat it once again after 5 seconds 
(after a signal). The first 3 word strings were for practice purposes only. The next 13 were 
recorded with a Zoom audio recorder for later analysis. Participants used headphones to 
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ensure that their attention was not distracted by surrounding noise. I also checked whether 
they could give a meaning to the utterance. 
6.6.4 Participants  
Four participants took part in Study 3 Part 2  - SC, JL, DD, TF only. In this task participants 
worked individually. 
6.6.5 Results 
Participants could listen to the phrase as many times as they wished. Table 6.25 shows the 
number of times participants listened to each phrase and the number of syllables they were 
able to produce both straight after hearing (A) and after 5 seconds (B).  
Table 6.25 Number of syllables participants were able to produce 
   
Generally, where the original phrase contained up to eight syllables, participants were able to 
produce the corresponding number of syllables. Beyond eight syllables the results were more 
variable. However, being able to produce the same number of syllables as the original 
recording is only one part of a learners task. In order to be intelligible, the pronunciation of 
syllables needs to be close to the original. Sometimes participants reproduced the same 
number of syllables, but the resulting utterance was unintelligible. Other times they missed 
 A
udio  
syllables 
Times listened to Correct syllables 
SC JL DD TF SC JL DD TF 
A B A B A B A B 
1 1 3 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 5 4 2 2 4 5 5 5  5 5 5 4 
3 5 4 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
4 3 5 2 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 
5 4 11 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
6 4 6 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
7 5 3 1 2 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
8 6 2 3 2 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 
9 8 8 7 11 5 8 6 8 8 8  8 8 
10 12 5+3 6 2 7 9 9 7  10 10 13 11 
11 7 3+2+2 6 4 1 6 6 7  7 7 7 9 
12 5 1 3 2 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
13 6 2 6 3 2 6 6   6 6 6 6 
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one syllable especially, the final syllable, but the utterance was still comprehensible. On the 
whole for a learner, intelligibility is the goal. The responses participants gave were rated, both 
immediately after hearing and after 5 seconds, as to whether they were close to the original 
(C), intelligible (I) or unintelligible (UI) (Table 6.26).  
Table 6.26 Closeness of fit to original Mangarrayi utterance of participants’ responses 
 
 
The total number of responses for each utterance across the four participants was eight (four 
immediate and four after five seconds). The results show that participants’ responses were 
either close or at least intelligible when the original phrases contained up to 6 syllables. 
Beyond this, responses were often unintelligible (Figure 6.7). Some participants who had 
greater background knowledge of Mangarrayi found the task unexpectedly hard. They 
A
udio  
 
Mangarrayi Syllable 
 
Intelligibility 
SC JL DD TF 
im
m
ediate 
A
fter 5 sec 
im
m
ediate  
A
fter 5 sec  
im
m
ediate  
A
fter 5 sec  
im
m
ediate  
A
fter 5 sec  
1 muyg_dog 1 C C C C C C C C 
2 bobob ga-nga-ma_I'm hot 5 C C UI  C C UI UI 
3 jorle' ma damayi_make a 
fire 
5 C C UI I C C C C 
4 guwa na-marr_like a fish 3 I I I I C C I UI 
5 na-ngugu-yan_ in the 
water 
4 UI UI C C C C I UI 
6 ja-nganiyug_he speaks 4 I C C C I I I I 
7 ngaya nga-biwa_I'm a boy 5 C C C C C C C C 
8 jananggarri ja-yag_where’s 
he going? 
6 C C I I I I C C 
9 ga-nga-murrma dara-
nganju_my stomach hurts 
8 C C UI UI UI  UI UI 
10 Mayawa gamurrana jard a-
nga-jaygin_I’ll come back 
tomorrow 
12 UI UI UI  UI UI UI UI 
11 milgmilg larrg ga-ngan-
daya_ In the cold weather I 
feel cold 
7 UI UI UI  C C UI UI 
12 ga-nga-yiyi-ji-n_I'm afraid 5 C C I I C C I I 
13 garri-wa ga-nga-yag_ I go 
there 
6 C C UI  C C C C 
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sometimes listened many times to strings that others repeated accurately with only one or two 
auditions. The main reason for this seemed to be their desire to understand the phrase as well 
as mimic it accurately.  
 
Figure 6.7 Syllable length utterances and unintelligible responses  
 
For two participants (SC & JL) I did an informal follow-up task. I took some of the utterances 
they had difficulty with and tried two strategies to support them. Some were shown a 
transcription of the utterance as they listened. For others the tempo of the audio was slowed 
for the utterance without changing the pitch using Audacity. Participants reported that having 
the transcription helped in repeating the utterance, particularly longer ones. Several different 
levels of reduction in tempo were tried with participants reporting that a reduction of about 
20% helped the most.  
6.7 Summary Study 3  
Participants were given training in using Audacity and test results showed that all were able to 
use this program to extract and save Mangarrayi word strings. The initial assumption was that 
participants were likely to be able to identify Mangarrayi word strings within an audio excerpt 
that contained both English and Kriol. The results bear this out as all participants were able to 
capture more than 50% of the word strings on offer and the fact that the majority of 
participants performed better in this regard than in the supported condition suggests that they 
benefitted from the initial support provided to complete the task. It was assumed that 
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community members would be able to use the context on the recordings, elicitation in English 
and discussion in English and Kriol, to form an idea of the meaning of the word string. Again 
all participants were able to attribute a meaning characterised as “good” or “close” in over 
50% of cases. For all but one participant this was true in over 70% of cases. Few participants 
transcribed any Mangarrayi. However, a couple of participants showed that they could make 
use of the search function in the dictionary to find the meaning of a word or word string. 
These results suggest that resources such as a simple audio editing program like Audacity and 
a digitised version of the Mangarrayi dictionary can play a role in supporting Mangarrayi 
learning and resource creation. Targeted training in the use of these is likely to increase the 
contribution of these tools to language learning. Table 6.27 provides a summary of support 
that observations suggest could help community members capture, understand and use 
Mangarrayi audio segments from recordings. 
Table 6.27 Summary of targeted support that could help learners 
Technical - using Audacity  
Establish a clear labelling protocol for captured word strings so that the edited audio 
segments will be easily located and will be maximally useful. 
Provide more training in use of the expansion tool 
 
Linguistic - using linguistic context of the recording 
Explicitly discuss with learners the fact that sometimes the relationship between the 
elicitation and the Mangarrayi response is very clear and sometimes not clear. Sometimes 
there is a misunderstanding and the informant’s response does not correspond to the 
elicitation.  
Explicitly point out that sometimes an informant can add new content in the response that 
was not in the original elicitation.  
Explicitly show learners ways in which they can use surrounding discussion to help 
determine meaning, for example, the interviewer may ask for clarification or the informant 
may spontaneously provide it, such as AD did in some cases. 
Establishing a list of words that are commonly known in the community and ask learners to 
be consciously aware of words they already know in Mangarrayi.  
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Metalinguistic 
Learners should listen carefully to the first word in a string as they might be more easily 
able to hear these. The illocutionary force of an utterance can be hard to determine. The 
framework discussed in Chapter 3 is designed to help with this issues 
Focus on vowel sounds eg barrigod ‘cup’ is written with an “a” even though it sound like 
an English “u” [ʌ]   
 
Pedagogical 
Explicitly teach learners to use the digital dictionary: 
- organisation of dictionary - Head word, Gloss, Auxiliary and Example. 
- alphabetic searching 
- search function 
 
Affective 
Capitalise on participants’ desire to learn Mangarrayi 
 
Listening and repeating utterances 
Learners can successfully mimic audio segments up to about six syllables. Longer 
utterances should be broken into smaller chunks. 
Seeing the word written can increase confidence of some learners to mimic a Mangarrayi 
utterance. This particularly applies to learners with good literacy skills.     
Slowing the speed of delivery of an utterance without changing the pitch using Audacity. A 
reduction of about 20% helps learners without distorting the voice excessively. 
 
 
Studies 1-3 were preliminary studies whose results and conclusions were intended to provide 
an answer to Research Question 1 and serve as a baseline for the design of Study 4. In the 
next chapter, I will outline the development of Study 4 and discuss results from Block 1 of 
that study.  
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Chapter 7 Study 4 – Scaffolding for Independent Learning 
 
7.0 Introduction 
The first three studies, described in the Chapters 4-6, were designed to help answer Research 
Question 1: 
RQ1: What linguistic, metalinguistic and technical knowledge and skills do community 
members currently possess that will help them capture Mangarrayi audio utterances from 
archival recordings and use these to create learning resources? 
The first three studies provided baseline information about the community, their aspirations in 
regard to Mangarrayi, the role digital technology plays in daily life and the degree to which 
community members can capture, understand and use Mangarrayi word strings from an 
authentic audio excerpt. The results showed that there was a desire amongst some adult 
community members to be able to express themselves in Mangarrayi in some everyday 
contexts. Video resources targeting these contexts have played an important role in 
Mangarrayi learning efforts over the last twenty years. Because many of these resources are in 
VHS format, which is no longer supported by the devices available in the community and the 
school, they are no longer able to be used. Digitisation can provide a new lease on life for 
these resources which can then be accessed on mobile phones, laptops and TV’s, devices that 
Study 2 has shown are widely used in the community. At the same time advances in digital 
technology offer new ways of delivering video and audio content. Digitised content from 
older resources also offers a ready source of content that can be incorporated into new 
resources to leverage the advantages of newer technology for more effective learning. The 
aim of the community conceptualisation task in Study 2 (Chapter 4) was to explore the extent 
to which community members could conceive of a process for re-purposing older content 
using the technology currently available to them. The results showed that digital tools such as 
Movie Maker, Audacity and PowerPoint were familiar to many participants suggesting that 
community members could undertake this process with some independence. In Study 3, I also 
explored the process of re-purposing but this time using audio recordings of Mangarrayi 
elicitation sessions where the content was not directly intended as a learning resource. Again 
the results showed that participants could identify useful Mangarrayi utterances and edit and 
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these from the recordings and save them to a laptop. These then become available as potential 
audio content for a learning resource. It was harder for learners to attribute a meaning to the 
utterances on the basis of their own knowledge of Mangarrayi or using the surrounding 
information on the recording itself.  
In Chapter 2, I discussed the development of an organisational framework for Mangarrayi 
utterances. The purpose of this framework was to store and organise saved word strings to 
facilitate the location of Mangarrayi exemplars relevant to specific topics for learning and 
resources based around context, similar to a library where books around a particular topic can 
be found using the catalogue. However, the organisational structure of Chunkbank, built 
around topics and language function, has a certain explanatory potential that can help provide 
transparency not only for the meaning and use of the utterances, but also the grammar and 
structure embodied in the chunks. In this sense it could be seen as a resource supporting 
independent language learning, important in a context where a teacher is not readily 
accessible. However independent learning does not mean learning in the absence of support. 
Over the course of the first three studies, a small group of interested young adult community 
members emerged. All have participated in at least one of the first three studies and have 
different levels of knowledge of Mangarrayi. This group represents a community of learners 
with a range of knowledge and expertise that offers the possibility of peer-to-peer support for 
learning. In addition, this group is still able to call on support from speaker Sheila Conway to 
clarify the meaning and provide new Mangarrayi expressions. Sheila has traditionally taken 
this role but for reasons previously discussed, she can no longer commit to this role as she has 
in the past. Finally, learners have access to a certain amount of expert linguistic support from 
outside the community. Study 4 involved observation of how these four different kinds of 
support interact to promote sustainable learning of Mangarrayi at Jilkminggan and seeks to 
answer the following question: 
RQ2: How can Mangarrayi word strings captured from archival recordings and digital 
resources making use of these help scaffold learning and promote more independent 
learning? 
In this chapter, I will first discuss the overall design of Study 4 across three one-week blocks. 
I will then present observations from Block 1 and an analysis of support available to 
participants in the form of Chunkbank (discussed in Chapter 2), peer-to-peer support and 
targeted linguistic and metalinguistic instruction.  
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7.1 Design of the Study 
The aim of Study 4 was to examine the role and contribution of different forms of support to 
the development of more independent language learning at Jilkminggan. The underlying 
hypothesis in Study 4 is that archival audio materials have a role to play in learning 
Mangarrayi, and support can help maximise the effectiveness of their use. Four sources of 
support have been suggested, two currently available within the community, speaker Sheila 
Conway and the learners themselves, external linguistic expertise and Chunkbank resource. 
The design-based approach adopted in this thesis (see Chapter 3) involves establishing a 
learning environment to observe community members engaging in a learning task with the 
benefit of these different forms of support. This environment is set within the context of the 
Jilkminggan community and the task should reflect real learning needs of community 
members.  
7.1.2 What kind of task for the Jilkminggan context? 
In Chapter 3 (Section 3.3), I discussed problem solving in relation to the development of the 
learning task for Study 4. The task requires learners to interact in some way with Mangarrayi 
audio segments. It was concluded that a task based on a design-problem type, requiring 
participants to design a Mangarrayi learning resource making use of audio segments in some 
way would provide an opportunity for this kind of interaction. The task that participants were 
asked to engage in was the creation of a short video Mangarrayi learning resource based 
around the topic Health and Sickness, one of the topics identified in Study 1 as useful for 
learning Mangarrayi. As part of this process participants had to devise and deliver a script in 
Mangarrayi relevant to the context which was then filmed. An important aspect of this 
research is the provision of archival audio segments relevant to the context that can support 
participants’ understanding and production of individual Mangarrayi utterances. In Study 4 
participants were provided with a bank of Mangarrayi utterances relevant to the sub-topic 
Sickness within the general topic of Health organised into an Excel spreadsheet using the 
three-tiered organisational structure outlined above. Word strings relevant to this context were 
selected from recordings that were part of the 1994 project32. Each utterance was transcribed 
and a colloquial (rather than literal) translation was given in English33 (See Figure 7.1). The 
 
32 MR2-001-A – MR2-018B in the AIATSIS archive. 
33 We are currently using English rather than Kriol as the key community members with whom we are 
working are also English speakers, and there are stakeholders who don’t speak Kriol. However, the 
addition of a Kriol translation would make the database accessible to a wider range of community 
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three other forms of support discussed in earlier, speaker Sheila Conway, peer-to-peer support 
and external linguistic, metalinguistic and  pedagogic instruction were also available to 
participants.  
 
Figure 7.1 Section of the Chunkbank for the topic Health & Sickness 
7.1.3 Structure of the study 
The study was designed in three blocks of one week each with a one week break in between 
blocks for individual and/or social consolidation of learning. In the original planning, the 
video creation task represented a problem to be solved – How to make a video learning 
resource in Mangarrayi when you are not a fluent speaker of the language. This problem 
could be solved in a number of ways, but all solutions will require at least an understanding of 
the Mangarrayi utterances to be used in the video and will most likely involve learning some 
new words, expressions or grammatical knowledge. The Mangarrayi Chunkbank framework 
is designed to offer participants a bank of potentially useful expressions to complete the task 
and the teaching sessions are designed to help unpack and use these. To solve the problem 
participants could potentially employ the re-purposing process explored in the community 
conceptualisation task in Study 2 (Chapter 3) in which case the audio segments can be 
directly inserted into the video. In this case, it is participants’ comprehension that is being 
exercised, as they only need to understand the meaning of the utterance rather than having to 
say it. They may wish to provide a subtitle in Mangarrayi for the utterances which would 
 
members. 
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involve writing Mangarrayi but as the transcription is given in Chunkbank this could just 
require copying without any real learning. In this scenario then, the focus is on passive 
language skills.  
The task for Study 4 was designed to activate both passive and active language skills, 
listening, speaking reading and writing. Therefore in the task participants were asked to 
develop a script in Mangarrayi that would involve all participants learning and delivering 
lines in Mangarrayi. In the initial planning, it was envisaged that the participants would be 
drawn from the group that had participated in studies 1-3 and that the same group would 
participate in all three blocks. The explicit instruction sessions were to be spaced across the 
three blocks (Table 7.1). 
Table 7.1 Proposed activities for the three blocks 
Time: 2 hours in the morning and 2 hours in the afternoon 
Date Activity 
Block 1 
Monday 2 July – 
Friday 6 July 
- Review what we did last year 
- Before Block personal reflection questions – to get background 
information about participants and their language learning experience 
and to gauge expectations of the upcoming session  
- Explain the project to participants 
- Begin development of script (in small groups) 
- Learn lines / practise acting 
- Technical training: eg use of camera /sound recording 
- Begin filming (in the same groups as above) 
- Introduction to the basics of Mangarrayi sounds, grammar and 
vocabulary (MR facilitator) 
- End of Block personal reflection questions – to get participants’ 
reflections on their learning during the sessions in Block 1and attitudes 
towards the sessions. 
Break 
7 July – 15 July  
Participants could use this free time to practice (Individual or group) 
vocabulary and language structures learnt in Block 1. They have access to 
digital resources used in Block 1. 
Block 2 
Monday 16 July –  
Friday 20 July 
 
- Continue introduction to the basics of Mangarrayi sounds, grammar and 
vocabulary 
- Development of script 
- Learning lines / practise acting 
- Filming 
- End of Block personal reflection questions – to get participants’ 
reflections on their learning during the sessions in Block 2 and attitudes 
towards the sessions. 
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Break 
21 July – 29 July 
Participants could use this free time to practice (individual or group) 
vocabulary and language structures learnt in Block 2. They have access to 
digital resources used in Block 1. 
Block 3 
Monday 30 July –  
Friday 3 August 
 
- Continue introduction to the basics of Mangarrayi sounds, grammar and 
vocabulary 
- Finish filming  
- Interview questions 
- End of Block personal reflection questions – to get participants’ 
reflections on their learning during the sessions in Block 3 and attitudes 
towards the sessions. 
 
 
It had been envisaged that the participants for Study 4 would be drawn from those who had 
participated in the three earlier studies and that they would participate in all three Blocks. As 
it turned out, only two of this core group, JL and GF, were available for the first block. JL 
was able to recruit other community members to participate in the first block, however, this 
group was only available for Block 1 and not Blocks 2 and 3. As a result, the timetable was 
compacted so that the video creation task could be completed in one week rather than in three 
one week blocks as set out above. The methodology adopted for this research was specifically 
designed to accommodate such unplanned changes of direction resulting from emergent 
factors (See Chapter 3, Section 3.1). Table 7.2 shows research activities that took place in the 
wake of this change. 
Table 7.2 Focus of observations in each block for study 4 
Block Focus 
 
1 
Establishment of a learning environment in which the interactions between three of 
these forms of support can be observed: Chunkbank and digital learning resources, 
peer-to-peer support and explicit instruction from an instructor with expertise in 
linguistics and language teaching pedagogy. 
 
2 
Observation of the role of Chunkbank, peer-to-peer support and explicit Mangarrayi 
language instruction from speaker Sheila Conway in a more natural community 
setting. 
 
3 
Observation of the role of Chunkbank, peer-to-peer support to help older community 
members who have previously had strong skills in Mangarrayi re-engage with the 
language.  
 
In the rest of this chapter, I will discuss the observations and results from Block 1. I will turn 
to Blocks 2 and 3 in the following chapters. 
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7.2 Block 1 
7.2.1 Participants 
Participant JL, her two sisters AG and CL along with AG’s family WG, WaG and MG 
became the main participants in Block 1 along with GF. AG and her family had lived at 
Jilkminggan for many years but now live outside the community and happened to be in the 
community on holiday. GT, a researcher with expertise in voice and known to JL, CL and GF. 
participated in the sessions as an assistant whose feedback immediately after the sessions 
provided a reliability check for my post-session field notes. HT an Aboriginal man from 
outside the community participated in Session 2. He is not of Mangarrayi heritage but his 
wife is involved in the Jilkminggan Community Aboriginal Council (JCAC) and he was 
waiting for her while she attended a meeting. He came down to observe rather than 
participate, although as it turned out he did make some contributions before he had to leave. 
7.2.2 Data Collection  
The following methods of data collection were used for Block 1 (See Methodology, Chapter 3 
for further discussion):  
1. Pre-block survey questions – to get background information about participants and 
their language learning experience and to gauge expectations of the upcoming session 
(could be done orally or written). (Appendix 16) 
 
2. Personal reflection questions at the end of the block – to get participants’ reflections 
on their learning during the session (can be done orally or written). (Appendix 17) 
 
3. Written observations during sessions using an observation matrix. (Appendix 18) 
 
4. Video footage of all sessions. 
 
5. My field notes written immediately after each session.  
 
7.2.3 Materials 
Prior to the Block 1, a number of resources were prepared to support the teaching and 
learning of Mangarrayi grammar. Decisions about the grammar content to be targeted in the 
resources were based on frequency of occurrence and transparency of vocabulary and 
structures, as these are likely to be more immediately useful for everyday communication. 
Study 2 provided a list of words that were familiar to at least some of the participants, and 
these were used as much as possible in this study to decrease the amount of new information 
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for learners to process. Vocabulary pertaining to ‘everyday’ contexts was favoured. There are 
a number of different kinds of pronoun in Mangarrayi, some bound to the verb (intransitive 
and transitive pronouns) and some standing alone (free pronouns and demonstrative 
pronouns). Each of these kinds of pronoun has a series of different forms, however some are 
used more frequently than others.  
In order to get a sense of the frequency of use of the different forms of these pronouns, I 
analysed the frequency of occurrence of pronouns in the “The Big River Country” (Dirn.gayg 
et al., 1996), a collection of 13 stories in Mangarrayi from Elsey Station. The collection 
contains both first person and third person narratives. There was a higher proportion of 3rd 
person singular bound pronouns. Intransitive 3rd person singular bound pronouns represented 
38% of bound pronouns used with transitive 3rd person bound pronouns accounting for 32% 
of occurrences. The frequency of 3rd person singular subjects can in part be explained by the 
fact that reduplication of nouns, for example bugbugbug ‘old people’, was commonly used 
instead of overt plural marking on nouns (bugbung-garla). A 3rd person singular subject was 
used with reduplicated nouns. Twenty-four different forms of Demonstrative pronoun were 
found but the majority of these were used infrequently with two forms representing the 
majority of ocurrences, niwa-(ba) ‘this/here’ (16% of total occurrences) and narra-(ba) ‘That/ 
there (45% of total occurrences). 
Verbs display some important regularities that could be of help to learners    
1. there are three distinct structural types of verb:    
VERB =              Root                 Particle Root (Aux)     Particle+Root  
  EXAMPLE:        -ma - say           ye’ -ma - play              -babma - put 
2. There are a limited number of root verbs = 36 
 
3. Some root verbs are more frequently used: ma, bu, mi yag, wa, war, ga, daya, nama, 
na   
 
4. the pronoun attaches to the root verb or to the Particle+root complex.  
 
 Pronoun-Root     Particle Pronoun-Root (Aux)          Pronoun-Particle+Root  
        nga-ma                       ye’ nga-ma                                     nga-babma  
Materials used: (Appendix 22) 
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1. A short grammar booklet “Mangarrayi Language Booklet” containing basic 
information about some important word classes – nouns, adjectives, pronouns and 
verbs (metalinguistic knowledge) and basic Mangarrayi phonology and grammar 
(linguistic knowledge). Not all the material was intended to be covered in the sessions. 
The booklet was designed as a general reference resource that could be used during or 
after the sessions as a reminder of content covered in the session or for independent 
research and learning.  
2. A workbook with exercises to practise some specific knowledge or skills presented in 
the sessions, for example, dictionary use.  
3. A number of PowerPoint resources designed to support the presentation of specific 
grammatical concepts during the sessions. These could also be used for revision after 
the sessions. My background in language teaching informed design of the resources 
making use of features such as images, sound files, colour and animation to for clarity 
and engagement.     
4. A series of Pronoun flashcards to support explanation and to post around the room as 
reminders 
5. The book “Mangarrayi and Yangman Plants and Animals” (Roberts et al., 2011) as a 
general resource for participants. 
The purpose of these resources was twofold. On the one hand, they were designed to support 
the presentation of the information during explicit instruction as well as to provide 
opportunities for participants to practise outside the sessions. At the beginning of Block 1 
participants were given a printed copy of the grammar booklet and were provided with two 
PC laptops. The laptops were loaded with the PowerPoint resources, a bank of Mangarrayi 
utterances relevant to the sub-topic Sickness within the general topic of Health, organised into 
the Chunkbank framework discussed in Chapter 2. Word strings relevant to this context were 
selected from recordings that were part of the 1994 project34. Each utterance was transcribed 
and a colloquial (rather than literal) translation was given in English35 (Figure 7.1). The 
laptops also had a digital copy of the Mangarrayi dictionary. Participants could use these 
 
34 MR2-001-A – MR2-018B in the AIATSIS archive. 
35 We are currently using English rather than Kriol as the key community members with whom we are 
working are also English speakers, and there are stakeholders who don’t speak Kriol. However, the 
addition of a Kriol translation would make the database accessible to a wider range of community 
members. 
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during the sessions and also had access in between the sessions.  
 
Figure 7.2 Section of the Chunkbank for the topic Health & Sickness 
7.2.4 Procedure 
In the original planning of Block 1, script development using Chunkbank was the starting 
point with the more explicit instruction to occur later. Because of the compaction of the 
timetable, it was felt that the session should begin with explicit instruction of some basic 
metalinguistic terminology to aid the discussion of some key Mangarrayi phonology and 
grammar (metalinguistic support) that could help participants understand the Mangarrayi 
utterances in Chunkbank and identify patterns that could help them use these to develop their 
script. Block 1 was organised as in Table 7.2. 
Table 7.3 Organisation of sessions in Block 1 
Day Activity 
Monday 2 July  Session 1: Explicit teaching of Mangarrayi phonology and 
grammar; using the search function in the Excel dictionary.  
Tuesday 3 July  Session 2: Overview of Chunkbank and script development  
Wednesday 4 July Session 3: Finalising scripts; discussion of location and filming; 
creation of a PowerPoint learning resource to help participants 
learn their lines from the script. 
Thursday 5 July & Friday 6 July Filming on location 
 
All sessions were videoed and recorded with a Zoom recorder. I used an observation matrix to 
note observations during the session. I also made detailed notes after each session reflecting 
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on what was observed. Participants had access to two PC laptops containing Chunkbank with 
utterances relating to topics Health & Sickness, the Mangarrayi digital dictionary, PowerPoint 
resources for learning Mangarrayi that I had developed. They also received a printed copy of 
The Mangarrayi Language Booklet and Block 1 Activity Booklet. They had access to the 
book “Mangarrayi and Yangman Plants and Animals” (Roberts et al., 2011) as a reference 
tool. In addition to my role as researcher, I also provided linguistic, metalinguistic and 
pedagogical support during the sessions. In Session 1 this took the form of explicit 
instruction. In the other sessions, support was provided as needed or requested by 
participants. Participants completed self-reflection surveys before Session 1 to provide 
background information of prior experience of language learning, attitudes towards language 
learning and expectations of what they would learn in Block 1. They also completed a survey 
at the end of the Block in which they reflected on their experiences during the Block. The 
answers to these could be given in writing or orally. 
To present materials in the sessions, a MacBook laptop connected to a flatscreen television 
was used. A pair of small external speakers was also connected to the computer to amplify the 
sound of the utterances. A small whiteboard was available. The sessions took place in the 
lounge area of the Government Complex in Jilkminggan. 
7.2.5 Coding based on the scaffolding Framework 
The scaffolding framework discussed in (Chapter 2, Section 2.5) formed the basis of analysis 
of the role of support in Study 4. Within this framework scaffolding is defined as any 
combination of five Scaffolding Intentions and six Scaffolding Means:  
• Scaffolding Intentions 
1. Direction maintenance – refers to keeping the learning on target and maintaining the 
learner’s pursuit of a particular objective.  
2. Cognitive structuring – involves explanatory and belief structures that organise and 
justify. In the context of this study, this relates to development of knowledge and 
understanding of the structure and organisation of the Mangarrayi language.    
3. Reduction of the degrees of freedom – entails simplification of the task for the learner 
so it is achievable. Understanding and producing an utterance in another language 
requires a large number of phonological, lexical and syntactic choices. In the context 
of this study.  
4. Recruitment – refers to getting learners interested in a task and helping them remain 
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on task. 
5. Contingency management / frustration control - the thrust of these is to maintain 
learner motivation and encourage them to work at their best through minimisation of 
frustration and rewards. 
 
• Scaffolding Means 
1. Feeding back – giving learners some kind of feedback as to how well they are 
performing in the task.   
2. The giving of hints – giving learners clues or hints as to how they can move forward 
without, however, providing the whole answer.  
3. Instructing - explicitly telling learners what to do or how or why something should be 
done. 
4. Explaining - providing more detailed information or clarification.  
5. Modelling - this can include the demonstration of particular skills. In this study, it also 
refers to using Mangarrayi language as a model for learners. 
6. Questioning - involves asking learners questions that require an active linguistic and 
cognitive answer.  
The video recordings of the three different sessions were transcribed in full and imported into 
the Nvivo 12 software package (version 12.4.0). Initially the Scaffolding Intentions and 
Scaffolding Means categories from the van de Pol’s original framework were used to create a 
coding structure to analyse the role of support  (Table 7.3). The nodes at the first level of 
coding were Scaffolding intentions and Scaffolding means. At the next level were the nodes 
Cognitive support, Metacognitive support and Affect under Scaffolding Intentions, and 
Feeding back, The giving of hints, Instructing, Explaining, Modelling, and Questioning under 
Scaffolding Means. A third level of coding was only developed for Scaffolding intentions. 
Two forms of Cognitive support were coded for, Cognitive structuring and Reduction of 
degrees of freedom. Affect was coded as either Contingency management / frustration control 
or Recruitment. Direction maintenance was the only manifestation of Metacognitive support 
that was coded for.  
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Table 7.4 Coding structure to analyse scaffolding 
Level 1 nodes Level 2 nodes Level 3 nodes 
Scaffolding intentions 
 
Cognitive support 
 
Cognitive structuring  
Reduction of the degrees of 
freedom  
Metacognitive support Direction maintenance 
Affect 
 
Contingency management / 
frustration control.  
Recruitment  
Scaffolding means  Feeding back   
 The giving of hints  
 Instructing  
 Explaining  
 Modelling  
 Questioning  
 
7.2.6 Extending the coding structure 
A pilot analysis of the transcript from Session 1 was conducted with the above coding system 
as a way of gaining consistency in using the coding categories. While coding for Contingency 
management / frustration control, I observed a number of participants’ comments or actions 
that seemd to have the intention of reducing the perceived difficulty of a task. These were 
labelled Threat reduction. A number of the references coded under Recruitment involved a 
engaging participants’ interest in a task by appealing to personal or family connections or 
relationships. These were termed Establishing connections. Both the labels formed a fourth 
level of coding (Table 7.4). 
Table 7.5 Extended coding structure for analysis of support 
Level 1 nodes Level 2 nodes Level 3 nodes Level 4 Nodes 
Scaffolding 
intentions 
 
Cognitive 
support 
 
Cognitive structuring   
Reduction of the degrees 
of freedom  
Metacognitive 
support 
Direction maintenance 
Affect Contingency 
management / frustration 
control 
Threat reduction  
Recruitment  Establishing connection 
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Scaffolding 
means  
Feeding back    
 giving of hints  
 Instructing  
 Explaining  
 Modelling  
 Questioning  
 Using humour 
 Manage context  
 Non-task 
oriented talking 
 Reward 
 Acknowledging 
prior knowledge 
  
Chunkbank    
Digital learning 
resource 
Grammar 
booklet 
 
A number of comments or actions were also observed that could be interpreted as Scaffolding 
Means. Five more Scaffolding Means were added to the coding structure to be used in the 
analysis (Table 7.5). The majority of these seemed to relate to the Affect domain:  
7. Using humour – humour was an important feature of all sessions and seemed to be 
playing a supporting role in this context. 
8. Manage the context – this relates to concrete actions or comments that in some way 
control a situation when it is perceived that they are (or may) feel uncomfortable. It is 
likely that these will be a means of achieving the Scaffolding Intention of Threat 
reduction.  
9. Non-task-oriented talking - There was a great deal of chat and storytelling that was 
often sparked by a comment from one of the other participants. Sometimes this had 
humorous intent and sometimes it was by way of illustration. It seemed a strategy that 
related to Affect in some way thus worth coding for. 
10. Reward – this relates mostly to food and drink. This seemed to be used to lighten the 
atmosphere or provide a short break to keep participants on task. 
11. Acknowledging a participant’s prior knowledge - this seemed to be a way of making 
the task seem less onerous as it implied they were already some way down the 
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learning path. 
An important part of the support offered in the learning environment established for Study 4 
is constituted by the digital resources, Chunkbank and Other digital resources were therefore 
coded for. 
In the original framework any combination of Scaffolding Intention and Scaffolding Means 
could be said to constitute a form of scaffolding. However, this was subject to the presence of 
Contingency, Fading and Transfer of responsibility / ownership, without which the support 
offered by the Scaffolding Intention + Scaffolding Means cannot be said to constitute 
scaffolding as it serves to make learners dependent rather than promoting greater 
independence in learning, which should be the role of scaffolding. The results from Studies 1-
3 were designed to help make the activities and resources designed for Study 4 appropriate to 
the needs and level of the participants consistent with the Contingency requirement. Fading 
and Transfer of responsibility / Ownership are related concepts. Fading can only occur if there 
is a transfer of responsibility to the learner or if they take ownership of their learning. In the 
analysis, Transfer of Support was used as a basis for investigating the degree of Independence 
displayed by participants. As a result of the pilot coding of Session 1, ten different behaviours 
were identified that indicated participants were engaging with the tasks, suggesting that they 
were taking responsibility for, or ownership of, their learning (Table 7.5): Asks a question, 
Offers a response (to someone else’s question), Presents an idea or argument, Makes a 
suggestion, Takes up (another person’s) suggestion and Shows understanding (of something 
new they have learnt) are reasonably self-explanatory categories. Has a go refers to having a 
go at using some Mangarrayi language. Finds information refers to participants seeking 
information in resources they have available. Tells an anecdote is similar in function to the 
Scaffolding Means non-task-oriented talk and seemed to be used to illustrate or reinforce a 
point. 
Table 7.6 Coding structure for Transfer of Responsibility / Ownership 
Level 1 Nodes Level 2 Nodes 
 
 
 
 
Transfer of Responsibility / Ownership 
Asks question 
Offers response 
Presents argument or idea 
Has a go 
Finds information  
Displays prior knowledge 
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Makes a suggestion 
Takes up a suggestion 
Tells anecdote 
Shows understanding 
 
7.3 Observations 
The observations in this section are drawn from full transcriptions of the video footage from 
the three sessions as well as my own detailed written summary of the sessions. 
7.3.1 Session 1 - Explicit Instruction 
Time: 1.30 pm - 3.30 pm 
Participants: JL, AG, WG, MG, WG, GT, CL, GF (arrived 2 pm), MR (researcher/instructor)  
As some of the participants had not yet signed a research consent form, the session began by 
reading and discussing the information sheet and completing the consent form if they felt 
comfortable with that. Participants were then asked to complete the pre-block personal 
reflection sheet.  
I gave a general overview of the task to be completed over the three blocks. The grammar 
booklets were handed out and participants began to peruse them which led to some 
preliminary comments showing that participants had a negative perception of grammar, for 
example: 
JL (12:43) When we did English grammar at uni I was getting so mixed up ... the grammar 
and how they were explaining things ... whatever and this is after that. Why can’t we just talk 
it? Why do we need to know all that. 
The resources created for the grammar instruction session had been designed specifically to 
make the content as transparent as possible. It was hoped that these could help counter these 
perceptions. We began with sounds In Mangarrayi using a PowerPoint resource. There was a 
slide for each letter in the Mangarrayi alphabet with exemplar Mangarrayi words or short 
phrases using that letter in different positions, at the beginning, middle or end of the word 
(Figure 7.3). The words were transcribed with the relevant letter highlighted and were 
accompanied by an image to illustrate the meaning. Each word also had an accompanying 
embedded sound file re-purposed from older digital recordings of Amy Dirn.gayg, Sheila 
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Conway or Jessie Roberts. I had purposely chosen vocabulary that I thought participants 
might know based on Studies 1-3. The resource also served as an illustration of how 
Mangarrayi chunks could be used to create a learning resource. The speed was reduced by 
about 20% for some of the utterances, following the findings in Study 3, to make them more 
comprehensible.  
 
Figure 7.3 PowerPoint resource to illustrate Mangarrayi sounds 
There were two reasons for starting with this resource. Firstly, pronunciation was thought to 
be a likely area of success for the participants due to their background contact with the 
language and some similarities with Kriol pronunciation. Secondly, in Chunkbank the 
utterances are transcribed, and although they also have the sound file to illustrate the 
utterance, awareness that the relationship between sound and its written symbol in 
Mangarrayi is different from English, could help comprehension and pronunciation. 
Participants seemed engaged in this task and many quietly practised the word after I played 
the example. 
We then moved to the Mangarrayi Language Booklet beginning with the meaning of the 
terms “noun”, “verb”, “adjective”, “adverb” and “pronoun”. Some participants didn’t initially 
understand the explanation for the term “pronoun”, however, JL was able to give examples of 
this in Kriol by way of explanation.  
We then discussed some Mangarrayi sound rules (phonotactics) from the booklet. I felt this 
could be worthwhile as when some suffixes are added to a noun it changes the final sound of 
the noun. This could mean that a word with which they are familiar might become 
a
Middle of word:
End of word:
-nya-ja?
b-nawu
diwan
a
ba
a
?Jagina
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incomprehensible, for example, muyg ‘dog’ is a common word but the final sound [ɡ] 
nasalises to become [ŋ] (Table 7.6) 
Table 7.7 Mangarrayi sound change rule from Mangarrayi Language Booklet 
Suffix Noun ending with  
b, d, rd, j, dj g, 
When added to noun 
 
-wu ‘to/for’ muyg ‘dog’ muyng-gu ‘for the dog’ 
 
 
JL pointed out later that the terms “suffix” and “prefix” that I had used to explain the rules 
themselves needed more explanation “especially for the young ones” (WaG & MG). 
The rest of the session focused on verbs, as these are important if language learning is to 
move beyond the word level. We moved to a discussion of three kinds of verb outlined in the 
booklet. I used PowerPoint resources with animation to illustrate these (Figures 7.4 - 7.7) 
    
Figure 7.4 Slide 1 of animation   Figure 7.5 Slide 2 of animation 
    
Figure 7.6 Slide 3 of animation    Figure 7.7 Slide 4 of animation 
 
We focused on their use in the imperative mood as this has the simplest morphology. Again I 
used animated PowerPoint slides (Figures 7.8-7.13) 
Type 3 – Two Word Verbs
yirr’
ye’
jirr
Particle One Word Verb
Two Word Verb
jaygi
ma
war
Type 3 – Two Word Verbs
ye’
jirr
Particle One Word Verb
Two Word Verb
jaygi
ma
yirr’      war
‘throw’
Type 3 – Two Word Verbs
jirr
Particle One Word Verb
Two Word Verb
jaygi
ye’      ma
‘play’
yirr’      war
‘throw’
Type 3 – Two Word Verbs
Particle One Word Verb
Two Word Verb
ye’      ma
‘play’
yirr’      war
‘throw’
jirr jaygi
‘stand’
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Figure 7.8 Slide 1   Figure 7.9 Slide 2   Figure 7.10 Slide 3 
   
Figure 7.11 Slide 4   Figure 7.12 Slide 5   Figure 7.13 Slide 6 
 
 
Participants completed an exercise in the workbook (Figure 7.14) 
 
Figure 7.14 Verb exercises from workbook 
This had been an intensive grammar session and I decided to finish up with an activity that we 
thought would be less theoretical and was designed to be quick to complete (Figure 7.15). The 
Telling someone to do something
IMPERATIVES
jirr jaygi
VERBS 
Write the names of the 3 types of Verb and give 1 example of each: 
 
Type 1: ___________________________________________________ 
 
Type 2: ___________________________________________________ 
 
Type 3: ___________________________________________________ 
 
 
Which Three Type 1 Verbs are most used to make Type 2 Verbs? 
 
1. ___________________ 
 
2. ___________________ 
 
3. ___________________ 
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exercise required participants to use the digital Mangarrayi dictionary to search for words. 
This was a way of providing some training on the use of the search function, and other skills 
that it was considered would help participants in the video creation task. This ended up taking 
a lot longer than planned (up to 30 minutes), because I had planned the session using a Mac, 
however the search function operated differently on a PC and took time to work out.  
 
Figure 7.15 Dictionary search exercise from Mangarrayi Language Booklet 
 
Immediately after the session, JL reported that she felt the session had been too long. She was 
particularly worried about WaG and MG. The following day AG reported that WaG had 
commented that she found the explanation of the plural imperatives, for example, la-ninga-w 
‘you mob come here’ helpful. She had heard this kind of structure and had wondered what the 
prefix la- ‘you mob’ meant. GT’s observation was that it was too theoretical and that 
participants wanted to use the language rather than hearing about it - practice rather than 
knowledge. She observed that participants enjoyed the “Mangarrayi Sounds” as it allowed 
them to hear and practise the sounds at the beginning, middle and end of a word. Reviewing 
the video showed that participants were trying to say the words (particularly GF) as I was 
showing the resource, but the instructor could have allowed more time for this. Generally, 
review of the video showed a greater level of engagement of participants than I had thought.  
IMPERATIVES: Telling someone what to do 
Look in the Mangarrayi dictionary and find the English meaning for the following Mangarrayi 
Verbs: 
 
Verb type Verb Dictionary form English Meaning 
One Word Verbs 
 
Root  
na- na- <V>  
yu- yu- <V>  
wu- wu- <V>  
yag-  yag-<V>  
nidba- nidba- <V>  
ninga- ninga- <V>  
Compound Verb 
Particle Root 
jard jaygi- jard <Part>  
yirrg gardji- yirrg <Part>  
yirr’ war- yirr' <Part>  
Two Word Verb 
 
Particle+Root 
murrma- murr+ma- <V>  
gar’garma- gar’gar+ma- <V>  
warma’warma- war+ma- <V>  
dumduma- dumdum+(m)a- <V>  
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7.3.2 Session 2 
Time: 1.30 pm - 3.30 pm 
Participants: JL, AG, WG, MG, HT (said he would observe but also participated), GT 
(observer), MR (researcher/linguistic support) 
This session focused on the script creation for the video using the Chunkbank resource and 
dictionary. I was available to provide support to participants during the sessions. We began by 
reading through the Design Task instructions prepared earlier (Appendix 19). The document 
gave a detailed breakdown of the different elements of the task: development of the script, 
location, roles, props, filming, music and title. etc. I discussed the context of the video Health 
& Sickness and emphasised that they could find useful Mangarrayi expressions relating to this 
context in Chunkbank and the dictionary. I pointed out they could also ask Sheila directly if 
they couldn’t find what they wanted to say from these two sources. Participants could also use 
their own knowledge of Mangarrayi and I was available to help with using the Chunkbank or 
any other linguistic matters. I also provided some guidance on the pedagogical aspect of the 
video The most important thing about this video is showing people how to say something 
useful in Mangarrayi in this situation. Repeating key vocabulary and language structures can 
be a good way to help people help learners practise listening to useful language” (Design 
Task Instructions, p.2) 
WG made an excellent comment tying this task to an important health initiative in the 
community36 - “I’ve got an idea I, can I throw it out ... put it on the table? Well we’re talking 
about Health aren’t we. I was thinking that house over there at the station is a silver bullet 
hey, it’s supposed to be a wellness house ... if we could incorporate something like that with 
this. It’s one of the options ... go to the clinic or go there .. it’s to do with wellness, you know” 
3:25 
I revised the features of the Chunkbank resource. I demonstrated using the question 
Jananggarri-ba ga-nya-murrma? ‘What’s wrong with you?’. I played it again and asked 
 
36 Some years ago HL and JCAC organised for the silver bullet demountables to moved from the 
community to a site outside the community to provide a place for community members to get away 
under the supervision of Elder community members, particularly when dealing with difficult issues to 
help with ‘healing” – this has proved to be successful. A new house is currently being built on the site 
and the older demountables refurbished. 
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participants to try and repeat the sentence. WG was looking at the written form and asked 
about the suffix –ba (focus particle shortened from -bayi) on the end of the question word 
Jananggarri ‘what’. I asked the group what they thought that might be. WG answered, “It’s a 
suffix isn’t it?” This allowed me to explain in a natural way at a point of need, the function of 
the suffix –ba / bayi, which otherwise can be a bit obscure when you read about it in the 
grammar book where it is referred to as “Focus”. I played the chunk again and showed how 
Sheila clearly says this suffix. As it turned out, what was worrying WG was that I had not 
infact included the –ba in the Mangarrayi transcription in the Chunkbank example. I had 
intentionally left it out since it is an optional feature and I didn’t want people it think it was 
essential to asking that question. This brings up an important issue in the recycling of archival 
utterances. This focus particle is commonly used by speakers, but is not an essential part of 
the utterance, especially if the utterance is used in a slightly different context where the reason 
for using the focus particle may no longer be present. It seems tthat explicit explanation of the 
role of this particle is necessary, and it was good that it came up naturally at this point. In this 
case, I related it back to English emphasis using the examples Where are you going? What are 
you doing? I saw that emu. I employed humour by using an exaggerated form of the question 
we were dealing with “What’s wrong with you?”. Participants all laughed but the point was 
clearly made! 
I opened up tChunkbank on the presentation computer and asked participants to do the same 
on the two laptops. Participants divided themselves into two groups, Group 1 (AG, WG and 
HT) and Group 2 (JL and MG), and worked on devising a script for the rest of the session. 
Group 1 stayed in the room with the camera and group 2 worked in the next room, so Group 1 
activities were the subject of direct observation. 
7.3.3 Session 3 
Time: 1 pm – 3 pm 
Participants: JL, AG, WG, GT, MR, MG, GF 
Each of the groups wrote their script on butchers paper and presented it to the other 
participants who gave feedback. Group 2 presented their script first and they already had a 
very clear idea of actors, roles and location. This group had included some younger members 
of the community as well as CL who had only participated in the first session. JL was keen to 
keep her involved. 
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Group 1 had selected chunks from the Chunkbank that made a reasonably simple script. 
However AG had looked in the “Mangarrayi and Yangman plant and animal book” to find 
information about jorroy, a medicinal plant used for stomach complaints (their scenario is 
about stomach complaints). AG had written out some ideas in English from the book the 
previous day about how to prepare this medicine, but had lost the piece of paper it had been 
written on. She was going to just leave it but WG looked in the book and got the ideas in 
English back again. I helped find these in Mangarrayi. Because GF came late and hadn’t been 
there the previous day, she was not involved in any script. It was decided that she should take 
the role of talking about the medicine preparation. Prepared three simple sentences using the 
Imperative, which we had discussed on Day 1. This provided a natural opportunity for me to 
explicitly revise this. 
gulb ma jorroy dab-nawu ‘pound the bark of the lemon grass plant’ 
bardnama na-ngugu-yan‘put it in the water’ 
nyanggi, nya-ja!‘you drink it!’ 
When writing the Group 1 script the previous day JL had used the expression a-nga-yag 
wurirr-wu which she remembered from a song Sheila had taught at school. I pointed out that 
this meant ‘I might go fishing’. She had wanted to say ‘We are going fishing’. This allowed 
me to make two grammar points that arise out of this situation. Firstly the Prefix a- indicates 
uncertainty ‘might, ‘maybe’ (irrealis), whereas ga- is used with the present tense. In the first 
session we didn’t have time to talk about tense. This provided a natural opportunity to discuss 
the fact that there are different tenses in Mangarrayi (past, present and future tenses) using a 
colour-coded timeline, blue for past, light green for present and orange for future, that had 
been prepared before arriving in the community. Participants were very receptive. These same 
colours had been used in the Mangarrayi Language booklet using the principle of association 
to support memory.  
This explanation of the present tense was not comprehensive. The patterns of prefix and 
suffix use are more complicated than this. However, it did at least make the point that using 
different prefixes makes a difference in meaning.  
The second point was that the bound pronoun nga- means ‘I’ not ‘we’. I pointed out that there 
are a number of ways to translate the English ‘we’ in Mangarrayi: 
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ngi- ‘you and I’ 
ngirr- ‘He/she and I’ (not the person spoken to) 
ngirla- ‘They and I’ (not the person spoken to) 
ngarla- ‘We all’ (including the person spoken to) 
ngarr- ‘We three’ (including the person spoken to) 
 
I put up a chart listing all 12 Intransitive Subject forms – free and bound and showed how 
changing this one element allowed you to make a lot of different sentences. Everyone was 
very attentive and the feedback was that this was very helpful. JL decided on ngarla-. 
Again on the previous day we had discussed the fact that in the “chunk bank” there was only 
the Mangarrayi transcription and the meaning in English – no word for word gloss. When 
WG saw the translation of the sentence Jananggarri-ba ga-nya-murrma? as ‘What is the 
matter with you?’ he commented he thought murrma means ‘sick’ (which is what I had given 
the meaning as on the first day). We discussed the fact that a translation from one language to 
another does not correspond word for word. It is not always clear what the individual words, 
prefixes and suffixes mean. I showed on the board how linguists show the meaning of the 
individual components using an interlinear gloss.  
Jananggarri-ba ga-nya-murrma? 
what emphasis present you sick 
‘What’s the matter with you’ 
 
I used a less technical version than the standard system linguists use to make it easier to 
understand for non-linguists. I asked whether they thought this information would help or 
become too complex. They thought it would help. I showed how you could also use colour to 
show the relationship between the gloss and the Mangarrayi word more clearly. This got a 
positive reaction.  
Jananggarri-ba ga-nya-murrma? 
what emphasis present you sick 
‘What’s the matter with you’ 
 
I asked participants to prepare a PowerPoint document with the Mangarrayi sentences from 
their script together with an English translation and relevant sound file. I explains that the 
purpose is to allow them to practise the language they will need to film the scene on the last 
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two days of the block. Participants were familiar with PowerPoint and could find and open it. 
They needed to be reminded how to insert a sound file. Once they had completed this, I 
showed them some of the resources I had prepared previously to demonstrate how some 
features of PowerPoint that can help learning: animation, timing of animation, importing 
images, creation of stick figures and colour. Although these features were not really necessary 
for this resource as the learning task was very targeted - learning their lines from the script. 
GF came in late and hadn’t been there the previous day, so she was not involved in any script. 
A role and three short sentences were prepared for her in Group 1.  
7.3.4 Filming 
The last two days (Thursday & Friday) were given over to filming. On Thursday we filmed 
group 1 at the caravan where they were staying. There was already a fire, so AG and WG 
used this as the setting. GF was not available. We decided to film later. Since MG was staying 
there too, he took a non-speaking role in the scene. The scene was filmed as one shot with the 
camera on a tripod. I filmed as no one else was available. On Friday Group 2 filmed their 
scene. In this case, JL took control of the filming and directing. The scene involved JL, MG, 
CL, and another younger member of the community.  
7.4 Results 
Full transcripts of sessions 1-3 of Block 1 imported into NVivo coded as discussed earlier 
(Section 7.2.5) provided key evidence for the analysis of the nature and role of scaffolding in 
the sessions. Two other observational tools were used to ensure the data collected was a rich 
as possible. During the sessions, I used an observation matrix to note key behaviours that 
either reflect learning or indicate learning strategies. I made a detailed written   summary of 
the sessions including reflections on the effectiveness of his own dual role of researcher/ 
participant, as well participants’ engagement and the extent to which this might suggest 
transfer of responsibility. Supporting evidence concerning background information about 
participants, particularly previous language learning experience, attitudes to learning and 
expectations about the sessions was provided by the pre-block participant survey. Post-block 
reflections provided evidence as to the effectiveness of the content and resources of the 
sessions on learning from the perspective of the participants themselves.  
7.4.1 Survey before Block 1 
Only five of the participants completed the survey before Session 1 for a variety of reasons, 
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WG (50 years), AG (45 years), JL (38 years), WaG (19 years) and MG (17 years). All except 
WG have learnt some Mangarrayi mostly through the Jilkminggan school as a student (JL, 
WaG) or as an adult involved in teaching the language (AG and WG). JL also learnt some 
Mangarrayi through involvement in projects as a worker at the former Katherine 
Diwurruwurru-Jaru Language Centre. All participants report learning to say something in 
Mangarrayi and all but one say they learnt to understand some Mangarrayi. Only a few 
reported learning to read or write any Mangarrayi. All but one had learnt another language. 
WG used Guwal (the everyday form of Dyirbal) to communicate at home suggesting that he 
grew up with this language. He also learnt the Kriol used at Jilkminggan. Both he and AG 
studied a language at school (French, Spanish, Indonesian). WaG had to learn Kriol from an 
early age when she arrived in the community. JL also learnt Kriol to a very fluent level when 
she arrived at Jilkminggan in early adolescence. She also learnt some German as her father is 
of German heritage. All participants expressed the view that learning another language is 
positive because you are learning something new. Three participants (MG, AG and JL) said 
that it was good to be able to communicate with people in their language. JL enjoyed focusing 
on sounds and pronunciation and WaG liked being able to explain things to others about the 
language if they don’t speak it well. WaG also said she enjoyed different languages because 
the humour and style of storytelling is different. She enjoyed Kriol because she found many 
of the expressions are funny and make her laugh. Only three participants gave examples of 
things they didn’t enjoy in language learning. WaG found grammar difficult and felt that it 
was hard to remember if you don’t use the language. WaG found it hard to write in Kriol and 
JL felt it was hard to progress to a higher level and gain fluency. In answer to the question 
about their expectations of the sessions, four respondents said they thought they would learn 
to say some new words or expressions. JL suggested “sentence building”, although 
interestingly in the Session 1 she was worried about too much emphasis on grammar. WaG 
gave a very general response “about Mangarrayi language” which also implies learning some 
grammar/structure.  
7.4.1.1 Key findings from the survey 
1. All respondents had some previous experience with Mangarrayi and/or another 
Aboriginal language 
2. All expressed a positive view towards learning Mangarrayi.  
3. Respondents all thought they were going to learn new words or expressions in 
Mangarrayi as well as how to put sentences together, implying learning grammar at 
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some level. 
7.4.2 Personal reflection at the end of Block 1 
Four participants gave responses to the questions in the personal reflection at the end of the 
block, MG, WG, JL and CL. All said that they enjoyed learning about different aspects of 
Mangarrayi grammar:  
MG: Learning the Verbs, The little rules you were saying Learning all the sounds. 
WG: Learning the rules of grammar. 
JL: Trying to make sentences using materials MR made. 
CL: Well yes it did, because what I didn’t realise was that you could, you know, that they’re 
words themselves, but if you join them up it becomes different and sounds can change, which 
I thought was interesting. 
 
This is interesting as some of the responses from the pre-block survey and initial discussions 
in Session 1 suggested a negative perception of grammar. JL also included video making and 
songwriting (not directly part of the three sessions but a broader part of the activity that was 
going to contribute to the video) as being enjoyable. WG noted that he felt the sessions were 
quite short, not too long. Again this is in contrast to the fears expressed by JL after Session 1 
that the session had been too long and intense, particularly for the younger participants. MG 
and WG thought that there had not been enough time to cover what they would have liked. 
WG noted particularly that we hadn’t covered all the information in the “whole book” (the 
grammar booklet I had prepared). It had not been the intention to cover all this. The book was 
also to serve as an overview for later reference. JL felt there was too much “Academic talk”. 
She felt that “Hearing how many ways things can be said makes task of learning Mangarrayi 
too big”. This suggests a scaffolding strategy that limited choices such as Reduction of degree 
of freedom from the scaffolding framework could support this learner. Two respondents felt 
that the sessions helped with understanding written Mangarrayi (WG and JL) and two said 
they preferred listening (MG and CL). All participants said that the sessions helped with 
understanding spoken Mangarrayi. WG noted that sometimes the recordings were “a bit 
quiet”. Three respondents said they thought the sessions helped them say some more things in 
Mangarrayi at least a little: 
MG: Yeah, alright I guess. 
WG: A bit. It helped me get the words together following grammar rules 
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JL: Really helped – good to hear how things are pronounced. I didn’t fully understand unless 
English was provided 
 
CL seemed to focus on the written Mangarrayi in the sessions rather than the spoken chunks 
in her response 
 
CL: Probably not. No. Cause, I can’t get my tongue around what I’m seeing in front of me. I 
listen. Like, my mum, she could never read music, but she used to listen and you know, when 
she was playing the organ. And I was more or less the same. I could pick it up by ear. I could 
never read music or anything. I’m a listener more than anything else. 
 
Only two of the respondents (WG and JL) thought the sessions helped with writing 
Mangarrayi. 
Of the digital resources, all felt the dictionary was fairly helpful or really helpful and the 
Chunkbank was very helpful or helpful “a fair bit”. Other things mentioned as helping during 
the sessions were:  
MG: Well you guys talked about the main, like building, like the main words that you need to 
know to actually speak, eh? 
WG: Linguist (MR) had a good understanding of the language and helped one on one. 
JL: Picture cues being able to check and get more info on topic from Aunty Sheila and 
chocolates 
 
Strategies employed by learners to help learning: 
 
MG: Aunty JL. 
WG: I tried to practise speaking the things I learned in Mangarrayi. 
JL:  Some words – if it sounds like something in English I use it to remember words eg 
wan.gar (river pandanus) = one car 
 
WG reported practising 1 hour between session and JL 2 hours. WG said that the resources 
that helped him most were the Mangarrayi workbook and the recordings (Chunkbank), and JL 
audio and visuals to hear it (PowerPoint resources). 
 
In response to the question Did you feel that you learnt what you thought you would at the 
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beginning? The responses were: 
 
MG: So, yeah.. I’ll say yes. I learnt a few words. That’s what I said at the beginning. I learnt 
a few words, so ... na-milgmilg (one of the lines from the script) 
WG: Yes, I wanted to understand the grammar. 
JL: I had no expectations, came with an open mind to see what materials you had for us to 
work on. I had an idea of topic like you have talked about before. 
7.4.2.1  Key findings from the post session reflections  
1. All respondents expressed a positive attitude to learning some grammar, despite a 
number expressing negative attitudes towards grammar in the course of the sessions. 
2. Generally respondents felt that the sessions helped them say some new things in 
Mangarrayi, fulfilling one of the key expectations prior to the sessions. 
3. All respondents felt that Chunkbank and other digital resources helped them learn.   
7.4.3 Observation Matrix 
Because of my dual researcher/ participant role in these sessions it was not feasible to note 
observations for all categories in all sessions. The matrix allowed me to quickly evaluate 
seven key participant behaviours using a 5 point scale as well as providing space for notes. 
For all of the listed behaviours participants the evaluations ranged between 3 and 5. Whilst 
this evaluation is subjective and cannot be taken as a reliable evaluation of performance, it 
does give an indication that participants were engaged with the activities in the sessions and 
could be seen as evidence that learners were taking responsibility for their learning. 
7.4.4 Scaffolding 
Session 1 was analysed separately as it focused on explicit teaching and was thus significantly 
different from Sessions 2 & 3 which were analysed together. 
7.4.4.1  Session 1 
Within the three different domains of support, Cognitive, Metacognitive and Affect, 
Cognitive support made up 45% of references coded (Figure 7.16). Affect support represented 
28% of the references and Metacognitive support 27%.  
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Figure 7.16 Scaffolding Intentions in Block 1 Session 1 
In the coding structure two forms of cognitive support were coded for: Cognitive structuring 
and Reduction of degrees of freedom. Cognitive structuring was by far the most frequently 
observed Scaffolding Intention, representing 95% of coded references (Figure 7.17). Within 
the Affect domain there were two levels of coding (Figure 7.18). On the first level were 
Recruitment and Contingency management / frustration control. At the next level Threat 
reduction was identified as a more specific form of Contingency management / frustration 
control and Establishing connection was coded separately as a kind of Recruitment. Thirty-
five percent of total Affect references were coded as Recruitment and a further 18% were 
identified more specifically as Establishing connection. Thus 53% of the Scaffolding 
Intentions relate to recruitment. Overall, Threat Reduction was the most commonly observed 
Scaffolding Intention with 43% of all references for Affect. A further 4% of references were 
coded as Contingency management / frustration control. 
   
Figure 7.17 Cognitive Support Block 1 Session 1 Figure 7.18 Affect Support Block 1 Session 1 
 
Of the Scaffolding Means Explaining is the most salient accounting for a quarter of the 
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references (Figure 7.19). Using humour (20%) and Modelling (18%) were also important 
Scaffolding Means. I took the figure of 10% as an indication that a Scaffolding Means played 
a significant role in Scaffolding in this context. Using this criterion, Feeding Back (14%) and 
Instructing (10%) were also considered salient. Questioning (8%) the other six Scaffolding 
Means Giving hints, Reward, Non-task-oriented talking, Acknowledgement of prior learning 
and Encouragement which together made up only 5% of the strategies employed, were not 
counted as significant Scaffolding Means in this context. 
 
Figure 7.19 Scaffolding Means Block 1 Session 1 
 
Within the scaffolding framework used, support requires a combination of a Scaffolding 
Intention and a Scaffolding Means in order to be considered scaffolding.  
A matrix coding query was run cross-referencing the five salient Scaffolding Intentions 
identified above Cognitive structuring, Direction maintenance, Threat Reduction, 
Recruitment, Establishing connection with the six Scaffolding Means deemed significant 
(more than 10% of total references) Explaining, Feeding back, Modelling, Instructing, 
questioning, and Humour. Table 7.7 shows all the instances where one of the Scaffolding 
Intentions was coded together with one of the Scaffolding Means. These combinations can be 
said to represent the different types of scaffolding strategy used to support learners in Session 
1. 
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Table 7.8 Salient scaffolding types Block 1 Session 1 
Domain Scaffolding Intentions Scaffolding Means 
Cognitive Cognitive structuring Explaining 
Cognitive structuring Feeding back 
Cognitive structuring Modelling 
Cognitive structuring Questioning 
Metacognitive Direction maintenance Explaining 
Direction maintenance Feeding back 
Direction maintenance Instructing 
Direction maintenance Questioning 
Affect Recruitment Humour 
Threat reduction Humour 
Establishing connection Non-task-oriented 
talking 
 
The next step was to find who was doing the scaffolding. The proportion of Scaffolding 
Intentions (Figure 7.20) and Scaffolding Means (Figure 7.21) attributed to each participant in 
Session 1 were determined. The figure of 10% or more of total references was used as an 
indication of significant involvement in scaffolding by a given participant. Over half the 
Scaffolding Intention and Scaffolding Means references were attributed to me (57%), which 
is not surprising as this session mostly featured explicit teaching in my linguistic support role 
designed to scaffold learning. Participant JL was also significantly involved receiving 25% of 
Scaffolding Intention references and 24% of Scaffolding Means. All other participants 
received fewer than 10% of Scaffolding Intention or Means references and were therefore not 
significantly involved in scaffolding. 
   
Figure 7.20 Participants coded for Scaffolding      Figure 7.21 Participants coded for Scaffolding    
                    Intention                                                                   Means  
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To investigate whether a particular type of scaffolding from those listed in Table 7 was 
favoured by me (MR in this analysis) or JL, every combination of Scaffolding Intention and 
Scaffolding Means with each of the cases JL and MR was cross-referenced, a total of 22 
searches. Five scaffolding strategies coded together with MR represented more than 10% of 
total references (Figure 7.22): Cognitive structuring + Explaining (26%), Cognitive 
structuring + Feeding back, Cognitive structuring + Modelling (12%), Direction Maintenance 
+ Explaining (11%) and Direction maintenance + Instructing (10%). 
 
Figure 7.22 Scaffolding Types MR Block 1 Session 1 
 
Six scaffolding types were coded together with participant JL in more than 10% of references 
(Figure 7.23): Recruitment + Using humour (18%), Contingency management / frustration 
control + Using humour (18%), Threat reduction + Using humour, Cognitive structuring + 
Explaining (15%), Cognitive structuring + Modelling (14%) and Direction maintenance + 
Instructing (10%). Humour is clearly an important scaffolding strategy for JL as 54% of cases 
where she is observed scaffolding learning involve humour as a Scaffolding Means. 
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Figure 7.23 Scaffolding Types JL Block 1 Session 1 
 
7.4.4.2  Sessions 2 and 3 
In sessions 2 and 3, Metacognitive support (44%) was the most frequently observed form of 
support (Figure 7.24). Again Cognitive support (29%) and Affect support (27%) occurred 
with about the same frequency.  
 
Figure 7.24 Scaffolding Intentions Block 1 Sessions 2&3 
 
In the Cognitive domain, Cognitive structuring featured the most prominently (66% of 
references), however, Reduction of degrees of freedom (34%) was nearly seven times more 
prevalent than in Session 1 (Figure 7.25). In Figure 7.26, we see that references relating to 
either Contingency management / frustration control (47%) or the specific form of this, Threat 
reduction (26%), feature the most prominently in the Affect domain with a combined total of 
73% of all Affect references. Recruitment plays a much less prominent role as a Scaffolding 
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Intention in these sessions (14%) compared to Session 1. References relating to Establishing 
connection (13%) account for nearly all of the Recruitment coding. 
   
Figure 7.25 Cognitive Support Block 1 Sessions 2&3  Figure 7.26 Affect Support Block 1 Sessions 2&3    
   
 
As in Session 1, Using humour (24%), Explaining (23%), Feeding Back (18%), Modelling 
(14%), Instructing appeared as the most commonly used scaffolding Means, each represented 
more than 10% of the total strategies (Figure 7.27). The other six Scaffolding Means: Giving 
hints, Reward, Non-task-oriented talking, Acknowledgement of prior learning and 
Encouragement, together make up only a total of 2% of the Scaffolding Means. 
 
Figure 7.27 Scaffolding Means Block 1 Sessions 2&3 
 
A matrix coding query was conducted cross-referencing each of the salient (more than 10%) 
Scaffolding Intentions: Cognitive structuring, Direction maintenance, Threat Reduction, 
Recruitment and Establishing connection with the Scaffolding Means Using humour, 
Explaining, Feeding back, Modelling and Instructing. Table 7.8 shows all the instances where 
one of the Scaffolding Intentions was coded together with one of the Scaffolding Means. 
These combinations can be said to represent the different types of scaffolding strategy used to 
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support learners in Sessions 2 and 3. 
Table 7.9 Salient scaffolding types Block 1 Sessions 2&3 
Domain Scaffolding Intention Scaffolding Means 
Cognitive Cognitive structuring Explaining 
Cognitive structuring Feeding back 
Reduction of degrees of 
freedom 
Modelling 
Metacognitive Direction maintenance Explaining 
Direction maintenance Feeding back 
Direction maintenance Instructing 
Affect Contingency management / 
frustration control 
Humour 
Recruitment Humour 
 
As for Session 1, the proportion of Scaffolding Intentions (Figure 7.28) and Scaffolding 
Means (Figure 7.29) coded for each participant was analysed. Three participants, MR, WG 
and JL, each accounted for 10% or more of the references for both Scaffolding Intentions and 
Means. As in Session 1, MR is attributed with the most Scaffolding Intentions (50%) and 
Scaffolding Means (58% ). JL’s observed role in scaffolding is less than in Session 1 with 
14% of overall Scaffolding Intentions and 10% of Scaffolding Means. However participant 
WG shows significant involvement in scaffolding with 16% of the references for Scaffolding 
Intentions and 14% for Scaffolding Means. Although the observed instances of Scaffolding 
Intentions (9%) and Scaffolding Means (9%) for AG fall below the 10% threshold this is still 
quite a bit above her involvement in Session 1. This increase for AG and WG is due in large 
part to the fact that the observations in Session 2 focused more on the script creation of these 
two participants. For the purposes of the analysis of participant involvement in scaffolding I 
included participant AG.  
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Figure 7.28 Scaffolding Intention coding Block 1         Figure 7.29 Scaffolding Means coding Block 1       
                     Sessions 2&3                                                                 Sessions 2&3       
                                       
 
Each of the salient scaffolding types in Table 8 was cross-referenced with the four 
participants JL, WG, AG and MR, a total of 36 searches (Figures 7.30 -7.33). 
 
Figure 7.30 Scaffolding Types observed for JL Block 1 Sessions 2&3 
 
Figure 7.31 Scaffolding Types observed for WG Block 1 Sessions 2&3 
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Figure 7.32 Scaffolding Types observed for AG Block 1 Sessions 2&3 
 
Figure 7.33 Scaffolding Types observed for MR Block 1 Sessions 2&3 
 
As in Session 1, Using humour was the most ubiquitous Scaffolding Means for JL either for 
Contingency Management / frustration control (44%) or for Recruitment (17%). Direction 
maintenance + Instructing was another scaffolding type that represented 17% of her observed 
scaffolding behavior. For both WG and AG the scaffolding type Reduction of degrees of 
freedom + Modelling represents about half the scaffolding strategies observed for these two 
participants (WG = 47%, AG = 52%).When the  the term “Chunkbank” was added to the 
enquiry (WG/AG + Reduction of degrees of freedom + Modelling + Chunkbank) we see that 
it is Chunkbank that is doing the scaffolding by modelling language to reduce the choices that 
WG and AG have to make. For WG Using humour for Contingency management / frustration 
control (24%) or Recruitment (16%) were also important scaffolding strategies. AG also 
employed Contingency management / frustration control + Using Humour quite frequently 
(19%). Consistent with his role of providing linguistic support, albeit more informal than in 
Session 1, Explaining was the most observed Scaffolding Means for MR either for Direction 
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maintenance (29%) or Cognitive structuring (21%). Feeding back was another strategy 
employed by MR either for Direction maintenance (17%) or Cognitive structuring (11%). 
Humour as a Scaffolding Means for Contingency management / frustration control was also 
used by MR but less often than other participants (12% of Scaffolding).  
7.4.5 Chunkbank and Digital Resources as scaffolding 
Chunkbank was used in all sessions 1-3, although it was most used in Session 2 (Table 7.9). 
Use of the other digital (PowerPoint) resources was only observed in Session 1.  
Table 7.10 Resource use across blocks 
Resource Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 All sessions 
Chunkbank 7 61 9 77 
Digital resource 99 0 0 99 
 
To analyse the role these different resources played in scaffolding, both Scaffolding 
Intentions and Means were cross-referenced with Chunkbank for Sessions 1-3 and Digital 
resources for Session 1. Figures 7.33 and 7.34 show that the most significant Scaffolding 
Intentions in relation to Chunkbank were Reduction of degrees of freedom (66%) and 
Cognitive structuring (24%) and the two most significant Scaffolding Means were Explaining 
(18%) and Modelling (69%). 
   
Figure 7.34 Chunkbank & Scaffolding Intentions  Figure 7.35 Chunkbank & Scaffolding Means   
                    Block 1 Session 1-3                                                 Block 1 Session 1-3 
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A coding search was conducted in Nvivo using the following search terms: 
Chunkbank + Reduction of degrees of freedom + Explaining 
Chunkbank + Reduction of degrees of freedom + Modelling 
Chunkbank + Cognitive Structuring + Explaining 
Chunkbank + Cognitive Structuring + Modelling 
 
Figure 7.36 shows the proportion of references for each of these combinations. The results 
show that for Chunkbank, Modelling is the most important Scaffolding Means either to 
reduce the possibilities or choices for the learner (63% of references) or for Cognitive 
structuring (19%). 
 
Figure 7.36 Chunkbank as Scaffolding 
 
For the digital resources (PowerPoint resources), Cognitive Structuring (44%) and Direction 
Maintenance (53%) were the most significant Scaffolding Intentions (Figure 7.36) and 
Modelling (37%), Explaining (29%) and Feeding back (14%) were the most significant 
Scaffolding Means (Figure 7.37). 
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Figure 7.37 Digital resources & Scaffolding Intentions  Figure 7.38 Digital resources & Scaffolding Means  
                    Block 1 Session 1                                                            Block 1 Session 1                                                  
 
A coding search was conducted in Nvivo using the following search terms: 
Digital resources + Cognitive Structuring + Modelling 
Digital resources + Cognitive Structuring + Explaining 
Digital resources + Cognitive Structuring + Feeding back 
Digital resources + Direction Maintenance + Modelling 
Digital resources + Direction Maintenance + Explaining 
Digital resources + Direction Maintenance + Feeding back 
 
Figure 7.39 shows the proportion of references corresponding to each of these combinations. 
From these we can say that the digital resources primarily scaffold learning by providing 
models of language for Cognitive structuring and giving explanations for Direction 
maintenance and cognitive structuring. Feedback provided by the resources also helps keep 
learners on track (Direction maintenance). 
 
Figure 7.39 Digital Resources as Scaffolding 
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7.4.6 Transfer of responsibility 
Transfer of responsibility for learning or ownership of the learning by participants is an 
essential part of the scaffolding framework, without which support cannot be considered 
scaffolding. In order to operationalise the concept of Transfer of responsibility, ten different 
behaviours were coded for that showed participants were taking responsibility for or 
ownership of their learning: Tells anecdote, Takes up a suggestion, Shows understanding, 
Shows prior knowledge, Presents argument or idea, Offers a response, Makes a suggestion, 
Has a go, Finds information – non-digital resource and Asks a question. The coding query 
function in Nvivo was used to find the aggregated total of references for all of the ten 
Transfer of responsibility behaviours and aggregated total for all nodes across all three 
sessions (Table 7.10)  
Table 7.11 Aggregated references Transfer of responsibility and All nodes 
Query = any of All sessions 
Transfer of 
responsibility 
593 
All nodes 1252 
 
Transfer of responsibility represents about 47% of the total coded references across all 
sessions. Thus just under half of all observations in the study refer to behaviours indicating 
participants are engaging in some way with the task. This suggests that participants are taking 
responsibility for or ownership of their learning.  
Figure 7.40 shows the relative proportion of all the Transfer of responsibility references for 
each session 1-3: 
 
Figure 7.40 References for Transfer of responsibility in each session 
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We can see that in Sessions 1 and 2 there were about the same number of behaviours 
observed, but significantly fewer were observed in Session 3. This is possibly because there 
were fewer opportunities to display these behaviours than in Session 1 where participants 
were in a formal learning context or in Session 2 where they were engaged in the script 
creation. Session 3 was more focused on group feedback on the scripts. Figure 7.41 shows the 
proportion of references coded for the ten behaviours relating to Transfer of responsibility 
across all three sessions indicating which behaviours were more prevalent. Again behaviours 
representing 10% or more of the total behaviours were considered to be an indicator of some 
engagement with or ownership of the learning. In order of frequency they are: Has a go 
(21%), Asks a question (18%), Offers a response (14%), Presents an argument or idea (13%) 
and Makes a suggestion (10%). Has a go indicates that a participant tried to say a Mangarrayi 
utterance. Asking questions shows that the participant is actively seeking information. Offers 
a response, Presents an argument or idea and Makes a suggestion indicate that a participant 
is contributing to a discussion.  
 
Figure 7.41 References coded for Transfer of responsibility behaviours all sessions 
 
All ten Transfer of responsibility indicators were cross-referenced with all participants to see 
which participants showed the most involvement in the sessions. Figures 7.42-7.44 show the 
results for each session. Each session was looked at separately as the participants were not the 
same in each of these and in Session 2 HT was only an observer, although he did infact 
participate. We can see that in each of the sessions the majority of participants were observed 
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engaging in some way with the task more than 10% of the time. Although WaG was unable to 
participate in sessions 2 and 3, she was very involved in the first Session (26% of references). 
JL, WG, AG and MG showed involvement at a rate above 10%. WG (44%) and AG (31%) 
had the highest number of references in Session 2. However, as pointed out earlier, the 
observation in Session 2 focussed on these two participants in developing their script, so it is 
not surprising that they should feature heavily. For this same reason the number of 
observations relating to JL was lower than in Session 1 (15%) but still significant. In Session 
3, these same participants WG (51%), JL (20%) and AG (20%) showed significant 
involvement. 
   
Figure 7.42 Transfer of responsibility all participants  Figure 7.43 Transfer of responsibility all participants   
                    Session 1                                                                        Session 2 
                                         
                    
 
Figure 7.44 Transfer of responsibility all participants Session 3 
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In the next section I will give a summary of the key findings from Block 1 of Study 4. 
7.5 Summary 
7.5.1 Scaffolding  
7.5.1.1  Contingency 
One of the important criteria for a support strategy to be considered scaffolding is that the 
learning should meet the needs of the learners (Contingency). In the after block reflection 
surveys all respondents said that the sessions helped them with understanding spoken 
Mangarrayi and most said it helped them say some things in Mangarrayi. The majority of 
respondents thought that the sessions had met the expectations they had expressed in the pre-
block survey. This suggests that, on the whole, the learning was contingent. The decision to 
begin the block with some explicit grammatical instruction, despite the negative comments 
about grammar expressed in the first session, did seem to correspond to the stated 
expectations of many of the respondents in the pre-block survey. It was, however, pitched at 
too much of an “academic” level for JL, although it met the needs of WG. 
7.5.1.2  Session 1 
One part of the hypothesis in this thesis is that external linguistic support may have a role to 
play in helping community participants in Study 4 understand and use Mangarrayi audio 
segments. The study design provided for both explicit and more informal linguistic support. 
In Session 1 the focus was on explicit teaching of some basic Mangarrayi Grammar. 
Participant MR took principal responsibility for organising and delivering this Session, so it is 
not surprising that the results from the scaffolding analysis in this session show that he was 
responsible for at least half of the scaffolding observed in the session. The main scaffolding 
strategies used by MR relate to the Cognitive domain (Cognitive structuring + Explaining 
(26%), Cognitive structuring + Feeding back (18%) and Cognitive structuring + Modelling 
(12%)). Strategies in the Metacognitive domain were also employed but less frequently ( 
Direction Maintenance + Explaining (11%) and Direction maintenance + Instructing (10%)). 
Interestingly no scaffolding relating to the Affect domain represented 10% or more of 
observed scaffolding and thus was not considered to play a significant role. This could 
account for the negative feedback given by JL in the after block reflection that the session was 
too “Academic”. 
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Participant JL, herself a trained pre-school teacher who has played an active role in 
Mangarrayi teaching at Jilkminggan school in recent years, was also shown to play a 
significant role in the scaffolding observed in Session 1. The scaffolding employed by JL 
predominantly relates to the Affect domain and humour was an important means of achieving 
the Scaffolding Intention (Recruitment + Using humour (18%), Contingency management / 
frustration control + Using humour (18%), Threat reduction + Using humour). Scaffolding in 
the Cognitive domain (Cognitive structuring + Explaining (15%), Cognitive structuring + 
Modelling (14%)) and the Metacognitive domain (Direction maintenance + Instructing 
(10%)) were also observed but played a less important role in the overall scaffolding she 
employed. 
7.5.1.3  Sessions 2 and 3 
Sessions 2 and 3 focused more on the participants. Chunkbank played a greater role than in 
Session 1 and linguistic support offered by MR was more informal. As might be expected 
there was wider involvement of participants with JL, WG, AG playing a significant role. In 
Session 2 half of the session concentrated on observation of WG and AG in creating the 
script, accounting for the predominance of references relating to these two participants in 
Session 2. As in Session 1, Using humour was the most ubiquitous Scaffolding Means for JL 
either for Contingency Management / frustration control (44%) or for Recruitment 
(17%).Direction maintenance + Instructing (17%) was another significant scaffolding strategy 
observed for JL. 
For both WG and AG, the scaffolding type Reduction of degrees of freedom + Modelling 
represents about half the scaffolding strategies observed for these two participants. However, 
closer examination of these references shows that they are infact the recipients of scaffolding 
provided by Chunkbank. For both WG and AG humour was an important Scaffolding Means 
for Contingency management / Frustration control or Recruitment. 
Explaining was the most observed Scaffolding Means for MR, either for Direction 
maintenance or Cognitive structuring. Feeding back was another strategy employed by MR, 
either for Direction maintenance or Cognitive structuring. Humour as a Scaffolding Means for 
Contingency management / Frustration control was more frequently employed by MR than in 
Session 1, but still less often than JL, WG or AG in Session 2 and 3. 
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7.5.1.4  Chunkbank 
The results show that for Chunkbank, Modelling is the most important Scaffolding Means, 
either to reduce the possibilities or choices for the learner (Reduction of degrees of freedom) 
or for cognitive structuring. In light of the feedback from participants during the sessions that 
interlinear glossing would help, improvements were made to Chunkbank for Blocks 2 and 3, 
such as adding a non-technical gloss below each Mangarrayi utterance (Figure 7.45). A 
colour-coding system was used to more easily identify which elements go together. This is 
especially important for Mangarrayi as there are sometimes two elements of the morphology 
that signal a particular grammatical meaning, as in the example below: 
a-nga-wurrbarjin-gu a-nga-ninga-n  
will I get better might I come 
‘If I feel better, I will come’ 
 
In addition to the contrastive function of colour, associative principles were used to support 
memory and processing by maintaining a certain degree of consistency in the use of colour: 
green for present tense, dark blue for past tense, dark orange for all irrealis, maroon for 
pronouns (all kinds), dark yellow for all other nominal affixes and black for all the rest.  
 
Figure 7.45 Chunkbank with glossing 
In the after block reflection all participants thought that Chunkbank was “very helpful” or 
“fairly helpful”, particularly because participants could hear the spoken utterance. WG 
mentioned that sometimes the sound was too low. This could be fixed by re-speaking those 
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segments that were too quiet. The participants expressed interest in having a copy of the 
Chunkbank and other resources. A copy was downloaded onto the two computers that used 
for the sessions and are to remain in the community under JL’s supervision. As WG and 
family don’t live in the community, a copy was also downloaded onto his computer. 
7.5.1.5  Digital resources 
Digital resources primarily scaffold learning by providing models of Mangarrayi language for 
cognitive structuring and by giving explanations to keep learners on task (Direction 
maintenance) and for Cognitive structuring. Feedback provided by the resources also gave 
Direction maintenance. The feedback from the after block survey showed that respondents 
found the digital resources “fairly helpful” or “really helpful”. JL responded that the images 
helped (as opposed to the sound only in Chunkbank).  
7.5.1.6  Linguistic support (MR) 
MR played a big role in the scaffolding in both sessions, although given that the first session 
involved predominantly explicit instruction led by him it is not surprising that he was 
responsible for most of the scaffolding in that session. His main Scaffolding Intentions were 
Cognitive structuring and Direction maintenance. Explaining, Feeding back and Modelling 
were the most important Scaffolding Means he used to achieve these. Although there was no 
specific question about this support in the after block reflection, several participants 
mentioned it. So even though it could be argued that participants gave more positive 
responses because the reflection was not anonymous and they may not have wished to offend 
MR, the fact that they didn’t have to any response suggested that participants’ response was 
fairly reliable.  
7.5.1.7 Transfer of responsibility 
Participants successfully developed two scripts relating to the topic Health & Sickness and 
shot footage that could subsequently be edited to create the video resource. Transfer of 
responsibility references represent about half of the total coded references for all nodes across 
all sessions. In addition the results show that in each of the sessions 1-3 the majority of 
participants were observed engaging in some way with the task more than 10% of the time. 
Having a go at using Mangarrayi, Asking questions, Offering responses, Presents arguments 
or ideas and Making suggestions were significant participant behaviours observed that 
indicate they were engaged in the activities during the sessions. Three participants, JL, WG 
and AG, made use of scaffolding strategies to support their peers. The dominant Scaffolding 
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Intentions related to the Affect domain, Recruitment, Contingency management / frustration 
control, and Using humour were by far the most important Scaffolding Means. Taken 
together, this evidence suggests that Transfer of responsibility and Fading did occur for the 
majority of participants. JL took a leading role in Session 1. It can be concluded that 
participants were displaying independence in their learning, a finding supported by my 
observations during the sessions using the Observation matrix. From these results it is not 
possible to say conclusively that the support provided led to independence or which kind of 
support played a more significant role. However, responses to questions in the after block 
survey suggest that, from the learners’ perspective, scaffolding provided by the Chunkbank, 
digital resources, linguistic instruction from MR as well as peer-to-peer support particularly 
from JL, WG and AG, all played a positive role in the success of the learning in the sessions. 
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Chapter 8 Study 4 Blocks 2 & 3 
 
8.0 Introduction 
In the original planning of Study 4, the video resource creation task was spread across three 
separate one week blocks (see Chapter 7, Section 7.1.3). For reasons discussed in Chapter 7, 
this had to be modified so that the activities planned over three weeks were compacted into 
the one week allocated to Block 1. The most important change from the original plan was that 
only one participant from Block 1, JL, continued to be involved in Blocks 2 and 3.Video 
resource creation around the topic of Health and Sickness remained at the core of the 
activities, although with a shift of focus to collection and preparation of bush medicine. In this 
chapter, I will discuss the development of a new plan for Blocks 2 and 3 and the development 
of contexts and activities that would allow continued observations relating to support and 
independence for learning of Mangarrayi. I will show how JL took a leading role in the 
development of the activities, particularly in recruiting a wide range of community members 
who were involved at different times in different activities. I will discuss observations about 
language support provided by speaker Sheila Conway and older community members’ 
knowledge of Mangarrayi and the role they might play in language revitalisation.       
8.1 Methodology 
In block 1, a learning environment was established that engaged learners in script 
development with targeted support and filming of short scenes making use of these. Although 
there were many unpredictable variables, certain aspects of the context could be planned and 
engineered. With the compaction of the 3 block plan into Block 1, this environment was no 
longer applicable to Blocks 2 and 3. At the outset of Block 3, neither the learning activities 
nor the environment within which these could be observed had been established. In the 
context of the linguistic / cognitive anthropology design-based paradigm within which this 
research is set, this offered a natural opportunity for JL to take greater control of the project, 
building on the independence and ownership observed in Block 1. As a long term resident of 
Jilkminggan, JL’s knowledge of the community and social ties within the community put her 
in a position to make informed decisions about activities that will encourage broader 
community involvement. The original structure for Study 4 was maintained with Blocks 2 and 
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3 spread across three weeks - a one week block, one week’s break and then another week. 
Table 8.1 shows the activities that were observed in Blocks 2 and 3.  
Table 8.1 Outline of activities that occurred in Blocks 2 & 3 
Block Activities 
Block 2 16/7/18 
– 20/7/18 
A range of community members Collecting bush medicine  
Younger community members simulating preparation of bush medicine 
directed and filmed by JL 
Eliciting language for preparation of bush medicines through simulation 
of context. 
Sheila coaching younger community member to say some lines in 
Mangarrayi 
Community members trying out some Mangarrayi PowerPoint 
resources  
 
Break 21/7/18 – 
29/7/18 week 
Visit Ngukurr community – discussion with BR about Chunkbank and 
digital Mangarrayi resources. 
Block 3 
30/7/18 – 3/7/18 
Investigation of background knowledge of older community members  
Observation of older community members using Chunkbank.  
Observation of older community members listening to an earlier corpus 
(MERLAN_F02-005665) and their knowledge of Mangarrayi 
vocabulary and grammar. 
Older community members collecting giwu ‘Emu Berry’ and preparing 
tea from this - context helping rekindle language knowledge.    
 
 
All sessions were filmed and audio was recorded with a Zoom recorder. After each session, I 
completed a detailed reflection of observations. Much of the analysis and transcription of the 
video and audio data was completed during the Blocks while the sessions were still fresh. The 
Chunkbank was regularly updated with new Mangarrayi expressions noted during analysis so 
that it provided the most comprehensive set of audio chunks relating to the topic when 
presented to community members.  
8.2 Block 2  
8.2.1 Development of activities 
During the planned one week break after Block 1, I returned to Sydney and had no contact 
with community members during that time. He returned to Jilkminggan on Monday 16 July 
2018, the planned beginning of Block 2. JL came over to the Government Complex building 
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at Jilkminggan where I was staying to discuss the next stage of the project. Two general 
directions were decided upon: 
1. Try to use Chunkbank to develop some more scenarios that could later be filmed with 
community members so they could be involved in filming and using Mangarrayi 
phrases 
2. Work with Sheila to record more language around collecting, preparing and using 
bush medicine. 
JL thought that collection and preparation of bush medicine would be of interest to 
community members. The community still uses some bush medicines on a regular basis and 
there are known places around the community where these are collected. JL felt that she 
would be able to find adult community members who would be happy to participate in this 
activity. A version of Chunkbank around this topic was developed using Mangarrayi audio 
chunks sourced from existing audio recordings (Appendix 20). 
JL took responsibility for recruiting participants for collection of bush medicine. She had 
some participants in mind, some of whom had participated in previous sessions throughout 
the research. The decision as to which plants would be gathered was left up to the community 
member participants. The collection process was to be filmed with the aim of editing making 
a video about the collection and creation of the bush medicines. Although the resulting video 
would serve to document this process of collection and preparation of some bush medicines, 
this was not the main purpose of the activity. One the one hand, the activity would provide 
participants with an opportunity to use any Mangarrayi language they knew relating to this 
context. Potentially useful language could also be introduced to participants which might 
stimulate a memory or provide them with a learning opportunity. The completed video can 
also serve as a language learning resource for other learners. 
Throughout Blocks 2 and 3 and in the period after the end of Study 4, JL took responsibility 
for the editing of footage filmed in Blocks 1-3 and developing a video learning resource with 
Mangarrayi, Kriol and English subtitles. 
8.2.2 Participants 
Only one of the participants originally envisaged by JL was available on the day (17/7/18) but 
she was able to find other community members who were interested in participating. These 
included a broad range of community members all of whom are long-time residents of 
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Jilkminggan: 
Older adult         SR – JL’s cousin & Sheila’s niece. 
       BW – JL’s aunty in skin terms.  
 
Younger adult    CC – JL’s second cousin and daughter in skin terms. Sheila’s grand-daughter 
 
High school    AY – CC’s son and Sheila’s great-grandson. He is in Year 7 high school at  
                           boarding school in Alice Springs. He was back in the community for the  
                           holidays. AY was a participant in Study 3. 
 
Primary school  DC – JL’s 3rd cousin and grandson in skin terms. Sheila’s great-grandson. He   
                            is in upper primary school at the Jilkminggan school. 
 
Research leader JL  
 
8.2.3 Observations 
We went in two four-wheel drives to three different locations and filmed participants 
collecting three different types of bush medicine:  
1. dumbuyumbu – This is how it is referred to locally, SR said this is a Yangman word. 
The location was out on the Roper Highway just near the turnoff to the community. 
We had to search for a bit as the place they first took us to had been stripped bare.  
2. gergerg – SR and CC call it “Tea bag” but it is also known as “Vix “because of its 
strong smell. They said it was used to freshen the air and was also good to help 
breathing. The location was on the road into the community. Sheila gave the name 
later gergerg. She said it was also good for ailments – “wash in it. Don’t drink it”. 
When I asked if it was used to make a nice smell didn’t agree. Maybe this is more 
recent.  
3. jorroy: this is the general word used for bush medicine but is also used to refer to 
‘lemon grass’ or ‘curly grass’ as it is known locally. We went out on the dirt road in 
the community road toward Elsey Falls a few kilometres. JL points out that the roots 
can also be boiled up and used. This is the black soil country (Wurray). We also 
collected firewood to make a fire for the filming later. 
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8.2.4 Filming preparation of bush medicines 
We took the plants back to Sheila’s house for identification of Mangarrayi names. She was 
not home but there were a number of younger relatives and other community members 
present who all know JL. She explained to them that we were interested in filming some 
scenes for a video and asked whether they would be interested in participating. They all 
agreed. On this occasion JL didn’t ask them to speak Mangarrayi, no doubt because she felt 
this could be confronting. In the final resource she used her own voiceover saying the 
Mangarrayi phrases or inserted audio segments with Sheila’s voice.  
8.2.5 Trying out resources  
JL set up a Mangarrayi Dropbox and we uploaded all the digital materials that had been 
created. SC and her daughter LC came to the Government Complex to try out some of the 
digital resources. JL and I were present. The first resource they tried was  Jananggari ga-nya-
murrma? ‘What’s wrong with you?’ with some expressions spoken by Sheila relating to 
sickness. Both SC and LC thought the stick-figure animations (Figure 8.1) and sound effects 
were funny and interesting.   
 
Figure 8.1 Slide from resource Jananggarri ga-nya-murrma? 
 
We asked SC to listen to the utterances and try to repeat them. The utterances all followed the 
pattern ga-nga-murrma + [name of body part]-nganju or [name of body part]-nganju + ga-
nga-murrma. This meant that for each new utterance, learners were only faced with one new 
element, the body part name. Repetition would allow learners to become familiar with these 
elements, particularly as Study 3 showed that the suffix -nganju ‘my’ was already familiar to 
mirn-nganju ga-nga-murrma
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most participants. Even though most of the utterances were six syllables or longer we didn’t 
further chunk these as results from study 3 would suggest, as it was thought repetition would 
help make the utterances easier to remember. At the beginning SC found it difficult but found 
it easier after a few attempts. This would account for the fact that SC seemed to find it easier 
the more she listened and repeated. She found the resource for teaching cardinal points easier 
as it as it was word-focused (Figure 8.2). 
 
Figure 8.2 Slide from cardinal points resource 
 
JL observed that during Block 1 the “Mangarrayi sounds” resource gave participants 
confidence. She felt that a learning strategy beginning with single words and then moving to 
longer utterances helped build confidence. LC also had a go using the Jananggarri ga-nya-
murrma? resource and was able to mimic the sounds with relative ease. SC said that seeing 
the written Mangarrayi on the resource helped. We showed her that these resources could also 
be put onto a phone, for example, the PowerPoint resource A-ngirla-yag na-marr-wu ‘Let’s 
go fishing’ (Figure 8.3). 
west
gayarra
west
gayarra
west
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Figure 8.3 Slide from resource A-ngirla-yag na-marr-wu 
 
SC found it difficult to repeat the utterances on this resource. She felt there were too many 
words in one go. The resource had been created before the results from Study 3 and contained 
quite long utterances with no chunking. The use of colours was designed to highlight the 
function of different parts of the utterance without having to name the grammatical function, 
for example -yan ‘in’ (locative), wurla- ‘they’ (bound pronoun). SC said this was helpful. She 
was interested in having these resources on her own phone. She was able to download them 
from the Dropbox set up by JL.  
HL participated in Studies 1-3 but was unavailable for Study 4 Block 1 due to other 
commitments in the community at that time. She had expressed interest in having digital 
resources on her phone to help learn some Mangarrayi, however, had not yet had the chance 
to do it. I showed her Chunkbank and some of the PowerPoint resources from Block 1. HL 
downloaded the resource Jananggarri-ba ga-nya-murrma? onto her iPhone at the JCAC 
office using Wi-Fi. When she opened it the sound files wouldn’t play. A search on the 
internet revealed that this is common with iPhones. One suggested solution was to use the 
program Keynote37 to play Powerpoint files. We successfully downloaded this program and 
the sound file played. When HL tried using the resources on the phone she commented that 
the written text helped her a lot. Again she made the point that listening helped as she has 
always found the best way to learn a bit of Mangarrayi is “when they [Sheila or Jessie] are 
 
37 https://www.apple.com/au/keynote 
Na-ngugu-yan ye' wurla-mari, dangaw dangaw' 
wurla-buni.
In the water they played, they dived.
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next to me”. She made the same point when frustrated during Study 3.  
8.2.6 Chunkbank  
On 31 July 2018, SC and LC came to the Government Complex. One of the purposes of this 
session was to find expressions from Chunkbank relating to preparation of bush medicine that 
could they could use in future filming of bush medicine preparation. I showed SC utterances 
relating to the topic “Bush medicine”. JL was also present to support SC. I played the 
utterance na-barrigong-gan nya-bardnama damayi-an ‘in the cup, you put it on the fire’ 
(00:19) once and SC found it difficult to say. I broke it up by stopping after na-barrigong-gan 
‘In the cup’, SC was able to repeat this. Then I played nya-bardnama ‘you put on’, which SC 
repeated quite closely although nya ‘you’ was not clearly distinguished from nga- ‘I’. I had 
noticed that this was also a difficult distinction for other community members. JL was able to 
help SC pronounce nya- by saying it really slowly and clearly and relating it to another word 
that SC knew, nyanggima ‘hello’.  
On reviewing the video I saw a potential reason for SC’s confusion. The chunk na-barrigong-
gan ends with a nasal [n] and the second chunk nya-bardnama begins with the another nasal 
[ny] so these two sounds assimilate. When I played the second chunk it came out as [ya-
bardnama]. Although as it happens this is still a correct Mangarrayi utterance ‘it should/ 
might be put’, it was not a good model for the intended expression. This highlights the fact 
that chunking of utterances requires great care to ensure that the editing does not unduly 
disturb the pronunciation.   
JL also made the comment “We need them slower and write them down” (3:07) as she didn’t 
always find it easy to listen and repeat. We moved to another utterance nya-bardnama 
damayi-an.  JL wrote it down on butchers paper. She questioned whether the second chunk is 
na-damayi-an just damayi-an, as both can be used to mean ‘on the fire’. We listen again and 
in this case it is damayi-an. Such inconsistencies in us of Mangarrayi morphology are not 
uncommon and this is something that learners need to be made aware of. The written text SC 
mimic the utterance quite closely. 
The next expression ya-ni ‘let it rest’ (6:17) highlighted one of the disadvantages of using 
transcription as a support. In the current orthography, retroflex nasals [rn] at the beginning of 
words are simplified to “n”. The retroflex sound can be hard to hear when the word stands 
alone, but it often becomes very obvious following a vowel. In this case, the retroflex nasal 
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can be clearly heard following the irrealis prefix ya-[rni]. Both JL and SC produce it without 
difficulty using the audio only. Reading the transcription could negatively influence this. On 
the whole, Mangarrayi orthography is quite phonemic and coincides quite closely with 
pronunciation in most cases. The [k] and [g] distinction, as in a number of Australian 
languages, is in free variation and is dependent on the environment in which it occurs. The 
orthography has swung between use of “k” or “g” as the letter used to represent the phoneme. 
JL has often expressed the view that she would like the transcription to reflect pronunciation 
as far as possible and when writing Mangarrayi uses the letter “k” or “g” that most closely 
corresponds to the sound she hears, for example, kiwu ‘Emu berry’.  
The next expression listened to is jalug ja-ma ‘it cools down’ (6:39) – neither JL nor SC had 
any trouble repeating this. I asked LC to try and she missed the [g] saying [jalu jama]. JL 
repeated “jalug” for her, emphasising the final sound and LC copied it clearly and accurately. 
I then played the whole utterance and she again repeated clearly and accurately.  
The next expression chosen was jaw’ bu ‘pour it’ (7:16). SC said [nyawbu] and JL [jawgu] – 
on the second hearing both JL and SC pronounced it clearly. The interesting thing observed 
here is that they captured the intonation pattern accurately. There is an intonation pattern 
peculiar to Mangarrayi where a vowel is doubled with a tone shift on the second and more 
prominent stress [jaáw]. Mention of this does not appear in Merlan’s grammar but I observed 
this pattern in the elicitation sessions in 1994 from all three speakers Amy Dirn.gayg, Sheila 
Conway and Jessie Roberts. It seemed to imply insistence and possibly frustration. It does not 
seem that this intonation pattern plays an important functional role in natural speech, and is 
probably not something that learners need to focus on, particularly at a beginner level. The 
point to make here is that the audio chunks allowed the participants to imitate the intonation 
pattern quite closely. I have previously discussed the fact that one advantage of working with 
chunks is that they are pre-loaded with grammatical and prosodic information that can help 
learners assimilate these without explicit explanation. On the other hand, the prosody of a 
captured chunk will relate to the context in which it was originally recorded. Within the 
Chunkbank framework at times learners’ attention may need to be drawn explicitly to the 
functional significance of particular intonation patterns, for example, whether an utterance 
represents a question or statement (see Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1) 
I played the utterance narra ngugu mi ‘get that water’ (10:13). SC was able to repeat it 
straight away as it was one of the expressions she had previously heard from Sheila. With the 
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utterance wirrijma nyanggai ‘you scrape it off [the bark]’ (10’31”) SC had trouble with the 
first sound [ny] of nyanggai. JL was able to help by pronouncing it clearly. Again with mob 
ga-nya-ma ‘you break it’ (12:05) SC found it difficult to pronounce the nya-. Again JL was 
able to help by breaking it into very small chunks of one syllable mob, ga-, nya, ma. JL also 
wrote it down, more I think to help herself than for SC. SC put the stress on the final syllable, 
I pointed out that in this case, and very often in Mangarrayi, the stress falls on the penultimate 
syllable.  
JL broke ngugu nya-ja (17’10”) down into small chunks syllables ngugu, nya, ja and repeated 
these several times. This helped SC to repeat it. When asked to put it all together on her own 
she hesitated and asked JL to write it down. Reading helped her say it confidently and 
fluently. I asked “So it helps when you see it, eh? (18:44) and SC replied “Yeah”. SC had 
difficulty with the [ny] sound in the next expression nya-mi nyanggi ‘You, you put it’ (19:50), 
but when reading (with JL also saying it) she could say it quite easily. When SC repeated na-
dim-gu ‘for the sore’ (21:38) she said “na-ding-gu”. Again writing it helped her say it clearly, 
particularly hearing the recording again. We tried this one more time with a longer utterance 
marrb marrb nama na-wirla ‘tied it all up with a bandage’ (24:48). JL wrote it down before 
playing the recording. JL said it as she wrote it and SC copied a little. We then let her read the 
utterance and played the recording twice. SC said “marrb marrb nawu ...”. I pointed to the 
written text and JL modelled the utterance slowly. SC repeated it quite accurately. I asked SC 
to try again reading from the written text and she could say it fluently and confidently. We 
repeated this process with the utterance jananggarri-ba ga-nya- murrma? ‘What’s wrong 
with you?’ (27:45). The combination of hearing and seeing the text really seemed to help, 
particularly with the longer utterances. 
8.3 Mangarrayi support from Sheila Conway 
Over many years Sheila Conway, as a fluent Mangarrayi speaker, has played a crucial role 
supporting language teaching at Jilkminggan. Merlan (1987:147) observed that the kind of 
grammatical analysis that is the bread and butter of linguists was not generally the preferred 
approach of Aboriginal people with whom she worked including at Jilkminggan. JL has 
commented that Sheila’s preferred method of teaching language is in context: 
“When Aunty Sheila was able, she liked teaching language by going to the environment or 
‘that country’ of a story she had told. She would say “Let’s go to that place”. The place brings 
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up much more things easier, being in the right context to learn in than just sitting at the camp, 
there’s not much to prompt the conversation.” (ICLDC 6 2019, presentation JL) 
In several sessions at the beginning of Block 2, JL and I had tried to elicit expressions relating 
to the preparation of bush medicine. On a number of occasions it was clear that Sheila wasn’t 
sure what we were asking, even though JL explained in Kriol. In a later session (20 July 
2018) the opportunity arose to use the plants collected a few days earlier and some simple 
props to simulate the processes and actions, such as stripping off leaves and bark, that we 
wanted Sheila to help us express in Mangarrayi. I videoed the session and we placed a zoom 
audio recorder near where Sheila was sitting. SC and JL simulated various activities related to 
preparation of the plants and asked Sheila how to give instructions in Mangarrayi tell 
someone how to do the simulated actions. SC and LC repeated the phrases after her. This 
footage was later used to edit together a short learning video. In this contextualised session 
we were able to elicit much more targeted vocabulary and expressions than elicitation without 
the support of simulation and realia (Table 8.2).  
Table 8.2 Expressions relating to bush medicine preparation elicited from Sheila Conway 
Clip Mangarrayi elicitation 
Clip 1 
20/7/18 
 
00.25   niwa ga-ngirla- bardnama ga-ngirla-nidba dib  
             this  PRES-1PL/EXCL-put PRES-1PL/EXCL-have sore 
             we put this in (when) we have sores 
   ... a-ngarla-mi-wu    
   IRR-1PL/INCL get-DES 
 we will get it 
 
la-mi-wu        na-yi    ya-yala   
2PL-get-IRR   ???        IRR-bother 
You PL should get it    if it bothers you 
 
jurrgjurrg-nawu  
     leaf-POSS 3SG 
  its leaves 
jurrgjurrg-nawu ja-yirrma         na-dim-gu  
  leaf- POSS 3SG PRES take off    sore-DAT 
the leaves are taken off for sores 
 
  yirr’ ja-war  
throw PRES-AUX 
you throw it in 
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1.03 wurr-yarmari   
         3DU- take off IMP 
those two took off the leaves 
 
ja-wurr-bardnama ja-wurr-bardnama mawung-gan na-durdur-yan  
PRES-2DU-put    PRES-2DU-put            food-LOC      container-LOC 
those two are putting it in food, in the billy (container) 
 
durdu                   mardu  
container / box  coolamon 
 
garrag-wa nya-bardnama  
a lot            2SG-put 
you put in a lot 
 
1.55 a-nya-naya-wu damayi-an    
IRR-2SG-cook   fire-LOC 
you might cook it on the fire 
 
Wuray a-nya-mi  
Later   IRR-2SG-get 
Later you get it  
 
a-nya-bardnama milgmilg a-ma-wu,       a-nya-ba’ma na-dim-gu   
IRR-2SG-put        cold      IRR-mak-DES  IRR-2SG-wash   sore-DAT 
you put it out so it can cool down ,        then you can wash the sores 
 
Na-dib  
a sore 
 
Clip 3 
20/7/18 
Video 
6_20_7_18 
 
Mob ga-nya-ma  
Break PRES-2SG-AUX 
you break it 
nya-mi nyanggi  
2SG-get  PRON 2SG 
you get it you  
 
  Ya’ya nya-buyi-n                nya-ba’ma   
Sift   2SG-AUX-REF-PRES  2SG-wash 
you strain it and you have a wash 
 
nanangganwa wuray jalug nya-ma malam-ngangga 
    then                later     cool  2SG-AUX  body-POSS 2SG 
     then later                         your body cools down 
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larlayag / mamayanggan  
dry PAST            old  
dried out / old 
 
Clip 7 
20/7/18 
 
a-ngirla-bardnama barrigong-gan damayi-an ja-na-n  
IRR-1PL/EXCL-put   billy-LOC      fire-LOC    PRES-cook-PRES 
we put it in the billy on the fire                          it cooks   
 
nanagganwa mawuj ga-ngirla-mi 
   then               food   PRES-1PL/EXCL-get 
Then we get food 
 
Clip 8 
20/7/18 
 
jurrgjurrg nya-bardnama mangaya bamburriyi a-nya-mi-wu 
   leaf         2SG-put              maybe        better       IRR-2SG-get-DES 
You put leaves in                 maybe better if you get it 
 
Yijarr na-jurrgjurrg 
  good   leaf 
The leaves are good 
 
Clip 9 
20/7/18 
 
  jaw ja-bu-n                  ngugu   
pour PRES-AUX-PRES water 
She’s pouring the water 
 
Clip 10 
20/7/18 
 
ya-bardnama-wu ngugu  
IRR-put-DES       water 
she should put in some water 
 
ngarli-wa  ngarla-wanggij ja-wa-n        barrigod 
DEM  F   NOM F-child       PRES-visit-PRES cup 
that girl is going to get a cup 
 
narriwa-ja  
that’s it 
 
Sheila used a number of strategies when modelling the expressions for SC and LC, such as 
breaking longer utterances into smaller chunks and drawing learners’ attention to individual 
elements of an utterance through repetition. She also slowed the speed of her speech to make 
it easier for SC and LC to understand. In the next section, I provide detailed observations of 
Sheila’s teaching strategies when dealing with a younger learner (LC). 
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8.3.1 Sheila modelling language 
At one point in the elicitation session with Sheila (20/7/18) we concentrated on Mangarrayi 
language corresponding to the English frame “I’ve got a sore + [body part]”. In the 1994 
recordings Amy Dirn.gayg had consistently used ga-nga-murrma [body part]-nganju or 
[body part]-nganju ga-nga-murrma in this context. Either is possible because Mangarrayi has 
freer word order than English. A frame such as this allows the creation of a number of new 
utterances whilst limiting the new information the learner has to contend with to a body part 
noun. Within the context of the scaffolding framework discussed in Chapters 2 and 7, this 
corresponds to the Scaffolding strategy Reduction of degrees of freedom + Modelling, 
identified as an important scaffolding strategy of Chunkbank (Chapter 7, Section 7.4.4). 
I asked LC to simulate pain in a number of different body parts and Sheila gave a Mangarrayi 
expression to describe this. These were filmed as separate short scenes. The first time Sheila 
modelled this structure for LC she started with ga-nga-murrma but switched half way through 
to lirlij ga-nga-ma (Table 8.3). This phrase can be used in a frame similar to ga-nga-murrma - 
lirlij ga-nga-ma [body part]-nganju or [body part]-nganju lirlij ga-nga-ma to mean ‘I’ve got 
a sore [body part]’. It is not clear whether this switch indicated a preference for this frame. LC 
repeated “bab-nganju” accurately but “lirlij” was less accurate. She put a [g] sound for the 
final [j] and missed the retroflex [rl]. Sheila didn’t correct her.  
Table 8.3 Explicit teaching bab-nganju lirlij ga-nga-ma ‘I’ve got a sore head’ 
Clip Exchange 
Clip 17 
20/7/18 
Sheila: bab-nganju ‘my head’... (waiting for LC ...) you now. 
LC: bab-nganju 
Sheila: ga-nga-murr... lirlij ga-nga-ma 
LC: lilig ga-nga-ma 
MR: One more time 
Sheila: bab-nganju 
LC: bab-nganju 
Sheila: lirlij ga-nga-ma 
LC: lig ga-nga-ma 
 
In the second scene about a stomach ache, Sheila changed to ga-nga-murrma (Table 8.4). LC 
had trouble repeating it and Sheila corrected her using repetition and emphasis and then 
focused on just one element of the first chunk, murrma. LC is able to repeat “ga-nga-murrma” 
and “dara-nganju” but Sheila doesn’t get her to say both together as one utterance.  
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Table 8.4 Sheila modelling ga-nga-murrma dara-nganju ‘I’ve got a sore stomach’ 
Clip Exchange 
Clip 19 
20/7/18 
Sheila: ga-nga-murrma 
LC: garamurra 
Sheila: ga-nga-murrma ... murrma (emphasis & louder on murrma) 
LC: ga-nga-murrwa 
Sheila: murrma 
LC: murrma 
Sheila: dara-nganju ‘my stomach’ 
LC: dara-nganju 
 
In the next scene I suggested that LC pretend to have a sore ear. In this case Sheila began with 
jarlu-nganju ‘my ear’ which LC reproduced accurately, but then uses a new expression ja-
manbun ‘is oozing’, rather than the expected ga-nga-manbun or  lirlij ga-nga-ma (Table 8.5). 
She also adds other new unpredictable language. LC gets some of the shorter phrases, 
especially those she has already been exposed to, for example, -nganju, but finds it hard to get 
much of it.  
Table 8.5 Sheila modelling jarlu-nganju ja-manbun ‘My ear is oozing’ 
Clip Exchange 
Clip 20 
20/7/18 
Sheila: jarlu-nganju ‘my ear’ 
LC: jala-nganju 
Sheila: ja-manbun ‘its running’ 
LC: ja-manbun 
Sheila: mangaya dib ga-nga-nidba ‘Maybe I have a sore’ 
LC: wanwa get 
Sheila: dib ‘sore’ 
LC:  wanwa dib 
Sheila: dib ga-nga-murrma 
LC: dib ngarmunmuna 
Sheila: ja-warma ‘it’s oozing’ 
LC: ja-warma 
Sheila: na-jarlu-nganju 
LC: waddim? 
Sheila: jarlu-nganju 
LC: jala-nganju 
 
In the next scene Sheila went back to the frame [body part]-nganju lirlij ga-nga-ma. She used 
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pitch and loudness to draw attention to the suffix -nganju which helped LC repeat it correctly 
(Table 8.6). LC confuses nya- and nga-, as noted earlier with SC. Sheila uses emphasis to 
draw attention to this as well as explicit feedback “No more ga-nya-ma ga-nga-ma”. 
Table 8.6 Sheila modelling dirr-nganju lirlij ga-nga-ma ‘I’ve got a sore tooth’ 
Clip Exchange 
Clip 21 
20/7/18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sheila: dirr-nganju ‘my tooth’ 
LC: dirr-nganyu 
Sheila: dirr-nganju (with voice pitch rising & slightly louder on -nganju  
(emphasis / frustration??) 
LC: dirr-nganju (imitates the pitch contour and loudness) 
Sheila: lirlij ga-nga-ma (says it quickly)  
LC: lirlig ga-nya-ma 
Sheila: lirij ga-nga-ma  (emphasises these last two syllables) 
LC: lirlig ga-..ga-nya-.. 
Sheila: ga-nga-ma (emphasis) 
LC: lirlig aloyg....  laughs 
Sheila: (after pause while LC laughs) You got it wrong fella 
Sheila: lirlij (slowly and clearly can hear clearly that it is ‘j’ at the end not ‘g’) 
LC: lirlij (laughing) 
Sheila: ga-nga-ma  (emphasises nga- and ma- leaving a short pause between them) 
LC” ga-nga-ma 
Sheila: dirr-nganju ‘my tooth’ 
LC: dirr-nganju 
Sheila: lirlij ga-nga-ma 
LC: lirlij ga-nya-ma 
Sheila: No more ga-nya-ma ga-nga-ma 
LC: ga-nga-ma 
 
The next scene was about a sore knee. Sheila changes to the frame [body part]-nganju ga-
nga-murrma (Table 8.7). At this point DC, Sheila’s grandson arrives. LC is becoming more 
self-conscious and her imitation is very inaccurate. Sheila senses this and signals that we 
should wind up the session mayawa, a-nga-yang-gu “Good-bye, I will go now’. LC copies 
this not picking up on the signal that is time for her to go and play, so Sheila repeats it in 
English “I’m gonna go play”.  
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Table 8.7 Sheila modelling mirn-nganju ga-nga-murrma ‘I’ve got a sore knee’ 
Clip Exchange 
Clip 22 
20/7/18 
 
 
Sheila: mirn-nganju ‘my knee’ 
LC: mi-ngando  
DC: (Sheila’s grandson Derek arrives – and while LC is speaking) Talk 
language 
Sheila: (ignores mistake) ga-nga-murrma 
LC: ka-la-munya  (all laugh including LC) 
Sheila: no more munya (munya means ‘faeces’ in Mangarrayi)  
MR: try 1 more time 
Sheila: mirn-nganju 
LC: mirn-nganju 
Sheila: ga-nga (this time she breaks it up even more) 
LC: ga-nga 
Sheila: murrma 
LC: murr(a)ma (to my ear sounds very close but Sheila corrects) 
Sheila: no more murra-ma  
DC: murrma 
LC: murrma 
Sheila then says: mayawa (goodbye) 
LC: mayawa ‘good bye’ 
Sheila: a-nga-yang-gu ‘I will go now’ 
LC: ngayang-gu 
Sheila: I’m gonna go play (Sheila’s way of ending the session) 
 
 
The exchange in Table 8.8 reveals the importance Sheila places on the younger generation, 
particularly her family, learning some Mangarrayi. 
Table 8.8 Sheila’s attitude to learning Mangarrayi 
Audio Exchange 
37:37 – 
38:15 
20/7/18 
MR: (to Derek) so we’re just trying to get language about feeling sick, feeling 
good, bush medicine 
DC: yep 
MR: so if you want to be in a video too  ... 
DC: yeah, I’ll come along 
MR: we can get you to say some things 
DC: yeah, yeah 
Sheila: they should be learn too, eh? 
MR: yeah. because you know a lot, (Sheila says mmm in background) I can 
hear, you’ve just got to practise to say it 
DC: yeah 
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Sheila: also if I’m dead what ‘im got to know language, ey? 
MR: yeah, yeah 
DC: I can only understand my grandmother but can’t speak it 
MR: well that’s good (cutting in after understand) – understanding is the first 
step and then speak 
DC: yeah 
 
On another occasion when we were showing Sheila some of the digital resources that had 
been produced during the project, JD, Sheila’s great-grandson, came and sat with us to eat his 
lunch. He showed interest in what we were doing so I showed him the Janangarri ga-nya-
murrma? resource. He thought it was funny (Sheila laughed too) and had a go at repeating the 
words after the recorded voice (Sheila’s voice). Sheila repeated the expressions for him 
slowly and clearly. I pointed out that these could be put on people’s phones and Sheila replied 
that they should be listening to these “every day ... in smoko time” (during their breaks).  
8.4 Block 3 - Mangarrayi and older community members  
In the week between Block 2 and 3 in the original planning, I had organised to go to Ngukurr 
where JL and HL said there were relatives who speak Mangarrayi, sisters PR, VR, MH who 
are Sheila’s nieces, HL and JL’s cousins. As it turned none of these was in town. However, 
BR was interested in coming up to the Language Centre to talk about language. I discussed 
the project that we were undertaking at Jilkminggan and she thought this a good idea. I read 
the Mangarrayi story “You like to work?” from The Big River Country, narrated by Amy 
Dirn.gayg (P.63) about Amy getting her first job at the Elsey homestead (Guyanggan). BR 
said she had worked there too with Amy. BR listened carefully to the story in Mangarrayi and 
seemed to follow most of it – she translated various bits as I said them. I showed her the 
Jananggarri ga-nya-murrma? resource. BR thought it was funny and understood much of the 
meaning telling me the meaning in English. BR could repeat the utterances on the resource 
easily and accurately.  
Block 3 had been scheduled to start on Monday 30 July 2018. JL organised for some of the 
older community members to come to the Government Complex. At about 10 am SR, BW 
and HW arrived. Both SR and BW had participated in the first session of Block 2 collecting 
bush medicine. I began by explaining the project and showed them the Chunbank around the 
theme Bush medicine, updated with material elicited from Sheila in the previous sessions. I 
explained the structure of the Chunkbank and that we would like to create a video about 
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collection and preparation of bush medicine in Mangarrayi. The purpose of the sessions was 
to see how useful the Chunkbank and other digital resources might be to this generation of 
Jilkminggan residents in rekindling knowledge of Mangarrayi. The session was videoed and 
also recorded on a Zoom audio recorder.   
8.4.1 Participants 
BR -   83 years. She is not of Mangarrayi heritage but was married to Jessie Roberts’  
          brother. She lived and worked at Elsey station (Guyanggan) and now lives at  
          Ngukurr. 
HW - long term resident of Jilkminggan with significant exposure to Mangarrayi  
           throughout her life. Sister of BW. Francesca Merlan commented in a  
           discussion with me that HW spoke Mangarrayi well. 
BW -  HW’s sister. BW said her mother and father used to speak Mangarrayi. 
SR -    Long term resident of Jilkminggan. JL’s cousin & Sheila’s niece.  
JD -    Long term resident of Jilkminggan. JD was brought up by Mangarrayi speaker  
          Amy Dirn.gayg. 
 
8.4.2  Chunkbank 
In this session participants were observed using Chunkbank to listen to recorded utterances 
and try to reproduce them. As this group of community members has had significant contact 
with Mangarrayi during their life, it could be expected that even if not all vocabulary in the 
utterances is known to them, there would be some familiar vocabulary and morphology to 
help mimic the utterances and predict the meaning. The three participants were seated around 
the laptop in such a way that they could read the interlinear glossing, transcription and 
translations in Chunkbank. At times it was clear that the meaning was familiar to them 
without reference to these. All three participants were often able to accurately reproduce an 
utterance after hearing it between one and three times (Table 8.9). This was particularly true 
of shorter utterances with fewer than six syllables, although this also included some longer 
utterances, for example a-ngirla-yag a-ngirla-mi ‘Let’s go and get’. In Block 1, we saw that 
the two main scaffolding strategies identified for Chunkbank were modelling to reduce 
choices for the learner and for cognitive structuring. These observations suggest that 
modelling is still an important Scaffolding Means in this context but the Scaffolding Intention 
or purpose of the scaffolding seems to be to rekindle or bring back knowledge.  
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Table 8.9 Reproduction of Mangarrayi utterances 
Time Utterance Observation 
2:40  
 
a-ngirla-
yag?’Shall we 
go?’ 
SR copies very closely and HW copies with good fluency but 
puts stress on last syllable rather than penultimate. This 
sentence has a rising intonation towards the end neither copy 
that – HW’s intonation falls the first time and then is fairly 
straight. 
3:44 a-ngirla-yag a-
ngirla-mi ‘Let’s 
go and get’ 
 
Both SR and HW get it the second time even though this is a 
bit longer. BW is saying it quietly in the background but is 
fairly accurate. HW gives meaning “we gotta go and get im.” 
BW says it very clearly and accurately the last time. 
4:46   jorroy nya-mi 
‘you get bush 
medicine’ 
 
First hearing: HW: “jorroy nga..ngarla mi” 
Play again  
SR: Jorroy nya-mi 
HW gets it the second time. 
BW: also repeats accurately 
5:44   mob ga-nya-ma 
‘you break it off’ 
 
HW repeats accurately after first hearing. SR gets it in 2nd 
hearing with accurate stress. BW also says it after second 
hearing but with repeats with greater accuracy after 3rd hearing. 
10:44 narra jurrgjurrg 
‘that is a leaf / 
they are leaves’  
Play twice. HW says accurately – then BW says accurately. 
Played one more time then SR says accurately. 
 
11:54 ga-nya-wirrijma 
‘you scrape it’ 
 
HW: ga-nya-wilkma  
MR: (replays) wirrijma  
HW wirrijma  
SR (gives the meaning  - she could read it) ga-nya-wirrdba”  
HW: ga-na-wijma  
MR: (replays) wirrijma 
HW (repeats accurately) wirrijma  
 
Sometimes participants missed individual sounds, particularly at the ends of words, as in the 
example of narra-ba gergerg  ‘that one that’s Vix plant’ (Table 8.10). At other times 
participants got only part of a sound, for example using a liquid [r] instead of a retroflex 
liquid [rl] in darlugdarlug ‘mistletoe’. 
Table 8.10 Partial reproduction of Mangarrayi utterances 
Time Utterance Observation 
11: 
08 
narra-ba gergerg  
‘that one that’s 
Vix plant’ 
play twice 
SR: narra-ba gerger  
BW: (copies SR and also misses final consonant).  
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 MR: (play again) narra-ba gerger 
11:35   darlugdarlug 
‘mistletoe’ 
HW: darugdarug (misses [rl]) 
 
There was one instance where a longer phrase was chunked into three smaller units on the 
recording (Table 8.11). Just as in Study 3, this seemed to help produce the utterance with 
reasonable accuracy. 
Table 8.11 Reproduction of chunked Mangarrayi utterances 
Time Utterance Observation 
8:55 jurrgjurrg-nawu 
ja-yirr’ma na-
dim-gu 
 
This phrase is long but it is broken up on the recording in the 
groupings as follows: 
jurrgjurrg-nawu  / ja-yirr’ma  / na-dim-gu  
After first hearing HW tries to say it all but gets stuck on first 
chunk. I explain jurrgjurrg-nawu – I use the plants in the table 
to help show the meaning. After that HW is able to say the 
next two chunks after listening to the recording. I play again 
and HW can repeat all chunks. I play again and HW can again 
repeat accurately (misses the rolled ‘r’ in yirr’).  
In a number of cases it was clear that there was comprehension of at least some elements of 
the utterance without reference to the gloss in Chunkbank (Table 8.12).  
Table 8.12 Comprehension of Mangarrayi utterances 
Time Utterance Observation 
12:52 wirrijma nyanggi 
‘Scrape it, you’ 
HW: wilgma nyanggi.  
MR: nyanggi that’s ..?  
SR: You (HW and BW also seem to know this)  
 
13:35 lorlb ga-nya-mi 
dab-nawu ‘take 
the bark off (skin 
‘m up)” 
 
HW: (gives the meaning) you skin ‘im that bark 
 
27:55      ngaya wardij a-
nga ja-wu tea ‘I 
will have some 
tea too’ 
 
MR just plays first chunk ngaya wardij ‘me too’ 
HW: (gives meaning) me too – this is correct (could also mean 
more as in I want more tea).  
MR plays second part a-nga ja-wu tea (they find this hard, 
particularly the irreallis -a) 
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28:42 a-nya-babnama 
gig ‘could you 
give me some 
milk?’ 
 
HW: you put milk  
HW: (Tries a few times ) ga-nya-badnama gig 
29:26 ga-nga-mi 
ngangga ‘I will 
get some for 
you’ 
 
play twice. SR and HW have a go – pretty accurate. Hanna 
gives the correct meaning “I got im bla you”.  
 
 
7:50   mod ga-nya-mi 
‘you cut it’ 
 
HW: (thinks the meaning is ‘break’ – she could be confusing 
with expression mob ga-nya-ma ‘you break it’)  
 
On some occasions, the quality of the recordings made it difficult for participants to hear the 
utterance, either because it was too fast or too soft (Table 8.13) 
Table 8.13 Problems with speed or loudness of recorded Mangarrayi utterances 
Time Utterance Observation 
5:10   jagina niwa?  
‘What’s that?’ 
 
It is played twice.  
BW: I can’t listen. (I can’t hear - The volume is rather low) 
MR: (repeats the phrase and all repeat it accurately) 
14:57 ya-bardnama-wu 
ngugu ‘ you 
should put it in 
the water’ 
Played twice  
SR & HW: na-bard-nawu  
HW: ya-bard... (Laughs)  
SR ya-bard-nawu”. (All agree it is fast. We leave it) 
15:32   barlarlbarlarl a-
nya-bardnama 
‘put it in the 
container’ 
Hard to hear beginning as there is a crow in the background. 
All find it really hard. We leave it 
 
29:26 ga-nga-mi 
ngangga ‘I will 
get some for 
you’ 
 
SR has a go gets stuck. HW helps – says it slowly ga..nga..mi 
ngangga – SR gets ga-nga-mi ... but can’t say the last word – 
says “I can’t pronounce it”. I go to get speakers. While I am 
away HW helps her get it by saying it over and SR manages it. 
HW “We gotta listen to that old woman talk. Its too soft her 
voice.” SR – “real soft one talk”. Plugged small speakers in so 
sound is a little stronger. HW is able to say it confidently. SR 
still struggles. I ask HW to say it for SR. She says it slowly and 
clearly – SR is able to say it accurately. HW gives meaning 
“Can I get for you?” 
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One of the conclusions from Study 3 was that reducing the speed of the recordings of 
utterances could help learners when the speed of delivery was too fast. In that study found 
that a reduction of about 20% was helpful, using the “change tempo” function in audacity 
which slowed the speed without changing pitch. On this occasion, I initially tried reducing by 
20% but found that a reduction of about 30% was most helpful (Table 8.14).  
Table 8.14 Reduction of the speed of Mangarrayi utterances 
Time Utterance Observation 
15:58   a-nya-bardnama 
jalugmayin-gan 
‘you put it in the 
cold water’ 
 
SR: (tries finds it difficult).  
Play again  
HW (tries finds it difficult).  
Play once more  
SR: that too fast. HW agrees”.  
HW: put ‘im la cold place im bin talking. 
MR (tries just playing the first part a-nya-bardnama. They 
still find it difficult) 
BW: I can’t even say it that’s a tricky one – too fast. 
24:20  a-nya-bardnama jalugmayin-gan ‘you put it in cold 
water’ full speed 
MR: We’ll take it down by 30%”  
SR “slow fella”  
JL – it’ll have to be cut up”  
HW “it’s a bit long” 
Just played a-nya-bardnama (-30). They had more success but 
still not really accurate. Then played jalugmayin-gan – this 
was a bit easier. 
7:09 
31/7/18 
damayi-an a-
nya-bardnama 
“You put it on 
the fire’ 
In a session the next day 31/7/18 we reduced the speed of the 
utterance damayi-an a-nya-bardnama by 30%. 
SR was able to say it pretty accurately straight after. The 
intonation is very exaggerated on this example which may 
also have a confounding influence. 
 
We have seen on several occasions where adult and younger participants misheard the 
pronouns nga- ‘I’ or nya- ‘you’ interchanging them. An example of this was observed with 
these older participants, although it could be imagined that these very two common pronouns 
would be easily distinguished by participants with a stronger background in Mangarrayi 
(Table 8.15). 
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Table 8.15 Mishearing pronouns nga- and nya- 
Time Utterance Observation 
26:36   ga-nga-wa-n 
ngugu ‘I’m 
going for water’ 
 
SR: ga-nya-wa-n ngugu  
HW: ga-nya-wa-n ngugu  
MR plays again  
HW ga-nya-wan  
SR ga-nya-wa-n ngugu  
MR explains nya- means you and replays utterance 
HW ga-nya wan  
MR: (says) ga-nga- 
HW: ga-nga-wan ngugu  
HW: me look at that water 
 
8.4.3 Digital resources 
In a subsequent session on 31 July 2018, I presented some of the digital resources created 
using Mangarrayi chunks to HW, BW and HD. The “Food and Drink” resource (Appendix 
21) was developed in light of the results from Study 3. Chunking of longer utterances into 
smaller units was used so users could listen to the chunks individually as well as the whole 
utterance. In addition, the speed of the chunks was reduced by 20 - 30%. A slowed version of 
the whole utterance was also sometimes provided where the original was very fast. 
Participants found these features generally helpful. I showed them that all these resources 
could be used on different devices, a computer (PC) an iPad and a phone. They had a go at 
using the resources on different devices. Table 8.16 shows the feedback they gave: 
Table 8.16 Feedback from HW, BW and JD on different devices 
Device Feedback 
Computer (PC) good clear sound – especially with external speakers but they found it 
difficult to manipulate mouse or trackpad. 
iPad (Apple) They found this easy to use especially when an external speaker was 
attached to improve the sound level. JD was able to complete a game 
Photo Touch created in the program Bitsboard – an app specifically for 
iPads that we had used to develop some Mangarrayi games for the school 
phone They could use this although they found it a little small and the sound 
wasn’t really loud enough and we weren’t able to connect the external 
speaker we had access to.  
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The results from Block 1 suggested that the digital resources scaffolded learning by modelling 
language for cognitive structuring and providing explanations that helped keep learners on 
track as well as for cognitive structuring. As we saw earlier for Chunkbank, modelling seems 
to be important but explanation may play less of a role with this group because they can rely 
on their strong underlying knowledge of meaning and structure of Mangarrayi. Participants all 
said they didn’t really have access to phones or computers, but thought they could get one and 
get a younger relative to help them. The main way these community members access digital 
technology, such as videos, photos and music, is by inserting a USB into the television. In this 
way they could potentially make use of sound and video files, but not resources created in 
PowerPoint. However, PowerPoint files can be exported easily as mp4 videos and which 
could make these resources available to this generation of learners. 
8.4.4 Comprehension of un-chunked recordings 
On 1 August 2018, I conducted a session with HW, BW and JD. I played a 30 minute section 
from the corpus recorded by Francesca Merlan (MERLAN_F02-005665) eliciting avoidance 
language in relation to your garnji (cousin - mother’s mother’s brother’s child). This 
recording contains the voices of older community members who have now passed away but 
were well known to HW, BW and JD. Up to this point in the research the main source of 
Mangarrayi content for the studies was the 1994 corpus MR-001A-018B. These recordings 
are well known to me, as I was involved in their recording. Like those recordings, this 
segment involves elicitation of language in a context, in this case talking to your garnji. It is 
one continuous segment rather than the chunked utterances used for earlier observations.  
In this session, observation focused on the transparency of longer unchunked recordings such 
as these for community members who no longer regularly use Mangarrayi but have a strong 
background in the language. The recording contained English, Kriol and Mangarrayi, 
although the majority of the time Mangarrayi was spoken by the informants and the 
researcher Francesca Merlan. HW expresses admiration at one point for Merlan’s Mangarrayi 
knowledge and skills. The three participants listened intently for the whole session. They 
followed the gist of the conversations, particularly HW, although they did not understand all 
of the Mangarrayi. Table 8.17 shows the specific vocabulary and expressions where they 
indicated their understanding.  
Participants often understood the meaning of the terms elicited as avoidance language but 
weren’t aware that it was an avoidance term, for example, HW knew that dadal-yi meant ‘it’s 
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got a shell’, but didn’t know that it was an avoidance term for all turtles (28:04) or that 
garamba-yan was an avoidance term for echidna (24:22). At one point HW shows amazement 
at the richness of the language of the informants (Kitty Wawul and Lulu Jilimbirrnga) “If you 
listen carefully to those two old ladies ... taking out another word ... from their mouth you 
know” (27:31). A number of HW’s observations in Table 17 give an indication of her 
grammatical knowledge, for example, HW: I got ‘im 1 person (7:58); HW: biggest mob 
inside of hole, in relation to the plural suffix -garla (24:55) and HW: means they get about 
‘im, wurla- means big mob, eh? (25:35).  
Table 8.17 Vocabulary understood listening to recording MERLAN_F02-005665 
Time Mangarrayi Observation 
2:09   garnji any Ego, to 
spouse's mother and 
her siblings 
(normatively, 
MMBC), and in one's 
child's generation, to 
a woman's children's 
spouses and a man's 
sister's children's 
spouses.   
(Mangarrayi 
Grammar p. 223) 
HW: garnji means– son-in-law (all agree). This can be one 
of the kin references for garnji. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3:03   mangaya ngarla-
garnji ja-lawgma 
‘Maybe your garnji is 
digging’ 
HW: does digging action 
 
2:23 minyjawurr gawa 
‘digs/buries cheeky 
yams’ 
HW: digs up cheeky yams 
3:58 galngbam ‘husband’ HW: galngbam means husband” Hannah 
 
5:52 ja-wurla-yu yirrg ja-
wurla gardjin ‘They 
are sleeping, they get 
up’ 
HW:  They talking about getting up - sleep   
7:58   wolorr ja-ma ‘He’s 
hungry’ 
HW: that means they’re hungry 
 
9:30 ga-nga-nidba ‘I have’ HW: I got ‘im 1 person 
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9:46 nurnyanggu ‘yours 
PL’ 
HW: Means big mob 
 
11:12   ner’ ga-nga-ma ‘I 
laugh’  
ga-nga-yawma ‘I am 
ashamed (of 
him/her)’ 
HW: shame .... You gotta laugh 
 
14:56 warrigwarrig ma ‘do 
someone wrong’ 
HW does a gesture to show she knows what it means but 
can’t find the right word.  
20:44 miliny-nawu ‘his 
nose’ 
HW: That’s face (all agree) 
 
21:52 mundulbirri ‘echidna’ HW: porcupine (Kriol word for echidna) 
24:22 na-duy-an ‘in the 
hole’ garamba-yan 
‘in the echidna’s hole 
– also Avoidance 
word for echidna’ 
HW & JD: in the hole in his camp. Not sure whether she 
knew the terms garamba or figured it out from the 
explanation. She definitely didn’t know that it could be 
used in avoidance language for echidna. 
24:36 darlwag la-bu ‘You 
break it open’ 
HW: You get ‘im out of hole and you get ‘im on the 
ground 
24:55   gorlorl-garla ni ‘They 
are stuck there’ 
(talking about 
echidnas in the hole) 
HW: biggest mob inside of hole – gorlorlgorlorl – biggest 
mob been inside that hole – gorlorlgorlorl – big mob la one 
hole. The suffix -garla is the plural nominal suffix. 
“biggest mob” shows that she understands this suffix 
otherwise. 
25:35   wurla-buni ‘They 
kill’ (flying foxes) 
HW means they get about ‘im, wurla means big mob eh?  
25:41   na-gurrababa ‘flying 
fox’ 
HW: flying fox (This word is still used in Kriol for flying 
fox) 
28:04   jabada ‘Short-necked 
turtle’  dadadal-yi  
‘with a shell 
(avoidance for turtle) 
H: It’s got a shell (the others nod) 
 
28:40 gorronani ‘snapping 
turtle’ 
all show they know this is a turtle 
29:01   landi ‘tree’ All know this  
JD: landi 
29:09   na-landi-yan wurla-
galawuyini ‘They are 
sitting (hanging up) 
in the tree’ 
HW: I’m bin hanging up that tree 
 
29:35 na-garlayarr-an 
wurla-galawuyini 
‘They are sitting in 
HW: garlayarr means whitebark tree – paperbark tree 
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the paperbark tree’ 
30:28 wijwij ‘possum’ HW: That’s an animal. wijwij – what do you call’im (MR 
suggests possum) ... possum  
 
31:34   wurla-wani ‘They 
visited/ went to’ 
 HW & JD: have a look at (wa- can also mean see) 
 
All three participants expressed interest in having a copy of all the recordings from this 
corpus which were copied onto a USB for each of them. On the two following two days JD 
came to the Government Complex to continue listening to these recordings on one of the 
laptops. She listened for three hours straight each day and it was clear these brought back 
many memories. They seemed to inspire her to try and use some Mangarrayi with me and JL.  
8.4.5 Language in context – collecting and preparing kiwu 
On 19 July 2018 JL organised a bush medicine collection outing with HW, JD and SR to get 
kiwu ‘emu berry’. The collection and preparation of tea from kiwu was filmed on the banks of 
‘The old crossing’. The footage was intended to be used to create a video about the collection 
and preparation of kiwu. Participants were asked to talk about what they were doing in 
Mangarrayi. No computer was available to use Chunkbank, however, sometimes I or JL 
would prompt with an utterance that they knew from the Chunkbank. Rather than simply 
mimicking the utterance, partitionist came up with longer utterances incorporating the prompt 
(Table 8.18).  
Table 8.18 Prompts and participant utterances - preparing kiwu clips 4&6 31/7/18 
Time Prompt Utterance 
00:24 MR: ga-nga-wirrijma JD: niwa ga-nga wirr’ma giwu ‘I scrape the 
giwu here’  
ga-nga-wirr’ma na-jibibi kiwu ‘  
2:11 MR: ga-nga-bardnama ‘I put it’ JD: ga-nga-bardnama giwu barrigod-gan ‘I 
put the giwu in a billy’ 
3:49 JL: na-jab ‘It’s windy’ (this 
was a version said by Sheila) 
JD: na-jaáb 
HW: na-jaáb ja-ningan ‘It’s windy (the wind 
is coming)’ 
MR: One more time? 
JD: na-jaáb 
HW: na-jaáb ja-ningan 
JD: ja-ningan 
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Clip 6 
00:25 
 JD:  bardnama fire-gan ‘Put it on the fire’ 
(inserts English word fire)  
MR: (suggests) damayi   
bardnama damayi-gan  (it should be damayi-
yan – JD had previously said damayi-an of 
her own accord.  
 
Sometimes participants varied the pronunciation of the prompt, for example [wir?ma] instead 
of [wirijma]. This could be due to the fact that I was modelling the language rather than an 
older speaker as in the Chunkbank resource. At times these deviated from the 
morphosyntactic rules of Mangarrayi, for example, when adding the locative suffix -yan JD 
used barrigod-gan. Generally speaking in Mangarrayi when -yan is added to a noun ending in 
a nasal the suffix changes to  
-gan and the final stop [d] becomes a nasal velar [ng]. Thus with a noun such as barrigod 
‘billy’ we should get barrigong-gan ‘in the billy’. JD shows knowledge of the locative suffix 
and the sound change -yan /-gan  as she has previously used -yan correctly with damayi-(y)an. 
We also observe the use of an English word used with Mngarrayi morphology as a a strategy 
for to maintain fluency when the Mangarrayi word doesn’t come to mind, for example, 
bardnama fire-gan.  
JL uses the expression na-jab, which Sheila has often used with the meaning ‘it’s windy’ as a 
prompt. Both HW and JD immediately repeat the phrase but interestingly use the tone shift 
intonation pattern previously discussed na-jaáb, where the vowel is lengthened and there is a 
distinct tone shift on the second half. This clearly indicates something learnt from an older 
speaker. HW adds ja-ningan ‘it is coming’. This is something I have also heard from Sheila. 
This seems to remind  HW of another way of saying this (Table 8.19). HW produces the 
expression ja-bulbul and ja-bul to mean ‘it blows (wind)’. The verb found in the dictionary 
for blow (wind) is bulubma with the example given ja-bulubma na-jab ‘The wind is blowing’. 
HW was looking at the smoke from the fire at the time and specifically says “that wind ‘im 
coming blow that fire”. the expression ja-jabulma ‘it is giving off smoke’ is also found in the 
dictionary. The context seemed to rekindle HW’s memory of language but perhaps the two 
expressions ja-bulubma and ja-jabulma been conflated and not completely remembered.   
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Table 8.19 Context rekindles language clip - preparing kiwu 4/12 31/7/18 
Time Observation  
Clip 4:04   HW: (looking at the fire)  ‘im waddim now they call ’im? ja-buljabul, yeah, ja-
buljabul – blow ja-buljabul – that wind ‘im coming blow that fire. 
MR: so if you want to say the wind blows you say..? 
HW: “ja-bul ... blow” 
 
Clip 12 ga-nga-jirray mawuj (She wants to say ‘I am eating food’ which would be ga-
nga-ja mawuj. nga-jirray mawuj is the imperfect tense ‘I was eating / I ate 
food’.) 
 
At lunchtime, we sat together to eat a lunch prepared by JL. In clip 12, JD remembered some 
Mangarrayi language appropriate to that context but the present and past tenses were mixed. 
This is the first evidence we have seen in this research of knowledge of tenses other than the 
present tense.    
8.5 Summary 
In this chapter, I discussed the key contribution made by JL in giving direction to the research 
activities in Blocks 2 and 3. She was essential to the recruitment of community members from 
a broad spectrum of age-groups to participate in activities and took an active role in 
supporting the smooth running of these. JL also took responsibility for editing footage 
collected into short video resources both during and after Blocks 2 and 3. The observations in 
Blocks 2 and 3 provided a snapshot of wider community knowledge of and attitudes towards 
Mangarrayi and their engagement with activities and resources designed to promote learning. 
Of particular interest was the involvement of a number of older community members who, 
although they no longer use Mangarrayi on a regular basis, have had significant interaction 
with the language and speakers throughout their lives. The activities in Block 1 provided an 
opportunity to observe the role played by Elder and Mangarrayi speaker Sheila Conway in 
supporting younger learners as well as gaining some insights into her attitude towards the 
learning of Mangarrayi at Jilkminggan today. Table 20 gives an overview of conclusions that 
can be drawn from these observations. 
8.5.1 Chunkbank and Digital resources 
In Block 1 (Chapter 7, Section 7.4.4), we saw that the most important scaffolding strategies 
for Chunkbank were providing models of Mangarrayi language (Modelling) to restrict the 
choices faced by learners (Restriction of degrees of freedom) and to develop knowledge and 
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understanding of the structure of the Mangarrayi language (Cognitive structuring). Digital 
PowerPoint learning resources also provided modelling for cognitive structuring, however 
explanation for cognitive structuring or direction maintenance were also important scaffolding 
strategies. In response to feedback from participants in Block 1, interlinear glossing was 
added to Chunkbank for Blocks 2 and 3 to indicate the grammatical function of each element 
of the Mangarrayi utterance. It be could be expected that, as with the other digital resources, 
explanation for Cognitive structuring or Direction maintenance would also be important 
scaffolding strategies associated with Chunkbank. Observations showed that these resources 
did provide useful models for learners practise Mangarrayi.  
We were only able to observe three community members and the sessions, one with SC and 
LC and one with HL, happened rather spontaneously rather than as planned observation 
sessions. The observations didn’t really provide any direct evidence of the effectiveness of 
explanations or interlinear glossing for participants, however, in the case of SC and LC, we 
saw that peer-to-peer support offered by JL was effective in offering affect support, direction 
maintenance and cognitive structuring. Effective storage and distribution of learning 
resources in the community are essential for them to be effective learning tools. JL set up a 
cloud storage space using Dropbox38 to store and share the resources. This was easily 
accessed by SC and HL  and they were able to download the relevant resources to their 
mobile phones, suggesting that this is a viable process at Jilkminggan.     
8.5.2 Support from Sheila for Mangarrayi 
Elicitation in a simulated context helped Sheila provide language relevant to that context. 
Modelling of Mangarrayi language was used by Sheila to reduce the complexity of the 
learning task (Reduction of the degrees of freedom). Sheila also used techniques such as 
repetition, slowing down the speed of delivery, breaking down an utterance into smaller units 
to help learners grasp the form or structure of an utterance (Cognitive structuring). She used 
either direct feedback in the form of a comment or indirect feedback, for example using 
emphasis, to draw a learner’s attention to a specific element in an utterance that needed 
modifying (Cognitive structuring). Sheila expressed a positive attitude towards the activities 
 
38 https://www.dropbox.com/ 
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in Block 1 and made it clear the importance she places on community members, particularly 
her extended family, learning some Mangarrayi. 
8.5.3 Older generation of community members 
Today Jilkminggan is the main centre for Mangarrayi people and language. At the same time, 
there are people living outside the community who are of Mangarrayi descent or have had 
some contact with Mangarrayi people and language, for example at Ngukurr. This has 
implications for targeting Mangarrayi revitalisation and the potential role that such 
Indigenous non-community members may play. JL made the comment that some of her 
relatives living at Ngukurr (PR, VR and MH) knew some Mangarrayi and were likely to be 
well-disposed towards revitalisation efforts. MH already worked on some Mangarryi projects 
through the Ngukurr Language Centre. 
As with SC, LC and HL, Chunkbank and the PowerPoint learning resources served to model 
Mangarrayi language. However, this group showed broader understanding of the Mangarrayi 
utterances presented and demonstrated greater depth of grammatical knowledge the purpose 
of modelling (Scaffolding Intention) was not so much cognitive structuring as rekindling pre-
existing knowledge. Features such as slowing delivery speed of utterances by 20 - 30% and 
chunking also appeared to be helpful for this group.  
This group also demonstrated good comprehension of unedited recordings with no 
interventions such as chunking, slowing or glossing. The familiar voices of older community 
members, many now deceased, really engaged the attention and interest of the listeners, 
reviving both language and bringing back memories and associations. This group does not 
make use of the same range of digital devices as younger community members. Their main 
method of accessing audio, video and images was through a television, using a USB to 
transfer and store data. Creation of learning resource for this group will have to take account 
of this. As with Sheila, we saw that contextualisation helped rekindle relevant Mangarrayi 
knowledge. Language prompts in the form of pre-formed chunks of Mangarrayi served not as 
models for this group to copy but as reminders that helped them build other, sometimes more 
complex, utterances. In the next chapter, I will discuss the implications of the findings from 
Studies 1- 4 for sustainable revitalisation of Mangarrayi at Jilkminggan. 
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Chapter 9 Discussion 
 
9.1 Overview of the research 
The focus of this thesis is sustainable revitalisation of Mangarrayi at Jilkminggan and the 
development of Aboriginal leadership through fostering independent language learning. Its 
genesis lies in recordings made in the process of a previous project at Jilkminggan in 1994. 
Older community members gave generously of their time and energy. In particular, Amy 
Dirn.gayg, who has now passed away, had a strong desire to see a younger generation learn 
Mangarrayi. The purpose of these recordings was to document elicited language for later 
checking. They were not intended as learning resources in their own right. However, twenty 
years on, with a vastly reduced number of fluent speakers of Mangarrayi at Jilkminggan, these 
recordings offer a rich source of authentic spoken Mangarrayi that could have a role to play in 
language teaching and learning. An important goal of the research was that it should reflect 
the aspirations of the Jilkminggan community regarding the learning and revitalisation of 
Mangarrayi. To this end, the project began with two consultative visits to the community in 
June and October 2016.  
A design-based approach was adopted for the research, in particular a linguistic or cognitive 
anthropology design-based paradigm. This approach permitted the implementation of learning 
strategies in the context of Jilkminggan to observe their effectiveness and seek learners’ own 
views of them (Sandoval & Bell 2004). Conclusions drawn from observations in a real rather 
than strictly controlled context are more likely to improve understanding of learning in that 
context (Collective, 2003; Confrey, 2006). Studies 1-3 were designed to provide baseline 
information about the learners and context to inform the design of a learning environment 
commensurate with the needs of the Jilkminggan learners. Study 1 explored the topics that 
community members wanted to talk about in Mangarrayi and the contexts in which they were 
interested in communicating. Study 2 investigated digital technology use at Jilkminggan to 
assess its potential to help develop and deliver resources for language learning to community 
members. Study 3 allowed observation of the extent to which community members could 
capture and interpret Mangarrayi utterances using their own knowledge of Mangarrayi and the 
Audacity audio editing program. 
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Study 4 was planned across three separate blocks (Blocks 1-3) to allow for iteration of the 
process (Barab, 2006; Confrey, 2006) and there was a one week break between blocks to 
provide an opportunity for individual and collaborative consolidation of learning. An 
advantage of a design-based approach is that it allows for deviations from planned activities 
due to emergent factors (Barab, 2006). In Study 4, activities originally planned across 3 
weeks had to be unexpectedly compacted into one week (Block 1). The learning environment 
developed for Study 4 sought to encourage self-regulating strategies relating to cognitive, 
metacognitive and affect domains (Boekaerts & Cascallar, 2006). Study 4 was framed as a 
design problem solving task asking learners to create a video learning resource for 
Mangarrayi. Solving the task required collaboration, motivation to learn, and cognitive 
strategies such as rehearsal and memorisation, as well as development of knowledge and use 
of Mangarrayi (Loyens et al. 2008; Jonassen 2000:15).  
Features of the learning environment itself can facilitate self-regulation strategies to achieve 
learning goals (Boekaerts & Cascallar, 2006). In study 4, learners had access to support for 
learning Mangarrayi including from speaker Sheila Conway, peer-to-peer support, outside 
expertise and targeted digital resources. Chunkbank is one such resource developed in the 
course of the thesis. Research suggests that multi-word strings play an important role in 
memory storage (Wray 1992:19) and that a focus on language chunks rather than grammatical 
analysis, is likely to be more effective in the development of at least a basic level of 
communicative competence in a second language (Wray, 2012:236). The Chunkbank resource 
was developed as a means of organising and storing Mangarrayi utterances edited from audio 
recordings. The organisational framework was adapted from the work of van Ek and Trim 
(1998) around three parameters - topic, sub-topic and language function. These together with 
a transcription of the utterance, a colloquial translation, a link to an MP3 audio version of the 
utterance and metadata such as the name of the speaker and original source of the file, were 
designed to make the utterances as transparent to learners as possible. As a result of feedback 
from learners in Block 1 of Study 4, non-technical interlinear glosses using colour to track the 
relationship between elements of the utterance and their gloss, were also provided for each 
utterance. Other PowerPoint resources using Mangarrayi audio utterances were also 
developed to support explicit instruction of Mangarrayi grammar and structure.  
In order to help analyse the role of the various forms of support observed in Study 4, an 
adapted version of the Scaffolding framework developed by van de Pol, Volman & 
Beishuizen (2010) was used. This allowed for more precise measurement of scaffolding 
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strategies, using five Scaffolding Intentions (why learning is scaffolded) and ten Scaffolding 
Means (how learning is scaffolded). The Scaffolding Intentions relate to the cognitive, 
metacognitive and affect domains. Within this framework, a combination of any one of the 
Scaffolding Intentions with a Scaffolding Means is deemed to constitute a scaffolding 
strategy. An essential aspect of the framework is that scaffolding should lead to a transfer of 
responsibility for their learning from the scaffolder to the learner. In the original framework, 
there were no real criteria by which to evaluate whether or not transfer had taken place. Based 
on a pilot analysis of the transcript from Session 1 of Block 1, a set of behaviours 
demonstrating engagement with a learning activity suggesting ownership of learning was 
identified. A coding structure was developed using these criteria together with an expanded 
set of Scaffolding Intentions and Means. The activities in Blocks 2 and 3, developed more 
organically and opportunistically, principally relying on community member JL for direction 
and recruitment.   
9.2 Summary of key findings  
Studies 1-3 were intended to provide background knowledge about the community and 
learners to answer Research Question 1: 
RQ1: What linguistic, metalinguistic and technical knowledge and skills do community 
members currently possess that will help them capture Mangarrayi audio utterances from 
archival recordings and use these to create learning resources? 
Preliminary discussions with the community had suggested there was interest amongst the 
young adult population to learn Mangarrayi. Study 1 confirmed this and identified specific 
community members for whom being able to speak some Mangarrayi is important. Important 
reasons given for wanting to speak Mangarrayi were: “Identity” - feeling proud of your 
Mangarrayi cultural heritage and communication; “Talking about everyday matters” - in 
particular being able to talk to older community members for whom Mangarrayi was their 
first language (Sheila Conway and Jessie Roberts). Topics of most interest were “Family”, 
“Friends & Other People”, “Communication”, “Food & Drink” and “Daily Life”. A large 
proportion of the expressions participants said they would like to be able to communicate in 
Mangarrayi could be found in existing archival recordings, suggesting that this material is 
relevant to the needs of learners at Jilkminggan. 
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Laptops and mobile phones have a role to play in delivering learning resources to learners, 
despite limited Wi-Fi and phone coverage. Although laptops have a bigger screen, more 
functionality and more memory than a phone, phones offer greater convenience for learning 
as people carry phones with them, potentially offering more opportunities for learning. The 
extent to which the features of these different devices represent affordances for learners 
depends on individual preferences and learning styles. The software programs PowerPoint, 
Audacity and Movie Maker were familiar to many community members and thus could have 
a role to play in creation of learning resources. 
Community members could locate and capture chunks of Mangarrayi audio from longer 
elicitation style recordings using Audacity. Drawing on their own knowledge of Mangarrayi 
and discussion on the recordings, learners could interpret the meaning of the Mangarrayi 
utterances in more than 50% of cases. With further training and support, community members 
could be increasingly independent in sourcing communicatively useful utterances from such 
archival material to both develop their own repertoire of Mangarrayi expressions and for 
creation of resources for teaching. The digital dictionary was a useful tool for at least some 
learners and has the potential to be more so with targeted training in using the search function. 
Learners can successfully mimic audio segments up to about six syllables. Chunking of 
longer utterances can help learners understand and mimic these. Provision of a transcription 
of the spoken text can increase confidence of some learners to mimic a Mangarrayi utterance,  
particularly learners with good literacy skills in English or Kriol. Slowing the speed of 
delivery of an utterance by about 20% without changing the pitch using the tempo change 
function in Audacity can help learners mimic utterances. This could be an important feature 
of resources designed to help learners practise using Mangarrayi expressions. 
Study 4 was designed to answer Research Question 2: 
RQ2: How can Mangarrayi word strings captured from archival recordings, and digital 
resources delivering these, help provide scaffolding to promote independent language 
learning? 
Observations, particularly in Block 1, show that Chunkbank and other digital resources did 
scaffold learning and that participants felt the resources helped them learn. The most 
important way that Chunkbank scaffolded learning was by modelling language, either to 
reduce the choices for the learner (Reduction of degrees of freedom) or to help develop their 
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understanding of the structure of Mangarrayi (Cognitive structuring). Both the audio 
utterances as well as the written transcription served to model language for learners. The 
results of the research do not tell us which of these might have played a more important role, 
but observations show that learners made use of both audio and transcriptions at various 
times. Non-technical, colour coded interlinear glossing was added to Chunkbank after Block 
1 as a result of feedback from participants. With this addition, Explanation could also be a 
significant Scaffolding Means for Cognitive structuring or Direction maintenance, as was the 
case with the digital PowerPoint resources. Modelling for cognitive structuring and Feeding 
back for Direction maintenance were also important scaffolding strategies of the digital 
PowerPoint resources. Respondents to the surveys in Block 1 found the digital resources 
“fairly helpful” or “really helpful”. Observations suggest that Chunkbank and other digital 
resources were pitched at a level that met the needs of learners in Block 1 and can therefore 
be said to display Contingency, a key feature of the scaffolding framework. It was not able to 
be observed whether the digital resources also displayed Fading, another key requirement for 
scaffolding. However, a lack of inbuilt fading in digital resources can be compensated for by 
use of multiple resources or learners themselves phasing out those that are no longer useful 
(Puntambekar & Hübscher, 2005).   
The main scaffolding strategy used by speaker Sheila Conway to support learners was 
modelling Mangarrayi to reduce grammatical and lexical choices facing the learners 
(Reduction of the degrees of freedom). Sheila used techniques such as repetition, slowing 
down speed of delivery and breaking down an utterance into smaller units to help learners 
grasp it’s form or structure (Cognitive structuring). Sheila also used direct feedback in the 
form of a comment or indirect feedback using, for example, emphasis, as a Scaffolding Means 
to draw a learner’s attention to a specific element in an utterance that needed modifying 
(Cognitive structuring). Scaffolding provided by me targeted mainly understanding of the 
grammar and structure of Mangarrayi (Cognitive structuring) through Scaffolding Means 
such as Explaining, Feeding back and Modelling.  
Transfer of responsibility for learning to the learners is an essential characteristic of 
scaffolding within the scaffolding framework. In Study 4, Transfer of responsibility was 
observed in several ways. In Block 1, participants provided support for their peers, 
particularly in the affect domain. Participants JL, WG and AG used humour as a Scaffolding 
Means to downplay potential frustration or threat from a task perceived by them to be 
potentially difficult (Contingency management / frustration control) or to encourage peers to 
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remain on task (Recruitment). The majority of participants in Block 1 also displayed 
behaviours indicating that they were engaged in the activities and thus taking responsibility 
for their learning. Community member JL took a leading role in the selection of the topic 
“Bush Medicine” and development of activities around that theme, collecting and preparing 
bush medicine during Blocks 2 and 3. She was essential to recruitment of community 
members from a broad spectrum of age-groups to participate in activities and took an active 
role in supporting the smooth running of these. JL also took responsibility for editing the 
collected footage into learning resources with Mangarrayi, Kriol and English subtitles..  
The question then is to what extent this Transfer of responsibility can be interpreted as 
independence in learning. In the Literature Review (Chapter 2 Section 2.2) we saw that 
independent learning involves self-regulation strategies in the cognitive, metacognitive and 
affect domains. However, learners’ belief in their ability to succeed, beliefs about the value of 
the task and their emotional reactions to the task influence the efficacy of cognitive and 
metacognitive strategies (Pintrich & van De Groot, 1990). In Study 4, Scaffolding strategies 
Using humour for Contingency management / frustration control and Recruitment were 
employed by learners to manage reactions to tasks and build self-confidence. Feedback from 
the surveys in Block 1 showed that learners had a positive attitude towards learning 
Mangarrayi, although not towards learning grammar. On many occasions, humour was used 
to preempt negative reactions to activities involving explicit grammatical instruction to make 
them seem less daunting. Development of scripts and use of these in filming scenes for the 
learning resource in Block 1 required metacognitive strategies such as planning and 
monitoring, and cognitive strategies such as rehearsal, memorisation and organisation. 
Development and execution of activities in Blocks 2 and 3 involved planning and 
organisation, but required accommodation of changing circumstances and seizing 
opportunities as they arose. JL’s status within the community and understanding of the 
community context were essential to the success of the activities in Blocks 2 and 3. 
In addition to the important role Sheila has to play in teaching and learning Mangarrayi at 
Jilkminggan, observations in Blocks 2 and 3 showed that there is an older generation who has 
grown up with the language and, although they no longer use Mangarrayi on a regular basis, 
possess significant lexical and grammatical knowledge of the language. Archival recordings, 
even without forms of management such as chunking, transcription or glossing, can help 
rekindle this knowledge. However, digital resources incorporating Mangarrayi chunks with 
features such as images, glossing, English/Kriol transaltions and slowing of speed of delivery 
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of the chunks were also shown to be helpful in reviving language knowledge for this older 
cohort, through repeated listening. 
9.3 Conclusion 
The results of the research in this thesis suggest a possible model for sustainable language 
revitalisation at Jilkminggan and other similar contexts (Figure 9.1) . As shown in Figure 9.1 
and as discussed in this thesis, there are five potential sources of support for Mangarrayi 
learning amongst the adult Jilkminggan population: expert speaker Sheila Conway, a cohort 
of older adults with strong background knowledge, a cohort of younger adults with an interest 
in learning Mangarrayi, external linguistic, metalinguistic and pedagogic support plus digital 
learning resources. These represent pillars upon which sustainable long-term revitalisation of 
Mangarrayi could be built. Although opportunities to learn directly from Sheila are greatly 
reduced as compared with past decades, we have seen through the research that she remains a 
key figure: learners at Jilkminggan can benefit greatly from her skilful modelling of language 
employing a range of techniques to support learning. Some Indigenous communities have 
successfully implemented the Master-Apprentice program as a strategy for younger adult 
community members to engage intensively with expert speakers to develop fluency in their 
language. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, this is not (currently) appropriate to the 
Jilkminggan context. 
The research suggests that Mangarrayi audio chunks sourced from archival recordings, made 
accessible through Chunkbank, could provide models of authentic Mangarrayi language use 
to support a small but motivated group of younger adults with an interest in learning 
Mangarrayi. The reciprocal ways in which younger adults can contribute to and in turn be 
supported by Chunkbank are depicted in Figure 9.1. Because the utterances are already 
assembled and the organisational structure of Chunkbank gives information about context and 
meaning, the choices learners need to make to be able to use these for communication are 
greatly reduced. The non-technical glossing provided in the Chunkbank resource also helped 
develop learners’ understanding of the grammar and structure of Mangarrayi without the need 
for extensive metalinguistic knowledge.  
Over the last two decades a number of Mangarrayi audiovisual learning resources have been 
developed, often with the aid of external linguistic expertise to translate and explain the 
structure of recorded Mangarrayi utterances. As shown in Figure 9.1, Chunkbank provides 
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Mangarrayi teachers, themselves learners, with greater independence in the production of 
such learning resources through the provision of a bank of audio Mangarrayi utterances that 
can be used as exemplars in learning resources. As we saw in Study 4, the utterances can 
serve as models for younger community members to mimic and re-speak in cases where the 
quality of the recording is poor. In addition to the scaffolding provided by the Mangarrayi 
chunks though modelling, digital resourcesusing features of the digital technology itself, 
underpinned by pedagogic principles, can keep learners interested and on track. Both 
Chunkbank and other digital resources were shown to help rekindle the Mangarrayi 
knowledge of a group of older community members who grew up surrounded by the 
language; this activated knowledge in turn provides another potential source of modelling to 
support younger adult learners, as shown in Figure 9.1. At the same time, in Study 4 we saw 
that younger adult learners were prepared to take responsibility for their own learning and 
provided peer support to encourage each other and manage frustration, principally through the 
use of humour. The ways in which they do this and sustain language work are also depicted in 
Figure 9.1. 
As in many other Indigenous communities, the Jilkminggan community has access from time 
to time to external linguistic and pedagogic expertise. The role of this support is also reflected 
in Figure 9.1. In this research, the co-development of the Chunkbank framework using my 
linguistic and teaching expertise in collaboration with and in recognition of aspirations of the 
younger adults, was a key contribution to scaffolding learning of Mangarrayi. In Study 4, 
targeted instruction, using techniques such as explaining, feeding back and modelling, helped 
develop knowledge of essential metalinguistic terminology and key elements of Mangarrayi 
grammar. This allowed more effective use of resources such as Chunkbank and the digital 
Mangarrayi dictionary and development of effective learning resources.    
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Figure 9.1 Model for sustainable Mangarrayi revitalisation at Jilkminggan 
 
9.4 Strengths, limitations and future directions  
In this research, I have targeted learner independence as a means of achieving sustainable 
revitalisation of Mangarrayi. The design-based approach adopted allowed investigation of 
strategies and resources to scaffold learning leading to independence. The adaptation and 
application of van de pol, Volman & Beishuizen’s scaffolding framework to this context was 
novel, permitting identification of specific scaffolding strategies offered not only by 
Chunkbank, but other digital resources and personnel available to learners within the 
Jilkminggan context. The addition of Scaffolding Intention and Scaffolding Means categories 
to this framework and the identification of criteria to quantify Transfer of responsibility, 
represents a contribution to the development of this framework as a more effective tool to 
measure scaffolding in th language revival context atJilkminggan. The Chunkbank framework 
developed in the course of the research, although based on the previous work of van Ek and 
Trim, is innovative as it applies the insights of the original Threshold framework to a new 
context for a different purpose. I have demonstrated its potential to scaffold learning for 
learners.  
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One limitation of this research is that for some of the research activities the number of 
participants was quite small, which could suggest that generalisations drawn from the studies 
are less reliable. However, the group observed was self-selecting and in this sense represented 
a highly targeted audience for this research – those community members with an interest in 
learning Mangarrayi. At the same time, there was wide community participation across the 
whole research project with roughly 10% of the total Jilkminggan population taking part at 
some point. This breadth provided a snapshot of Mangarrayi knowledge and use across a 
broad range of adult community members including an older generation who grew up 
surrounded by the language. The research activities have stimulated an awareness of 
Mangarrayi in the community and broader involvement in activities around learning of 
Mangarrayi amongst adult community members. This is important in a context where 
previous Mangarrayi teaching and learning activities have been focused on the Jilkminggan 
school. Five video learning resources have been completed by JL in the wake of the project, 
contributing to the already identified 15 video resources from the AIATSIS archive. The 
skills and confidence gained from this will support future development of resources, for 
example, HL is currently seeking funding for a project combining traditional arts such as 
making coolamons combined with video documentation. Older community members with this 
knowledge would be filmed collecting materials and creating the object and Chunkbank with 
utterances relevant to this context would be used to stimulate participants to talk about the 
what they are doing. This would at once serve as language learning, resource creation and 
documentation. 
Whilst this research is focused on Jilkminggan, there are a number of other Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander communities with a similar demographic profile. The methodology used 
may provide a way of thinking about the roles of different forms of support for language 
revitalisation available in those communities. For languages whose speakers have been 
recorded in the course of past documentation, Chunkbank might provide a model for the re-
purposing of that audio material. Chunkbank was developed specifically for this research 
project and the topics that have been more fully developed are those relating to the research. 
The resource is still in an embryonic form both in terms of overall structure and technology 
used to house and deliver the framework. The research has identified topic areas of interest to 
Jilkminggan learners, and a number of utterances relevant to these have already been 
captured. The sub-topics and language functions to help organise these are yet to be fleshed 
out. Communicatively useful utterances are still able to be garnered from the 1994 corpus and 
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the Merlan corpus represents a wealth of as yet untapped Mangarrayi language. Continued 
identification, capture and organisation of Mangarrayi utterances sourced from these corpora 
will allow continued development of richer learning resources across the full range of 
identified topics. Currently, Chunkbank is realised in the form of Excel spreadsheets. Further 
research is required to determine the future of this resource. On the one hand, Excel is a 
readily available program with which community members are familiar. However, there may 
be more effective technological solutions to make the Chunkbank content more readily 
available to Mangarrayi learners. Their might be a case for the development of an app 
combining the organisational principles of Chunkbank with features designed specifically to 
improve language learning. App development is an expensive and time-consuming task only 
warranted if it can be demonstrated that the app provides benefits  that other learning apps 
don’t. 
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Chapter 10 Community engagement / Research impact 
 
10.1 Introduction  
A broad cross-section of the Jilkminggan population participated in the research activities at 
different times during this project, representing about 10% of the current population. The 
research activities have sought to engage community members in language learning that, in 
addition to creating a general groundswell of interest in Mangarrayi language and culture, 
would help improve participants’ knowledge of Mangarrayi and increase the repertoire of 
expressions they can draw on to communicate in Mangarrayi. In this chapter, I will discuss 
the broader impact of the project and community engagement beyond the specific research 
objectives and activities.    
10.2 Consistency and continuity  
In the course of the project, I was able to visit Jilkminggan ten times totalling about 80 days. 
This provided consistency and continuity of engagement that have led to more positive 
outcomes, at least from a community perspective.  
“The fact that MR has been coming back 2 or 3 times a year for a couple of years now, helps 
to make it a continuous learning, not just going flat out for a month or so and then stopping. 
In the past, we have had a few projects that are short term like this. Also, I liked the fact that 
at the beginning he asked the group of what their interest would be and when they wanted to 
have their language lessons”. (Community member JL) 
This project does not exist in a vacuum and it is important to acknowledge the contribution of 
previous Manggarraryi language programs and support provided for these, for example 
through the former Diwurruwurru-jaru Language Centre in Katherine, which have left a 
legacy of Mangarrayi knowledge and resources, such as the video resources discussed in 
Chapter 5 (Section 5.1). Discussions with community member JL in the development of the 
research plan at the start of this project made it clear that video-making has been an important 
and enjoyable way for her, and other community members, to engage with Mangarrayi 
language and culture. Study 4 of the current project, has relied on JL’s knowledge of video 
editing, developed during her employment at the Diwurruwurru-jaru (Katherine Language 
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Centre). 
Videos allow engagement with Mangarrayi in two ways, through research and use of 
Mangarrayi language and culture in the course of making the video, as well as community 
members seeing themselves and their culture reflected through the video. An example of this 
second function was observed during a visit to the community by Jesse Roberts (now living in 
Katherine) for an open day at the school attended by families and friends of students. I had a 
copy of the “Marr” (fish) video produced in 200339 and was showing it to Jessie as she was 
featured in it. While she was watching other community members also came to look and 
enjoyed identifying community members in the video now grown up. At one point someone 
recognised a small boy who has since passed away. Rather than this being an unwelcome 
discovery, the family was excited to have the footage and called younger siblings to come and 
see their brother. This material therefore, even though quite old, still has real relevance for the 
community. The “Marr” video formed the basis of explorations into re-purposing older digital 
resources (Study 2) and the a-ngirla-yag na-marr-wu PowerPoint resource was created using 
images and audio from it. 
10.3 The Jilkminggan school 
In Term 4 2018, Jilkminggan school began a pilot Mangarrayi program as a forerunner to the 
introduction of the Northern Territory Indigenous Languages and Culture syllabus in the 
following year. This project has fed into this program in two ways. Firstly, JL has been 
providing support for the program by way of resource development and involvement in 
certain activities. Any strengthening of her knowledge of Mangarrayi can help her in this role. 
Secondly, in developing the language program the school identified topics and themes from 
the Northern Territory primary syllabus that would lend themselves to the teaching of 
Mangarrayi language and culture. Mangarrayi utterances were located, captured and 
organised using the Chunkbank framework around these topics, for example, “Country and 
weather” (Appendix 23). These were used to support JL, Indigenous teaching assistants and 
non-Indigenous teachers to develop appropriate teaching strategies and resources.  
As most of the previous Mangarrayi projects were focused on the Jilkminggan school, at the 
outset of the project this seemed to be the most likely context of this research. Although as it 
 
39 L KIT M322.007/1 in the AIATSIS archive 
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turned out the research was focused on adult rather than school-aged learners, permission had 
nevertheless been sought and granted from the Northern Territory Education Department as 
well as the principal of the Jilkminggan school to conduct research at the school. My 
background as an experienced language teacher provided opportunities to engage with both 
primary and high school students and teachers in activities involving Mangarrayi language, 
including research activities. Some of the high school students completed the tasks in Study 2, 
although engagement rather than data collection was the aim. I also ran a workshop on using 
PowerPoint to create a simple digital resource with Mangarrayi utterances and images to 
represent these sourced from the internet. Before beginning the task, I showed the “Marr” 
video to explain the notion of archival documents and their importance. The students were 
immediately engaged and enjoyed seeing the “old video” and “people from a long time ago”. 
The video was set at Murrwale (The Crossing), a place on the river near the community well-
known to these students, and featured community members whom they recognised, although 
much younger at the time of filming. The students completed the task and each was able to 
produce a PowerPoint resource that elicited positive feedback from the principal and some 
parents (Appendix 24).  
I spent time in primary classrooms helping develop some Mangarrayi resources appropriate 
for these groups (Appendix 25), for example working with Sheila to translate into Mangarrayi 
the song “I saw a dingo in the bush”, which students had been taught in English. JL recorded 
the song in Mangarrayi and we made flashcards and a PowerPoint resource with animation to 
help students learn it. 
10.4 Community engagement 
In the course of this project, I was able to stay in the community at the Government Complex, 
which provided me with greater opportunity to meet and talk with community members in 
informal contexts. Video and recording equipment brought as part of the research, also 
provided opportunities for community engagement. These included: 
1. Filming the funeral of a young Jilkminggan man at the request of the family. An 
edited version of the funeral was provided to them (October 2016). 
2. Filming of the Bunggul40 ceremony in the lead up to the funeral at the request of 
 
40 Bunggul ceremony is a generic term used throughout North-Central and North-Eastern Arnhem 
land for song and dance performances associated with a number of different occasions such as 
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Ngukurr musician Roy Wilfred. An edited version of the ceremony was provided to 
several of the musicians and dancers. (October 2016).  
3. Filming “Jilkminggan Blues” AFL match at the request of team captain AM and coach 
OD to provide footage of the game for training purposes. Attendance at the match also 
provided an opportunity to discuss the research with some of the teenage members of 
the Jilkminggan (June 2017). 
4. Filming a short clip for an appeal for donations to raise money for a renal unit at 
Jilkminggan involving community leaders, including Sheila and Jessie, as well as a 
large number of children. The community took advantage of the opportunity to teach 
the children some corroboree (ngawarrij) dances. Jessie and Sheila, recognised as 
song women in the community, provided song and clapstick accompaniment, while JJ 
and NC taught the dance to the children. This also presented an opportunity for the 
children to put into practice some Mangarrayi language they had learnt. The children 
saw a large crocodile in the river which prompted one child to come to me and shout 
warbiyan ‘crocodile’, using the Mangarrayi word they had learnt as part of the song 
Nga-yirriwa-b warbiyan na-jadba-yan ‘I saw a crocodile in the river’. I asked her to 
say this first line of the song to Sheila. Sheila showed pleasure on hearing the child 
speak Mangarrayi, but also corrected her to say na-ngugu-yan ‘in the water’ rather 
than na-jadba-yan ‘in the river’. Sheila pointed out that where we were sitting on the 
flood plain was also the river. The crocodile was in the part of the river with water 
currently in it. This was an important reminder that even seemingly transparent terms 
such as jadba ‘river’ can have different cultural resonances and cannot always be 
mapped directly to the corresponding English term ‘river’(June 2017).  
5. Filming a trip by the high school students to collect murrunggurn ‘black currants’ at 
Donkey Flat (Yumbugi) just outside the community along the Roper Highway at the 
request of teacher HW. I later provided the teacher with some Mangarrayi utterances 
that could be used to retell the story of collecting murrunggurn with images in a 
PowerPoint presentation. (June 2017) 
6. We were able to source musical instruments41 (lead guitar, bass guitar, amplifier, drum 
 
circumcision and funerals. See also Ross & Wild Formal performance: the relations of music, text and 
dance in Arnhem Land clan songs Ethnomusicology, Vol. 28, No. 2 May 1994  
41These were provided at cost by Logans Pianos https://loganspianos.com.au/  
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kit and vocal microphone) for a local group of musicians wanting to re-form the 
“Lirrawi” band from earlier years. GF had written a new song in Kriol “Going 
Fishin’” that she wanted to translate into Mangarrayi. In Study 1, GF explained that 
writing songs in Mangarrayi was important to her (See Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1). 
 “Yeah, because sometimes… before we used to go on tour in communities and they 
used to ask me, you know, Do you know how to sing in language? Mainly in Barunga 
and Boroloola. Yeah, they wanted us to sing language. And I told them I couldn’t.” 
(October 2016) 
 We worked with Sheila to develop a translation of the song (Appendix 5) 
7. Helping find a Mangarrayi name for a new respite facility that had been completed on 
the outskirts of the community. HL had previously asked Sheila’s opinion and she 
asked HL to come up with some suggestions. I suggested the word wurbarr ‘healthy’. 
Using the principle of chunks rather than single words as a learning opportunity, we 
came up with a number of other possibilities: 
 wurbarr-ji  ‘Get healthy’ 
 ga-nga-wurbarrji-n  ‘I’m getting healthy’ 
 ga-ngirla-wurbarrji-n – ‘We are getting healthy’ 
 a-ngirla-wurbarrjin-gu – ‘We will get healthy’ 
Sheila preferred a-ngirla-wurbarrjin-gu, however, HL was worried that it would be 
too complicated for some community members. It was agreed that there could be a 
short name wurrbar and a long form a-ngirla-wurbarrjin-gu.    
10.5 Where to next? 
In 2019, in recognition of the key role she played in this research, JL and I gave a co-
presentation at the International Conference for Language Documentation and Conservation 
(ICLDC6) in Hawaii. The post-conference field study at Hilo provided an excellent 
opportunity for her to learn about community revitalisation projects in Hawaii, and connect 
with community members from other countries, particularly North America and Canada. 
There were also a significant number of presenters from other Indigenous communities in 
Australia whom she was able to get to know. From my own discussions with JL during and 
after the trip, she gained a great deal from her experiences, both on a personal and intellectual 
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level, which will help sustain her contribution towards language revitalisation in her own 
community. JL’s commitment to ongoing revitalisation at Jilkminggan in the wake of the 
current research is reflected in the following comment:   
I thought of making a little community event and celebration of some of the end products of 
video’s and show out in an open area. Maybe at Aunty Sheila’s house as she is not able to 
move around as easily now and invite participants and their families who had a part in the 
making of the video’s. Hopefully, this can help promote Mangarrayi and stir up interest in 
others to learn the language. (ICLDC6 Talk, March 28 2019) 
In early 2019 Bringgan Art Centre administrator HL, with my help, put in a funding 
application for an Indigenous Arts (ILA) grant. The proposal sought to build on strategies and 
resources developed in the course of this research project to support revitalisation of 
Mangarrayi whilst developing opportunities for Bringgan Centre’s artists to explore other 
media, such as natural materials and dyes. The proposal incorporated use of video to 
document the collection of raw materials and the making and decorating of three traditional 
artifacts – coolamons, clapsticks and woven mats. It was planned that younger artists would 
work together with older community members with knowledge of these traditional arts, whilst 
at the same time exploring new ways to work with these materials. Mangarrayi utterances 
organised in the Chunkbank framework around relevant topics would be used to support and 
rekindle Mangarrayi language use in this context. It was planned to produce short videos with 
spoken Mangarrayi subtitled in Mangarrayi, Kriol and English, documenting these traditional 
arts which can also serve as Mangarrayi language learning resources.  
Elder Sheila Conway’s hope for the future of Mangarrayi language at Jilkminggan is summed 
up in the following comments:  
Remember Language! 
Yijarr garlawa ngirla-darawu-b ngirla-manbumanbu-ni, jinanggu jinanggu ngarndala na-
ngugu-wu ngiyan, niwa ngiyan-ga-ni nanwa guwa “warajarra” ngirla-ningayn wurdardban 
ngarla-darawu-b barl’ ngirla-ni durdurla nan’nan narri-jaga ngarla-ni ngirranga na-
wanggangij ye’ ya-ma ya-garranji-n  ya- wurla-nganiung-gu ngani. guwa ngaya, borlborlb a-
ngiyan-bu-n na-ngani-wu ingglij  la-yumbuyumbu nginyjag nurnyang-gu narra ingglij na-
waitpela-wu a-nya-warrma ngarla-ngani’nganiuyg ngani-wa nangganwa. Yijarr garlawa 
ngirla-wa-b ngirla-ni durdurla Jilkminggan  
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‘We found good country. We were running this way and that looking for water. They (the old 
people) brought us here (to Jilkminggan) looking for water. We came to a high place and 
found it (water). We stayed here permanently together and we are still here. Children ßcould 
play and grow up and speak language, like me. They taught us language. You (Mangarrayi 
people) leave English, it’s not yours. English is for White people. Listen, we talk language 
here. We found good country and we will stay here forever’. Jilkminggan (Sheila Conway, 
Jilkminggan November 2018). 
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Appendix 1 Resources found in AIATSIS Catalogue 25 June 2019 (Search term 
“Mangarrayi”/ “Mangarayi” 
 
 
Call No / 
access 
Title/ Description Date Creator 
DAC_001 
 
Jakarnda warrwiyan 
“For the Mangarrayi and Jilkminggan mob. Told by Jessie Roberts 
and Sheila Conway, the telling of Jakarnda warrwiyan (plain 
kangaroo dreaming) and Gandarlngarra and Biragugu (dingo's 
names) who entered into Mangarrayi country from Warlock. They 
went travelling through until they left the story and changing 
names at Brown Springs.” 
2004 Conway, Sheila; Roberts, 
Jessie Garalnganjak, 
1930-; Kingsley, Erica; 
Cutfield, Sarah; 
Jilkminggan School 
diwurruwurr
u-jaru_013 
 
Bilibili Ngawarrij 
Children demonstrate traditional dancing; language lesson about 
the dancing; preparation of feathers; Mangarrayi words with 
English subtitles 
2001 Diwurruwurru-jaru 
Aboriginal Corporation 
Produced by: Jason Lee, 
Felicity Meakins, Sarah 
Cutfield 
L KIT 
M322.007/1 
Marr "fish" in Mangarrayi 
Reader by Sheila Conway 
2003 Sheila Conway 
L 
M322.007/1 
Ngirla na-wurlurlu-yan! 
"As told by Jessie Roberts. Produced by Sarah Cutfield for 
Jilkminggan School and Diwurruwurru-jaru Aboriginal 
Corporation" Text in Mangarrayi with English translation 
2003 Roberts, Jessie 
Garalnganjak, 1930-; 
Cutfield, Sarah; 
Diwurruwurru-Jaru 
Aboriginal Corporation. 
DIWURRU
WURRU-
JARU_011 
Ngarn bia ngarnju: family: Mangarrayi Nest Project 
Language video showing the Mangarrayi words for kin terms 
Made for Jilkminggan's JET On-site Creche 
 
2002 Diwurruwurru-Jaru 
Aboriginal Corporation,  
Deposited: Robin 
Hodgson 
DIWURRU
WURRU-
JARU_011 
Dab – skin: Mangarrayi Nest Project 
Language video showing skin names 
 Diwurruwurru-Jaru 
Aboriginal Corporation 
DIWURRU
WURRU-
JARU_011 
Duyjbuyin: humpy: Mangarrayi Nest Project 
Demonstration of how to build a humpy; components are shown in 
language with English subtitles 
2001 Diwurruwurru-Jaru 
Aboriginal  
Produced: Josie Lardy 
DIWURRU
WURRU-
JARU_011 
Barnam: places II: Mangarrayi Nest Project 2001 Diwurruwurru-Jaru 
Aboriginal Corporation, 
Produced: Josie Lardy 
DIWURRU
WURRU-
JARU_011 
Grass skirt – barrgurndi: Mangarrayi Nest Project 2001 Diwurruwurru-Jaru 
Aboriginal Corporation 
Produced: Josie Lardy 
DIWURRU
WURRU-
JARU_011 
A day at the creche cleaning etc... wird-ma: Mangarrayi Nest 
Project 
Language video showing activities undertaken at creche including 
dancing, cooking, washing hands, cleaning, making things, eating 
and bathing; shows English and Mangarrayi words for these 
activities 
 Diwurruwurru-Jaru 
Aboriginal Corporation, 
Produced: Josie Lardy 
 
DIWURRU
WURRU-
JARU_011 
Trees- landi: Mangarrayi Nest Project 
Language video showing drawings of trees, the actual trees 
themselves and the English and Mangarrayi names for those trees 
2001 Diwurruwurru-Jaru 
Aboriginal Corporation, 
Produced: Josie Lardy 
DIWURRU
WURRU-
JARU_014 
 
Wanggij Warrwiyan: Mangarrayi Dreamings series 
Abstract from Wanggij Warrwiyan] The children make 
themselves into a whirlwind travelling from place to place. They 
stop and rest at Jilkminggan only for a while before they continue 
on their way as a whirlwind, later separating and leaving 
Yangman and Mangarrayi country; Wanggij Warrwiyan is a 
2004 Katherine Regional 
Aboriginal Language 
Centre, 
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dreaming story 
DAC_001 Yudjudja-ngarrambangarramba: Mangarrayi Dreamings series 
The story of Yudjudja-ngarrambangarramba in Mangarrayi and 
Kriol; features enactment of story by young people at Jilkminggan 
Community 
2004 Katherine Regional 
Aboriginal Language 
Centre 
L KIT 
M322.081/1 
VIDEO 
Scary movie 
"Not all goes to plan when this group of girls goes camping 
against their grandmother's advice; a clash of generations and 
cultures; expect the unexpected" In Mangarrayi; Kriol and English 
subtitles 
 
2002 "Written and produced 
by Jilkminggan Senior 
Girls' Class with support 
from Katherine 
Language Centre and 
ATSI Arts" 
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Appendix 2 Flyer Focus group 1 
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Appendix 3 Information sheet Phase 2 
 
Information Sheet - Adult Participant (Extended) 
Project Title: Teaching & Learning Mangarrayi Phase 1 
 
Who is carrying out the study?  Mark Richards a PhD student at the Western Sydney University and language 
teacher, is working with Josie Lardy and another assistant from Jilkminggan. Josie and the assistant will be 
teaching Mangarrayi to the students in the Primary school using different activities like songs and computer 
games. Caroline Jones, Jennifer MacRitchie and Francesca Merlan will help supervise the project. 
 
What is the study about?  We want to find out the things that the community thinks it is important to learn to say 
if you are learning Mangarrayi.  
 
What does the study involve?  We would like you to help decide on the important things that should be taught 
in Mangarrayi (themes, topics and language). This will involve 2 meetings with other members of the community. 
We would also like to have a small group of volunteers who are interested in continuing to work on this project. 
The meetings will be videoed to make sure that we hear everybody’s opinion. 
 
Who does the study involve?  Adult community members who are interested in helping the community decide 
on important themes, topics and language to be taught in Mangarrayi.  
 
How much time will the study take?    There will be 2 workshops (meetings) of about 3 hours. The workshops 
will be held on different days. At the end of each workshop we will have a barbecue. We will also ask anyone who 
is really interested to continue working on these ideas throughout the year – perhaps a meeting 1-2 times per 
month.  
 
Will the study benefit me?   The information we collect can help planning teaching and learning of Mangarrayi in 
the future for children and adults. This can help the whole community.  
 
Will the study involve any discomfort for me? No. We will try and organise the meetings at a time and in a 
place that is good for as many people as possible. 
 
How is the study being paid for?  
ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language and Western Sydney University will provide the money. 
Will anyone else know the results? How will I hear about the results?   The results of this study will be 
published in a thesis – this is a book explaining what we did and what we found out. This will be kept at the 
university but anyone can read it. We may also give some talks and write some journal articles using this 
information. You will not be identified unless you ask for this. 
 
Any information collected during the project, including video recordings of you, will be kept and may be used in 
other related projects in the future, for example in another language teaching project.  
 
The information may be stored in the Paradisec or Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Studies (AIATSIS) archive in Canberra. Only people who have permission from the community can get access to 
it. 
 
Can I pull out of the study? Participation is voluntary. If you don’t want to be in the meetings or you change your 
mind after first saying yes, you don’t have to continue. You can stop at any time. 
 
Can I tell other people about the study?  Yes, we would like to have as many community members as possible. 
You can give them our contact details:  
Email: m.richards@westernsydney.edu.au   
Phone: 0403 793 759   OR    02 9772 6107 
 
What if I need more information?  
Please feel free to talk to Josie Lardy or contact Mark Richards on 0403 793 759 or talk to Josie or Helena Lardy 
who can also contact me.  
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What if I have a complaint?  
If you have any complaints or worries about this research, you may contact the Ethics Committee through 
Research Engagement, Development and Innovation (REDI) on Tel +61 2 4736 0229 or email 
humanethics@westernsydney.edu.au. Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully, 
and you will be informed of the outcome.  
If you agree to be involved in this study, you may be asked to sign the Participant Consent Form. The information 
sheet is for you to keep and the consent form is kept by the researcher/s. 
This study has been approved by the Western Sydney University Human Research Ethics Committee. The 
H12047 
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Appendix 4 Consent form Phase 2 
 
 
Consent Form – Adult participant (Extended) 
Title: Teaching & Learning Mangarrayi Phase 1 
 
I agree to participate in the research project titled: Teaching & Learning Mangarrayi Phase 1 
 
I have read the participant information sheet or have had it read to me and have been given the opportunity to 
discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the researcher/s.  
The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained to me, and any questions I 
have about the project have been answered to my satisfaction.  
I understand that my involvement is confidential and that the information gained in this study (including videos of 
me) may be published (eg in a thesis or at a conference) and stored for other research use. However, no 
information about me will be used in any way that shows who I am, unless I ask for this. 
I understand that I can pull out of the study at any time, without affecting my relationships with the university or 
researchers. I agree to the audio and video-recording of my participation in the workshop meetings. 
Signed: .................................................................................................... 
Name: ......................................................................................................  
Date: .............................................................................................  
Return Address: ...............................................................................  
If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this research, you may contact the Ethics 
Committee through Research Engagement, Development and Innovation (REDI) on Tel +61 2 4736 0229 or email 
humanethics@westernsydney.edu.au. 
Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully, and you will be informed of the outcome.  
This study has been approved by the Western Sydney University Human Research Ethics Committee. The 
Approval number is H12047 
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Appendix 5 Song lyrics Goin’ fishin’ / Chuckin’ line – Gina Farrar 2017 
Kriol 
Melabut bin go langa riva 
Melabut bin chuckin line 
Melabut bin gujim biggest fish 
Melabut bin chuckin langa fia 
Melabut bin cookin dampa 
An melabut bin boilin tea 
Melabut bin dagat biggest dagga 
Yum yum 
An now melabut got a full one binyji 
An melabut feelin brably happy 
 
Mangarrayi (checked by Sheila)    
         ngirla-ya-j na-jadba-lama      
We (they and I) went  river  to 
We went to the river 
 
yirr’ ngirla-warag wurirr 
throw in  we  past  fishing line 
We threw in a fishing line 
 
ngirla-may      marr balayi 
    we  get (past)  fish  big 
We got a big fish 
 
yirr’ ngirla-warag na-damayi-yan  or   bab ngirla-namdak  
throw  we /it throw    fire     in               put on fire past we 
We threw it on the fire                          We put it on the fire 
 
ngirla-narli mawuj 
  we   cook past damper (tucker) 
We cooked some damper 
 
marr’ ngirla-bandi jurrgjurrg  
make  pres      we  made tea (leaf) 
We made some tea 
 
ngirla-jirray    mawuj balayi 
we     eat past   food    big 
We had a big meal 
 
mayawa dal ga-ngirla-jaygin 
   now     full pres we       pres 
Now I’m full 
 
Yijarr yijarr 
 good  good 
Yum Yum  
 
dara-ngirnya ga-nigirla-manbun junjun (durdurla) 
 stomach our  pres we      run     properly (completely) 
I feel really happy 
 
Sheila also said: 
Dal nga-jaj     mawuj nga-jirrak balayi 
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I’m satisified    food    I     ate    big     (I ate a lot of food)  
    Dal ngirla-jaj                dara-ngirnya mayawa 
We are are satisfied     our stomach  now 
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Appendix 6 expressions relating to the general theme “going fishing” sourced from the 
“Marr” video 
I will go fishing (tomorrow) a-nga-yag-wu na marr-wu 
I thought I got one, but I didn’t jiniyin marr nga-may, gana dayi  
I got hooked on (snagged) some bark dab-nawu gagird nga-bu-b 
this stick got hooked up niwa-ba landi gagird bu-b 
this is how we put on bait for fish Jagina a-ngirla-ma ga-ngirla-babnama yalar juya na-
marr-wu 
maybe a black bream will bite it mangaya bunjayi ya-daya-wu 
I am throwing it over there (the line) yirr’ ga-nga-war garriwa (wirirr) 
I threw a line in yirr’ nga-warag wurirr  
it got stuck maybe on a stick in the water lud ja-j nganju mangaya na-landi-yan biyanggin na-
ngugu-yan 
the kids threw a line in maybe for fish na-wanggangij wurirr yirr’ wurla-wari narndarla na-
marr-wu 
what have you two got? jagina nurr-may? 
 ngirr-may malulurr 
I will throw a line in wurirr yirr’ a-nga-war-wu 
poor black bream bunjayi, garlugu 
What did you get? jagina-nya-may? 
I got a…  nga-may… 
I got a black bream nga-may bunjayi 
I got a rifle fish nga-may-ngaladarra 
I got a rock cod nga-may-murla 
I got catfish nga-may-burriynburriyn 
I got Saratoga nga-may-yurramij 
I got archer fish nga-may-darrarar 
I got long Tom nga-may-jama 
baramundi nga-may-ngurluguyi 
nailfish nga-may-barndura 
rainbow fish nga-may-werlban 
We found lily root liwu ngirla wab runggay 
I felt around, I got some mussels ngaya, warrarra nga-buni, nga-may jibibi 
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Appendix 7 Flyer for Focus group 2 
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Appendix 8 Text elicited as a Welcome to Country 
Welcome to country 
niwa   ngaya          ga-nga-ni     barnam-nganju nya-ma  “ngani      ga-nga-nganiyug  
here  PRON 1SG   PRES-1SG-sit   camp - POSS 1SG 2SG-say   language    PRES-1SG-speak 
 
nawuwa na-bargi-wu.    Mangarrayi   ga-nga-nganiyug  ngaya 
  this side     land-DAT   mangarrayi     PRES-1SG-speak   PRON 1SG    
 
“Me, I live here in my home (place)”. You say “I speak the language for the land over this 
side. Me, I speak Mangarrayi”. 
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Appendix 9 Technology use survey Study 2 
 
 
  
 1 
Survey - Jilkminggan Community Technology Use 
 
Name: ______________________________ How old? _______    
 
How long have you been in Jilkminggan? _________ year(s) 
 
Where did you live before Jilkminggan? ____________________ 
What devices do you use? (put cross if you use it / write which one) 
• laptop (PC or Mac)  ________________________ 
• desktop (PC or Mac)  ________________________ 
• ipad or other tablet  ________________________ 
• smartphone or iphone   _______________________ 
Where do you use it? (write number in box) 
1. School   2. Home   3. Other place (write where)  
• laptop (PC or Mac)  ________________________ 
• desktop (PC or Mac)  ________________________ 
• ipad or other tablet  ________________________ 
• smartphone or iphone   _______________________ 
How often do you use it? (write number in box) 
1. every day  2. A few times a week   3. A few times a month  
• laptop (PC or Mac)   
• desktop (PC or Mac)   
• ipad or other tablet   
• smartphone or iphone    
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 2 
Why do you use the device? 
What you do on the 
device? 
Put cross in box 
How? Circle or write 
name of program, 
company or site 
What device? 
Write device  
 
phone 
Telstra       Optus 
Other: 
smartphone 
text  smartphone 
email   
social media   Youtube         Facebook 
 Snapchat       Twitter     
 Instagram      Flickr 
 
play games  
 
 
watch videos  
 
 
watch sport  
 
 
listen to music  
 
 
Read (blog or book) 
 
  
Find information on the 
internet 
Google   Safari     Firefox 
Other: 
 
get news & weather  
 
 
check timetables & 
make bookings  
Greyhound or Bodhi bus 
Other: 
 
shopping 
 
Gumtree                eBay 
Other: 
 
calendar 
 
  
calculator 
 
  
language learning English dictionary    
Mangarrayi dictionary 
Mangarrayi grammar 
 
money (banking)  
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 3 
Can you do these things? (Put a cross in the box if you can do it and write the 
name of the software or device on the line) 
 
type a document     _________________________ 
 
add an attachment to an email  _________________________ 
 
scan a document     _________________________ 
 
take a photo      _________________________ 
 
edit a film      _________________________ 
 
edit a sound file     _________________________ 
 
use a spreadsheet     _________________________ 
 
make a presentation    _________________________  
 
transfer documents from a computer to a USB 
 
transfer documents from an i-pad to a computer 
 
transfer documents from a phone to a computer 
 
download something from the internet 
 
upload something to the internet 
 
Is technology important in your everyday life? (things like computers, 
internet, smartphones) – circle one  
 
very important   quite important     not really important     not at all important 
  
Why or why not? ___________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Are there any things you would like to do with technology but 
can’t? Write what. 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
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 4 
What problems do you have when using a device? (Put a cross in the 
box) 
 
run out of charge all the time   
 
lose or break device 
 
don’t have the programs you need 
 
no internet in the community 
 
no phone coverage in the community 
 
phone coverage only in some places     Where? ___________________ 
 
very slow to load websites 
 
can’t download things from the internet   
 
You find it hard to use   Why? _______________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Anything else? ______________________________________________ 
 
 
How do you get help? (Put a cross in the box) 
 
someone helps me when I get stuck?        Who?____________________ 
 
I look on the internet for help  
 
I keep clicking on things until I find the answer  
 
I give up 
 
 
 
 
 
THANK YOU! 
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Appendix 10 Information sheet Phase 3 
 
 
Information Sheet - Adult Participant (Extended) 
Project Title: Teaching & Learning Mangarrayi Phase 2 
 
Who is carrying out the study?  Mark Richards a PhD student at the Western Sydney University and language teacher, is 
working with Josie Lardy and another assistant from Jilkminggan. Josie and the assistant will be teaching Mangarrayi to the 
students in the Primary school using different activities like songs and computer games. Caroline Jones, Jennifer MacRitchie 
and Francesca Merlan will help supervise the project. 
 
What is the study about?  We want to find the best way of looking for useful Mangarrayi expressions (words, phrases and 
sentences) from recordings of older speakers from Jilkminggan that are stored in archives.  
 
What does the study involve?  We would like you to test out some of the systems we have come up with to find useful 
Mangarrayi expressions (words, phrases and sentences) from recordings of older speakers from Jilkminggan.  
 
Who does the study involve?  Adult community members who are interested in helping develop a process to get language 
from old recordings.  
 
How much time will the study take?    The session will take about 2 hours, including time to explain.   
  
Will the study benefit me?   The information we collect will help get more language material to teach Mangarrayi. This can 
help planning teaching and learning of Mangarrayi in the future for children and adults.  
 
Will the study involve any discomfort for me? No. We will try and organise the sessions at a time and in a place that is 
good for you. 
 
How is the study being paid for?  
ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language and Western Sydney University will provide the money. 
 
Will anyone else know the results? How will I hear about the results?   The results of this study will be published in a 
thesis – this is a book explaining what we did and what we found out. This will be kept at the university but anyone can read 
it. We may also give some talks and write some journal articles using this information. You will not be identified unless you 
ask for this. Any information collected during the project, including video recordings of you, will be kept and may be used in 
other related projects in the future, for example in another language teaching project.  The information may be stored in the 
Paradisec or Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) archive in Canberra. Only 
people who have permission from the community can get access to it. 
 
Can I pull out of the study? Participation is voluntary. If you don’t want to do the testing or you change your mind after 
first saying yes, you don’t have to continue. You can stop at any time. 
 
Can I tell other people about the study?  Yes, we would like to have as many community members as possible. You can 
give them our contact details:  
Email: m.richards@westernsydney.edu.au   
Phone: 0403 793 759   OR    02 9772 6107 
 
What if I need more information?  
Please feel free to talk to Josie Lardy or contact Mark Richards on 0403 793 759 or talk to Josie or Helena Lardy who can 
also contact me.  
 
What if I have a complaint?  
If you have any complaints or worries about this research, you may contact the Ethics Committee through Research 
Engagement, Development and Innovation (REDI) on Tel +61 2 4736 0229 or email humanethics@westernsydney.edu.au. 
Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully, and you will be informed of the outcome.  
 
If you agree to be involved in this study, you may be asked to sign the Participant Consent Form. The information sheet is for 
you to keep and the consent form is kept by the researcher/s. 
 
This study has been approved by the Western Sydney University Human Research Ethics Committee. The Approval number 
is H12047 
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Appendix 11 Consent form Phase 3 
 
 
 
Consent Form – Adult participant (Extended) 
Title: Teaching & Learning Mangarrayi Phase 2 
 
I agree to participate in the research project titled: Teaching & Learning Mangarrayi Phase 2 
I have read the participant information sheet or have had it read to me and have been given the opportunity to discuss the 
information and my involvement in the project with the researcher/s.  
The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained to me, and any questions I have about the 
project have been answered to my satisfaction.  
I understand that my involvement is confidential and that the information gained in this study (including videos of me) may 
be published (eg in a thesis or at a conference) and stored for other research use. However, no information about me will be 
used in any way that shows who I am, unless I ask for this. 
I understand that I can pull out of the study at any time, without affecting my relationships with the university or researchers. 
I agree to the audio and video-recording of my participation in the workshop meetings. 
 
 
Signed: .................................................................................................... 
Name: ......................................................................................................  
Date: .............................................................................................  
Return Address: ...............................................................................  
If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this research, you may contact the Ethics Committee 
through Research Engagement, Development and Innovation (REDI) on Tel +61 2 4736 0229 or email 
humanethics@westernsydney.edu.au. 
Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully, and you will be informed of the outcome.  
 
This study has been approved by the Western Sydney University Human Research Ethics Committee. The Approval number 
is H12047 
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Appendix 12  Resource Developed from “Marr” video for use on mobile phone  
 
 
9/5/19
1
A-ngirla-yag na-marr-wu
Let’s go fishing
Ngirla na-wurlurlu-yan. 
We (are) at the rapids (The Crossing - Murrwale).
Na-wangkanggij ye' ja-wurla-ma. 
The kids they are playing.
Na-ngugu-yan ye' wurla-mari, dangaw dangaw' 
wurla-buni.
In the water they played, they dived.
wurirr
fishing line (line)
Na-wankangij wurirr yirr’ wurla-wari ngarndarla
na-marr-wu.
The kids they threw in a line, maybe for fish.
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9/5/19
1
Lud ja-j nganju mangaya na-landi-yan biyanggin
na-ngugu-yan.
Mine got caught maybe on a stick in, in the water.
Jina ga-ngirla-ma ga-ngirla-babnama yalar juya
na-marr-wu.
This is how we do it we put on beef meat for fish.
Yirr’ ga-nga-war garriwa
I throw it that way.
Niwa-bayi landi gagird bu-b.
This (important) stick got hooked up.
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
Nga-may…
I got…
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9/5/19
1
Nga-may bunjayi.
I got a black bream.
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
Nga-may barndura.
I got a nail fish.
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
Nga-may burrinyburriny.
I got a catfish.
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
Nga-may dararar.
I got black striped grunter. 
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
nga-may jama
I got a longtom
Jagina nya-may?
What did you get?
nga-may murla
I got a rock cod
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
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9/5/19
1
nga-may ngaladarra
I got a rifle fish
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
Nga-may ngurluguyi.
I got a baramundi.
Nga-may yurramij.
I got a saratoga.
Jagina nya-may.
What did you get?
Ngaya, warrarra nga-buni, nga-may jibibi.
Me, I felt about (and) I got mussels.
Images and sound originally from film “Marr” (fish)
Mangarrayi language: Jessie Roberts, Erica Kingsley
With: The Jilkminggan kids
Original video Produced by: Sarah Cutfield October 2003 for 
the Jilkminggan school and the Diwurruwurru-jaru Aboriginal 
Corporation
Slide show produced by: Mark Richards  Jilkminggan 2017
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Appendix 13 Transcription of excerpts used for Study 3 
 
Revised Transcription of Language for Observational Study 
Recording MR2-005-A 
 
 
MR = Mark Richards 
AD = Amy Dirn.gag 
GT: Gemma Turner 
 
Section A: start 18:05 min & finish 22 min. 
MR: If I say, like, its dinner time, its night time its dinner time.. if I cook some dinner I say “Hey 
picaninnies dinner’s ready… come on for dinner, dinner’s ready.  
AD: la-ningá-w  
MR: la-ninga-w (repeats) – dinner’s ready… teatime 
AD: la-ningá-w na-mawung-gú 
MR: Say it one more time 
AD: la-nínga-w …. na-mawúng-gu 
MR: mawung-gu (quietly) 
AD:  … come on (quietly) 
MR: come on… yeah… its ready. And ... What’s… what’s the word for umm … is there a word in, in 
ahhh.. Mangarrayi for smoko time …. (waits). No smoko time. 
AD: Nothing 
MR: What about lunch – for lunch. 
AD: dálgan 
MR: dalgan (repeats). And for dinner at night time? 
AD: Jáwk ma… eh (laughs) búnyang  
MR: bunyang (repeats) 
AD: mawúng-gu la…. like supper 
MR: supper (Amy starts to say dinner interrupts with) yeah, yeah 
AD: mulugmúlung-garláma 
MR: mulugmulung-garlama (repeats) 
AD: late fella…?? (can’t really hear) 
MR: and breakfast time in the morning? 
AD: (Not sure what she says – but seems to express that she is having difficulty finding a satisfactory 
answer) – merdbánwa – like early this morning you get up from sleep … 
MR: yeah 
AD: and you fill up billycan 
MR: yeah… and you have something to eat… what … do you call that something? 
AD: well júyá, máwúj 
MR:  mawuj, mawuj 
AD: juyá 
MR: OK. Is there a word in Mangarrayi for a knife? A knife to cut with? 
AD: gorrbgórrbmin …. gorrbgórrbmin 
MR: Is there a word for fork? (Pause as Amy thinks.)  Nothing?  And for a spoon to eat with like that?  
Any word for spoon (Amy thinking) 
AD: … nothing. 
MR: Nothing … yep… OK and is there a word for a plate ... that you eat off … a plate? 
AD: Just a plate. 
MR: a plate ... do you just say … do you say anything in Mangarrayi? Nothing. 
AD: Nothing. 
MR: Umm. And this … What did we say this one was ... this cup? 
AD: bárrigod 
MR: bárrigod (repeats). OK. If I say “Amy, I’ll go and get some water”. How do I say that? 
AD: gá-nga-wá-n ngúgu …. gá-nga-wa-n ngúgu. 
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MR: gá-nga-wá-n ngúgu (repeats). And if I ask you “Amy, what do you want to eat?, What do you 
want?, what do you want to eat?” .. Do you want umm… Do you want kangaroo? (Amy giggles)... Do 
you want goanna? What do you want to eat?” 
AD: mángaya márr 
MR: márr … yeah. But can I … If I want to ask you … I say “oh” – What if I say to you “Amy, what 
do you wa… Do you want coffee, tea?” Can I say “What do you want?” … “jangkína” (Should be 
jágina). Can I use some question like that? 
AD: jágina-ba ga-ngán-mi? 
MR: Does that ... what you want… 
AD: jágina dara-ngángka gá-nya-wá-n? …. coffee. 
MR: coffee, yeah. OK. Can I say what to eat ... what one? 
AD: jágina … jágina … a-nya-já-wu? … máwuj. (pron: mááwuj) 
MR: What does that one mean? What do you want to eat? 
AD: máwuj 
MR: mawuj. “What do you want to drink?” Is there a question like that to ask? 
AD: ngúgu … ngúgu mí  … bring me water. 
MR: Bring me water. Yeah? OK. Bring water.  
 
 
Section B: start 24:35 min & finish 28:35 min 
MR: And I say “Do you want some milk in it?” 
AD: gá-nya-bardnáma-gíg? Yówó. 
MR: Good. And what if I ask “Do you want some sugar in it?” 
AD:  Babnáma ngánju yúlgmirn 
MR: And you say “Yówó”. 
AD: Yówó. 
MR And you say … what if you want to say “Can I have two sugars .. two sugars in there?” 
AD: ngabarranwá-wu bardnáma yúlgmirn. ngabarranwá-wu 
MR: na-barranwá-wu. What if I … it’s in the morning, it’s cold and I ask that picaninny there “Can 
you light the fire?” “Can you light the fire?” 
AD: Wánggij, jorlé’ má damáyi  (the glottal stop is stressed 
MR: One more time 
AD: Wánggij, jorlé’ má damáyi. You make ‘im fire. 
MR: If there’s no wood I say to that picaninny “eh, can you go and get some wood?” 
AD: damayí-wi you tell ‘im damayí-wi –‘im talk alright  yówó. Yág (pron yáág) mí’mi-wu á-nya-mi 
mánymany. You tell ‘im. 
MR: What does that mean? mánymany is … 
AD: mánymany that is little wood 
MR: little wood – go and get some little sticks 
AD: Yeah, yeah 
MR: Could you say that one more time “Hey, can you go and get some sticks?” 
AD: Wa-w ... wa-w mánymany a-nya-mi, narri-wa nya-naya-wu. Bla light ‘im. 
MR: you light him, yeah? 
AD: Yeah. mánymany 
MR: What if I say “Hey, there’s no wood, firewood.” How can I say that? “There’s no wood.” 
AD: dáyi, damayí-wi 
MR: (repeats) dáyi, damayí-wi. There’s no wood. 
AD: no wood 
MR: OK. And what if I say “OK. Now I’m going to boil the billy.” “I’m going to boil that billy.” 
AD: a… á-nga-nayá-wu bíllycan na-téa-wu (You really hear a retroflex [rd] at the beginning of “tea” –
the retroflex often only comes out after a vowel eg na –rdu-yan) 
MR: One more time 
AD: á-nga-nayá-wu bíllycan na-téa-wu. á-nga-bardnáma ngúgu. They boil ‘im. 
MR: boil ‘im 
AD: mmm 
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MR: And if I say “Oh, there’s no tucker.” “There’s no tucker.” 
AD: mawúj-wi … dáyi na- mawúj-wi 
MR: (repeats – not well) dáyi na- mawúj-wi. What’s the word … is there a word for salt in 
Mangarrayi? You know salt that you put on your food, on your tucker. That salt, do you have a word 
in Mangarrayi for that one? 
AD: nothing 
Maybe you call it na-salt (laughs). 
AD: Amy jokes na-jolt 
MR: repeats na-jolt (badly) 
AD: salt 
MR: If I say to you “Oh Amy, Do you want some damper?” 
AD: yówó ngan-wu. Give me. 
MR: What do I say “Do you want some damper?” I say? 
AD: dámba dára-ngángka gá-nya-wá-n?  (Amy lengthens the second [ng] in ngángka – it made it 
difficult for me to recognise. 
MR: and you say yówó 
AD: yówó 
MR: Good. What if I say “oh, this damper is old, it’s stale it’s no good 
AD: bórdewg  (Pron: bóórdewk), bórdewg (second time without the double vowel) 
MR: Is it old? 
AD: mamayangkan 
MR: OK. If I say “Eat some damper – this tastes awful”. 
AD: bórdewg  (Pron: bóórdewk) – rubbish 
MR: Rubbish (laughs). Can I say a word like “Yuck” Is there a word like that? 
AD: bórdewg … jakay.  yirr’ war 
MR: What about if I taste it … “mmm . this is beautiful” 
AD: good one. yíjarr-bárna … yíjarr máwuj 
MR: (repeats) yíjarr máwuj júyá 
 
End: 28:41 
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Appendix 14 Script used  as basis of audacity training task in Study 3 
Instructions for Audacity Training Task  
Ø Audacity training before Sessions 
 
1. locate and open Audacity program. 
2. Import sound file: Go to File, click import then audio and navigate to correct file 
3. Explain audio wave and what it represents. Large blocks show louder more important sound, thin line is 
quieter or silence.  
4. Point out that play, stop and pause are just like on a CD player. 
5. If you click cursor on the audio wave a black line will appear. when you press play it will always go 
back to this point. 
6. Click, hold down and drag cursor to highlight. Once highlighted the program will just play this 
selection. Click outside highlighted area to delete the highlight. 
7. Can spread out the wave pattern or make it more dense using the magnifier icons  
8. Click, hold down and drag inside the window to the right to move further forward along the wave 
image. Click, hold down and drag inside the window to the right to move back. 
9. To cut a section of audio. Highlight section to be cut. Go to Edit and click cut. If you want to go back. Go 
to Edit and then press undo cut. 
 
Editing 
10. Play from where you think the sentence you want starts, by placing cursor and clicking. Then click play. 
11. Listen and watch the sound wave carefully to see where the Mangarrayi sentence ends. Place the cursor 
next to the black line (this will be the beginning of the Mangarrayi sentence) and you will see a pointed 
finger. click and hold, then drag the cursor to the right. as you drag the area on the wave will be shaded 
a grey/blue colour. When you get to where you think the Mangarrayi sentence ends, let go. Press play 
and it will play just the highlighted part of the sound file. If this corresponds to what you want. 
Continue.  
12. If you want to change where the shaded area ends place the cursor at the end of that shaded area. You 
will see a pointing finger. Click and hold, then drag left (to make it shorter) or right (to make it longer).    
13. When the sentence you want ends, place the cursor at that point and click. The black line will appear. 
NOTE: you may need to spread out the sound wave as shown above. Highlight the section you want 
(from the black line to where you think the sentence ends. When you press play you will hear this 
section only. If you think this is what you want go to next step. If not do this step again until you have 
the phrase you want clearly with a short space at the beginning and end.     
14. Go to File at the top of the screen and click, then find Export selected audio. Label carefully. Make sure you 
select MP3 from the menu of different file types. Select where to save it (you should have a pre-prepared 
folder – if not you can make one directly from this menu in an appropriate place). Click save. This will 
take you to a window.  
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Appendix 15 Identification of possible audio segments for Study 3 
 
Possible segments from audio extracts Observation Study 3 
From recording MR2-005-A 
 
Audio extract A start 18:05 min & finish 22 min. 
String Spkr English question 
asked 
Mangarrayi 
response 
Meaning Dictionary 
1 MR - “Hey picaninnies 
dinner’s ready… 
come on for dinner, 
dinner’s ready. 
la-ningá-w        la-ningá-w   
you pl come imp 
   you pl come 
no la-ninga-w but 
could find la-ninga 
(Ngugu-wa wurla-
ningany `they came 
on/along the water') 
2 MR - la-ninga-w 
(repeats) – dinner’s 
ready… teatime 
la-ningá-w na-
mawung-gú   
   la-ningá-w  na-mawung-gú  
you pl come imp pre  food    for 
          you pl come for food 
mawung-gú  (mawuj + suffix –
wu) 
no na-mawung-gu  
3 MR say it one more 
time 
la-nínga-w …. na-
mawúng-gu 
you pl come for food  
 MR 
AD 
- mawung-gu 
(quietly) 
- come on (quietly) 
   
 MR come on… yeah… 
its ready. And ... 
What’s… what’s 
the word for umm 
… is there a word 
in, in ahhh.. 
Mangarrayi for 
smoko time …. 
(waits). No smoko 
time. 
   
 AD Nothing    
4  What about lunch – 
for lunch. 
dálgan  dálgan – noon dalgan <Adv> – 
daytime, noon, 
forenoon 
5 MR 
 
MR 
- dalgan (repeats). 
And for dinner at 
night time? 
- bunyang (repeats) 
búnyang  búnyang –late night of the night 
before  
bunyang <Adv> – 
morning, late night 
of the night before, 
early morning 
6 AD 
 
mawúng-gu la…. 
like supper 
 
mawúng-gu mawúng-gu  
food    for 
for food 
(mawuj + suffix –wu) 
 
mawuj <N>. Lots 
of examples so you 
have to scroll 
through lots to get 
to the gloss. Can’t 
find 
7 MR 
 
supper (Amy starts 
to say dinner 
interrupts with) 
yeah, yeah 
mulugmúlung-
garláma  
mulugmúlung-garláma – 
afternnon (Amy seems to mean 
that this is late afternoon) 
 
(mulugmulug + suffix garlama) 
 
written: 
mulugmulung-
garlama <Adj>  – 
afternoon, in the 
afternoon 
- in example 
column also find 
mulugmulung-
garlama 
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 MR 
AD 
mulugmulung-
garlama (repeats) 
late fella (can’t 
really hear) 
   
8 MR 
 
 
 
 
and breakfast time 
in the morning? 
 
seems to express 
that she is having 
difficulty finding 
a satisfactory 
answer then 
comes up with 
merdbán-wa 
merdbán-wa – (merdban + 
suffix –wa) –  
 
merdban-wa not 
there 
merdban <Adv> - 
morning  
I have only heard it 
in form merdbán-
wa 
 
9 AD 
 
MR 
AD 
MR 
– like early this 
morning you get up 
from sleep … 
Yeah 
and you fill up 
billycan 
yeah… and you 
have something to 
eat… what … do 
you call that 
something? 
well júyá, máwúj júyá - meat 
máwúj – vegetable (non-meat or 
non-fish) 
juya <N> - meat 
(not fish); 
menstrual products 
mawuj <N> - 
tucker (vegetable 
food) 
both appear in 
examples a number 
of times 
 MR mawuj, mawuj    
10   júyá see 8  
11 MR OK. Is there a word 
in Mangarrayi for a 
knife? A knife to 
cut with? 
gorrbgórrbmin …. 
gorrbgórrbmin 
gorrbgórrbmin - knife gorrbgorrbmin <N> 
- shovel spear 
no examples 
 MR 
 
 
 
AD 
Is there a word for 
fork? (Pause as 
Amy thinks.)  
Nothing?  And for a 
spoon to eat with 
like that?  Any 
word for spoon 
(Amy thinking) 
nothing 
 
   
 MR 
 
 
AD 
MR 
 
AD 
Nothing … yep… 
OK and is there a 
word for a plate ... 
that you eat off … a 
plate? 
Just a plate. 
a plate ... do you 
just say … do you 
say anything in 
Mangarrayi? 
Nothing. 
Nothing. 
 
   
12 MR Umm. And this … 
What did we say 
this one was ... this 
cup? 
bárrigod bárrigod - cup barrigod – billycan 
2 examples 
13 MR bárrigod (repeats). 
OK. If I say “Amy, 
I’ll go and get some 
water”. How do I 
gá-nga-wá-n 
ngúgu … gá-nga-
wa-n ngúgu. 
   gá-nga-wá-n    ngúgu ….  
Pres I  go for  Pres water 
 
ga-nga-wa-n – 
couldn’t find 
ngugu –alcohol, 
water 
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say that? lots of examples 
(20+) 
14 MR gá-nga-wá-n ngúgu 
(repeats). And if I 
ask you “Amy, 
what do you want 
to eat?, What do 
you want?, what do 
you want to eat?” .. 
Do you want 
umm… Do you 
want kangaroo? 
(Amy giggles)... Do 
you want goanna? 
What do you want 
to eat?” 
mángaya márr mángaya márr  
  maybe   fish 
Maybe fish (Amy answers the 
question rather than saying how 
to ask the question) 
mangaya marr – 
could find  
mangaya <part> - 
maybe, perhaps 
lots of examples 
(30+) 
marr <N>  
 
get lots of 
unwanted words 
with this sequence 
eg marriage,  
 
15 MR márr … yeah. But 
can I … If I want to 
ask you … I say 
“oh” – What if I say 
to you “Amy, what 
do you wa… Do 
you want coffee, 
tea?” Can I say 
“What do you 
want?” … 
“jangkína” (Should 
be jágina). Can I 
use some question 
like that? 
 
jágina-ba ga-
ngán-mi? 
jagina-ba ga-ngan-mi? 
what  focus pres you/me get 
What will you give me? 
jagina-ba – in 
examples lots of 
times (30+) 
ga-ngan-mi –in 3 
examples  
“med ga-ngan-mi – 
it reached me” 
mi- <V> - 
searching with this 
eventually got to 
the root mi- get but 
there were lots of 
compounds before 
getting there eg 
nawurr+mi – help 
out. 
16 MR Does that ... what 
you want… 
jágina dara-
ngángka gá-nya-
wá-n? …. coffee. 
jagina dara-ngangka ga-nya- 
what   stomach  your    pres you 
      wa-n? 
see/got to pres 
What do you want/like? 
 
coffee 
(I want ) coffee 
jagina dara-
ngangka ga-nya-
wan - none 
jagina (see 14) 
dara-ngangka – 1 
example your gut 
dara came up with 
this sequence in 
very many words 
completely 
unrelated 
dara <N> - stomach 
(only one instance) 
 
17  coffee, yeah. OK. 
Can I say what to 
eat ... what one? 
 
jágina … jágina 
… a-nya-já-wu? 
… máwuj. (pron: 
mááwuj) 
 
Q: jagina a-nya-ja-wu?  
     what  future you eat future 
A: mawuj. 
vegetable food 
jagina a-nya-ja-wu - 
none 
jagina (see 14) 
-nya-ja-wu – none 
mawuj (see 8) 
17 MR What does that one 
mean? What do you 
want to eat? 
máwuj  mawuj (see 8) 
18 MR mawuj. “What do 
you want to drink?” 
Is there a question 
like that to ask? 
 
ngúgu … ngúgu 
mí  …  
ngugu … ngugu mi   
water        water get 
 
Water…get water. 
ngugu – alcohol, 
water 
lots of examples 
(20+) 
ngugu mi – none 
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 AD 
MR 
bring me water. 
Bring me water. 
Yeah? OK. Bring 
water. 
   
 
Audio extract B start 24:35 min & finish 28:35 min 
String Spkr English question asked Mangarrayi 
response 
Meaning Dictionary 
1 MR And I say “Do you 
want some milk in it?” 
gá-nya-
bardnáma gíg? 
Yówó. 
ga-nya-bardnama gig?  
pres you put               
milk 
You put in milk? 
Yowo. 
yes 
ga-nya-bardnama gig – 
none 
ga-nya-babnama – none 
bardnama – 2 results in 
Aux column, one example 
can also be spelt: 
babnama – lots of 
examples bard+nama – 3 
results 
bard+nama- <V Tr> -
single result 
bab+nama – 6 results 
bab+nama- <V Tr> single 
result 
gig – if you leave a space 
you narrow it down to 2 
examples and one gloss - 
milk 
gig <N> - milk – single 
result 
yowo – also get word 
“woyowoyo” – splash 
about 
yowo <Int> - yes single 
result 
2 MR Good. And what if I 
ask “Do you want 
some sugar in it?” 
Babnáma 
ngánju 
yúlgmirn 
Babnáma ngánju 
yúlgmirn 
   put          for me   sugar 
Can you put some sugar 
in for me? 
Babnama nganju yulgmirn 
- none 
babnama nganju -none 
nganju – lots of results 
(30+) mainly examples 
mostly with meaning “my” 
some “for me”. Also gloss 
nganju <Suff> - 1 result 
 
3 MR  And you say “Yówó”. Yówó. Yówó. - yes see 1 
4 MR And you say … what if 
you want to say “Can I 
have two sugars ... two 
sugars in there?” 
nabarranwá-
wu bardnáma 
yúlgmirn. 
nabarranwá-
wu 
nabarranwá-wu 
bardnáma  
   two               for    put 
yúlgmirn. 
sugar 
Put two sugars 
nabarranwa-wu bardnama 
yulgmirn – none 
nabarranwa – two 3 results 
ngabarranwa-wu – two 
times (1 result) 
bardnama – see 1 
yulgmirn – sand, sugar 6 
results 2 gloss, 4 example 
yulgmirn <N> sand, sugar 
(2 results) 
 
5 MR nabarranwá-wu. What 
if I … it’s in the 
morning, it’s cold and I 
ask that picaninny there 
“Can you light the 
Wánggij, 
jorle’ má 
damáyi  (the 
glottal stop is 
stressed 
Wanggij, jorlé’ má 
damáyi   
 child         light       fire 
Child, light the fire 
wanggij  jorle’ ma damayi   
Wanggij – child 1 result 
jorle’ ma damayi – none 
jorle’ ma – none 
jorle’ – none 
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fire?” “Can you light 
the fire?” 
 
jorle' <part> - light a fire 
(1 result) 
damayi – lots of results 
(20+), mainly examples 
but a 4 gloss 
damayi <N> - fire, 
firewood, shoot 
6 MR One more time Wánggij, 
jorlé’ má 
damáyi. 
 see above 
 AD You make ‘im fire.
  
   
7 MR If there’s no wood I say 
to that picaninny “eh, 
can you go and get 
some wood?” 
 
 
damayí-wi  
   damayí-wi 
firewood   without 
There’s no firewood 
damayi-wi –none 
damayi (see 5) 
-wi – get lots of results 
often unrelated words with 
sequence –wi 
-wi – followed by space 
gives quite a lot of results 
but specifically using the –
wi suffix 
 
8 AD you tell ‘im  damayí-wi  see above 
9 AD ‘im talk alright   yówó. Yág 
(pron yáág) 
mí’mi-wu á-
nya-mi 
mánymany. 
yówó. Yág mí’mi-wu  
yes      go look for  future 
    á-nya-mi mánymany. 
irrealis you bring 
kindling 
yówó (see above)  
yag  
mi’mi-wu- none 
mi’mi- none 
mi’mi- <V> - no result – 
(but should be at least 1) 
a-nya-mi – you get – 2 
results 
manymany – firewood, 
small kindling - 3 glosses / 
3 examples  
  You tell ‘im.    
 MR 
AD 
MR 
 
AD 
What does that mean? 
mánymany is … 
mánymany that is little 
wood 
little wood – go and get 
some little sticks 
Yeah, yeah 
   
10 MR Could you say that one 
more time “Hey, can 
you go and get some 
sticks?” 
Wa-w ... wa-w 
mánymany a-
nya-mi, narri-
wa nya-naya-
wu.  
wa-w mánymany a-nya-
mi,  
go imp kindling       irr 
you bring 
narri-wa nya-naya-wu 
that    def   you  cook 
future 
wa-w manymany a-nya-mi 
–none 
wa-w – quite a few results 
but none relevant – words 
containing sequence wa-w 
manymany –see 9 
a-nya-mi – see 9 
narri-wa nya-naya-wu – 
none 
narri-wa – that 1 result 
narri-wa <Pro> -that  1 
result 
nya-naya-wu - none 
 AD 
MR 
AD 
Bla light ‘im. 
you light him, yeah? 
Yeah. mánymany 
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11 MR What if I say “Hey, 
there’s no wood, 
firewood.” How can I 
say that? “There’s no 
wood.” 
dáyi, damayí-
wi 
dáyi, damayí-wi 
not    firewood without 
There’s no firewood (this 
is like a double negative) 
dayi damayi-wi –none 
dayi – no, not - lots of 
examples (40+) you can 
see that this makes 
something negative 
dayi <Neg Part> - not; 1 
result 
damayi-wi – see above 
 MR 
 
AD 
(repeats) dáyi, damayí-
wi. There’s no wood. 
no wood 
   
12 MR OK. And what if I say 
“OK. Now I’m going 
to boil the billy.” “I’m 
going to boil that 
billy.” 
 
a… á-nga-
nayá-wu 
bíllycan na-
téa-wu (You 
really hear a 
retroflex [rd] 
at the 
beginning of 
“tea” –the 
retroflex often 
only comes 
out after a 
vowel eg na –
rdu-yan) 
 
a-nga-naya-wu billycan  
irr I     cook  fut   billy 
na-tea-wu 
pre tea  for 
 
I will put on the billy for 
tea 
a-nga-naya-wu billycan 
na-tea-wu -none 
a-nga-naya-wu billycan - 
none 
a-nga-naya-wu - none 
billycan – billycan 1 
example 
na-tea-wu -none 
 
13 MR One more time á-nga-nayá-wu 
bíllycan na-
téa-wu. á-nga-
bardnáma 
ngúgu. 
á-nga-nayá-wu bíllycan 
na-téa-wu. (see above) 
 
á-nga-bardnáma ngúgu. 
irr I      put            water 
I will put on the water 
a-nga-bardnama - see 
above 
ngugu – see above 
 AD 
MR 
AD 
They boil ‘im. 
boil ‘im 
mmm 
   
14 MR And if I say “Oh, 
there’s no tucker.” 
“There’s no tucker.” 
mawúj-wi … 
dáyi na- 
mawúj-wi 
dayi na-mawúj-wi 
not   pre veg food 
without 
There’s no food 
dayi na-mawúj-wi - none 
dayi – see above 
na-mawúj-wi -none 
 MR 
 
 
 
 
 
AD 
MR 
AD 
MR 
AD 
(repeats – not well) 
dáyi na- mawúj-wi. 
What’s the word … is 
there a word for salt in 
Mangarrayi? You 
know salt that you put 
on your food, on your 
tucker. That salt, do 
you have a word in 
Mangarrayi for that 
one? 
nothing 
Maybe you call it na-
salt (laughs). 
Amy jokes na-jolt 
repeats na-jolt (badly) 
salt 
   
15 MR If I say to you “Oh 
Amy, Do you want 
some damper?” 
yówó ngan-
wu. 
yówó ngan-wu 
yes     you/me give 
Yes, give me 
yowo ngan-wu – none 
ngan-wu –give me – 3 
examples 
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 AD  Give me.    
16 MR What do I say “Do you 
want some damper?” I 
say? 
dámba dára-
ngángga gá-
nya-wá-n?  
(Amy 
lengthens the 
second [ng] in 
ngángga – it 
made it 
difficult for 
me to 
recognise. 
dámba dára-ngángka  
damper stomach your 
gá-nya-wá-n? 
pres you see  pres 
 
Do you want some 
damper? 
damba dara-ngangga  
ga-nya-wa-n – none 
damba – only comes up 
with words where this is a 
sequence 
dara-ngangga ga-nya-wan 
-none 
dara-ngangga -none 
ga-nya-wan –I example 
Nginyjang-gina birlarl ga-
nya-wan? `Whom/which 
one do you like?' 
17 MR and you say yówó yówó  see above 
18 MR Good. What if I say 
“oh, this damper is old, 
it’s stale it’s no good 
bórdewg  
(Pron: 
bóórdewk), 
bórdewg 
(second time 
without the 
double vowel) 
bórdewg -bad bordewg – quite a few 
results 
bordewg <N Adj> - bad, 
inferior, poor quality - 1 
result 
19 MR Is it old? mamayanggan mamayanggan - old mamayanggan – old one, 
used one - 1 result 
mamayanggan <N Adj> - 
old one, used one - 1 result 
20 MR OK. If I say “Eat some 
damper – this tastes 
awful”. 
bórdewg  
(Pron: 
bóórdewk) –  
see above see above 
 AD rubbish    
21 MR Rubbish (laughs). Can 
I say a word like 
“Yuck” Is there a word 
like that? 
bórdewg … 
jagay.  yirr’ 
war 
bórdewg … jagay.  yirr’ 
war 
bad                yuck  throw 
it away 
It’s bad. Throw it away. 
 
jagay –none  (but yagay 
<Int> - ouch) 
yirr’ war –none 
yirr’ <Part> - none (but 
should be 1 result) 
 
22 MR 
 
AD 
What about if I taste it 
… “mmm . this is 
beautiful” 
good one. 
 
 
yíjarr-bárna … 
yíjarr máwuj   
júyá 
yíjarr-bárna … yíjarr 
máwuj 
good  one          good 
food 
It’s a good one ... good 
food meat 
 
yijarr-barna – good one – 1 
example  
yijarr mawuj –none 
yijarr – good, kind, docile 
- 12 results 
yijarr <N Adj> - good, 
kind, docile - 1 result 
mawuj – see above 
 MR (repeats) yíjarr máwuj 
júyá 
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Appendix 16 Pre-block survey Block 1 Study 4 
 
Survey questions BEFORE Block 1 
 
Name: _________________________________________ Age: ___________ 
 
1. Have you got Mangarrayi heritage?  
 
            Mother’s side   /    Father’s side     /     Both 
 
What other Aboriginal heritage do you have? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Have you learnt Mangarrayi before? When? Where? Why? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Did you learn to: 
a. say some things in the language 
b. write some things in the language 
c. understand when someone spoke in the language 
d. understand written language  
 
4. Have you learnt another Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal language before? 
Which one(s)? When? Where? Why? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
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1. Did you learn to: 
a. say some things in the language 
b. write some things in the language 
c. understand when someone spoke in the language 
d. understand written language  
 
2. What 3 things did you enjoy about learning a language? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. What 3 things didn’t you enjoy? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4. What do you think you will learn about during these sessions? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 17 Personal reflection after Study 4 Block 1 
 
 
Personal reflection END OF Block  
 
Name: ________________________________________ 
 
1. What three things did you enjoy during this Block? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. What three things didn’t you enjoy? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. Did learning about Mangarrayi help you:  
 
a. understand things written in Mangarrayi? 
 
 
 
Comment: ______________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
didn’t help at all didn’t help much  helped a fair bit really helped  not sure 
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a. understand people speaking Mangarrayi, for example old recordings, 
Sheila 
 
 
 
Comment: ______________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
b. say things in Mangarrayi 
 
 
Comment: ______________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
c. write things in Mangarrayi 
 
 
 
Comment: ______________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
didn’t help at all didn’t help much  helped a fair bit really helped  not sure 
didn’t help at all didn’t help much  helped a fair bit really helped  not sure 
didn’t help at all didn’t help much  helped a fair bit really helped  not sure 
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a. use the Mangarrayi dictionary 
 
 
 
Comment: ______________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. Did the bank of Mangarrayi Mp3 recordings help you make the script 
for the video? How did it help? 
 
 
 
Comment: ______________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. What three other things helped you during the session? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
didn’t help at all didn’t help much  helped a fair bit really helped  not sure 
didn’t help at all didn’t help much  helped a fair bit really helped  not sure 
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6.  What did you do to help you learn what I was teaching? 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
7.   How much time did you spend practicing between the sessions? 
 
       1 hour        2 hours        3 hours        4 hours         5 hours      more 
 
 
8.  Which resources helped you the most learn? How? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
9.   Did you feel that you learnt what you thought you would at the   
      beginning? 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 18 Observation matrix Study 4 
 
 1 
Observation Matrix training study 
 
Participant Name: 
 
Session time:            Date: 
Observation scale Notes 
understands global meaning of 
Mangarrayi chunks 
 
 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
 
understands meaning of 
individual elements of the 
Mangarrayi chunks 
 
 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
 
can repeat relevant Mangarrayi 
chunks accurately and with 
confidence 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
 
 
 
 
accurate pronunciation & use of 
stress  
 
 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
remembers relevant chunks of 
Mangarrayi  
 
 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
contributes actively to script 
development  
 
 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
uses Mangarrayi chunks provided 
creatively & appropriately to 
develop interesting text  
 
 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
sources other appropriate 
Mangarrayi language not 
provided  
 
 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
 
makes use of dictionary use 
 
 
 
 
1  2  3  4  5 
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Appendix 19 Task instructions for Study 4 
Design Task Instructions 
What do you have to do? 
Plan and make a short video to help Jilkminggan community members learn some Mangarrayi. The general 
theme of the video will be Health, particularly talking about being sick. You will use a 3D (3 dimensional) 
camera to film the video. This can be watched on a computer or television just like a normal video, but it will 
allow a 3D view of the scene which makes the watcher feel like they are in the video. It can also be watched with 
Virtual Reality goggles. People are beginning to develop interesting learning resources that need 3D video. So 
filming now with a 3D camera could allow you to make these kinds of resources in the future for Mangarrayi. 
You will have to decide on the exact context of the video: 
ü what is the story you want to tell in the video?  
ü you need to make it interesting so that people will want to watch it, for example you could use humour 
ü What will people say in the film? 
Location  
ü where will the action in the film take place?  
ü will there be more than one place? 
Roles  
ü actors - who will be in the video?  
ü character - what type of person will they play – themselves or pretend to be another person?  
ü What will they have to do?  
ü What will they have to say? 
 Props 
ü what clothes will people need to wear?  
ü what other things will you need to create the situation?   
Filming  
ü who will film?  
ü you will use a special 3D camera that can film 180 degrees – who wants to learn how to use this? 
ü the sound is very important – how will you do this?  
ü will there just be one scene (a scene is where you start the camera, film something and then stop it) or 
more than one?  
ü shots – you can film a scene in different ways called shots.  What kind of shots will you use to film the 
scenes? 
Music 
ü create a song that can be used in the video to help learning the important Mangarrayi language 
 
Title - name of the video 
Credits - writing at the end of the video to tell us: 
ü who made the video 
ü who is in it & names of their characters 
ü where it was filmed 
ü anyone else who helped with the video  
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Script  
The most important thing about this video showing people how to say something useful in Mangarrayi in this 
situation. Repeating key vocabulary and language structures can be a good way to help people help learners 
practise listening to useful language.   
How will you find useful Mangarrayi language to make the script?  We saw last year that there are a couple of 
ways to do this: 
1. a lot of useful Mangarrayi language can be captured from old archival recordings. Last year we looked at a 
short segment where Amy was talking about giving and getting food and drink. 
 
2. We can find words and sometimes sentences by looking in the digital Mangarrayi dictionary. You have to 
have a bit of practice to know how to search and what to look for.  
 
3. We can ask Sheila. This can be really helpful to find how to say something in Mangarrayi. But if we don’t 
already know some Mangarrayi it is hard to understand exactly what she has said (even if we record it). It 
might not mean exactly what we think we have asked for. 
To try and help with these problems I am going to: 
1. give you a bank of short MP3 files with Mangarrayi speakers (Sheila or Amy) saying things in Mangarrayi 
that can be useful for talking about being sick. I have organised them according to how you could use them. 
With this you can: 
ü Listen to the Mangarrayi sentence 
ü Read a transcription in Mangarrayi of what the speaker is saying 
ü Read what it means in English 
ü Find out where the MP3 file was taken from 
ü Find out who the speaker is  
 
2. Show you some important information about Mangarrayi sounds and grammar that I think will help you 
understand what different parts of a Mangarrayi sentence mean.  
ü We will have some sessions where we will talk about this and practise listening to, reading, saying 
and writing some Mangarrayi 
ü and I will give you a little booklet with the most important information about Mangarrayi sounds 
and grammar 
ü I will give you some digital learning resources that you can use to practise Mangarrayi on your own 
when I am not there. 
 
Project Timeline 
The project will be divided into 3 Blocks. In each Block you will spend about 16 hours. You will be paid for 
your time at $20 per hour. You will also be asked to practise Mangarrayi outside of these times. Language 
teachers and researchers know that practice is REALLY important for learning a language. The more you 
practise the better you get. 
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Appendix 20 Chunkbank for Topic Bush Medicine – Study 4 
 
TOPIC:   HEALTH & BODY CARE
SUB-TOPICS LANGUAGE 
FUNCTION
MANGARRAYI ENGLISH Renamed Sound File SOUND FILE SPEAKER
Bush Medicine
Going for 
bush medicine
a-ngi-yag jorroy-wu                                                                      Let's (you and I) go for  bush medicine
Let's you & I go bush medicine for
jorroy ngirla-minyi we were getting jorroy jorroy_ngirla-minyi.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July 
bush medicine they & I were getting
a-ngirla-yag Let's (they & I) go a-ngirla-yag.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
maybe you mob & I go
a-ngirla-mi Let's (they & I) get a-ngirla-mi.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
maybe you mob & I get
a-ngirla-yag a-ngirla-mi Let's (they & I) go and get a-ngirla-yag_a-ngirla-mi.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
could you mob & I go and maybe you mob & I get
nanangganawa ga-ngirla-mi then we get it nanangganawa_ga-ngirla-mi.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
then   Pres   they & I get
warling nyan-mi Darling I'll get you ... warling nyan-mi.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
darling  I / you get
ga-nya-mi-bayi narra jorroy you're getting that bush medicine ga-nya-mi-bayi_narra jorroy.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3  Sheila Conway
Pres you/it  get (emph) that bush medicine
jorroy nya-mi you get some bush medicine jorroy_nya-mi.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
bush medicine you/it get
narra-ba jorroy nya-mi you get that bush medicine narra-ba_jorroy_nya-mi.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
that (emph) bush medicine you get 
nya-mi You get it nya_mi.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
you /it get
wurr-yarmari those two were taking them off (leaves) wurr-yarmari.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
those two/it  were taking off
Jagina niwa? What's this? Jagina_niwa.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
what    this
mob ga-nya-ma you break it off mob_ga-nya-ma.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
 cut   Pres  you/it
mod ga-nya-mi you cut it mod_ga-nya-mi.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
cut    Pres  you/it
mob ja-wurla-ma ga-ngirla-ga-n They break it and we take it mob_ja-wurla-ma_ga-ngirla-ga-n.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
break  Pres they/it Pres They & I take
ber' ga-nya-ma you cut it Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July 
cut   Pres you
jurrgjurrg-nawu ja-yirr'ma na-dim-gu she takes off the leaves for sores jurrgjurrg-nawu ja-yirma na-dim-gu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
 leah    its           Pres  take off for sore
narra jurrgjurrg they are leaves narra_jurrgjurrg.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
that  leaf
gurlag ti tree bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
gilirr gutta percha bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
darlugdarlug mistletoe darlugdarlug_mistletoe.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
narra-ba gergerg the tea-bag plant Vix narra-ba_gergerg.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
that Emph  teabag plant
na-jorroy-wu for bush medicine na-jorroy-wu.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
for bush medicine
Preparing 
bush 
medicine
ga-nya-wirrijma you scrape it ga-nya-wirrijma.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
Pres you/it scrape
a-nya-wirrijma-wu you will scrape  it a-nya-wirrijma-wu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
should  you/it  scrape
wirrijma nyanggi scrape it off you wirrijma_nyanggi.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
scrape     you
lorlb ga-nya-mi dab-nawu you take off the bark (skin im up) lorlb_ga-nya-mi_dab-nawu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
skin im  Pres you/it bark his
wilg ga-nya-bu-n you scrape it
scrape  Pres you/it 
jurrgjurrg mayawa ja-bardnama now she is putting in the leaves jurrgjurrg_mayawa_ja-
bardnama.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
leaf   now          Pres (he or she) put
jurrgjurrg-nawu its leaves jurrgjurrg-nawu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
leaf             it's
narra jurrgjurrg they are leaves narra_jurrgjurrg.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
that        leaf
Yirr' warwari jurrgjurrg
she was throwing more leaves (into the 
container) Yirr_warwari_jurrgjurrg.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
was throwing   leaves
narra ngugu mi get that water narra_ngugu_mi.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
that water get
ja-mi wardij ngugu she's getting more water ja-mi wardij_ngugu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
Pres (she) she is also getting water
ya-bardnama-wu ngugu Water should be put  in it ya-bardnama_ngugu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
should put  in     water
na-barrigon-gan nya-bardnama you put it in the billy na-barrigon_ga-nya-bardnama.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
in billy     you/it put
barlarlbarlarl a-nya-bardnama you put it in the container (billy) barlarlbarlarl a-nya bardnama.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
billy            maybe  you  put
a-nya-bardnama jalugmayin-gan you put it in cold water a-nya-bardnama_jalugmayin-
gan.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
maybe   you put     cold   in
a-nya-bardnama  you should put it when you are cold a-nya-bardnama_milgmilg_ga-nya-
ma-wu a-nya-bama.mp3
Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July 
Sheila Conway
should you/it put have a wash in it
milgmilg  a-nya-ma-wu a-nya-ba'ma
cold      will be you         can you wash
ja-bardnama warlayjnyin-gan he puts it in the shade ja-bardnama_warlayjnyin-gan.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
Pres (he/it) put     shade   in
a-nya-mi wuray get it later a-nya-mi_wuray.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
maybe you/it  get  later
bardnama damayi-yan put it on the fire bardnama_damayi-yan.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
put             fire        on
damayi-yan ja-na-n it is burning (cooking) on the fire damayi-yan_ja_na-n.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
  fire   on    Pres (he/it) burn
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babnamdag damayi-yan he put it on the fire babnamdag_damayi-yan.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
barrigon-gan in the cup barrigon-gan.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
cup       in
damayi-yan a-nya-bardnama put it on the fire damayi-yan_a-nya-bardnama.mp3 Sheila_bush medicine_18 
July_18 Sheila Conway
fire     on     maybe  you/it put
a-nya-naya-wu na-damayi-an you should cook it on the fire a-nya-naya-wu na-damayi-an.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
should you/it cook on the fire
garrag-wa nya-bardnama put lots of it garrag-wa_nya-bardnama.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
big mob the you/it put
wuray a-nya-mi later you should get it wuray_a-nya-mi.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
should you/it get
ja-wurla-bardnama mawuny-gan They put it in the food in the coolamon ja-wurla-bardnama_mawuny-gan na-
durdu-yan_ Sheila_Syrita.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
Pres  they/it  put       food        in      
 na-durdu-yan
   in   coolamon
ya-ni it can sit (on the fire) ya-ni.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
can (it) rest
wuray jalug ya-ma-wu later when it is cool wuray jalug ja-ma-wu.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
later  gets cool  will
jalug ja-ma when it's cold jalug_ja-ma.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
is cold Pres  (it)
jalug ya-mayn when it was cold jalug_ya-mayn.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
is cold   might be (it) Past
na-milgmilg ja-ni (when) it's cold na-milgmilg ja-ni.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
with cold Pres (it) is
ber’ ja-wurla-ma                                                                           They cut it ber_ja-wurla-ma.mp3 MR2-014-A Sheila Conway
cut  Pres they/it
wub ja-wurla-war na-damayi-yan                                                  they put it on the fire wub_ja-wurla-war_na-damayi-
yan.mp3 MR2-014-A Sheila Conway
throw on fire Pres they/it fire     on
ja-wurla-bardnama na-barlarlbarlarl-an                                       they put it in a billy ja-wurla_bardnama_na-barlarlbarlarl-
an.mp3 MR2-014-A Sheila Conway
Pres they/it     put                 billy              in
jaw bu pour it jaw_bu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
pour
jaw ja-bu-n ngugu he pours water jaw_ja-bu-n_ngugu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
pour  Pres (he/it) water
jaw ja-bu-n he pours it jaw_ja-bu-n.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
pour  Pres (he/it) 
lurlurl'-wi ja-ga-n she doesn't pile it up (ie pours slowly) lurlurl'-wi_ja-ga-n.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
pile up without Pres he/it take
larla-yag dried out larla-yag.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
dry out  Past
larla-yag 2 dried out larla-yag 2.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
dry out  Past
mamayanggan old (used for dried ones) mamayanggan.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
old
mangaya ja-mi na-yijarr maybe it gets good (It is ready?) mangaya_ja-mi_na-yijarr.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
maybe  Pres (it)gets    for good
mayawa-ja that's it (its ready) mayawa-ja.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
now    emph
narriwa-ja that's it narriwa-ja.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
that    emph
Using Bush 
medicine ga-nya-ba'ma_ you are washing ga-nya-bama_.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
Pres you wash
mangaya nya-ba'ma-wu Maybe you will  wash mangaya_nya-bama-wu.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
maybe    you   wash   will
narriwa nya-mi nya-ba'ma you get that one and you wash narriwa_nya-mi_nya-bama.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
that one you/it get  you  bogey
nya-ba'ma you wash nya-bama.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
you bogey
Bush medicine_sound 
files_18/nya-ba'ma_have a 
wash_Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 
July .mp3
bordewg malam-nawu When your body feels bad bordewg_malam-nawu 
yawyaw_ngarla-buyin narriwa-
Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
 bad          body   his    
yaw' yaw' ngarla-bu-yi-n narriwa-ba we splash water     (with) that one
splash water we mob self Pres that  Emph
mulugmulug nya-ba'mari? Did you wash yesterday? mulugmulug_nya-bamari.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
yesterday      you   were bogeying?
mulugmulug yesterday mulugmulug.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
yesterday      
nga-ba'mari I had a wash nga-bamari.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
I      was bogeying
yaw'yaw' nya-bu-yi-n spalsh water on yourself yawyaw_nya-buyin.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
splash water you/it  self Pres
yaw'yaw' a-nya-buyi-n splash water on yourself yawyaw_nya-buyin2.mp3 bush medicine July18.mp3 Sheila Conway
splash water should you/it self 
ngugu nya-ja drink water ngugu_nya-ja.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
water   you/it  drink
narra nya-ja you drink that narra_nya-ja.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
that    you/it drink
jagina ja-wu ngugu what water will she drink ? jagina_ja-wu_ngugu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
what   drink will (he/it) water where is the water that to drink
jijga-ya a-nya-ja jalug ma-wu Drink a little when it is cold jijga-ya_a-nya-ja_jalugma-wu.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
little   maybe  you drink for cold
na-jijga a little bit na-jijga.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
for little   
ngarla-wanggij ja-wa-n barrigod that (girl) child is getting a cup
ngarla-wanggij_ja-wa-
n_barrigod.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
female Subj I child Pres (he/it) get cup  
nya-mi nyanggi you, you get it nya-mi_nyanggi .mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
you/it get  you
ngorrgngorrg crunchy ngorrgngorrg.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
crunchy
marrb marrb nama na-wirla tie it up with a bandage marrbmarrb_nama_na-wirla.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
 tie   tie                     with   vine
marrb nama a-nya-nama-wu you put a bandage on marrb nama a-nya-ma-wu.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
 tie               should  you/it do
marrb nama bandage it up marrb_nama.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
na-birlbu ma ngangga it makes you stronger na-birlbu_ma_ngangga.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
    strong   make  you/it
narra mun that's all narra_mun.mp3 bush medicine_18 July_18 Sheila Conway
that    all /only
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jalug ga-nya-ma malam-ngangga your body is cold (you are cold)
jalug_ga-nya-ma_malam-
ngangga.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
is cold  Pres  you  body   your
jalugmayin narra-nawu When that was cold
jalugmayin_narra-nawu_wurr-nani 
nga-bamari.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
  cold           that  its      
    wurr-nani        nga-ba'mari  those two heated it    I was bogeying Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
 those two/it were burning I was bogeying
nya-ba'ma jalug nya-ma mangaya barlalaga you wash when you are cold maybe nya-bama_jalug_nya-
ma_mangaya_barlalaga.mp3
Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
you   bogey  is  cold  you   maybe  today straight away
mangaya bamburriyi nya-mi-wu maybe better you take it 
mangaya_bamburriyi_nya-mi-
wu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
maybe       better          you/it  get  will
nya-mi-wu you should take it nya-mi-wu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
you/it get   will
mangaya bobob nya-ma-wu nya-nan-gu 
Maybe you are hot and your body mangaya_bobob_nya-ma-w_nya-
nganiyug malam-ngangga_narriwa_a-
nya bama.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
maybe        hot   you         will be you burn       is burning up you bogey in that
malam-ngangga  narriwa a-nya-ba'ma
body your  that  should you/it bogey
na-dim-gu for sores na-dim-gu.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
for sores
niwa ngarla-bardnama ga-ngarla-nidba dib we put this on when we have sores niwa_ngarla-bardnama_ga-ngarla-
nidba_dib.mp3 Sheila_Syrita_Friday 20 July Sheila Conway
This we mob/it   put      Pres   we mob   have sore
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Appendix 21 Food & Drink Powerpoint using chunking and speed reduction 
 
9/5/19
1
F O O D  A N D  D R IN K
A s k i n g  f o r  &  g i v i n g
l i ke  &  d i s l i ke
la-ninga-w na-mawung-gu
you mob come and get dinner
• la-ninga-w – you mob come
• na-mawung-gu – for food
• NOTE:  mawuj = food  
• na-_______-gu = for
• na-mawung-gu = for food (j at the end of a word changes 
to ng when you add -gu
meal times
• merdbanwa – breakfast (really means early morning – when you 
have breakfast)
• dalgan - lunch (really means midday – when you have lunch)
• bunyang – dinner (really means evening – when you have dinner)
food
• juya – meat  (can also mean a living animal or bird)
• mawuj – fruit, vegetables, berries
utensils
• gorrbgorrbmin – knife  (originally shovel-nosed spear – se also 
bandarrwi – stone knife in Mnagarrayi book p.18 )
• barrigod – cup
Saying that you are going to get 
something
ga-nga-wa-n ngugu
I am get    water                   I’m getting water
ga-__________-n = doing something now (in the 
present, not past or future). 
NOTE: For many verbs we don’t need –n just ga-
For example ga-nga-yag (I am going)
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9/5/19
1
Asking what someone wants or likes 
What would you like? What do you want?                       
What do you like? What do you feel like? 
Jagina na-dara-ngangga ga-nya-wa-n? 
What with stomach your (now) you want? 
What do you want/like?
Jagina a-nya-ja?       What do you want to eat /drink? 
What would you eat or drink?    
Answering question “What do you want to 
eat or drink?”
mangaya marr
maybe fish (maybe I would like to eat some fish)
coffee
tea
mawuj – food (vegetable, fruit)
juya - meat
ngugu - water
Asking for something
simplest way of asking this  using verb mi- (bring)
ngugu mi
get water            Can I have some water?
Asking for more of something
ngaya, wardij a-nga-ja-wu tea
Me more I will drink tea           - Can I have some more tea?
ngaya, wardij a-nga-ja-wu coffee 
Me more I will drink coffee - Can I have some more coffee?
Asking what someone wants 
...dara-ngangga ga-nya-wa-n ?
... stomach your now you see… ?       Would you like some...?
damba dara-ngangga ga-nya-wa-n ?
damper stomach your now you see… ?      
Would you like some damper?
Saying what you want
na-dara-nganju ga-nga-wa-n.
with stomach my (now) I see.       – I feel like some ....
Eh, ngarndarla tea a-nga-ja
Yeah, maybe tea I might drink 
Yeah, maybe I’ll have some tea.
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9/5/19
1
Asking what someone wants or likes 
What would you like? What do you want?                       
What do you like? What do you feel like? 
Jagina na-dara-ngangga ga-nya-wa-n? 
What with stomach your (now) you want? 
What do you want/like?
Jagina a-nya-ja?       What do you want to eat /drink? 
What would you eat or drink?    
Answering question “What do you want to 
eat or drink?”
mangaya marr
maybe fish (maybe I would like to eat some fish)
coffee
tea
mawuj – food (vegetable, fruit)
juya - meat
ngugu - water
Asking for something
simplest way of asking this  using verb mi- (bring)
ngugu mi
get water            Can I have some water?
Asking for more of something
ngaya, wardij a-nga-ja-wu tea
Me more I will drink tea           - Can I have some more tea?
ngaya, wardij a-nga-ja-wu coffee 
Me more I will drink coffee - Can I have some more coffee?
Asking what someone wants 
...dara-ngangga ga-nya-wa-n ?
... stomach your now you see… ?       Would you like some...?
damba dara-ngangga ga-nya-wa-n ?
damper stomach your now you see… ?      
Would you like some damper?
Saying what you want
na-dara-nganju ga-nga-wa-n.
with stomach my (now) I see.       – I feel like some ....
Eh, ngarndarla tea a-nga-ja
Yeah, maybe tea I might drink 
Yeah, maybe I’ll have some tea.
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9/5/19
1
Asking someone to put something in your drink
a-nya-babnama gig? 
might/will you put milk Could you put in some milk?
a-nya-babnama … ? 
might/will you put …      Could you put in some ...? 
Say you will get something for someone 
Yowo - yes
yowo, ga-nga-mi ngangga
yes, (now) I/it get   for you             Yes, I’ll get it for you.
Dayi - no 
Say you won’t get something for someone 
Answering when someone asks if you want milk 
Yowo, niri nganju gig 
yes, bring for me milk         Yes, I’ll have some milk
a-nya-bardnama na-tea-yan?
can/might you put in tea Could you put some in my tea
ASKING FOR SUGAR
babnama nganju… – could you give me some …
Babnama nganju yulgmirn
put for me sugar Could you give me some sugar?
Babnama nganju … ?
put for me … ?            Could you give me some … ?
nabarranwa-wu bardnama yulgmirn
for two put sugar   Can I have 2 sugars?
Say something is good
Yijarr-barna
good one!
Yijarr mawuj –
good food!            The food is good
Yijarr – good!
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9/5/19
1
SOUNDS IN 
MANGARRAYI
a
Middle of word:
End of word:
-nya-ja?
b-nawu
diwan
a
ba
a
?Jagina
e
Middle of word:
End of word: Jembere
r’ ja-wurla-maeb
i
Middle of word:
End of word:
j b-nawui
garawi
o
Middle of word:
End of word:
rdewg
yow
bo
o
u
Middle of word:
End of word:
rla-ma
ngarla-gardug
u
u
ye’ ja-w
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9/5/19
1
b
Middle of word:
End of word:
anggal
arranwa 2
ja
b
ngab
b
d
Middle of word:
End of word:
amayi
burr
barrigo
d
ngad
d
rd
Middle of word:
End of word: bird
ba rd rdba a
j
Middle of word:
End of word:
uya
urru
mawu
j
galij
j
dj
Middle of word:
End of word:
inyirrg ga-nga gar dj
g
Middle of word:
End of word:
arawi
ina
muy
g
ja g
g
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9/5/19
1
‘
Middle of word:
End of word:
dinydiny ‘
m
Middle of word:
End of word:
angaya
birrina
barna
m
jam
m
yowo??
? 
dayi??? 
n
Middle of word:
End of word:
a-bandi
an
Jilkmingga
n
nan
n
rn
Middle of word:
End of word:
-nganju
yulgmi
mi rn
rn
ny
Middle of word:
End of word:
anggi
warr
la
ny
na-gany
yn
ng
Middle of word:
End of word:
ugu
gan
ng
mamayang
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9/5/19
1
y
Middle of word:
End of word:
e’ ja-wurla-ma
a
jorro
y
manga y
y
yowo??
? 
dayi??? 
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9/5/19
1
ga-nga-gar’garma
cough    
cough
ga-nga-dumduma jib-nganju
wolorr ga-nga-ma
Mawuj
Juya
jard ga-nga-jaygi-n barnam-garlama
jard ga-nga-jaygi-n mamaya ga-nga-yu
z
z 
z 
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Appendix 23 Chunkbank developed around Topics Country / Places for the Jilkmimggan 
school 
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Appendix 24 Examples of resources completed by Jilkminggan high school students 
 
9/5/19
1
AY MANGARRAYI
D a d  k a - n g a - b u y i - n  n a - w a b a w a b a _
I  p u t  o n  c l o t h e s
DARR' MA GA-NGA-WAR_I 
COME OUT G A - N G A - J A  D A L  G A - N G A - J A Y G I - N _ I  E A T  U N T I L  I  A M  F U L L _
G a - n g a - n a y a n a r r a b a n g k a l n a r r a j u y a _ i c o o k  b a c o n  a n d  
e g g s
W U R R K G A - N G A - B U Y I - N _ I WA S H  
M Y S E L F
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9/5/19
1
AD_Mangarrayi 2
Jakina nya-may_ Nga may_bunjayi_What did 
you get? I got a black bream
jakina nya-may_nga-may burrinyburriny_What
did you get? I got a catfish
jina ga-ngirla-ma ga-ngirla-babnama yalar juya na-
marr-wu_this is how we put on beef meat for fish
na-wangkangkij ye' ja-wurla-ma_the kids play ngirla na-wurlurlu-yan_we are at the rapids 
(the crossing)
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Appendix 25 Some resources developed for Jilkminggan primary school 
 
9/5/19
1
Garnan – Wet season
Voice by Josie Lardy
produced Mark Richards
Jilkminggan 2017
wind
wind
jab
jab
jab
rain
garnan ga nr an
Cloudy
miyarr-awu miyarr-awu
sun
ganywarr
ganywarr
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9/5/19
1
Thunder clap 
When lightning hits something
dey
dey
dey dey
dey
Rumbling Thunder
gu lu lu
gurlurlu
r r
Lightningmaran mawuj na-garnan-gu tucker in the echidna
mundulbirri
mawuj na-garnan-gu tucker in the wet
frog
jorngok
mawuj na-garnan-gu tucker in the wet
firefly
murlug murlug min
murlugminmurlug
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Grouping Animals Extension 
 
 
                                       
                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Banggal ja-babanama 
ja-ngir’mi ja-ni na-ngugu-yan 
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Grouping Animals Extension 
 
 
                                       
Jagina  niwa na-marr? Jagina niwa na-juya? 
 
 
ja-ni na-ngugu-yan 
galijurru
Ja-ni na-ngugu-yan ________ 
Banggal ja-babnama ______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-balwal_______ 
 
Ja-ni na-ngugu-yan ________ 
Banggal ja-babnama ______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-balwal_______ 
 
marr 
Ja-ni na-bargi-yan ________ 
Banggal ja-babnama ______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-jarab_______ 
 
jabada
lededmayn 
Ja-ni na-ngugu-yan ________ 
Wanggij ja-darawun _______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-balwal_______ 
 
Ja-ni na-ngugu-yan ________ 
Wanggij ja-darawun _______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-balwal_______ 
 
yilmirndi bandi 
Ja-ni na-bargi-yan ________ 
Banggal ja-babnama ______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-jarab_______ 
 
warrbiyan 
Ja-ni na-ngugu-yan ________ 
Banggal ja-babnama ______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-jarab_______ 
 
Ja-ni na-bargi-yan ________ 
Banggal ja-babnama ______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-jarab_______ 
 
jorngog muyg
Ja-ni na-bargi-yan ________ 
Wanggij ja-darawun ______ 
Ja-ngir’mi na-jarab_______ 
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Grouping Animals Extension 
 
 
Glossary 
 
yilmirndi - sawfish 
ngurluguyi - barramundi 
galijurru - crab 
bunyjai – black bream 
bandi - snake 
warrbiyan – crocodile (freshwater) 
lededmayn – bullshark (one was found at the Crossing last year) 
jorngog - frog 
jarnamanjarr – long-necked tortoise 
jabada – short necked turtle 
bardjarr – water goanna 
werrg – dingo  
 
 
na-ngugu-yan   ja-ni    - he/she lives in water 
water in         Present he/she lives       
 
na-bargi-yan ja-ni     – He/she lives on the ground 
ground on   Present he/she lives      
 
na-jarab ja-ngir’mi – He/she breathes through his mouth 
with mouth Present he/she breathes 
 
na-balwal ja-ngir’mi  – He/she breathes with gills 
with gill   Present he/she breathes 
 
Wanggij ja-darawu-n– She gives birth (to a child) 
child      Present she gives birth to 
 
Banggal ja-babnama – She lays eggs 
egg        Present she   lays        
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9/5/19
1
Nga-yirriwab werrg na-ngajkang-
gan
I saw a dingo in the bush
Voice: Josie Lardy
Produced by Mark Richards
Jilkminggan 2017
nga _yirri wab werrg _na ngaj gang gan
nga _yirri wab werrg _na ngaj gang gan
gay’ bu ni balgij _ jigij jigij jigij jigij mi 
nga _yirri wab werrg na ngaj gang gan
nga _yirri wab werrg na ngaj gang gan
gay’ bu ni bal gij _ jigij jigij jigij jigij mi 
nga _yirri wab warr biyan na jadba yan
nga _yirri wab warr biyan na jadba yan
gay’ bu ni gurru baba _ ngorrk ngorrk
ngorrk ngorrk ma
nga _ yirri wab warrbiyan na jad ba yan
nga _ yirri wab warrbiyan na jad ba yan
gay’ bu ni gurru baba _ ngorrk ngorrk
_ngorrk ngorrk ma
nga yirri wab ban di na landi yan
nga yirri wab ban di na_landi yan
gay’ bu ni jorn kok _ birlirli birlirli
birlirli birlirli ma
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9/5/19
1
nga yirri wab ban di na_lan di yan
nga yirri wab ban di na_lan di yan
gay’ bu ni jorn kok birlirli birlirli _
birlirli birlirli ma
nga yirri wab _ belg mayin _ na bun dal an
gay’ bu-ni malam _ _ manbu _ manbu _
manbu
na barn am _ _ gar la ma _ na barn am _ gar la 
ma 
nga _ yirri wab belg mayin _ na bun dal an
gay’ bu ni mal am _ manbu man bu
man bu na barn am _ _ gar la ma _ _ na
barn am _ _ gar la ma 
